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ABSTRACT 
This study aims at investigating the causes of some of 
the :problems encountered by Arabic-speaking students in the 
Secondary Schools of Kuwait when they attempt to write English, 
which they learn as their first foreign language. Since these 
students do not in fE',ct reach the stage of free writing even at 
the very end of their secondary course, we have limited ourselves 
in this research to the level of the sentence and its :parts • 
.Again, since vIe are here concerned with writing only, the 
phonological level has naturally been excluded. 
In general terms, one can assume that the ~ causes of 
mistakes committed at the level of the sentence and its parts 
may be of three ty:pes: Cul tural, Lin€uistic and Pedagogic. 
Since the scope of these three topics is too wide for anybody 
to investigate at one time, this study has been limited to the 
following areas: 
First: The Cultural factor and how it interferes in the learning 
of a foreign language. This area is dealt "lith theoretically 
e..nd in general terms, '\'lith brief references to certain s:pecific 
aspects. 
1m assessment of the Kuwaiti secondary school students' 
familiarity with the English cultural ba.cY~ound is carried out 
by means of a special cross-cultural test. 
Second: In the Linguistic area, two to:pics have been tac~ed, 
namely: 
(2.) The Lexis 
This is studied under the fallm-ling sub-heac1ings: Vocabulary 
and Culture; '''ord-Composi tion (or: Compounding), Prepositional 
Idioms, and vlord-Heaning. Difficulties have been :pin:pointed on the 
understanding that they may arise either from the nature of the 
English Language itself, or from Arabic interference. For the 
purpose of discovering where the latter is apt to occur, a 
contrastive stuqy is conducted in each of the said fields. 
At every step, the results of the theoretical study as 
well as the specific hypotheses put forward are validated by 
means of special tests. 
(b) The Verb System: 
The Verb Tense (and other necessarily related chAracteristics) 
in English and Arabic are studied and contrasted, and the problems 
that face the speaker of Arabic anticipated and empirically 
validated. 
In order that the above parts of the study may be seen in 
their proper perspective, an introductory part of this paper 
surveys the Educational System in Kuwait and the place of English 
language teaching and leaming in that system. 
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PART ONE 
THE KUWAITI EDUCATIONAL 
BACKGROUND 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEr1 ill KUWAIT 
• 
I. THE SCHOOL LADDER 
Since the academic yea:r 1956-1951 the school ladder in Kuwait has 
consisted of four primary, four intermediate and four secondary years. 
The primary stage: is preceded by a period of two years spent at the 
infant school (or kindergarten) which accepts children at the age of 
four and sends them to the primary school at six. No public examination 
is held at the end of the primary stage and pupils are promoted to the 
intermediate school after passing their school examinations. However, 
at the end of the intermediate stage, only those who pass their General 
Intermediate Examination can proceed to the secondary schools or to 
other institutes that are of secondary school status, such as: the 
Commercial School, the Technical College, the Secondary Vocational 
1 School for Girls, the Primar,r Teacher Training Institutes, and other 
speci9J.ized institutes that are not under the authority of the Ministry 
of Education. At the end of the secondary stage a public examina.tion 
is held and qualifies successful candidates for higher studies • 
. 
The Compulsory Education Law stipulates that every Kuwaiti boy 
and girl should attend school up to the end of the intermediate stage 
(or to the age of 16). In fact everybody is strongly encouraged to 
comp1et~ his or her second.ary education. The Government tries its 
utmost to offer the appropriate education to everybody including the 
physically and mentally handicapped for the education of whom ultra-
modern and fully-equipped Special Institutes ha.ve been set up • 
.. 
1 These institutes are being gradually transformed into institutes of 
,~highor education which a student can join only after passing the 
'" public Secondary School Examinations. This decision was taken by 
c',the Ministry of Education in March, 1971, and will come into effect 
aB:from October, 1973. 
If 
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or those students who pass their General Intermediate Examination, 
about 80% go to the ordinary (Le. academic) secondary schools; the rest 
branch out to the various institutes mentioned above. (The official 
figures for the school year 1970-1971 are: 15,997 and 3,418 respectively.)l 
All education in Kuwait is free, up to the end of the university 
course. Out of those who complete their secondar,y school studies 
successfully, the best (i.e. those who attain an overall average of 7CJ% 
and above) are given the choice either to join the University of Kuwait 
or to pursue their studies abroad. Anybody with an average of over 
5~ is entitled to enrol at the University of Kuwait or at any other 
institute of higher education in the country. Those attaining an 
average of 50-55% are allowed to join institutes of semi-university 
status. 
The Uni versi ty of Kuwaitis a recent establishment from which 
the first crop of students gradu.a.ted in June, 1970. It consists of 
the Faculty of Arts, the Fa.cul.ty of Sciences, the Faculty of Law, and 
the Faoul ty of Politics, Economics and Commerce. In the academic year 
1970-1971 there were 1,988 students in all undergraduate classes, 85 
preparing for diplomas, 144 for the M.A. and 8 for the Ph.D. degrees. 
According to the Regulations all except 10% of the students should be 
Kuwa.i ti citizens. l3ut in fact a number of scho1a;rships are in 
addition granted to students of various nationalities. 
II. ADMINISTRATION 
As in the majority of Arab countries, the Educational System in 
I 
Rilwait is highly centralized. The Minister of Education is usually a 
1 All figures (unless otherwise stated) that will appear in this part 
of the paper are based on an official pamphlet entitled "EDUCATIONAL 
STATISTICAL DATA" (henceforth to be referred to as E S n) issued by 
the Ministry of Education-Department of Research and Technical 
Co-ordination - in April, 1971. 
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political figure. The highest civil servant is the Under-Secretary 
who has four assistant Under-Secretaries to help him with the work. 
Next come heads of the various departments; then we go down in the 
hierarchy to the teachers, assistants and clerical ,staff. 
The general educational policy is decided at the top, so are 
other important matters connected ,"i th the appointment and dismissal 
of teachers, the drawing up of the syllabi, the provision of tu:m1ture, 
books, etc. Heads of departments enjoy a certain amount of autonomy 
in day-to-da.y transactions. Li ttle freedom is left to the staff of 
each school in deoiding any of the major issues. The purely technical 
aspect is carried out by the teachers who are supervised locally by 
the senior teachers and the headmasters ond centrally by the inspectors. 
In each inspectorate there is a senior (or chief) inspector who is 
responsible to one of the Under-Secretaries for all technical matters 
pertaining to his subject: Soiences, English, Arabic, etc. 
III. GENERAL INFORMATION 
Tables I and II below show the es sen'Hal data for the year 1910-
1911. They show a total of 202 schools of all sorts populated bY 
138,141 students who are taught (and catered for) by 9,085 teachers, 
secretaries, etc. 
This does not in fact represent the total population of all 
schools in the country. In addition to the government schools, there 
are 64 private schools which look after the education of 32,~a;1 
1 
students, bringing the total to 111,029 out of the \thole population 
of the country "1hich ua.s, according to the 1910 Census, slight~ 
above 150,000 people (a.bout 50% or them non-Ku\oraitis). Thus the 
student-body constitutes about a quarter (23%) of the total popula.tion 
of the country. 
1 E S D, P. 5 
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TABLE I 
SCHOOLS 
1970-1971 
Ordinary Schools Institutes 
School Ho. Insti t'J.te 
Kindergartens 44 Intermediate teacher 
Primary schools 59 training colleges 
Primary /intermedia te Primary teacher training 
schools 23 institutes 
Intermediate schools 38 Special institutes 
Secondar,y schools 19 (Blind, etc.) 
Religious Institute 
Boys' Technical College 
Girls' Vocational School 
Commercial School 
Total 183 
Total number of schools and institutes 
TABLE II 
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 
1970-1971 
Schools Institutes 
Schools Stu- Teao- Institute dents hers 
Kindergartens 12,830 789 Intermediate teacher 
Primary schools 57,414 2,813 training oolleges 
Intermediate 'Primary teacher 
schools 47,065 3,084 training institute~ Secondary Speoial institutes 
schools 15,991 1,521 Technical (Boys/Girls) 
Commercial School 
Religious Institute 
Total 133,306 8207 
Grand Total for schools and institutes 
No. 
2 
2 
11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
19 
202 
Stu- Teac-
dents hers 
461 55 
1,642 293 
1,002 197 
1,565 235 
489 63 
282 35 
5,441 878 
~:;9747 9095 
The ratio of teacher-student in all schools (after excluding 
secretaries, typists, librarians, store-keepers, etc.) is 1:15 in 
1910-1911;1 while the average sizes of classes are ,3, ,1 and 28 in 
the primary, intermediate and secondary schools, respective~.2 
Out of the total population of government schools (i.e, 138,141), 
18,363 are boys, the rest are girls. 3 Thus the proportion of boys to 
girls in all schools is: 56% to ~~r%. 
Allowing for the fact that non-Kutro.iti students are not admitted 
into kindergartens, and that only students on scholarships are 
accepted in the various specialized institutes, \'le have the figure 
29.% representing the proportion of non-Kuwaiti students in all schools. 
In fact this percentage differs from one stage to another. In the 
ordinary primary schools it is 2~b, in the intermediate 34.6%, and in 
the secondar,r schools 43.6%.4 
Out of the whole teaching staff, only 24.8% are Kuwaitis; the 
rest are recruited from the various Arab countries. The great majority 
come from the U.A.R. (42.1%) and Palestine/Jordan (29.8%).5 
There is no need to go into more details. One more point that 
is worth mentioning is the fact that 9.87~ of the total budget of the 
Government is spent on education. This does not include almost an 
equal amount spent on school building by the Jlfu'listry of Public "larks. 6 
1 ibid, 
2 ibid, 
3 ibid, 
4 ibid, 
5 ibid, 
6 ibid, 
p. 4· 
p. If. 
p. 9. 
PI'. 11 and 12. 
p. 14. 
p. 21. 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE PLACE OF ENGLISH nr THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
English is taught in all government schools in Kuwait as a 
foreign language, and usually (except for a few North African students) 
as the first foreign language. French is taught as the second foreign 
language only in the last two years of the secondary schools to students 
of the ,Arts section. Novlhere in Kuwait, except in a few English or 
American private schools, is English used as the medium of instruction. 
The teaching of English in the government schools of Kuwait 
starts in the first year of the intermediate stage and continues for 
eight years, i.e. until the end of the secondary stage. (Many private 
schools, hm'lever, start English in the primary stage, and even in 
kindergarten. ) Except for students of the science secti0n, who in 
the last two years of the secondary school have only seven weekly 
periods, all students in intermediate and secondary schools have eight 
periods of English per week. 
I. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE COURSE USED AT PRESENT 
Until the academic year 1963-1964 English Language courses used 
in the schools of Kuwait were either Dr. M. West's books or others 
based on the same principles and employing the same methods advocated 
by him end adopted in several parts of the world. Although such books 
have their own merits and are still appropriate and useful under 
certain circumstances, they did not serve the particular objectives 
of foreign language learning in Kuwait - a country that was already 
developing at a tremendous pace and trying very hard to take its proper 
place among the more developed countries of the world. This necessitated 
an overall re-examination of the English syllabus. ThUs it came about 
that the present course, namely: W. S. ALLEN & Ralph COOKE, Living 
English for the Arab '\-!orld (published by Longmans) was adopted in that 
year. 
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The first edition of the course consisted of three books meant 
to cover the three years of the preparatory stage in such Arab countries 
that had a school ladder different from that of Kuwait, (Le. the 6-3-3 
ladder). In such countries English was started in the first preparatory 
year and continued for six years only. However, after experimenting with 
this first edition for three years, it became quite clear that the 
linguistic material embodied in each book was too much to be taught 
properly in one school year in Kuwait. Negotiations between the Ministry 
of Education in Kuwait and the authors of the course eventually resulted 
not only in spreading the material over four years instead of three but 
also in considerable revision of the whole course in the light of actual 
classroom experience. The revised version of the course was published 
in 1966 and this is the one currently used in all intermediate schools 
in Kuwait. 
Arrangements were also made with one of the authors, namely 
w. S. Allen, for the preparation of a.course for the secondary stage, 
to be very closely integrated with the intermediate course. The first 
three books of the new course are already in use and the fourth "Till 
come into use in the school year 1972-1973. 
II. TEACHERS 
1. Recmi tment. Until the academic year 1968-1969 only one part-
time man-teacher and five women-teachers out of' a total of' more than 
700 were native Kuwaitis. Now, however, Kuwaiti graduates of' Teacher 
Training Colleges and universities in Kuwait and abroad are beginning 
to change the :picture, though very slowly. In the academic year 1970-
1971 there were about 60 Kuwaiti teachers of English (21 men and 39 
women) out of' a total of' 884, f'orming a :percentage 01 less than 7%. 
The rest are recruited mainly from the rest of the Arab ''lorld. The 
two greater numbers come from U .A.R. (about 47%) and Palestine/Jordan 
(about 40%). 
2. Qualifications. Table III below gives an idea of the 
distribution of qualifications among teachers (men and women) in 
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the intermediate and secondary schools. It will be noticed that 
more than half the teachers (5;%) hold a B.A. degree only (usually 
in English literature), whereas only 'C/o hold anM.A. degree and 21% 
a B.A. Flu~ a Diploma in Education (in the great majority, the 
diploma having nothing to do with the teaching of English). There 
are still about 14% of the teachers who are graduates of Teacher 
Training Institutes (i.o. two years after secondary school) about 
a third of whom are recent Kuwaiti graduates of such institutes in 
Kuwait. It can also be noticed that 4% of tho teachers hold a 
university degree in a subject other than English, while 6% are 
either graduates of a junior college (i.e. with two years after 
secondary school) or are holders of the Secondary School Certificate 
only. 
More of the professionally qualified teachers work in secondary 
schools, whereas more of the low qualification category teach in the 
intermediate schools. The proportion of the B.A. holders to the 
total staff in each of the intermediate and secondary schools, taken 
separately, is almost the same. These teachers, as already mentioned, 
form the majority of teachers in all schools. 
Women-teachers are distributed according to their marital status 
as in Table IV below;- The table shows that 58% of all women-teachers 
are married. There are more of them (c. 7C1%) in the secondary than 
in the intermediate schools (o. 51%). This data is significant in the 
light of the fact that the rate of reproduction in the Arab Uor1d is 
generally high and that a married woman-teacher is entitled to a paid 
maternity leave of two months when a baby is born to her. The latter 
fact has some bearing on the efficiency of teaching in girls I schools. 
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TlIELE III 
ENGLISH TEACHERS I QUALIFICATIONS 
Qualifica.tions 
Stage Sox M.A. B.A. B.A. T.T.C. B.A. Sophomore/ Tota.l 
(Eng.) & (Eng.) (other) Matricu-
Dipl. 1ation 
Sec. N 5 75 99 5 6 1 191 
Sec. F 3 52 65 5 9 1 135 
Total 8 121 164 10 15 2 326 
Int. H 6 45 161 66 19 19 322 
Int. F 
-
19 141 49 1 26 236 
Total 6 64 308 115 20 45 558 
Grand Total 14 191 412 125 35 41 884 
Percentage Z'fo 21% 53% 14% 4% 6% 10OCjo 
TlffiLE IV 
vTOHEN TEACHERS t MARITAL STATUS 
Stage Single Married Total 
No. % No • 70 
. 
Sec. 43 3t1/o 92 7CY/o 135 
Int. 113 49% 123 51% 236 
Total 156 42% 215 58% 371 
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3. Training. Generally speaking, the standard of the teachers I 
English, especially written English is not too bad, (though this has 
been deteriorating lately owing to the deterioration of the standard 
of English teaching at the vaxious universities). :But oral fluency 
and, quite often, mastery of the most common idiomatic expressions in 
English leave much to be desired. Although their pronunoiation of 
individual sounds is on the whole quite satisfactory, their stress and 
intonation axe particularly inaccurate. :But most of all, it is the 
lack of the proper training in teaching English that constitutes the 
major problem with the great majority of teachers. Hence arose the 
great need for in-service training. Top officials at the Ministry of 
Education have been for the last few years giving full support to the 
Inspectors of English who launched a sort of training campaign in 1963-
1964 and have been trying to keep this up ever since. The campaign 
aimed at providing the minimal essential training for every teacher in 
active service. At the same time there was the persistent problem of 
training about a hundred new teachers that join the ranks every year. 
The campaign has yielded good fruit and this was naturally reflected 
in the kind of rewarding effort the teachers could put in. But this 
programme has had and still has its own problems. One of these is the 
fact that the long summer vacations are of no use for training purposes 
owing to the severe weather conditions and the fact that most teaohers 
leave the country in summer. Thus all training has to be oarried out 
in the aftemoons, and these axe not always very pleasant for the 
teachers 'who attend the courses since they are usually tired from 
their work in the morning. Another important problem is the shortage 
in'the personnel who are oapable of undertaking suoh training. 
Thus, looking for another way to help the teachers was inevitable. 
This assistance took several forms, namely: (1) The appointment of the 
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better qualified and trained teachers as senior teachers in the big 
schools where they could give a hand to a number of teachers working 
in each of those schools; (2) Area orientation sessions held at the 
beginning of the year by the inspectors each of whom deals with a 
number of teachers allotted to him during the year; (3) Demonstration 
classes conducted by the inspectors at the beginning of the year for 
the benefit of the new and specially incapable teachers; (4) Local 
and general seminars held monthly for the benefit of the senior teachers 
and other interested teachers, and (,) frequent meetings of the 
inspectors and senior teachers for the discussion of different problems 
in an a.ttampt to find acceptable solutions. 
III. STUDENTS' MOTIVATION 
In the early stages of learning, children are not aware of the 
final objectives of pursuing any educational course. Most of them, 
however, are psychologically oriented at home to be ready for school 
when they reach a certain age. Still, it is generally felt that they 
are averse to school right from the beginning and until they are made 
to feel that school is a pleasant place to spend their time in. If it 
does not prove to be so, the children's aversion usually develops into 
strong dislike. 
Several factors combine to make school either a pleasant or an 
unpleasant place. The teacher is definitely the most important of 
all these factors, and part of his work relate D to the method he employs 
in teaching a certain subject. 
Applying this to languages, it appears that the more interesting 
the lesson is made to the students tile more motivated they will be to 
learn what is being presented. Capability of the teacher, the method 
of presentation, the course, and the teaching aids used decide how 
motivated a student or a class may be. 
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This, however, applies only to the early stages when the students 
are still young. The older they grow, the more difficult it will be to 
use classroom means only to motivate them. They then have a wider per-
spective of their future, and they start to concentrate on certain 
subjects rather than on others. In the first two years of the secondar,y 
schools in Kuwait almost all students seem to accept the importance of a 
foreign la.ngu.age, especie1ly English, for their future careers, since a 
very high proportion of them join un! versi ties after completing their 
secondar,y school course. Consequently they are ready to work quite 
hard at it. The problem arises, however, when at the beginning o£ the 
third year of the secondar,y stage, students branch out and choose either 
sciences or arts for their special study. The best students choose 
sciences. :But although those students realise the importance of English 
for their uni versi ty studies, their syllabus is so crammed with various 
branches of mathematics and sciences that they simply cannot afford to 
p~ sufficient attention or devote enough time to improving their English. 
On the other hand, arts students are generally of a lower calibre and, 
although they have a lot of time at their disposal, they do not make 
the best of it. Consequently, the students' standard of English in the 
last two years of the secondar,y stage does not improve as fast as it 
should. 
ri. TEACHING AIDS 
The importance of using teaching aids, especially auditory aids, 
in language teaching has lately come to the forefront. These are being 
used for children as well as for adults. vii thout going into great 
detail, it can be easily said that a great many language teaching aids 
are being used in the schools in Kuwait. These include, among other 
things, the film, the gramophone and the tape-recorder (both used on a 
large scale) and the la.ngu.age laboratory on an experimental basis. 
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Great efforts are being exerted in order to make full use of the tre-
mendous amount of equipment and material available either in the 
schools or for use in those schools on loan from the central Teaching 
Aids Department. Considerable success in this respect has been 
,achieved. 
v. TEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE SYLLABUS AND TEXT-BOOKS 
1. The Syllabus. The English Language Syllabus is published in 
the form of a booklet too long to reproduce and attach as an appendix 
to this paper (92 pages). lwIost of it, however, consists of general and 
specific suggestions to teachers on the teaching of the four language 
skills and the different text-books. There is no need to deal with 
all this here. Only the relevant sections will be referred to, quoted 
or reproduced. 'fuat mainly concerns us here are the objectives of 
teaching English in Kuwait. Those objectives, both for the intermediate 
and the secondary schools, are reproduced in Appendix I. 
The very general aims refer to the acquisition, through the 
foreign language, of a "wider culture" or "seeing into other people IS 
cultures". The specific objectives enumerate the four language skills 
that the student is to be equipped with, speech given priority in the 
intermediate stage but reading comprehension emphasized in the secondary 
stage. Thus the Aural-Oral Method of teaching is advocated for the 
former stage and partially extends into the latter. The text-books are 
based on this method though in fact a lot of reading goes on as from 
the third intermediate year. 
One major comment has to be made on the syllabus. The word 
"culturell mentioned in the objectives is not meant to have the wider 
anthropological scope that it has lately acquired in Western specialized 
literature. It simply means "some knowledge about" other people. This 
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is quite obvious from the way the objectives are actually implemented 
in terms of text-books and specific suggestions. NO"lhere in the sug-
gestions do we find fmY emphasis on culture in the "rider sense (nor, 
for that matter, on literature either). Nor do we see any thing of 
the sort in the text-books - as will be demonstrated later. 
In point of fact, in the wake of the rennaissance of Arab 
nationalism around the beginning of the present century, there has 
been a very strong urge for adopting anything that comes from the 
West. Things have, however, been changing in the last two decades or 
so. The prevalent mood nowadays is to find out and revive the good 
elements ofAxabic Culture, especially in the realms of: morality, 
social relationships, government and politics, law, literature and arts 
and to limit the scope of borrowing from the West mainly to the field 
of science. Moreover, the unacceptable political standpoint of the 
West (particularly America, now) from the major political issue! in 
the Axab World, and the association of the West with the Permissive 
Society (repulsive to an Axab) have helped to engender a hostile atti-
tude to\'Tards the whole culture of the West except the science component 
of that culture. That tendency and this attitude naturally affect the 
status of the foreign language which is now mainly learnt for business 
and educational purposes. 
2. The Text-Books. Al?l?endix II shows all the English Lrulguage 
books prescribed for the different schools in the academic year 1971--
1972. It shows that the main language course used in the intermediate 
stage is: Allen & Cook&, LIVING ENGLISH FOR THE ARAB vlORLD, books I - IV. 
In the secondary stage Allen IS LIVING ENGLISH SECONDARY COURSE FOR THE 
WORLD, books I - III are used in the first three years (the last for 
the first time), and a transitional book: Thornleyts ADVANCED COMPRE-
ImNSION AND APPRECIATION PIECES in the fourth form. In addition: 
-11 
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(0.) One or two supplementary readers are set for eo.ch form, starting 
from the second intermediate; 
(b) A special reading comprehension book is prescribed for e~ch form 
as from the third intermediate; 
(c) Guided composition is started in the third intermedia.te form; 
(d) A dictionary is set for each form as from the third intermediate 
upwards. 
The most important comment to be made on the text-books, especially 
the main language books, is that they do not set the language in its 
natural cultural background (as all French books do, for instance). 
Instead, the gre~ter part of the content of the intermediate course 
reflects Arabic background. In the secondary course there is an attempt 
to strike a balance bet\-lOen ArabiC, English and world-wide cultures, 
with the addition of scientific topics. Nevertheless, vTe should not 
condemn the books for tIns reason. In fact this is being done almost 
everywhere. An exnmination of the multitude of English books addressed 
to foreigners will verify this~ Furthermore, most probably, the 
cul tural approach to the teaching of English would not in MY case be 
acceptable to most nations that have a rich native culture of \'1hich 
they are proud end which they are trying to revive, as is the case in 
the Arab Uorld. However the case may be, we \'Iill soon find out from 
our study in the coming parts of this paper the unfavourable con-
se'luences that result from the teo.ching of 0. foreign lo.ngu.o.go like 
English if it is divorced from its cultural background. 
VI. THE STAlID.L\RD OF ENGLISH TIr THE SCHOOLS OF KmlAIT 
In order to get on outside evaluation of the pupils I achievement 
with the new English Course, the 11inistry of Education has twice asked' 
UNESCO to send on English Language Teaching Expert to KU~~it to exnmine 
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the state of affairs and report about it. Dr. W. R. Lee, editor of 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING, was chosen on both occasions. He made 
two visits to the country, the first in February, 1966, and the 
second in March, 1969. In his first report, he commended the swl tch 
to the new course and thought quite highly of the efforts being made 
in the field in order to improve the quality of English teaching and 
of the students' standard in English. "I have no hesitation", he says, 
"in saying that the teaching of English in Ku'\>ro.it is already in process 
of development on generally sound lines ••••••• v1.here the teachers are 
handling this course well, the results are clearly better than those 
obtained with the previous text-books (West I s NE\'1 METHOD COURSE) It .1 
In his secona report he observes that considerable improvement 
had taken place, especially in the oral expression of English: 
"Considerable progress has, in my view, been made during the past 
years. The improvement is most obvious at intermediate school level. 
Oral work is, again broadly speaking, done in a systematic and fairly 
lively way and is reasonably effective on the whole, especially at the 
intermediate level.,,2 
This improvement in oral expression and in reading comprehension 
(started later) has extended to the secondary level, and tho standard 
is generally satisfactory, certainly much better than anywhere else in 
the .Arab World, except Lebanon. But the major problem that has always 
been felt, and that is felt more strongly by university staff now, is 
the inability of the students to write even a short account or summ.a.ry 
1. \1. R. Lee, Report on the Teaching of English m Kuwait, (UNESCO: 
mimeographed copy at the Ministry of Education, Kuwait, April, 
1966), p.l. 
2. W. R. Lee, Second Report on the Teaching of English in Kuwait, 
(UNESCO: mimeographed copy at the Ministry of Education, Kuwait, 
May, 1969), p.4. 
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without committing a great number of mistakes of all sorts. 
These mistakes are due to various reasons: cultural, linguistic, 
pedagodic, etc. In the rest of this paper we will attempt to investi-
gate certain limited fields of the two very wide areas of Language and 
Culture. To the latter of these we must turn our attention at once. 
PART TWO 
THE CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
TO THE LEARNING OF 
ENGLISH 
, 
CHAPTER THREE 
LANGUAGE, THOUGHT AND CULTURE 
Having conducted a general survey of the English language learning 
situation in Kuwait, our next task will be to carry out a short investi-
gation of the cultural situation and find out how favourable it is t'o, the 
learning of English as a for~ign language in the country. We intend to 
conduct a practical assessment of our secondary school students' 
familiarity with the English cultural background and look for the sources 
of whatever mea.sure of familiarity is ascertained. Then the educationaJ. 
implications will have to be tackled. 
:But before we go into that, it seems vital to this study that we 
should first examine the theoretica.l arguments regarding the relation-
ships that hold between the three corner-stones of MY linguistic activity , 
or skill, namely: language, thought and culture. Let us, then, start with 
the relationship between the first two. 
I. LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT 
\fua.t is the nature of the relationship that holds between language 
and thought? Which one influences the other? Do all men, irrespective 
of their na ti ve la.ngu.ages, think in the same way? 'Or is our thinking 
dependent on or influenced by the language we use? These questions must 
have baffled people for hundre':s of years. There have been two extreme 
answers. On the one hand, "the Greeks took it for granted that back of 
language was a universal essence of reason, shared by all men, at least 
by thinkers., Words, they believed, were but the medium in which this 
deeper effulgence found expression. It followed that a line of thought 
expressed in eirY ~anguage could be translated without loss of meaning 
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into any other language. ,,1 If we disregard those forms of linguistic 
expression that dell end basically on language such as Iloetry, we are 
left with the impression that the idea that language is the vehicle of 
thought conforms with the commonsense, ordinary man 1 s view. "Ordinarily" , 
says Henle, "language is taken for granted. Its fluent and easy use 
leads to the assumption that it is a transIlarent medium for the trans-
mission of thought, •••• that it is a vehicle equally fitted to convey 
any beliefs.,,2 
Excellt for a brief reference to the OIlIlosite Iloint of view by 
Francis :Bacon in the seventeenth century3 the Greek attitude remained 
dominant until the 19th century when the other extreme Iloint of view 
was voiced by the German Philologist Wilhelm von Humboldt, although at 
the time it did not attract-sufficient attention.4 The Ilroblem was 
popularized in our modern times in the 1930 l s by a school of philosophy 
known as General Semantics which "saw in our use of words a kind of 
surrender of the flexibility and refinement of thought for the sake of 
traffic in verbal things.u5 It was left for other linguists, however, 
such as Sallir and Whorf, in going to the opposite extreme to the Greek 
Iloint of view, to extend the field from vocabulary to the structure of 
the language as a whole. Sallir maintained that "the real world is to 
1. stuart Chase, "Forword", in J. :B. Carroll (ed.), L~' Thought 
and ali : Sleeted VIr! t of B n amin Lee Whorf, Mass. : 
M.I.T. Press, 1969 , p. vii. 
2 Paul Henle, "Langt.ll!.g9. Thou.ght and Culture" in P. Henle (ed.), 
Lan~age! Thought and Culture, (Ann Arbor: Un,iv. Mich. Press, 
1966 , Il. 1. 
3 Thomas Pyles & John Algeo, ~Ush: an Introduction to L e 
(N.Y.: Harcourt, :Brace & World, inc. 1910 , Il. 193. 
4 ~ght Bolinger, Aspects of LanguM'2 (N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace & \{orld. 
Inc., 1968), IlIl. 188 and 253. 
5 ibid, p. 252. 
For a very recent statement of the General Semanticists' pOSition, 
or. S. I. Hayakawa, Language in Thought and Aotion, (N.Y.: Harcourt, 
:Brace & 'iorld Inc., 2nd ed., 1968). 
cf. also stuart Chase, The Tyranny of Words, (N.Y.:. Harcourt, Brace & 
World, Inc., 1938). 
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a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits of the 
group. •••• We see and hear and otherwise experience as we do 
because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices 
1 
of interpretation." 
Whorf agreed with Sapir and developed the idea into what has 
been considered as '\tlhorf's major hypothesis and which goes to the 
effect that "the structure of language one habitually uses influences 
the manner in which one understands the environment", 2 or in WlDrf I s 
own words, "all observers are not led by the same physical evidence to 
the same picture of the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds 
are similar. ,,3 This assumption, which came to be known as the Sapir-
WlDrf Hypothesis underwent so much discussion and debate, in favour of 
and against it, from later linguists, anthropoligists and students of 
other disciplines that it deserves some amplification in order to 
demonstrate its dimensions. 
In examining the validity of the said hYPothesis Henle, in an 
invaluable article, 4 first establishes the main aspects of language 
as: vocabulary, inflection and sentence-structure, and those of thought 
as: perception and the conceptual organization of experience. Then 
he finds no difficulty in establishing the relationship between 
vocabulary and perception; he agrees with Sapir that the vocabulary 
of a language is "a complex inventory of all the ideas, interests, and 
1. Edward Sapir, "The Sta.tus of' Linguistics a.s a Sciencetl in 
D. Mandelbaum (ed.) Culture, LanguN'6 and Personality, (Ber!dey & 
Los Angeles: Univ. Calif. Press, 19 6), p. 69. 
2 S. Chase, in J. B. Carroll (ed.), op.cit., p. vi. 
3. ~: ~iA. ~rf, "Science and Linguistics" in J. B. Carroll , op. ci t. , 
4 P. Henle, pp. 1 - 24. 
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occupations that take up the attention of the community."l Although 
he finds no direct evidence, it sounds reasonable for him to conjecture 
that knowing a vocabulary item constitutes a mental set directed towards 
perceiving in terms of that item; consequently he assumes that the world 
may "appear different to a person using one vocabulary than it would to 
a person using another" on the grounds that "the use of a language would 
call attention to different aspects of the environment in the one case 
than it would in the other." He cites the now-familiar example of colour 
to illustrate how different languages segment reality different1y.2 
It is also contended that inflections of a language have a simi-
lar influence on liperception by calling attention to certain aspects of 
experience rather than to others", or by what Henle calls "forced obser-
vation.,,3 "/horf working with Hopi,4 Ia.uckhohn and Leighton with Navaho5 
and Dorothy Lee with "lintu6 all favour this assumption. 
Finally, on comparing the structures of SAE (Standard Average 
European) lmlgl.l.agCs and Hopi, Whorf found certain basic divergences 
both in grammar (e.g. plurality and numVeration and form-classes) 
and in the concept of space and time. For instance, What SAE langu.o.ges 
classify as nouns such as "lightning, wave, flame, pulsation" 
(although they actually refer to events) are varbs in the Hopi language • 
.Again the verb-tense system and its relation to TIME in SAE is very 
different from Hopi. 'Hhereas the former system divides time into 
! 
.. 
1 Edward Sapir, "La.ngua.ge and EnVironment", American ,Anthropologist, 
14, (1912), p. 228, reprinted in D. Mandelbaum (ed.), op.cit., 
PI'. 90 - 91. 
2 P. Henle, op.cit., p. 7. 
3 ibid, pp. 8 - 9. 
4 B. L. Whorf, "The Relation of Habitual Tho'l,lgltand Behaviour to 
Language" in J,. E. Carroll (ed.), op.cit.,' pp. 134 - 159. 
5 Clyde Ia.uckhohn & D. Leighton, The thvMO, (Cambridge, l1ass., 1948), 
p. 204, rep. in Henle, op.cit., pp. 9 - 12. 
6 Dorothy Lee, "Conceptual Implications of an Indian Language" 
Philosophy of SCience, 5 (1936), p. 90.: rep. in Henle, op.cit., p. 16. 
three distinct sections: past, present and future, the Hopi verbs 
have no tenses but only validity forms, aspects and modal forms. 
On these and other findings, which Whorf gives in great detail in a 
classic paper,l he based his assumption that the structure of language 
(at least partially) determines our mode of thinking and the way we 
react to the world around us. 2 Dorothy Lee, on studying Wintu, seems 
to have come to the same conclusion: "The Wintu. has a small sphere 
wherein he can choose and do, can feel and think and make decisions 
••••• ,,3 If this contention is true, it means that the difference in 
grammar is of great significance in forming the picture of the world 
one lives in. 
Both extreme views as to the relationship between language and 
thought prove to be unacceptable to modern scholars. Thompson, a 
psychologist, states that, although "without language as developed and 
used by human beings few skills could originate and develop beyond the 
crude trial and error stage • • •• thinking cannot be reduced simply· to 
leaxning and using the system of signs called language" and concludes 
that "language is not the only factor involved in thinking. ,A 
Pyles and Algeo oonclude from their discussion of the issue "that 
both extreme views •••• are wrong, though each has some truth in it" 
and "that language may guide, but it does not inescapably control our 
thinking. Words, thoughts and things fit together fairly well, but 
they are not the same. ,,5 :Bolinger thinks with many other linguists 
that "Whorfr s position was exaggerated" •••• and that "in some ways 
1 B. J. Wharf, in J. B. Carroll (ed.), op.cit., pp. 134 _ 159. 
2 ibid, p. 158. 
3 D. Lee, op.cit., p. 102. rep. in Henle, op.cit., p. 16. 
4. Robert Thompson, The Psychology of ~, (Penguin Books Ltd., 
1967), p. 160. 
5 P.yles & Algeo, op.cit., p. 195. 
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la:lglla.ge answers to nature rather than the other way round."l :Bull argues 
that this is even true of time, all languages being constrained by the 
nature of time •••• to express certain relationships in similar ways.2 
Henle, who takes great pains to prove certain aspects of the Sapir-Wharf 
hypothesis, concludes that there is definitely ~ influence on thought 
of the vocabulary, inflections and structure of a certain language, but 
does not claim either: (a) that language is the sole or even the primary 
influence, or (b) that the relationship does not also run in the other 
direction. 3 
Finally Carroll, in his introduction to a selection of Whorl's 
writings4 sums up the current attitude towards this issue in the following 
words: "In truth, the validity of the linguistic rela.tivity principle 
has tlms far not been sufficiently demonstrated; nor has it been flatly 
refuted. It seems to be agreed that languages differ in many strange 
and striking ways, but it is a moot point whether such differences in 
language struoture are associated with actual differences in ways of 
perceiving and conceiving the world. ,,5 "The interest aroused by the 
linguistic relativity prinoiple", he adds, "should not be allowed to 
distract attention from the importance of language universals. n6 
It is not deemed necessary to go further into this controversy. 
It is significant to notice, however~ 
1. ]olinger, op.cit., p. 255. 
2 w. E. Bull, T1mel Tense and the Verb (Berkley & Los Angeles, Univ. 
Calif. Press, 19 0); reproduced in Boli1nger, op.cit. footnote p~ 255. ' , 
3 Henle, op.cit~, p. 17. 
4 J. B. C~oll "Introduction" in J. B. Carroll (ed.) op.cit., 
pp. 1 - 42. 
5 ibid, pp. 27 - 28. 
6 ibid, p. 30. 
(a) that most of those who took up \fuorf's opinions drew their 
conclusions from their work with language,spoken by comparatively 
primi ti ve people; their conclusions may be irrelevant to the com-
parison of highly-developed cultures like English and Arabic; 
(b) that there is a tendency in the last few years to staxt looking 
again for those universals that are common to all. languages rather 
1 
than for differences between one and the other, and 
(c) that the generative transformational approach to language 
description and analysis is contributing a great deal to this 
tendency. 2 
II. LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
The relationship between language and culture is less contro-
versial; we axe here on more solid ground, with more objective 
evidence available. :But before we go into that, let us first make 
sure what is meant by the term "culture" in the sense in which it is 
going to be used here. This seems all the more necessary because the 
word has not always had the current sense. Moreover, it is still 
often used (in biology and other disciplines) in other meanings. 
Easically, the term seems to have indicated the notion of 
growth in animals and plants, and, metaphorically, the refinement 
1 of. (1) J. H. Greenberg (a) Lan~age Universals (}lout on , the Hague, 
196 • 
(b) Universals of Languaee (Mass.: M.I.T. 
Press, 1966) . 
(2) Eac.h & Harms (ed.) Universals in L~stic Theory, (London & 
N • Y .: Holt, Rinehart & vlinston, 1970 • 
(3) M. A. K. Halliday et al., The Lin stic Sciences and 
Language Teaching (London: Longmans, 1968 esp. pp. 24 _ 
2 cf. (1) N. Chomsky, Syntatic Structures, (The Hague: Mouton, 1957). 
,(2) R. A. Jacobs and P. S. Rosenbaum, English Transformational 
Grammar, (Waltham, Mass.: Ginn-Blaisdell, 1968), p. vii. 
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of mind, taste and manners of people, resulting from education and 
training. To this was added in the 19th century the sense of 
"intellectual attainments, e"specia1ly as exempli.fied in the relics 
of artistic endeavor. To these two very different areas o.f re.ference 
•••• the social scientists of the twentieth century added a third 
meaning: the sum of the learned and shared elements that charac-
terize a social group"l; in other words, a "way of life,,2, or "ways 
of a peop1e.!t3 
A good definition by an anthropologist goes as follows: culture 
is "all those historically created designs for living, explicit and 
implicit, rational, irrational and non-rational, which exist at any 
given time as potential guides for the behavior of men. ,,4 We can 
immediately observe the tendency towards considering culture as made 
up of structured systems of patterned behaviour, or as Sapir had put 
it, "all cultural behavior is pe..tterned,,,5 rather than composed of 
scattered, individual, isola.ted items of behaviour. 
IT this is the modern conception· of the term "culture", what 
are, then, its main components? In one of his articles, Sapir6 
discusses the three points o.f view prevalent in his time and comes 
up to the conclusion that a culture "aims to embrace in a single 
term those general attitudes, vimo/s of 1ii'e, and specific manifestations 
1 Nelson Brooks, Language & Language Learning, (N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace & 
World, inc.; 2nd ed., 1964), p. 83. " 
2 ibid, p. 83. 
3 Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures, (Ann Arbor: Univ. Mich. 
Press, 1968), p. 110. 
4 Clyde Iauckhohn & \lli11iam Kelly, liThe Concept of Culture" in Ralph 
Linton (ed.), The Science of Man in the World Crises, (N.Y., 1945), 
p. 91.; reproduced in Henle, op.cit. p. 3.; Lado, op.cit., p. 111, 
and several other places. 
5 Edward Sapir, "The Status of Linguistics as a Science" in Mandelbaum 
'6 (1949), P',,546.; reproduced in Lado, op,cit., p. 111. 
E. ,Sapir, , Culture, Genuine and Spurious" in Mandelbaum (1966), 
op.cit. pp. 78 - 119. 
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of civilization that give a particular people its distinctive place 
in the world. ,,1 This is, more or less the sense in which the term 
is currently used. Hall has written a whole book2 in an attempt to 
define in very speclfic terms what the components of culture are, 
starting with the more general definition made by anthropologists 
that culture stands for lithe life of a people, for the sum of their 
learned behavior patterns, attitudes and material things.,,3 Hall 
admits that "until recently no one bad defined any basic units of 
culture,,4 and goes on to suggest "an integrated theory of culture,,5 
and "a theory of how culture came into being •••• tTeating culture in 
its entirety as a form of communication. ,,6 The outcome of his "Iork 
is the map of culture1 (that can be seen in Appendix III). According 
to this map culture comprises ten major units, namely: 1. Interaction, 
2. Association, 3. Subsistence, 4. Bisexuality, 5~ Territoriality, 
, 
6. Temporality, 1. Learning, 8~ Play, 9. Defence, and 10. 
Exploitation (i.e. use of materiaJ.s etc.), which he calls the "Primary 
Message Systems" (P.M.S.).8 Each of these systems interacts with 
itself and with each of the others, forming a hundred sub-areas each of 
which includes certain patterns of behaviour. This exposition seems 
to us the most thorough outline of culture, and is, therefore, adopted 
in the following part of this work. 
Lado, who has his eyes focussed on contrasts, thinks of the 
cultural patterns as made up of rubstitutible elements such as performer, 
1 ibid, p. 83. 
2 Edward T .Hall, The Silent Language, (N.Y.: Doubleday & Co. Inc.,) 1959. 
3 ibid, p. 43. 
4 ibid, p. 48. 
5 ibid, p. 48. 
6 ibid, p. 51. 
1 ibid, pp. 222 - 223. 
8 ibid, p. 62. 
act, objects, setting, time, manner, purpose, etc.", that "these elements 
are •••• identified into SAMES and DIFFERENTS wi thin certain molds which 
are cultural patterns also", and that "these sames have characteristic 
features in each cu1 ture and •••• are usually of various classes: static 
units •••• , processes •••• and qualities •••• ,,1 
IQ.uckhohn speaks of culture as either explicit (like law) or implicit 
(like feelings about success).2 Hall suggests that one can describe each 
of the components of culture on three levels: formal, informal and 
teChnical,3 and analyses "learning" as an example.4 
Since we are not interested in culture for its own sake, We shall 
say no more about it here. In contrasting cultures, hOl-/ever, Lado suggests 
a. procedure which depends on "sames" and "differents" in tho form, meaning 
and distribution of the cultura.l patterns.5 The areas where interference 
and conf'liot of cultures occur and misconceptions and misunderstandings 
arise are those where either the rorm, the meaning or the distribution of 
patterns in one culture dirfers considerably from that in the other. (We 
would add to those the case where one form of behaviour in one culture is 
virtually non-existent in another.) Among the non-linguistic examples 
that can be cited are: Ladols examples of the same form but different 
meanings: the drinking of milk and wine in France and the United States; 
of the same meaning associated with different forms: car license-plates 
in Iran and the States and the different kinds of coffee served in dif-
~ 
ferent parts of the world; and of tho different distribution of the same 
1 Lado, op.cit., p. 112 
1 Kluckhohn, op.cit.; also in Hall, op.cit., p. 85. 
3 Hall, op.cit., p. 87. 
4 ibid, pp. 91 - 93. 
5 Lado, op.cit., pp. 112 - 121. 
form and meaning: the use of sugar and sweet elements in drinks and 
food in the United States and other countries of the world.l 
A great number of very interesting examples of misunderstandings 
resulting from differences in cultural patterns are given by Ha.l.l. He 
dwells on the difference in the conception of time among different 
communities and gives examples of the different significance given to: 
parts of the day, appointments, punctuality, the past and the future, 
invitations, etc. He also gives instances of the different outlook 
towards space: voice and distance, neighbourhood, etc.2 A very 
interesting example or the d.irrerence between the patterns of bargaining 
in the States and the Middle East is given in detail, and the causes of 
misunderstanding pointed out. 3 Scores of other examples are interspersed 
in the book. 
We need not dwell much longer on this point, since we are mainly ,----
interested in the linguistic aspect of 'culture. Suffice it to say here 
that if we compare English and Arab cultures we must find several areas 
where they differ conaiderably from each other with the reflection of 
such differences on the Arab's command of English. Such points of 
difference pertain to the conception of time, the manner of conducting 
business, the concept of hospitality, the meaning of the word "honour", 
the attitude towards women, the system of government, social life and 
scores of others which a special test will try to explore. The two 
cultures are based on very different foundations, and there are so many 
areas of conflict between them that, for anybody with more interest in 
the subject, reference to some recent unbia.sed books on Arab culture 
1 ibid, pp. 118 - 120 
2 Hall, op.cit., pp. 24 - 40 end 199 - 209. 
3 ibid, pp. ~5l - 153. 
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1 is indispensable. Lot us then turn our attention to the relationship 
that holds between cul ture and llU'lg'Wl.ge. 
The ver,y definition of language proposed by several linguists 
states explicitly that language io a function of culture. "Longuage" , 
. "'2 B3¥B Sapir niB n non-instinctive o.cqui:red cultural function." Most 
of Sapir's writings focus on this point, although he does not believe 
that "culture and lonou.age are in any truo sense cD.Uaally related.,,3 
He defines the relntionship between the two as follows : "Culture is 
~ e. society does •••• language is a po.rticu1a:r l!9:! of thought. ,,4 
Eat he admits that Uthe vocabular,y of a languago more or less faithfullY 
renects the culture \oIhose purposes it serven", that "the history or a 
laz1€Wl8C and the history of culturo movo along po.rallel lines, ,,5 and that 
"l.azl8uneo is •••• valuable 0.0 a. guide to the ocicnti£ic study of a given 
cui ture. ,,6 
Carroll con!'i%ma this by oa.ying tha.t "longuago is without doubt 
cul tura.l. in nature", tho. t "a l~e oystcm 'lDIJ.Y be rcgnrdod ns n 
cultural. corker", and that "in both the otruoturo.l and tho lexioal and 
occantic aopecto of a lansuage a,ystcm, there exist correlations with 
traits of tho culture", e.g. k1nship, social statuo, eic.7 Greenberg 
ha.e also pointed out tho.t the cocplete description of the oemntio oom-
ponents of a lnnguago oyotco i8 posoible only by reference to cultural 
fo.cts. O Abercrombie aloo believeD that ttJ.nneu.nge onnbles man to live 
in society, but tho kind of socioty in which he lives will profoundly 
1 of. Monoe Berger, Tho Arnb \lorld Todny, (U. Y.: Doublcdo.v & Co. Ino 19(4). - 'I" 
2 Edward So.pir, J.nnsuneo, (London: Rupert Ho.rt-Do.vio, 1949), p. 4. 3 ibid, p; 210 
4 ibid, p. 210 
5 ibid, p.2l9 
6 Sapir, in Y"-Xldolbnum, op. oi t ., p. 60. 
7 J. B. Co.rroll, Tho Study of Lolnu"'UClgo, (1Io.rvnrd Univ. Press, 1955), 
pp. 112 - 114. 
o Greenberg (1940), rep. in Corroll, op.cit., p. 114. 
1 
a£fect his language." 
The point need not be discussed any further. The relationship 
between language and culture does not seem to be a matter in dispute. 
One question, however, has to be answered before we go any further, 
namely: How strong is the relationship between the two? 
AI though Hall considers language as one out of the ten Primary 
Message Systems that culture is composed of (see Appendix I:q:),he 
nevertheless thinks that it is one of the most important, and certainly 
"the most teclmical of the message systems. ,,2 He finds the relationship 
between language and materials of special importance, since everything 
must at least have a name. However, if the Sapir-Whorf hY,pothesis is at 
least partially true, the significance of language in culture should be 
very high indeed. Nelson Brooks looks at language as "the most typical, 
the most representative and the most central element in any culture" and 
maintains that "language and culture are not separable", and that "it is 
better to see the special characteristics of a language as cultural 
entities and to recognize that language enters into tho learning and use 
of nearly all other cultural e1ements.,,3 
Abercrombie stresses the social role of language and believes that 
"i t is characteristic of, indeed fundamental to, the modern point of 
view in linguistics to regard language as a social activity rather than 
as a means of individual self-expression. ,,4 He refers to the use of 
1 -David Abercrombie, "The Social :Basis of Language", in H. Allen (ed.), 
Teachin En 11sh as a Second e, (N.y.: McGraw Hill Book Co., 
19 5 , p. l22~ Also in D. Abercrombie, Problems and Principles in 
Language Study, (London: Longmans, 1970), p. 11. 
2 Hall, op.c1t., p. 51 
3 :Brooks, op.cit., p. 85. 
4 Abercrombie, _Pr_o_b;;;l;;;e;;;m;;;;;s;..o.n=d=-:Pr.=.=in~c~~:J· p~l:.:;:e~s~in~~~~~.§~.:I~' it 16 
_ guage u..y, op.c ., p. • 
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certain almost meaningless linguistic expressions simply for social 
purposes, or what he calls "phatic communion"; such as: How are you?, 
What I s your name? Good morning, Where are you from?; and strongly 
advises that "the profoundly social character of language should 
constantly be borne in mind ~y the la.ngua.ge teacher. "I 
• One of the very illuminating expositions of the vital role that 
language plays in the social structure of a community is made by 
:Bram. 2 He shows the importance of lo.nguage and its impact on modern 
society by referring to the various methods of recording and trans-
mission (letters, books, journals, newspapers, telephones, the radio, 
T.V., movies, etc.)3, he demonstrates how language has helped man in 
several spheres: being used as a vehicle of social interaction between 
the living, and between the living and the dead, and as a tool for the 
manipulation of the past, present and fUture (not al~s for the good 
of human! ty) and helping man to conquer nature. 4 He goes into a more 
detailed and very interesting discussion of the deeper relationship 
between language and the social organization of a community. Examples: 
(a) in the field of marriage; the special form of the language used 
for the initiation, expansion or dissolution of a new familY is of 
different significance in different communities; (b) in courtshiEJ 
language used by the two people concerned or by the negotiators or 
mediators falls under all kinds of restraint and takes various forms; 
(c) the language used between various strata of kinship differs 
1 ibid, p. 17 
2 Joseph :Bram, ~e and Society (N.Y.: Random House, 1955). 3 ibid, pp. 5 - • 
4 ibid, PP. 7 - 8. 
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considerably; (d) personal names mean different things in different 
communities; (e) Why legal language is what it is; and finally (f) even 
religion is dependant for its perpetuation on a continuous verbal 
tradition. 1 
Finally, one cannot leave the subject without reference to two 
of the most comprehensive books that deal with the Sapir-vlhorf 
hypothesis and the place of language in culture and society. These 
are the proceedings of the special conference held in 1953 (edited by 
H. Hoij er ) ,3 and the book of readings edt ted by Dell Hymes. 4 
It is hoped that what has been said so far confirms the almost 
physical relationship betueen culture and language, and most probably 
shows the greater influmlce of the former on the latter, than vice 
versa. 
III. EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
To what extant does all that has been said so far reflect on the 
learning of a foreign language? Does it imply that we cannot learn a 
foreign language if it is divorced from its culture? - Or is this 
possible in the first place? - v~t are the educational implications 
accruing from either ignorance of the cultural background of the 
target language, or interference of the learner's native culture with 
that of the target language? 
1 ibid, pp. 35 - 41. 
2 Harry Hoijer (ed.), Language in Culture, (Chicago: Uni v. of Chicago 
Press, 1961). 
3 ~~;~ ~6). (ed.), Language in Culture and Soci ty, (N.Y.: Harper & 
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It should have already been established by the preceding arguments 
that language is actually an index to the culture of a community. It 
necessarily follows that the two cannot in any sense be separated. -It 
should also have been established that cultures may differ slightly or 
widely from one another. Consequently certain aspects of one culture may 
not be understood at all by the oommunity of another culture simply 
because they are absent from the latter, whereas other aspects may be 
misconceived because of the interference of native patterns that are 
different from their counterparts in form, meaning or distribution. Lado 
has also shown that attitudes to certain aspects in a. foreign culture may 
be reflected in the lexicon by different meanings, associations or con-
notations of lexical items. His example deals with the different attitudes 
of Americans and Spaniards to bull-fighting on the one hand, and the 
difference between Americans' attitudes to bull-fighting and tarpon-
fishing on the other, and shows how these attitudes are indexed in the 
vocabuiaries of America~ English and of Spanish.1 
All this should lead to the educational implication that (except 
in certain scientific and technical fields) we cannot actually learn to 
understand or ~ a foreign language well unless we grasp at least the 
most fundamental and significant a.spects of its culture. That is why 
Lado has extended Fries r s linguistic principle2 to the area of culture 
and formed the basic assumption of his book on the subject of language 
and culture, namely, "that indiViduals tend to transfer the forms and 
meanings, and the distribution of forms and meanings of their native 
1 Lado, op.cit., pp. 114 - 117. 
2 Charles Fries, Lea:rni and Teachin lish as a Forei 
(Ann Arbor: Univ. of Mich. Press, 1954 • 
language and culture to the foreign language and culture - both 
productively when attempting to speak the language, and receptively 
when attempting to grasp and understand the language and culture as 
1 practiced by natives." Towards the end of the book he goes on to 
~gest a method of contrasting two cultures on the basis of form, 
meaning and distribution2 (terms only too familiar'to students of 
Structural Linguistics). Nelson Brooks follows suit by ~gesting 
a detailed list of cultural topics that are to be tackled when teaching 
a foreign language. 3 
Granting that this is the case, we shall assume for the time-
---_.-" 
being that the sounds and grammatical structure of the language have 
little to do with its culture (points still ver.y controversial, ~). 
Thus we are left with vocabulary, and certain special forms of expression 
as the main sources of "non-comprehension" (i.e. inability to understand) 
and of misconception that may result in misunderstandings. 
It seems quite safe t~ assum~the validity of the above statement; 
it also seems to be quite easy to illustrate. But since vocabulary will 
be the main topic of investigation in the third part of this paper, we 
need not go further in discussing it here. 
The point we would like to stress again is that culture is insepar-
able from language; that whatever our objectives from learning a foreign 
language may be - as an aid to further education, for business or pro-
fessional purposes, for everyday use, or directly for cultural purposes -
we cannot escape involvement in the culture of that language, and, 
1 Ledo, op.c1t"p. 2. 
2 ibid, pp. 112 - 120. 
3 N. Brooks, op.cit., pp. 90 - 95. 
consequently, that aCquaintance ''lith such culture is a STeat help to 
the mastery of the language. It is hoped that what has been said so 
far has confirmed that point and justifies our procedure in starting 
our investigation with an attempt to assess the Kuwaiti Arab students' 
familiarit,y with the cultura~ background of English which they learn 
as their first foreign language. 
A final word is due, however, before we go into the next part 
of our study, because it has some bearing on the subject. Unlike the 
French, the Eritish, even at the climax of their imperialistic era, 
have never attempted to impose their culture through their language. 
That came, so to speak, accidentally, or indirectly through learning 
the language. Furthermore, the books that are currently (and have 
been for some time now) prepared eopecially for foreign students.firstly, 
try to avoid culturally-loaded reading passages, and secondly, are almost 
totally lacking in cultural questions. Even main courses meant for 
teaching the language from the very early stages do not set it in its 
natural native culture. Instead, they try to teach it against the local 
native culture of the learner, with the sad result of a great loss in 
its significance and function. 
Let us now go into the next section in whioh we will attempt to 
assess the impact of the English oul tural background on the Kuwaiti 
stUdents learning English as a foreign language. We will also try to 
find out other souroes that contribute to such cultural orientation. For 
this purpose, the following devices will be employed: 
a. A comprehensive cross-cultural test. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
A reading-comprehension test. 
A number of co~osition subjects (Arabic and English). 
A questionnaire. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
ASSESSMENT OF THE ENGLISH CULTURAL BACKGROmm 
I. THE CROSS-CULTURAL TEST (C. C. T. ) 
A. Objectives of the Test 
Objectives of such tests can vary considerably according to the 
angle from which one approaches the subject of "culture". The field 
. 
is wide enough to admit research workers from several disciplines, 
e.g. psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, .linguists and 
educationists. Also, "various types of methodologies •••• can be noted 
in the full range Qf cross-cultural studies": laboratory-type researches, 
observational studies, paper-and-pencil kind of tests, analysis of 
doc~ents, etc. l Upshur summarizes the aims of our type of test as 
follows: "the test user w1.shes to determine (a) how an individual would 
behave, and (b) what he would understand in a. new culture, by noting his 
2 understanding and behavior in a sample of situations from that culture." 
For our present educational purposes, we are after the second of 
these two objectives. It is hoped that the outcome of the test will give 
us some idea, ho",ever tentative it might be, of ho,'1 well (or how badly, for 
that matter) the Arab students in Ku"rait understand English culturo.l 
patterns. The grea.ter bulk of those students to '-Thom the test is addressed 
have been learning English for more than seven years now; but the sample 
"lill also inolude soma university students - espacia.lly those that are 
1 D. R. Prioe-'-lilliams, "Introduotion", in Prica-\Ul1iams (ed.), 
Cross-Cultural Studies, (!!hg1o.nd: Penguin Books ,1969), p. 13. 
2 J. R. Upshur, "Cross-CUltural Testing: ~1ha.t to Test" ;La.nguage 
Learning, xvi, 3 & 4 (1966), p. 186. ' .;;....;;.~~ 
But when the test was to be given to the Kuwaiti students they would 
be directed not to guess but to write "I don't know" in the blank 
space opposite the letter (e) if they were not sure which vTaS the 
best choice. 
2. Content 
(a) To collect materiaJ. for a "comparison of another culture with 
the native one," Lado suggests that "it may be valuable to use the 
informant approach coupled with systematic observation of the culture 
in its normal undisturbed operation. Il1 In another place he suggests 
basing a cross-cultural test on patterns already discovered by 
anthropologists, etc.2 But this technique is believed by others to 
lead to high scores obtained by foreigners and low scores by natives.' 
Seelye describes how, in designing a cross-culturaJ. test, he and a 
colleague had called upon three sources: 
(i) They began by thinking of specific items of contrastive cultural 
behaVior, then casting them into test form. 
(ii) Then they began \'lorking from topiCS, such as religion or death. 
(iii) As a third means of identifying contrastive patterns, they took 
statements made in anthropological reports and attempted to 
devise questions from them. 
He adds, however, that the first seemed to yield most successful 
test items whereas the third seemed to be the least reliable source.4 
In collecting material for the present test we have mainly drawn 
upon two sources: 
(i) The writer's almost thorough knowledge of his own and the Kuwiti 
students I cultural background and a reasonably good understanding 
1 Lado, Li~istics Across Cultures, p. 121 
2 Lado, L~age Testing (1962), p. 284 
, H. Ned Seelye, IIField Notes on Cross-cultural Testing!! ill Language 
Learning, xvi, Nos. 1 & 2 (1966), pp. 77 - 78. ' 4 ibid, p. 78. 
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being trained to become teachers of English - as well as a limited 
number of actual teachers. It is hoped that it was made clear in the 
previous chapter why such understanding and knowledge of the cultural 
background is essential to the full appreciation of a foreign language 
and literature. It will be sho'WIl. later, however, that such understanding 
is not solely the outcome of learning the foreign language and literature 
and that other factors contribute to this. This will be the aim of the 
questionnaire especially designed to determine those other factors. 
B. Construction of the Test 
l.~ 
The test (which can be seen in Appendix IV) was of the objective 
type constructed in accordance with the specifications laid do'WIl. in 
most references on Testing and Measurementl and consisted of sixty 
multiple-choice items. Eventually these were meant to be cut down to 
fifty after the exclusion of the ten worst-constructed items. 
Each item was made up either of a stem and four completianc~ 
or of a question and four responses. In each there was a fifth option 
(e) which was deliberately left blank. This was to serve a dual purpose. 
When the test was to be administered to the British Control Group, the 
directions would go to the effect that the student could add a fifth 
choice of his O'WIl. if he was not satisfied with any of the other four. 
1 cf. (a) Robert Ebel, Heasuring Educational Achievements, (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.Y.: Prentice-Hall, 1965). 
(b) Robert Lado, Language Testing, (London: Longmans, 1962). 
(c) D. Harris, Testing English as a Second Language, (N.Y.: 
l-icGraw Hill Book Co., 1969 ) • 
(d) J. Brown, Db ective Tests: Construction and Anal sis, 
(London: Longmans • 
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of the English way of life arrived at by constant personal 
contact (both formally and informally) with the people and 
.. ~ . 
their literature. 
(ii) Such books and articles as try to describe and enalyse either 
culture objectively. On both cultures such literature is too 
vast to admit of enumeration. J3ut a few of those books and 
articles written in English and very recently consulted 
include Bercrer,l Dickson,2 Freeth,' Guillaume4 and Blanch5 
on the students' native culture and BrOmhead,6 Johnson,7 Lec8 
and Imtin9 on the British Oul ture • 
(b) Out of about a hundred test-items collected in this 'Jay only 
sixty were left after a process of elimination carried out with the 
purpose of deciding 'tvhich elements in each major culture area wore: 
(1) more basic to the foreign (in our case, English) culture, 
(ii) more contrastive "lith the students' native culture. 
In other words, we had to address ourselves to "the problem of 
. 'f-'-
.,', 
determining a I core' or 'standard' culture shared by all members of 
a cultural community. ,,10 IJ.hls proved a very difficult task, as will 
be shown later. 
(c) Several ways h~ve been suggested by which a representative 
sample can be selected out of the universe of situations that 
1 Morroe Berger, op. ci t • 
2 Harold R. P. Dickson, The Arab of the Desert, (London: Allen & 
Unwin, 1949). 
3 Zebra Freeth, Kuwait '-Tas 1- Home (London: Allen & TImtin, 1956) 
4 Alfred Guil1uumc, Islam, Harmondsworth: Pelican Books 1956) 
5 Lesley Blanch, "Behind the Veil", Sunday Times l'!agazino, Uovember, 
1st, 8th and 15th, 1910. 
6 p. Bromhead, Life in l'lodem Britain, (London: Longmans 1966) 
7 A. Johnson, 11sh Occasions (London: Longmans 1962) 
8 U. R. Lee, English at Home London: O.U.P. 1966) 
9 Nancy Martin, Truth to Tell, (London: O.U.P. 1968) 
10. Upshur, op.cit., ~. 185. 
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consti tute the cul iural patterns of a certain comnruni ty. One can, 
for instance, think of the major aspects of life and allot a few 
questions to each of them; e.g. the country, the people, leisure ~q 
private life, work and money, government, spiritual life, etc. Nelson 
Brooks gives a long list of sixty-four topics (or what he considers as 
i tams of "hors d' oeuvres" to be presented in the foreign language class-
room). Those range from: greetings, friendly exchange and farewells, 
to careers. l Lado2 makes other suggestions, so do Sapir,3 Henle4 and 
others. 
We have chosen to make use of many of those valuable suggestions. 
:But it seemed to us that the best and certainly the most comprehensive 
, treatment of this topic was carried out by Hall, who collaboro.ted l1ith 
a fellow anthropologist on the task of mapping out the whole area of 
culture and its classification on a scientific basis and came up with 
the "map of culturet,5 (Appendix III). This is a two-dimensional map 
'numbered from 0 to 9 both horizontally and vertically and emboQying 
what the wtiter called the ten ''Primary Message Systems" (P.M.S.) each 
interacting with all the rest, thus forming a hundred well-defined 
areas of the whole cultural field. 
"le have adopted Hall' a system because it proved to be moat helpful 
in guiding us towards ma.ki:ng the topics chosen both basic and exhaustive 
of the vlhole cultural domain, as can be seen from Table V below. 
1 Nelson Brooks, op.cit., pp. 90 - 95. 
2 R. Lado, ~StiCS' pp. 114 - 123. 
3 Edward Sapir~) Language, pp. 207 - 221 ' . 
b) Culture, Language and Personality (1966), pp 78 _ 
119, 164 - 171 and 194 - 207. 
4 P. Henle, op.cit." pp. 1 - 25. 
5 E. T. Hall, op.cit., pp. 222 - 223. 
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TABLE V 
Distribution 
of Items over Components of Culture 
Reference E. T. Hall, The Silent Language, pp. 222 - 223 
No. of P.ll.S;* No. of items in original script Total P.M.S. of e.e.T.t 
0 Dlteraction 1 2 3 4 2- 6 7 8 
-
9 1Q. 10 
1 Association 11 12 13 14 !2. 16 6 
2 Subsistence 17 18 19 20 21 22 ~ 7 
- -
3 BiseXWJ.1ity 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 35 36 13 
4 Territoriality 37 ~ 39 40 .£. 42 43 7 
5 Temporality 44 45 46 47 4 
6 Learning 48 49 50 51 52 53 6 
7 Play 54 55 56 57 4 
8 Defence 58 59 2 
9 Exploitation 60 1 
-
Total 60 
:* P .M.S. = Primary Nessage System(s). (cf. Hall, pp. 61 ff) . 
t C.C.T. = Crose-CUltural Test. 
Items underlined are those dropped after revision of test. 
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(d) When examining this ta.ble, one wonders why is it that the 
numbers of the items under eooh major cultural area are not equal. 
This should be easy to understand, however, if we keep in mind the '. 
principle of contrast which should underlie this type of test. It 
is only naturnl to find some similarities in cultural patterning 
between ona cQJlIIIUIlity and another, and there is no point in including 
these in a cross-cultura.l test. In point of foot, Lado's suggestion 
that such tests must adopt the same principles ns those employed in 
language testing seemed plausible enough for us to adopt it in our 
present work. l As is well-known to most foreign-language teachers, 
such tests are usually based on the elements of sameness and 
difference in form, meaning and distribution. We will here suppose 
that this point is quite clear and not go into it e:ny .further. 
c. Validation of the Test 
This was to be carried out in two ways: firstly, by the writer's 
preliminary exo.mino.tion of the test-items in co-operation with a few 
knowledgeable native-speakers of English; and after the tentative test-
items have beon drawn up, by administering the test on a British Control 
Croup. 
On our semi-final examination of the test-items it was found that 
certain items such as Nos: 4, 33, 34 and 50 would elicit from the British 
Cbntrol Group not only their awareness of thoir own cul turoJ. background 
but also different individual attitudes. It was, however, thought that 
the responses to such i tams in both parts of the world would be interest~ 
enough for us to keep them on the test. 
1 R. Lado, Linguistics, pp. 114 - 12~. 
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It was also found that some other items might bring out a certain 
amount of disagreement in the responses of the Eri tish Control Group 
(B.C.G.) owing to the generation-gap between younger and older people as 
well as the different living conditions and communities of the students. 
Such items included nos. 6, 7, 13, 17, 19, 21, 29, 42, 43, 47, and 49. 
These '-Tere reworded in order to malce them as generally acceptable as 
possible. :But we finally came to the conclusion that this sort of item 
might not be easy to avoid altogether owing to the nature and age of the 
control group \'lhich could not in any sense be taken to be a representative 
sample of the British population. But there seemed to be no point in 
attempting to avoid such items, since the same situation applied to the 
Kuwai ti counterparts who would be of approximately the same age and cannot 
represent~ nor are they meant to represent, the whole population of Kuwait. 
As far as the second method of validation was concerned, it "laS 
decided to try the test on a British Control Group composed of 20 to 40 
sixth form students, male and female, in one of the comparatively good 
secondary schools in or around London. (All this in fact depended on 
the arrangements that the local educational authority \ros willing to make 
and the school that "tas ready to co-operate; nothing much could really be 
done about it.) The students would be given explicit directions to the 
effect that: 
a. each could select one option (from a, b, c and d) in each item, or 
any number of options that he thought of as an appropriate response, and 
b. he could disregard all the options' giveIl, and add a fifth of his 
own against the letter (e). 
Since this was the case, it was believed reasonable not to consider 
a positive arbitrary point at which an item \'lould be retained in the test 
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or dropped from it - as many have actuall~ donel - (say, if 65% or 7CJ/a 
of the examinees selected one and the same option in one item, that item 
would be retained; other\~ise it is discarded), but rather to choose a 
negative validating point, in the follO\ving sense. If 30% or more of 
the sample either (a) chose more than one option, or (b) added a fifth 
one, (or if both processes added up to the same percentage), this would 
be a dangerous point at which the i tam had better be discarded, even 
though the remaining 7C1/o actually chose one and the same option. There 
would be, it was thought, too much disagreement on the item in question 
to justify its retention. In case this principle did not apply to a few 
items (probably some of those referred to above) and it was found necessary 
or useful to keep them, then "an additional rule of thumb 112 might have to 
be employed. It ,might prove unavoidable in such tests, but it should be 
used with great caution. It was also ruled that there should not 
necessarily be unanimous or even majority agreement on certain questions 
since one cannot oxpect to find a totally uniform community anywhere, and 
living conditions naturally differ from one individual to another. ~ 
optimum choice was considered the one which would attract more agreement 
than any of the others. It was thought interesting to find out how the 
KUwaiti students responded to items on which the responses of the ~ritish 
group were quite widely scattered. 
D. Administration of the Test 
Directions given to the ~ritish and to the Kuwaiti groups were 
referred to above. Moreover, in the case of Kuwaiti students, the 
language of some of the items was too difficult for them to understand 
I cf. for instance 
2 Seeyle, op.cit., 
(a) Seelye, op.cit., pp. 84 - 85. 
(b) al-Sawaf, Ph.D. unpublished thesis, (University 
of London, Institute of Education, 1968). 
p. 85. 
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and consequently Arabic explanations were made in such cases in order 
to ensure full comprehension of the point in question. 
The British Control Group (henceforth to be referred to as B.C.G.), 
to which the test was administered, consisted of 19 students of the 
upper sixth and 16 of the lower sixth forms. There were 22 boys and 13 
girls, and the average age was 17+ and 16+ for upper and Imler sixth 
forms respectively. 30 students were Christians, the other 5 Jews. All 
were British. 
In Kuwait the test was administered in 4 boys I and 4 girls' 
secondary schools, to students in the final year of the secondary stage. 
The sample consisted of 106 boys and 105 girls. Each number was eventually 
cut down to 100 on the follo1.;ing grounds: some items were left unanswered 
in a few papers; o~ some papers the marking was not done with circles but 
with an {' sign which could point to more than one option. These were 
thought to be legitimate grounds for discarding a few papers; add to this 
the strong temptation of obtaining the easily-manageable round number 100. 
After elimination, the boysl group consisted of 84 KUwaiti citizens 
and 16 non-KUwaitis; all were Muslims, and the average age wac about 19 
years. In the girls I group 18 were Kuwaitis and 22 non-Kuwaitis; all 
fuslims, and the average age was 17.6 years. 
The test was also cct to all the fourth year students in the 
English Department (Faculty of Arts and Sciences) at tho University of 
Ku·wa.it. Those were being trained to become teachers of English. This 
group consisted of 17 students, 6 males and 11 females, all Muslims with 
an average age of 23. 11 of them \/ere Kullai ti citizens, the other 6 non-
Kuwaitis. 
Teachers of the 8 boys' and girls' classes also took the test, as 
well as the senior teachers of English in each of those schools. The 
whole sample consisted of 8 male and 8 female teachers, none of whom was 
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a Kuwa.i ti citizen, and all of whom were Muslims. Each of them held a 
B.A. degree in English literature from an Arab university (except for 
one U.S. graduate). Five of them held a diploma. in education from an 
Arab university, and only one had a I1a.ster's degree from America. 
E. Test-Results: Classification 
1. The British Control Group or B.C.G.: 
(a) Appendix No. V gives all the essential information obtained 
from the responses to the test-times made by the B.C.G. This information 
is classified in the following manner: 
(i) Column I gives the serial number of the item as it appears on the 
original test paper. 
(ii) Column II shov1s the num"er of students selecting each of the four 
choices a, b, c and d, and the total of the four, marked "Total In. 
(iii) From column III we get the total number of students who either 
selected more than one choice or marked none of the four choices 
but added one of their O'WIl against "e". This is marked "Total 2". 
(iv) In column IV we have the number of students who did not mark the 
particular item at all, but wrote "I don't know" against the 
letter "e". 
(v) Column V gives us the total number of students who actually 
answered the item in any manner they chose. This is marked 
"Total 3" and is arrived at either by adding up tota.ls 1 and 2, 
or by subtracting the figures in column IV from 35 (vlhich is the 
total number of stud~ts taking the test). 
(Vi) In column VI we have the per cent ratio of total 2 and total 3. 
In other words, the figures in this column represent in percentage 
terms the ratio of all those students who had either selected more 
than one choice or added one of their o,m to the total number of 
,students who had actually answered that item. 
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(b) The first task we had on our hands was to examine the responses 
with a view to eliminating up to .E!!. weak items. According to the rule 
laid down in section C above, we looked for a percentage of 30% or more 
in oolumn VI (in Appendix V) and found that 9 items satisfied that rule. 
These were Nos. 5, 8, 10, 15, 18, 22, 23, 41 and 50 which we were justi-
fied in eliminating f~om the test. Hm"ever, an examining the detailed 
responses it.became evident that although No. 50 brought out, as expected, 
certain attitudes expressirig the frustration of the younger generation with 
the present state of affairs (specimen sarcastic remarks: "apathy; 
indifference; demonstrations; strikes; umbrellas~ bowler-hats and stiff 
upper-lips"), approximatley two thirds of the group selected. one and the 
same option. This seemed justification enough for retaining the item. 
And this is in fact the only occasion where the above-mentioned rule had 
to be slightly bent. 
Two other items required special attention. Item 60 appeared to 
be non-discriminating at all, since each and all of the options, were 
acceptable responses. Consequently this item was considered useless and 
struck off the test. On the other hand, since we needed only 50 items, 
the next weakest item, No. 38, was considered for elimination. This 
item almost reached the dangerous point of 30% (actually 28.5%), and at 
the same time the students selecting one and the same option amounted 
to only about 63"/0. Thus this item was also discarded. (The items 
eliminated can be seen marked \Oli th X in Appendix V. In the same appendix 
also, what was considered the optimum choice in each item is underlined.) 
It Will £.\lso be noticed in the same appendix that, although in the 
majority of the items retained 1n the test (in fact in 34 items) two-
thirds or more of the B.C.G. actuaJ.ly'selected one and the same choice, 
t 
in the other 16 t~e students were divided in their responses. This was not 
unexpected, ao was explained in section C above. The four items 
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mentioned there (namely: Nos. 4, ;;, ;4 and 50) as being expected to 
elicit British students' attitudes, did not disapPoint us. Most of 
the others, the responses to which were expected to reflect different 
co~a.l and individual conditions, in fact did so, n.otably, Nos. 6, 7, 
19, 29, 42, 43, 47 and 49. However, this has been taken to be quite 
natural if we realize how difficult it is to make sweeping 
generalisations about the culture of any big nation. 
Table VI below gives us a summa.ry of the Il.C.G. 's responses to 
the optimum choices. ThoEle items on \vhich the majority of agreement 
was less than two thirds of the tote~ number of the sample are under-
lined. The table also shows us a final average score of 7rr; on the 
whole test. 
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T.A:BLE VI 
SUMMARY 
B.C.G. 
No. of students: 35 
Students , Students 
No. of answering % age J No. of answering % age item optimal item optimsJ. 
choice choice 
1 31 91.4 31 33 94.4 2 31 91.4 32 29 82.9 
3 22 ~ 33 21 60.1 
4 15 Mh2. 34 13 21.d 
- - - 35 33 94.4 6 16 ~ 36 26 14.4 1 20 
.2L1 31 25 11.5 
- - - - - -9 24 68.6 39 24 68.6 
- - - 40 29 82.9 11 24 68.6 
- - -12 32 91.5 42 15 Mh2 13 23 65.8 43 20 
.21.:.£. 
·14 30 85.1 44 11 48.6 
- - - 45 21 11.2 16 29 82.9 46 20 
.2l..:1. 11 23 65.8 41 11 .4!h§. 
- - - 48 23 65.8 19 11 ~ 49 16 g;:g 20 32 91.5 50 23 21 23 65.8 51 11 ~ 
- - - 52 30 85.1 
-
..; 
- 53 11 Mh2. 24 26 74.4 54 16 
.42:.1 25 34 97.1 55 32 91.5 26 27 17.2 56 26 74.4 27 29 82.9 51 25 71.5 28 29 82.9 58 33 94.4 29 19 ~ 59 31 91.4 30 32 91.5 
- - -
Total 1226 1C1/o 
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2. The Kuwaiti Students' Sample (K.S.S.) 
(a) The first thing to be done when classifying the responses 
made by the Kuwaiti Students' Sample (henceforth to be referred to 
as K.S.S.) was to disregard those itnms already discarded from the 
test (see Appendix V). 
(b) The next step was to ascertain the distribution of the 
students I responses over the various choices in each item. This can 
be seen in Appendices VI and VII. A S1lIIlIIlDXY of the correct scores 
(still showing the boys and €!;irls separately) eppears in Table VII,. 
beloW. 
This table shows an overall average achievement on the test of 
41.45% made by the whole sample, and boys (who enjoy more freedom 
than girls in the Arab World) scoring slightly over 5% higher than 
the girls. 
(c) Results on the test when taken by the Kuwait Univers..:.ty 
students (K. U.S.) and by the teachers and senior teachers of English 
(K.T.E.) are shown in Appendices VIII and IX respectively. 
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TABLE VII 
SUMMARY 
KUWAITI STUDENTS (K.S.S.) 
No. of students: 20. 
" . I No. Optimum Choice No. Optimum Choice 
of ~ I of item Bo:tl::l Girls '1'0 tal r % age I item Boys Girls Total % age 
~ -67 56 123 61.5 31 94 61 155 77.5 83 87 170 85 32 50 41 91 45.5 
3 39 22 61 30.5 33 54 52 106 53 
4 58 . 41 99 49.5 34 66 57 123 61.5 
5 
- - - - 35 19 24 43 21.5 6 19 10 29 14.5 36 81 75 156 78 7, 10 .14 24 12 37 26 31 57 28.5 
8 
- -
- -
38 
- - - -9 58 60 118 .59 39 62 42 , 104 52 10 
- - - -
40 14 21 35 17.5 11 72 52 124 62 41 
- - - -12 10 26 ;;6 18 42 45 27 12 36 13 61 55 116 58 43 51 37 88 44 14 35 38 13 36.5 44 28 31 59 29.5 15 ,. 
- - - - 45 79 81 160 80 16 83 70 153 16.5 46 11 14 25 12.5 11 71 ·62 133 66.5 41 10 14 24 12 18 
- - - - 48 50 37 87 43.5 19 14 32 46 23 49 40 29 69 34.5 20 80 73 153 16.5 50 42 28 10 35 21 42 39 81 40.5 51 21 30 51 28.5 22 52 64 50 " 114 51 - - - -23 
- - - . - 53 50 30 80 40 24 14 20 34 11 54 26 34 60 30 25 81 80 161 80.5 55 66 33 99 49.5 26 50 52 102 51 56 84 15 159 79.5 27 86 85 171 85.5 57 46 51 97 48.5 28 13 17 30 15 58 68 51 119 59.5 29 58 53 111 55.5 59 68 79 147 73.5 30 60 63 123 61.5 60 
- - - -
Totals: I 4745 I 2503 2242 I 
--150.0~ 44.64~ I Averages: I c1: ! i 47.45,J I 
(d) A comparative table of the correct choices made by each of the 
four groups is given in Appendix X, and summarized in Table VIII below. 
~ ' • .,.' • ,':..~ , ; j-
"" 
'- , ~, 
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T.A:BLE VIII 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF CORRECT SCORES 
B.C.G. I K.S.S. K.U.S. K.T.E. I 
70% 47.5% 51.9'/0 73.4% 
F. Analysis and Interpretation of Results 
1. If we do as others (dealing with this sort of test) have done, 
namely, set arbitrary pass or fail points at, say 50%, an~ judge the 
scores of the different groups by this criterion, we cannot helP 
concluding: 
(a) that the boys of the K.S.S. have only just passed the test with an 
an average of 50.06%; that the girls have failed it with an average 
of 44.84%; and that the whole K~S.S. is just below the pass-mark, 
wi th an average of 47.45%; 
(b) that the boys of the K.U.S. have just failed the test, \-lith an 
average of 48%; the girls have just passed it, having obtained an 
average of 54%; whereas the whole group has barely passed the test, 
wi th an average of about 52%; and 
(c) that the small group of teachers ~ to know the English 
cultural background even better than the B.C.G., with an average 
of 73.4% 
2. But another and deeper look into the results will make it 
obvious that the scale adopted above is not accurate enough. For 
if the B.C.G. averages 70%, the K.S.S. and the other groups cannot 
be expected to score as high as 50f0 in order to be judged familiar 
wi th the English cultural background. The pass-mark should, then 
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be set at 35% or, at most, at 40% if we want to be fair in our 
judgement. Judged by the new scale, the K.S.S. and the other 
Kuwaiti groups do not seem to be very deficient in their knowledge 
of English culture. 
3. Even the new scale, however, does not seem to be satisfactory, 
although it gives us a deeper insight into the situation. It would 
seem much more reasonable to compare the scores obtained on indivi-
dual items by the B.C.G. with those obtained by the K.S.S. (i.e. the 
main group in which we are mainly interested), and see what picture 
emerges. 
We will thus divide the results into two groups: those items 
on which the K.S.S. scored 50% or above, and those on which the 
scores were below 50.% and compare each with the B.C.G. scores. 
Table IX below shows such division. The information incorporated 
in this table has been extracted from Appendix X which gives com-
parative scores of all the groups tested. 
4. Let us now examine the higher scores (i.e. the figures in the 
left-hand columns) and set up an arbitrary but reasonable scale for 
evaluating the K.S.S. scores by comparing them with the B.C.G. results. 
The Bca1e suggested is this: 
(a) If the scores attained by the K.S.S. are the same, higher or 
up to 10% lower than the B.C.G., they will be considered •••• V. Good. 
(b) If they are 10% to 20% lower than B.C.G. 
(c) From 20% to 30% lower than B.C.G. 
(d) More than 30% lower than B.C.G. 
Examining the table with this scale, we find that:-
(a) On 13 items (2, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 27, 29, 33, 
34, 36, 45 and 56) the scores can be termed 
• • • • Good • 
• •• • Satisfactory • 
., •• Weak. 
•••• V. Good. 
TABLE IX 
COMP llRATIVE DICHOTOMY 
K.S.S. Scores 50% or above \ K.S.S. Scores below 5~ 
No'. of 1 I: No. of I B.C.G. B.C.G. , K.S.S. I iI ojo I ojo i ojo item item I ! 
I t I 
1 91 61.5 3 63 
2 91 85 4 40.5 
9 69 59 
II 
6 
I 46 11 69 62 7 57 
13 65.5 58 12 , 91.5 
16 83 76.5 14 86 
17 66 66.5 19 49 
20 91.5 76.5 21 66 
25 97 80.5 24 74 
26 77 51 28 83 
27 83 85.5 32 83 
29 54 55.5 35 94 
30 91 61.5 37 71.5 
31 94 77.5 40 83 
33 60 53 42 40.5 
34 37 61.5 43 57 36 74 78 44 49 
39 69 52 46 57 
45 77 80 47 49 
52 86 57 48 66 56 74 79.5 49 46 
58 94 59.5 50 66 
59. 91 73.5 51 49 
53 49 
I 54 
46 
55 91.5 
I I 57 71 , I 
23 items I Totals II 27 items 
(b) On 5 items, (20, 25, 31, 39 and 59) 
(c) On 4 items (1, 26, 30 and 52) 
(d) On one item (58) 
I K.S.S. I c; 
30.5 
49.5 
14.5 
12 
18 
36.5 
23 
40.5 
17 
15 
45.5 
21.5 
28.5 
17.5 
36 
44 
29.5 
12.5 
12 
43.5 
34.5 
35 
28.5 
40 
30 
46.5 
48.5 
! 
i 
•••• Good. 
•••• Satisfactory. 
•••• "Teak. 
ThUB on 23 items (about half the total number of all the items in 
the, test) the K.S.S. have done quite well, and are not in fact 
supposed to do better, as will be explained later.> 
If we now turn to the lower scores in the division we have 
set up (those in the right hand columns of Table IX) and apply 
the same scale, we find the following: 
(a) On , items (4, 42 and 5,), K.S.S. scores can be 
termed •••• V. Good. 
(b) On 4 items (4" 44, 49 and 54) • ••• Good. 
(c) On 5 items (19, ~, 48, 51 and 57) • ••• Satisfactory 
(d) On 15 items (" 6,7, 12, 14,24, 28, ,2, 
,5, ,7, 40, 46, 47, 50 and 55) • ••• "leak. 
The pic1ure definitely looks quite, different, as more than 
half this group (15 out of 27) have done very badly indeed. 
Combining the two parts, however, we get the following overall 
picture: 
(a) On 16 items scores can be classified as •••• V. Good. 
(b) On 9 items scores can be classified as 
(c) On 9 items scores can be classified as 
.. . . . 
• • • • 
Good • 
Satisfactory • 
(d) On 16 items scores can be classified as •••• Weak. 
Not a very gloomy picture, after all!! 
5. However, what seems more interesting from our point of view 
than the overall achievement of the K.S.S., in spite of its signifi-
cance, are the particulD.'t' D.'t'eas in which there has been 0. great 
divergence of the K.S.S. from the B.C.G., as well as the interpre-
tation of each individual case. 
If we create another dichotomy of the better and the weaker 
items (on the basis of over or below 50% average score), and cast 
items iuto the general framework of Hall's "culture map" (see 
Appendix III), as con be seen in Table X below, we immediately 
notice that the greatest divergence in fact lies in the louer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
f 
I 
TAllLE X 
CLASSIFICATION OF C. C • T. RESULTS ACCORDlliG TO CULTURAL 
Code No. Iro. of items in No. of items answered correct~ 
of F.M.S. C.C.T. 
over 5afo below 5~ 
0 1 - 10 , 4 
1 11 - 16 , 2 
2 11 - 2, 2 2 
3_ 24 - 36 9 4 
n ,1 - 43 1 { 4 44 - 41 1 3 48 - 53 1 5 1..J 54 - 57 1 3 
8 58 - 59 2 0 
9 60 
- -
Total 50 23 21 I 
Percent ag e of items 46 " 54% 
areas of Hall's P.M.S. from No.4 down to No.7 (i.e. items 37 to 
51 of the test). This is not surprising. (What is really surprising 
is the good achievement in area No. 3 (i.e. J3isexua11ty) where the 
actual differences bet~leen the two cultural patterns are very wide 
and deep-rooted.) It is worthwhile, therefore, to conduct some 
detailed analysis of those items on which the K.S.S. have not fared 
ver,r well. We will base our analysis on wha~ were found to be weak 
items in section 4, as well as on Tables IX and XI. (The 
necessary data about these special items have been extracted from 
.tlppendices V to VII). 
6. It would be convenient to group those special items under 
major headings according to the reasons for the students' confusion 
and conse~uently for the low scores attained. 
T1\J3LE XI 
No. of B.C.G.: 35 
No. of K.S.S.: 200 
B.C.G. 
No. ' 
of Option 
item 
a b c d 
3 2 3 
-
22 
-
4 3 1 9 12. 
6 1 9 3 16 
-
7 M 1 - -
12 1 2 
- 2-
14 1 
- 2.Q -
19 1 11. 1 1 
11 5 23 
- 4 
24 3 3 - 26 
28 1 
.?2 - 3 
32 
-
2 
-
29 
35 
- 22. 1 -
31 8 
- £2. -
40 
- .?2 - -
42 3 1 12 
.& 
43 - 20 12 
-
44 8 
- 11. 4 
46 
- 20 6 3 
-
41 1 II 2 12 
48 3 ..,2 £i 2 
49 6 4 16 3 
-50 ~ - - -
51 3 II - 9 
52 .2Q. 2 
- -
53 
- 5 6 1:1. 
54 16 14 4 
-
-
55 ~ 1 
- -
51 3 ~ 1 
-
other!: 
8 
7 
6 
8 
-
4 
8 
3 
3 
2 
4 
-
2 
1 
4 
2 
6 
4 
2 
5 
5 
12 
6 
2 
6 
-
2 
4 
No. a 
answer 
- 115 
-
: 42 
- -
- ,g,! 
- 39 
- 25 
1 56 
-
11 
- 133 
-
19 
- 23 
1 114 
- 98 
5 23 
-
42 
1 64 
-
28 
2 129 
1 38 
- 34 
1 9 
- 1Q 
- 4 
1 ~ 
1 14 
1 60 
1 22-
2 48 
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K.S.S. 
Option 
b c d e 
16 7 61 1 
11 33 22 15 
61 101 £2. 3 
120 20 33 3 
49 31 .2§.. 39 
50 II 1 45 
~ 34 31 21 
81 38 53 11 
-6 14 34 13 
.2Q. 96 20 35 
44 23 21. 19 
.12 13 15 15 
35 51 3 7 
-22. 35 19 88 
29 38 II 19 
8e- 26 11 11 
-
39 59 66 8 
-£2. 5 36 5 
~ 22 104 13 
36 81 43 
-
-
14 6~ 46 2 
-19 39 55 17 
21. 8 125 6 
21 15 20 30 
42 39 80 25 
-
42 60 26 12 
27 20 2, ,1 
:n. 21 30 4 
(a) Influence of Native Culture 
Item 3: 
Students of the B.C.G. were quite divided on this item, only 
63% selecting one and the same choice (d). About 25~ chose more 
than one option or expressed individual opinions. On the other 
htmd only 30.5% of the K.S.S. made the optimum choice, whereas a 
sizable number (51.5%) selected (a). This is an evident reflection 
of the native culture which assigns much greater respectfulness to 
seniority of age than vlestern Culture. 
Item 31: 
This item also indicates the greater amount of respect observed 
towards older people in the Arab culture. This respect is expressed 
in different modes of behaviour including what Hall terms the area 
of "terri toriali ty" (see "map of culture", Appendix III). Seating 
order is paid much more attention in our part of the world than in 
the West, and this explains why about half of the K.S.S. chose 
option (a). However, the mere tact that 28.5% of that sample also 
selected the same option as the B.C.G. suggests that b~ch emphasis 
on the relationship between age and territoriality is in fact 
diminishing owing to the infiltration and influence of '{estern 
civilization. 
Item 44: 
This :i.s more or less an attitude item which divided the B.C.G., 
only 49% choosing the optimum option (0), 24% choosing (a), 9% 
choosing (d), whereas most of the rest said that one had to ~ 
respect. 
Contrary to expectations, the majority of the K.S.S. did not 
Choose' (a), (which is explainable in the same terms stated in the 
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former items), but selected (c) or (d). This certainly reflects 
a dramatic change in the mood and attitude of the young Kuwaiti 
Arab from what used to be, and in many cases is still, the 
traditional cultural pattern. 
Item 6: 
At first it was difficult to understand why the E.C.G. selected 
(d) "pleased to meet you" as the most acceptable response, thoU(j:l 
only 4610 of the group actually did so; and why only less than 
?I/o chose the predicted choice (c) "How do you do?". However, it 
becomes understandable once we remember that (c) would actually 
apply to an older and more formal age-group than the B.C.G. which 
would normally choose (d) or (b) or even some other form normally 
used by them in their informal every-day life. It can also be 
explained on the basis of c1ano-differences. 
The K.S.S., on the other hand had always been instructed in 
school to respond with the formal expreSSion (c). Consequently 
50.5% of them made that choice, whereas 33.5% must have confused 
"how do you do?" with "how are you?" and preferred (b). This 
group's responses to this item are in fact verY significant if 
we remember the fact that in Arabic we do not at all have an 
expression used as a response which would correspond to (c); the 
normal response being equivalent to (b). Moreover, when an Arab 
is introduced to another for the first time, he does not use the 
question-form a.t all, but would rather say something like It! am 
honoured" or "Itls an honour" (Le. to lmow you). 
Item 1: 
Only 51% of the E.C.G. chose the antiCipated answer (a); the 
20% who selected (b) and the rest Who chose (a) and (b), which 
are mutually exclusive, must have misunderstood the wording of 
choice (b) by not paying sufficient attention to the restricting 
word "only". This may be the only interpretation of the division 
of responses to this item. 
However, the spread-out of the K.S.S.ls responses is quite 
understandable. Only very few of them (12%) chose (a) which 
requires first-hand contact with every-day English life - which 
contact a very small minority of this group had had the 
opportunity to make - whereas the greater majority (60%) chose 
(b) which is the far CODmloner meaning and usage of the expression 
that those students have been exposed to. \fuat might have 
accentuated the situation here is the fact that the Arabic 
equivalent to "good morning" is never, in any situation that the 
writer can imagine, used to mean "good bye". 
Item 12: 
Here the great majority of the E.C.G. (91.5%) chose the 
optimum option (d) because of their familiarity with their own 
culture, whereas the scores of the K.S.S. were scattered almost 
equally among the four choices and the fifth (e) i.e. lack of 
knowledge. Very close contact with the cultural community is 
vi tal for such knowledge and it is not strange to discover a lot 
of ignorance on this point. On the other hand, it is not difficult 
to detect here some interference of the native cultural background 
which accepts no class system at all, if we notice that the largest 
block of students (about 25%) chose option (b). This should not 
be exaggerated, however, since the score on this option is not 
much higher than those on the other choices. 
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Item 14: 
The low score of the x.S.S. (36.5%) on this item, compared 
to the very high score of the B.C.G. (86%) can be ascribed to 
the fact that the pub's counterpart in the Arab World is usually 
a very disreputable place which only the lowly type of people 
frequent and more often than not get drunk, and which no woman 
ever enters. This is why 37.5% of the X.S~S. chose either (a) 
or (b) while 22.5% did not want to commit themselves and admitted 
total ignorance. It is also wo~th mentioning here that alcoholic 
drinks are banned in Kuwait, and that there are no pubs of a:n::r 
kind. 
Item 19: 
This is an item the response to which differs with the dif-
ference of individual family life in England. The students of 
the B.C.G. were sharply divided on it, about 49"~ choosing (b); 
only 20% choosing (a), and even more giving answers of their own. 
Since the cultural pattern in Xmmit and most other countries 
of the Arab World leans sharply to\ro.rds choice (a) in such a. 
situation, more of the X.S.S. tended to choose (a) rather than (b). 
In fact many unpleasant topics are almost taboo at meal-times in 
most of the Arab World. 
Item 21: 
Again 'this differs in England from one community to another. 
The item also seems to invite an opinion rather than an objective 
assessment. Nevertheless, two thirds of the ~.C.G. chose the 
anticipated optimum answer (b). 
Although 40.~ of the X.S.S. seemed to agree to that, a 
greater number (45.5%) tended to compare English to Arab hospitality 
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(which is well-mown to go even to extremes) and consequently 
found the English comparatively inhospitable or indifferent, and 
chose either (c) or (d). 
Item 32: 
MOst of the E.C.G. (83~) chose the anticipated response (d); 
but the K.S.S. were more divided, only 45.5~ giving that response. 
The next largest group (22%) chose (b). This can be explained 
in terms of the native cultural pattern on the one hand, and the 
influence of films on the other. 
Item 40 
The low K.S.S. acore of l7.5~ on the optimum response can be 
explained on the grounds of lack of familiarity or ignorance, 
44% admitting it explicitly. The rest, however, tried to draw 
an analogy to mosques, which should all face Mecca, and con-
sequently chose (a) or (c). 
Item 42 
The scores on the optimum response of this item are almost 
the same for the E.C.G. and the K.S.S. but quite low (40.5% and 
36% respectively), though for different reasons. 
In the case of the E.C.G., those who chose (a) as well as 
those who picked (a) as their response Deemed to consider the 
question rather tricky, (it can't be so Simple!!) and proceeded 
to show their historical. knowledge of what the hall used to be. 
On the other hand, those who chose (b) (30%) are actually 
referring to the present state of affairs. The few others made 
their O'Wll comments, arguing that their choice would be (c), but 
the hall need not be a very emall room. We have considered (d) 
as the optimum answer simply because a greater number chose this 
rather than any of the other options - not a ver,y convincing or 
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satisfactory decision. l3ut the whole item was in fact retained 
because of the interesting responses of each of the two groups. 
In fact the whole phrase rlwell-to-do" seems to have been di£fi-
cult for the students, most of whom seem to come from middle or 
lower middle class. 
A greater number of the K.S.S. (58%) chose, as anticipated, 
ei ther (d) or (0.). This is due partly to their ignorance (and 
probably even to their teachers' ignorance) of what the hall in 
a modern English house is, but partly to the influence of their 
native culture. In the old-type Arabic architecture there was 
no such thing a.s a hall being the entrance to the house; the 
courtyard was the English hall's counterpart leading from the 
outer door to the various rooms around it. l3ut even in modern 
houses, the climate being what it is, there is no need for a 
small hall where you can keep umbrellas, hats, etc. which vir-
tually do not exist - at lea.st in Kuwait. On the other hand, 
the ~ always represented the largest room in the house (usually 
the counterpart of the English dra.wing room), and in schools, 
public buildings, etc. Consequently, the students' confusion 
is understandable and permissible. 
Item 43: 
Again the low scores of both groups (57% and 44% respectively) 
can be explained in two different ways. To the E.C.G., owing to 
differences in accommodation and family-life, (b) and (c) are 
acceptable. 
:But we did not in fact expeot 44% of the K.S.S. to arrive at 
the optimum choice (b) for two reasons: firstly, the literal 
Arabic transla.tion of "drawing room" usually refers to a large 
room used for drawing and painting, etc. in schools; hence the 
confusion. This explains the 32% of responses pointing to (a). 
Secondly, as with the B.O.G., the drawing and sitting rooms may 
be quite often one and the same place. HO\'lever, the fact that 
1;% chose (c) indicates that in modern Kuwaiti houses the two 
rooms are different parts of the house. 
Item 55: 
It was not expected that Kuwaiti students should be familiar 
with betting and gambling which are legaily forbidden (though 
practised privately and on a ver,y small scale) in Kuwait as well 
as in most countries of the Arab "'orld. Thus the percentage of 
correct responses (46.5,%) is to be considered very satisfactory 
in such circumstances. 
b. Influence of English Reputation Abroad 
i 
Item 4: 
This item has been referred to as more an attitudinal than 
a factual one, as the scattered responses of the B.O.G. have 
come to verify. Only 40.5,% of this group selected the optimum 
choice (d) - which was, incidentally, a surprising result to the 
test-marker himself. Only about 25,% chose (c) which the writer 
thought would be the more logical choice. The rest of the group 
gave independent opinions. 
On the other hand, more of the K.S.S (49.5%) chose (d); and 
if we add to this the 21% who chose the extremely passive choice 
(a) we get a great majority of 70.5% responding in line with the 
mental picture formed about Englishmen abroad. They are usually 
portrayed as very cool and calm~ rarely expressing their feelings 
and even more rarely responding violently to situations such as 
the one suggested by this item. If the Kmvai ti students had 
been asked to express their attitudes to such a situation, the 
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majority would have chosen (c); the more belligerent type might 
have also chosen (b). The contraat betwen the two cultures is 
very great here. 
Item 46: 
The huge number of K.S.S. selecting (a) (64.5%) reflects the 
prevalent foreigner's impression of how punctual English people 
are- virtually a world-wide reputation. 
Item 41: 
Again this can be explained in terms of the widely-spread 
Englis~ reputation for punctuality, formality and reserve. This 
is ,Jhy 11% of the K.S.S. chose either (a) or (d). 
Item 49: 
Englishmen are famous for their conservatism. The choice 
of 11.5% of the K.S.S. of either (b) or (c) reflects that repu-
tation. 
In the B.C.G. the responses indicated a change in the mood of 
the younger generation, only 46% selecting the optimum choice(c). 
Item 50: 
To the B.C.G. this \oTaS an attitude item and ,vas sufficiently 
commented upon above. The K.S.S. responses, however, reflected 
Englisbmen's reputation abroad which tends to picture them in 
terms of (a) and (d). This explains why 62% of the K. S. S. had 
chosen either of these two options. 
Item 51: 
The majority of the K.S.S. (62.5%) who chose (d) seemed to 
think of English people more highly than English people thought 
of themselves. In addition, 28.5% also chose the optimum option 
(b). A small minority (2%) had enough sense of humour to choose (a.), 
.. 
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Item 51: 
Cricket, goU and (unfortunately!) even horse-racing are not 
popular sports in most of the Arab \vorld, "Thereas football is the 
main outdoor sport. Consequently, it was expected that more than 
48.~ of the X.S.S. would choose option (b). But the spread-out 
of scores may be fJSC'i.tibed again ~ the English reputation abroad 
that they are very forid of sports of all kinds. 
c. Influence of Christian-Arab Cl1lture 
, , 
Item 28: 
Divorce among Christians in the Ara.b World is handled by the 
Church and very closely abides by the lliblical code; consequently 
it is virtually impossible to obtain. The situation is, of course, 
very different in many parts of the Christian West, with which 
Arab students are not familiar. This explains the high rate of 
British students (8;%) choosing option (b) against the very small 
number of X.S.S. (15%) choosing the same. In fact 48% of the 
X.S.S., naturally enough, chose option (c) • 
Item 35~ 
The great discrepancy between the B.C.G. (94%) and,the X.S.S. 
(21.5%) giving (b) as the optimum response is also explicable in 
the same terms (a.s in 28 above), if we notice that 51% of the 
X.S.S. actually selected option (a). 
d. Other kinds of Influence: 
Item 24: 
Contrary to the writer's expectation, the B.C.G. had consider-
able agreement (14%) on (d) as the optimum response, none choosing 
(0), but a few choosing (a) or (b); the rest finding no contra-
diction between (a) and (d) and choosing both. 
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To the K.S.S., however, all apparent evidence seemed to 
indicate an almost complete freedom and independence of women 
in England; which led two thirds of them to choose (a) as the 
best response. 
it seems that there is a switch of emphasis here. Whereas 
the E.C.G. took the question of equal rights for granted and 
emphasized the dark side of the picture, the Arab students 
stressed the bright side, at the same time expressing their 
aspirations for an improvement in the status of women in the Arab 
World. It is worth noting here, however, that this item showed 
only a slight female bias, the girls scoring only 1% higher on 
,'~ choice (a) than the poys. 
!tem 52: 
Unexpectedly and strangely enough, the majority of the K.S.S. 
(51%) chose (a) in spite of the fact that anything termed "publio" 
(inoluding sohools) in Kuwait and preCtlXWobly the rest of the 
world is usually oonnnon to everybody. vie cannot find a good 
explanation to this result except perhaps that it is due to the 
effect of reading or mass media, and probably to the high reputation 
of some of the English public schools like Eton and Harrow of which 
the students might be aware. 
e. Other Reasons: 
Item 48: 
Although the majority (66%) of the E.C.G. selected the optimum 
choice (c), only 43.~ of the K.S.S. did the same. The rest of the 
K.S.S. scores are scattered almost equally over the three other 
choices. The only explanation seems to be that the optiom did not 
look as if' they were mutually exclusive, and the students thought 
of "freedom" in general, not of the phrase "This is a free country". 
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Item 53: 
It is difficult to comment on this item, since the percentage 
of the B.C.G. choosing the optimum option (d) was quite low (49%), 
and not much higher than the percentage of the K.S.S. (40%) 
selecting the same option. Those of the X.S.S. choosing (b) or 
(c) cannot be considered completely wrong. 
7. It is hoped that this detailed analysis and interpretation has 
been sufficient to show: firstly, that the K.S.S. are comparatively 
well-informed about the English cultural background, except where 
there is ver,y strong interference from the native culture, and 
secondly, how different reasons pl~ their roles in sometimes 
giving a different picture of England from what it really is. 
Later on we shall attempt to investigate the w.:rious sources 
which provide the Kuwaiti students with their knowledge of England 
and its culture, as~ beforehand that it cannot all have been 
acquired trom reading English books at school. 
But before we do that, let us make a few brief comments on the 
results of the K.U.S. and K.T.E. 
G. The Kuwait University Students (K.U.S.) 
It is not our intention to go into a detailed analysis or inter-
pretation of the reRUl.ts of this group. The main reason for ru.nning the 
test with it was simply to find out how much English culture is inc,ll-
. -. 
cated into students of English literature in one Arab university (albeit 
a very new one) during the four years' university course. 
The very disappointing results of the test (which can be seen in 
Appendix VIII) ond how this group compares with the other groups (shown 
in Table VIII above) may be explained very briefly as follows: 
1. No educational criterion is employed for accepting or rejecting 
o.ny student wishing to enrol in the English Department, Faculty of 
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Arts and Sciences, at the University of Kuwait. Consequently many 
students of not v~ __ good ~~ibr~ join ~~~ara:m~:. et~ ~o'l.genuine 
v .. f) \.....-' interest in the course they pursue. \1"'-\ ~ ~~ \ . 
2. All students of the English Department at the University are the 
product of the Arts Section in secondar,y schools which is normally com-
posed of the weaker type of students, as was mentioned earlier above. 
3. Except paxtially in the fourth yeax in the Depaxtment of English, 
nowhere else is there any emphasis on modern English literature and 
w~\.- 01.... l.\""'" " •• u· ..... · 
culture. It is the classicsPthe syllabus is most concerned with. 
4. 110re girls, some of whom are genuinely interested in their course 
of study, join the English Department and that maY(lexplau:~ thew ..,.J:,...,.' ) 
~ III -t """'" \~ tv--..-", ... \ ~ ~ '<) I .......... C'\\...J.;' . 
scored 6% higher than the boy,s, -;:' contrary to the X.S.S. fS results ..... "t ~ '. 
""'~ '" \--1-... . 
For all those reasons, this group is not expected to have scored 
-
much higher on the test. vle should also remember, however, that this 
sample is too small to provide us with any reliable results. 
II. The Teachers' Group (X.T.E.) 
This group seems to have scored rather too high, in fact even higher 
than the B.C.G. (as Table VIII above demonstrateD). Statistics are, 
however, quite deceptive in this case. In the first place, the group is 
too small to be the basis for any valuable statistical (or any other kind 
of) analysis, constituting only a small fraction (16) of the total English 
language staff in the country (about 900). Furthermore, the teachers were 
given the test-papers to answer at home. Finally, even if we assume that 
the teachers were conscientious in answering the test, the high average 
attained might have to be considerably modified when the individual items 
are analysed. It might appear that, being innany cases more positive and 
dogmatic than the B.O.G., members of this group in fact exhibit more 
ignorance than knowledgeability. 
This is not meant at all to under-rate the teachers of English 
in Ifuwai t. In fact the English language s:taff·in Kuwaitis composed 
of better elements than in a;ny other Arab country owing to the strict 
selection standards observed by the Ministry of Education, and the 
continuous in-service training courses that the teachers undergo. But 
in order to ascertain how well acquainted with English culture they 
are, a different method may be required, or at least the same test 
should be run on a sample large enough to represent the whole staff • 
.A final romark on the test is due here. We should look at the 
results of this test and the next ones in the light of the English 
Language Syllabus adopted in Kuwait (Appendix I). This Syllabus and 
the list of prescribed books (Appendix II) leave no doubt that the 
OIIlJ?hasis in all the educational stages and institutes '\·rhere English 
is taught is on language rather than literature or culture. This-
as has been mentioned in some detail in an earlier part of ·this 
paper - is in line with the basic objectives of teaching English as a 
foreign language in Kuwait '\o[hich we need not go into again. 
II. THE COHPREHENSION TEST 
The cui tural background of any foreign language is in fact re-
flected in the use of each of the four language skills, particularly 
in the passive skills or oral and reading comprehension. 
In tr,ying to understand English speech, for instance, a non-native 
speaker is liable to miss or misunderstand a lot of the significance of 
what is said (even if his mastery of tho language is very good), not 
only because of the constant reference to English culture but elso be-
cause of tho shades of moaning and the various connotations unconsciously 
absorbed by the English native-speaker sinco his Or her early childhood. 
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These may be associated not only with the totality of the language, 
but also with individual lexical items and idiomatic expressions -
a topic that will be investigated further in the next part of this 
paper. 
The same is, of course, apt to happen with reading comprehension. 
To find out the effect on comprehension of the cultural ignorance of 
the non-native speaker, a special reading comprehension test was con-
I 
structed (see Appendix XI). It was based on a rea.ding passage found 
in one of the prescribed books.1 
For validation it was given to a B.C.G. of 20 students (in the 
same school where the C.C.T. was conducted). Directions were given 
to the students to the effect that they could mark any number of options, 
or add one of their own under (e). Items 4 and 8 proved to be badly-
constructed, and were discarded. So was item No. 13 which was an 
attitude question (see Table XII below). On the other 10 items left 
on the test there has been almost unanimous agreement among the B.C.G. 
After validation the test was given to a K.S.S. of 101 students 
made up of four groups, almost h:l.lf of them boys and haJ.£ girls, in 
four different secondary schools in Kuwait. 
Results (that can be seen in Table XIII below) showed that the 
students scored an overall average of 45.6~. This figure correlates 
highly with the average (= 47.~) scored by the K.S.S. on the cross-
cul tural test (sec Table VIII above), and verifies our assumption made 
above regarding the interference of culture with reading comprehension. 
1 Donne Byrne, Intermediate Comprehension Passages (London: Longmans, 
1969), extract No.6, p. 11. ' 
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TABLE XII 
Comprehension Test 
:B.C.G., 20 
Iro. of Options 
queotion I Remarks a b c d others 
1 6 - II 1 2 
2 
-
1 , 1.2. - -
3 - - 1.2. - 1 
, 
4X 13 2 - - 5 question discarded 
5 18 - - - 2 
6 1& 3 1 - -
7 -- - - 20 -
8X 1 10 
- -
9 question discarded 
9 - - - 20 
-
10 2 11. - - 1 
11 1 l§. 
- -
1 
12 6 
- ~ - 1 
13 X attitude question question discarded 
I I 
TABLE XIII 
Comprehenmmon Test 
K.S.S.: 100 
No. of Students Bcoring No. of Students scoring 
question correctly question correctly 
1 56 7 52 
2 64 9 84 
3 12 10 24 
5 40 11 52 
6 32 12 40 
Total I 456 
.Average 
I, 
45.6% I 
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Hm·rever, when we checked the students I answers (in their daily 
work-books) to the direct questions on the content of the passage as 
they appeared in the book, we found that there W(ll:e no cultural pro-
blems involved in comprehension. Virtually all 'Writers of such books 
that are meant for foreigners dodge the issue altogether. 
III. COMPOSITION-WRITING 
\u th the active or productive language skills, i. e. speaking 
Blld 'Writing, the students of a foreign language may, in a sense, 
faxe much better. It is normal for us to avoid talking about something 
that we do not know, and to hesitate very much before venturing to talk 
about a topic that we are not sure of. This commonsense principle 
applies to the active use of language, particularly a foreign language. 
In speech and writing foreigners normally avoid cultural references that 
they are not sure of and even avoid the use of words and idiomatic 
expressions that are culturally loaded. This explains to a great extent 
why foreign students feel greatly handicapped and awkward when they 
axe asked to speak or 'Write on an aspect of English culture that they 
are not familiar with. On the other hand if they axe required to 'Write 
on a topic they are familiar with, they use the foreign language only 
to depict specific pictures of their native culture. This is precisely 
what happened when various Ifuwai ti secondary school groups were asked 
to write compositions on the topics shown in Appendix XII. InCidentally I 
these topics were chosen from the composition book that the students 
are~'~ly using.l (Again here the writers of the book dodge the 
whole issue and always present the stUdents with a model composition 
I T. C. Jupp end John Milne, Guided Course in English Composition, (London: Heinemann, 1969) ........... =.-...::.::.::::~:-.::!~~~~~-~~~: 
based on English culture and ask them to reproduce a similar one 
based on their own.) However, the last of these topics (No.6) 
proved to be especially interesting. It was an attitude questior. 
in fact. In answering it in composition-form many students of the 
Science Section chose as their ideal a character £rom Western 
culture, usually a man of science, e.g. Pasteur, Newton, Madam Curie, 
Helen Keller, Einstein and J. B. Shaw. 
It is not our intention to enter here into an argument about 
how essential to the ''lRITnm of a foreign language awareness of its 
cul tural background is. (This is the skill we are most interested in 
in this paper.) Such awareness is certainly a vital factor in the 
measure of command of the language a foreigner is able to attain. 
It is also certain that such cOI!lIIlan.d is usually reflected in all the 
language skills, including of course ,\-IRITnm. No more need be said 
about this point here. 
IT • SOURCES OF n~ORMATION" - THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Construction 
We have assumed above that the students' acquaintance with many 
aspects of English culture in particular and that of Westom Europe and 
America in general - all having a lot in common - cannot have stemmed 
merely from their learning of English at school, since - as we have 
seen - the emphasis in the educational process has been on language 
rather than on literature or culture. In order to ascertain those other 
sources that must have contributed to that acquaintance, a special 
questionnaire was designed and given to the same K.S.S. that took the 
C.C.T. analyzed above. It was found more convenient and practicable 
to have the questionnaire in J\ro.bic, because it was not of the objective 
type, and the students I ability to eXJ?ress themselves in English was 
limited. (A. translated version of the questionnaire can be seen in 
Appendix XIII). 
The questionnaire consisted of four major divisions: (I) Reading, 
(II) Other Mass Media, (III) The Home, and (IV) Travel. The first 
division aimed at obtaining information about the extent and types 
of reading the students did both in ll.rabic and English, both inside 
and outside school. The second dealt with motion-pictures and tele-
vision, the third \'1i th the home and the fourth '\'lith the influence of 
travel. 
2. Administration 
The questionnaire was filled by the same sample of Kuwaiti 
students on whom the C.C.T. was administered. 
3. 
(0.) 
(i) 
Analysis and InterFretation of Answers 
~om the answers to Part I we conclude that: 
The students' preference for biographies (of great men and women) 
and novels is natural and understandable. They are still in 
their romantic age and each is looking for an ideal to guide him 
or her in life. 
(ii) Our stUdents do not read much English outside school. But we 
should notice that a high proportion (about 60%) of the Arabic 
books mentioned :in the questionnaire are :in fact translations of 
Western Classics; e.g. Dickens, Hugo, Shakespeare, Jane Austen, 
Hemingway. These transla.tions are no less effective than the 
orig:inal versions in cultural orientation. 
(iii) Very little reading of English or American journa.ls is carried 
out by the students. But we should again remember that the 
prevalent type of the modern Arabic newspaper and magazine is 
international in nature and contains a great many articles either 
translated from English or dealing with certa:in facets of English 
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and vTestern/Anierican life. 
(b) From the information given in Part II we get the following im-
pressions:-
(i) In this area the influence on the student is even stronger; it 
comes through the eye and the ear. 
(ii) Although many motion-pictures and television serials and programmes 
do not honestly represent real life in the vlest, the great variety 
of those pictures do help tremendously towards a better under-
standing - though partial and imperfect - of life in the West and 
the United States. 
(iii) The young generation's love of adventures, sports, etc. - detected 
in their answers - and the f~le bias towards romance are quite 
understandable. 
(c) From Part III we discover that at present a small minority actually 
use English either for conversation or for reading at home. Nevertheless, 
the fact that about 20% of the students have brothers or sisters studying 
in U.K. or U.S.A. will tend to increase the use of English in Kuwaiti 
homes in the future, though most probably not for conversational 
purposes. The home is not affording much help as yet. 
(d) From Part IV we did not expect much, since at the students. age 
they do not normally have much opportunity of acquiring first-hand contact 
with "Testern culture. Nevertheless, even the few who had been lucky to 
do so did make a fe,\,1 valuable observations. 
Conclusion: It seems quite safe to state that, in spite of the fact 
that not much English reading is at present being carried out by the 
students, they are constantly exposed to all sorts of Western influence 
and cultural orientation. Many factors seem to be making more influence 
on the students than their learning of the English language at school. 
PART THREE 
THE LEXIS 
CHAPTER FIVE 
LEXICAL STUDIES - 1 
VOCllBULARY AND CULTUBE 
I. LEXICAL STUDIES 
In Part Three of this pa.per (i.e. Chapters 5 - 9) we intend to deal 
~ 
-' with certain aspects of the lexis and try to 'detect some o!-J;~e problems 
encountered in this area by the student population of the KUwaiti secon-
dary schools in writing English. It is important, however, to realize 
right at the outset how wide the field is, and consequently to try to 
bring it down to manageable proportions. It is also important to make 
it quite. clear what procedure will be adopted in carrying out this study. 
The aspects of the loxis that will be dealt with will comprise 
the following. Firstly, the relationship between vocabulary and culture 
will be discussed in this chapter (and will also Serve to integrate this 
part of the study with Part Two). Then from the realm of Illorphology -
not a very well defined realml - we have chosen only two aspects for 
investigation in the next two chapters, namely: word-composition and 
2 prepositional phrases. Finally in chapters 8 and 9 a semantic study 
of a very small number of English and Arabic verbs will be attempted. 
The procedure adopted in. chapters 6, 7. 8 and 9 of this part, and 
in Part Four as well, "rill include a theoretical study (general and 
contrastive between English and Arabic) followed by the formation of 
" 
1 cf. P.ll. Mathews, ''Recent Developments in Morphology", in J·.Lyons (ed.); 
Hew Horizons in Linguistics, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd., 1970), 
pp. 96 - 114. 
2 Although much time and effort have actually been spent on two other 
morphological topics, namely: derivation and inflection, it has been 
thought appropriate to drop them altogether from this paper since the 
COL trnsti ve study with Arabic did not produce very valuable educational 
impl1c~~lons. 
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certain specific assumptions related to the interference of Arabic. 
In each case these assumptions are to be validated by means of a 
field test actually run on a sample of the students concerned, namely, 
the population of the secondary schools in Kuwait. \-Then both !9.E!! 
and meaning are involved in the study, we will start with the former. 
(This is not to say, of course, that meaning and form can ev.~. be 
totally divorced. In fact, as Halliday asserts, " •••• form is part 
of meaning, not opposed to it".l But we can at least emphasize one 
rather than the other at any ona time according to the requirements 
of one's study.) 
A final word here about the transliteration of Arabic, much of 
wlli.ch will begin to appear on the following pages of this paper. For 
convenience sake and in order to facilitate typing, a simplified 
version of the normal transliteration of Arabic has been adopted (and 
can be seen in Appendix XIV). This version employs only the letters 
and other symbols that are found on an ordinary English typewriter. 
Let us now start on the main theme of this chapter, namely: 
the relationship between vocabulary and culture. 
II. VOC.ABULARY AND CULTURE 
The strong relationship between culture and language has been, 
it is hoped, established in Part Two of this paper, and need not be 
discussed further here. Vocabulary items are the raw material out of 
which the various structures are bull t. The misconceptions resulting 
from culturally-loaded vocabulary items have been demonstrated in 
some detail at least by one former student at the University of London 
, ~ , 
1 M; A.' K.' Hal11da.Y, A. McIntosh and P. Strevens, The Linr;stic 
SCiences and Language Teaching. (London: Longmans, 1968 , p. 23. 
Institute of Education,l and it is not our intention to duplicate the 
study here. In this section of the study of vocabulary we will only 
indicate certain general areas of the two vocabularies of English and 
Arabic where misunderstandings may take place owing to cultural inter-
ference. We will also be able to deal with one or two ver,y limited 
fields in some detail. 
"Langu.ages reflect in their vocabulary the culturally iI!lportant 
distinction of the societies in which they operate. 1I2 The vocabulary 
of a language is not only related to the physical environment in 
which the community using that language lives, but also to all other 
aspects of the culture: social, moral, religious, political, economic, 
aesthetic, etc. There is certainly a great number of vocabulary items 
that relate to the nature and the basic needs of all ~an beings, or 
to happennings, processes and states that are common to all human 
experience. (That is one reason why great literary works such as 
Shakespeare's are universally enjoyed.) But"it is extremely doubtful 
whether one can talk profitably about (the) semantic structure (of 
vocabulary) as the imposition of form upon underlying (perceptual, 
physical or conceptual) substance common to all languages. ,,3 However, 
one can assume that verbs such as "live, die, eat, drink, sleep, rest, 
",ork, buy, sell, get, give, take, come, go, possess, etc."; adjectives 
like: "hungry, thirsty, tired, ill, sad, angry," and nouns like: "air, 
water, food, animal, bird, tree" and thousands more may be MORE or LESS 
1 H. E. M. Al-Sawaf, .An Investigation into the Cultura.l Problems 
Associated with the Teachin of En 1ish Literature Texts 
Prescribed for Ira.qi Secondary School Pupils London University 
Institute of Education: Unpublished Fh.D. theSiS, 1968). 
2 John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, (Cambridge: at 
the University Press, 1969), p. 433. 
3 ibid., p. 432. 
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understood in the same way by most civilized communities - though 
even in some of these cases, the assumption may not prove valid. 
But the greater bulk of vocabulary is not (unfortunately for the 
learner of a foreign language) of this sort. 
To begin with, reference to different physical environments, 
for instance, is an intrinsic feature of different languages. To 
illustrate this we need not refer to 'fuorf l s remark about the variety 
of words for snow among the ESkimos,l or to Sapir's remark about the 
2 great number of words for marino animals employed by the Nootkas. 
'. 
lie can only look around us in Arabic and English to get sufficient 
evidence. .Al-Tha1o.1iby (an Arabic Thesaurus) enumerates 320 items 
for the description of the phySical features of the desert, 96 for 
horses, 85 for cem&ls and more than 30 for sna.kes3 (not a comprehen-
sive list) - all objects of special interest to the Arab of the 
deBert~ That ozlly a few of these have survived in .Arab countries 
outside Arabia proper is in i tsel£ a proof of the same point to i1lus-
trate which the examples were cited. Roget enters the English words 
pertaining to the sea and sea-travel on three double-column pages of 
his Thesaurus. 4 The point does not seem to require more proof, and 
need not, therefore, be carried further. Suffice it to say here that 
it is only natural for the learner of a foreign language to miss the 
significar.oeof many of those lexical items that refer to objects not 
very COIImlon, or non-existent in his own culture. 
To the same category belong also those vocabulary items that 
refer to an aspect of the foreign culture that is totally different 
1 \fuor!, in Carroll (ed.), op.cit., p. 216 
2 Sapir, in Mande~baum (ed.), o~.cit., (1949), pp. 90 _ 91. 
3 .Al-Tha1aliby, F~gh-al-Lugha, tCairo, Mu.stapha-al-Ralabi Press, 
4 
1954)~ Pp. 264 - 279, 21 &ld 155 - 158; 150 - 154 and 159 - 160. 
Roget s Thesaurus, (London: Longmans, 4th ed 1963) pp 167 - 169 
and 214 - 216. • , ,. 
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or virtually non-existent in the native one. .An .Arab student would 
not, for instance, easily understand the full meaning of English words 
that refer to the Church, its hierarchy, its services, its function 
in ,the society; the different sects of Christianity or the differences 
in doctrinost:md beliefs. The same would, of couxse, apply to an 
English student of Arabic with reference to Islamic terms. ,The English 
(and generally Western) language of music - especially classical musi, -
is Sanskrit to the Arab student, simply because his native music is 
ba.sically different. Most references to the English poll tical and 
governmental system, and even to most aspects of the Educational 
system would be almost unintelligible. So will many terms relcting 
to social life: the pub end liquor, folklore, festivals, marriage and 
death ceremonies, social classes, clUbs, many kinds of sport, certain 
fine arts, betting and gambling, and. so forth. 
The area just discussed, however, seems generaily to cause "non" 
comprehension" (ori an inability to understand, partla.1ly or fully, 
what is spoken or written in another language), and, consequently, the 
inability to produce it in speech or writing. 
The other area may lead to misconceptions that result in mis-
understandings and' sometimes serious confl..1ct. This is where the 
native cultural interference takes place, and this is apt to happen 
especially if the students I native culture is deep-rooted and very 
rich, as it is the case with Arabic. Such misconceptions may take 
place in several fields ranging from the essential field of subsis-
tence (e.g.: lunch, dinner or even ''English salad"), through more 
abstract concepts of social relations such as: "bise:xuaJ.ity" (e.g. 
boy-friend, girl-friend, dating, engagement) and of values and morals 
(such as: good, bad, virtuous, faithful, brave, cowardly, hospitable, 
generous, rrlserly) t~ 'still higher levels of abstraction ~ch as: 
respo~sibiii ty.~' representa.tion, freedom, democracy, socialism, 
imperialism. 
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So much for generalizations. Let us now look at 'some more 
specific examples of vocabulary and see how the cultural factor 
works. One could simJ?ly choose scores of examples from the daily 
newspapers to illustrate the point. One such example appears in 
Appendix x:v. Examination of the article shows that the underlined 
vocabulary items are either unintelligible or difficult to under-
stand by the foreign leaxner of English. They are mainly two types: 
those that refer to s~ecial aspects o£ the English culture, and 
are peculiar to it, such as: TITC, the 11.irror, 10 Downing Street, 
Tory, Lord Privy Seal and Earl; and others that are of the idiomatic 
typo that has sprung from different aspects of English culture, such 
as: "they have taken a hiding, 0 Lord, pay packet, leapfrogging, to 
gain ground, ana,at stake." There may be ~ others which cannot 
be detected simply because we cannot put ourselves in the young 
~tudents I ahocs. This is only Ol1e simple example, but sufficient 
to illustrate the point. 
Another e:x:amJ.)le can be taken from an area that is usually 
culturally loaded, namely: idioms, One very common kind of idio-
ma tic expression is the simile which employs "as ••• as ••• " or 
I! ••• as ••• I! in English and the parallel "comparative structure I! in 
Arabic: ''bigger than ••• , blacker than ••• ". Consul ting a small 
English dictionary such as "The Concise Oxford Dictionary"l we find 
as many as seventy-two idiomatic expressions formed in this way. 
Allowing for the fact that this type of idiom, being in very common 
use in everyday life, changes from one historical period to another 
(and, in the case of the Arab World, from one country to another), 
and allowing for the fact that in each case the adjective in the 
1 H. \1.- FOWler & F. G. Fowler, The ConCise Oxford Dictionary, 
(Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 5th d 6 ) e ., 19 4 , p. 66. 
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combination may collocate with various other nouns than the one 
given in the dictionary (most commonly Proper Nouns in Classical 
Arabicl ), and concentrating on the present Arabic usage (in Kmmit, 
in :particular), we can safely say that out of the sevcnty-t\oTO 
idiomatic expressions only sixteen will be easily understood and 
consequently freely reproduced by the students. These are the 
following:-
black as :pitch brave as a lion 
busy as a bee common as dirt 
easy as .ABC heavy as lead 
light as air proud as a peacock 
quiet as a mouse quick as thought 
sharp as a. needle silent as the grave 
soft as velvet strong as a horse 
stubborn as a mule sure as fate 
The reason for this is that in English and l.rabic the cultural 
background is similar in these cases, and at least one variety of 
the .Arabic idiom is exactly the same as the English one. 
From among the other 46 items, it is believed that 22 will 
be understood, but ''1ill most probably 110t be reproduced because the 
:parallel items in Arabic make use of other elements taken from the 
local culture. But those objects to \'lhich tho second :parts of tho 
English idiomo refer are found in tho local .Arabic environment. 
This is why they would not be very tliWcult to comprehend. These 
are: 
blind as a bat bold as brass 
bright as a new :pin dry as a bone 
1 ~\.. M. Al-l1aidany, Majma I .ll-lunthal, (Cairo: Al-Khairiya Press, 
1310 A.H.). 
easy as lying 
good as gold 
large as life 
old as the hills 
plentiful as blackberries 
sa.£e as a house 
thin as a lath 
ugly as sin 
white as a sheet 
dea.£ as a post 
hungry as a hunter 
meek as Moses 
pale as a ghost 
plump as a partridge 
soft as butter 
tight as a drum 
",eak as a rat 
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The rest will prove quite difficult to understand fully and. 
,\'1ill presumably never be used by the students in their productive 
linguistic activities owing to tho great divergence of the two 
cu1 tural backgrounds. These are: 
bald as a coot brown as a berry 
cold as charity cool as a cucumber 
dead as a doornail dead as mutton 
drunk as a lord drunk as a fiddler 
dull as di tchwa tor fit as a fiddle 
good as a play keen as mustard 
mad as a March hare pleased as Punch 
proud ao Lucifer right as rain 
sound as a bell snug as a bug in a rug 
stiff,as a poker thick as thieves 
true as steel warm as a toast 
weak as water 
Let us have just ona more example of another area to illustrate 
our point. For a Christian Englishman, for instance t to . . \ ',1 :-\.r" . 
. \ IA"" .\i~~1:0 
• tJ0, \ ~ b\ m~tion God's name in ord.ina.ry conversation is olmost :tAboo. ~t to CP- ~ 
a l-luslim l.ra.b Isla.m is a whole way of' life. It is not merely a meta-
physical relationship, but it permeates every aspect of his life: 
SOCial, political, economic t etc. "Allah" t the Arabic word for "God", 
is probably one of the most, if not .:lli2. most commonly used word in 
the whole language. It can be heard in one out of every three or 
four sentences spoken by 0. Uuslim. Idioms and cliches employing 
the word are too numterous to be counted. In fact a Muslim .Arab 
would feel very awkward in his speech if he were told not to use 
tho word at all. 
Yli thin a couple of hours wo have been able to collect over 
'a lnmdred of those very common expressions in which the word "Allah" 
appears. \<Te will here choose a few of them as examples. 
Just before a Muslim Arab starts something: eating a meal, 
slaying a lamb or a chicken, reading or writing anything (especially 
a passage from the Koran), beginning a business or a daily trans-
action, he begins \-lith tho expression "bismi-l-la:hi (-r-raE)lln.:ni-
r-r?H i:m)" (meaning: in the nane of Allah, the merciful, the 
compassionate). This was usually elaborated and amplified in a 
variety of ways by ancient writers who o.lways started a book or an 
articlo with it. It is still a c,ommon practice in modern writing 
too. The expression "tawakkaltu lala-lla:h" (= I depend on Allah) 
is also employed in similar situations. 
In everyday greetings the no:rma.l reply to "as-sala:mu 
Io.laykum" (meaning: Peace be upon you) is "b.laykumu-s-sala:m 
(wo. raHmatu-I-la:hi ''Ia baraka:tuh)" (meaning: Peace and the mercy o.nd 
blessings of Allah be upon- you). The reply to "Kayfa-l-Ha:l?" or its 
equivalent in various dialects (meoning: How aro you?) is normally 
either "al-Hamdu li-Ila:h" (= Praise be to Allah), "nalImidu-lla:h" 
(= '\oTe praise JUlah) or "na~-lla:h" (= 'Vl0 thank Allah), or similar 
other colloquial versions. 
The expression "alla:hu a1lam" is used in case one is ignoro.nt 
of something, or docs not know the answer to a question or is not 
sure of one I s opinion; it is very similar to the English "God knows". 
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In classical writings we quite of ton find this expression at the 
end of every chapter. (cf, for instance Ibn Khaldounls Muqaddimah.) 
Several forms of oaths, the great majority of '''hich employ 
the name of God, are current in everyday conversation; e.g. "wa-lla:hi" 
(a. by Allah), "wo.-lla:hi-l.!a.Dlli. :m" (= by Allah the omnipotent), 
"wa-rabbi-l-ka1bah" (= by the God of the :K'a1lnh), "warabbi-1-bayt" 
(= by the God of the House, i.eA the Kalbah), and scores of~hers. 
I 
vfuen you bid farewell to somebo~ you can use any of the 
following expressions the reply to which may be the same or slightly 
different: "bi-ama.:ni-11a:h" (= In Allahls peace, i.e. I am going, 
or, go in ..... ); ''bi-IIa.:tOIIi-lla:h'' (= in Allahls protection) or 
"mala sala:ma.ti-lla:h" (= with li-llahls safe-guarding or protection). 
Severa~ forms are used in the case of a catastrophe or a bad 
happenning; two of the Iilost common are: "10.: Hawla. wa 10.: qummta 
i11a: bi-lla:h" (= There is no power and no strength save in 
Allo.h) and "inna: li-lla:hi wa irma: i1ayhi ra:jilum" (= 'fe belong . 
to .Allah and to Him we will return). 
\oJhonever one intends to do something in the future, or makes 
~ 
a promise to de;> s9m~thing one normally uses the expression "in sha:?a-
c,...J J L.n "S . 
lla.:h" (= if Allah '-tills). This is one of the most common phrases in 
everydAy Arabic in the "Thole of the Arab ,vorld. It is actually equi-
valent to the English phrase ''bQXring circumsto.nces" or "if nothing 
turns up". 
On occasions of death several expressions are used such as 
(talking about the dead person): "tawaf£a:hu-lla:h" (= .lUlah ~ 
'I::;.. 
taken him unto Him, actually meaning "he is dead", as does the next 
phrase); "into.qe.la ila: jiwa:ri rabbih" (= he has moved to the neigh-
bO~hoOd of his God); "£i: d'kmmati-lla:h" (= he is in the protection, 
or care, of Allah); "raHimahu-lla:h" (= may Allah have mercy upon him); 
,. 
"subRama-l-Hay o.lladhi: la: yamu.:t" (= Praise bo to Him who never 
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dies); and in reference to the dead person, instead of saying "the 
late Mr ••••• " we say "al-ma.rHu:m" (= He upon whom God ha.d. had mercy). 
Other expressions used in similar situations to the last two 
mentioned above are: "10.: ra.:dda Ii qo.Da:?i-lla:h" (= Allah's 
decision or judgement cannot be avoided or prevented); "ha, fiho. 
Hukmu-llo.:h" (= this is Allah's judgement); "ilo.yhi marjitu-l-?umu:r" 
(= He, Le. Allah, is the one to whom everyt~ is attributable) and 
the colloquial "mo.: biSi:r illa illi Allah ko.:tbo-.h" (= Nothing happens 
save what Allah had predisposed), o.nd "Kulloh min t indi-lla:h" (= All 
comes from Allah). 
\</hen you wish good for somebody you say "Ho.f'i:6Ho.hu-lla:h" 
(= may Allah preserve or pb~tect him), "Homo.:hu-lla:h" (= same 
-
meoning), "Allo,:h yaHrusuh" (= may Allah guard him), "ba:ro.ka-llo.:hu 
fi:h" (= may ..\llah bless him) or equivalent colloquial expressions. 
When somebody is forgiven he is told "so.:mn.Haka-lla:h" (=' may 
Allah forgive you). When his o,chievement is thought highly of, he 
is told ''IDa: Sho.:?o.-llc.:h" (= WhD.tever Allah wills will be) or 
"li-lla:hi d.a.rruko," (= your achievement is due to Allah). When some-
body is cursed, one of the follOWing expressions is used: "la'ono.hu-
llo,:h" or "la'natu-llo,:hi 'o.1ayh" (both meaning: may Allah's curse 
be upon him), or "qa:to.lohu-llo.:h" (= mo.y Allah fight him; o.pproxi-
mately meaning: domned bastard!). 
'Very common colloquial expressions of endearment usually used 
with younger people are: "ismo.-llo.:h 'olaih" (= Allah's n~e be upon 
him) o.nd "'ain-allah 'o.lo.ih" (= Allah's eye be upon him). 
'Some very common expressions are used when something terrible 
and unexpected happens, or when one does not approvo of something, 
a.n~ in related situations. Exomples are: "o.'u:<llm bi-lla:h" 'or 
"al 'iya:&.u bi-lla:h" (= my Allah. protect me from, normoJ.ly, the 
Devil) and "ha:Oho.: min Bmnn,bi-llo.:htf (= This is caUQed by the wrath 
of Allah). 
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The following phrases nre used as exclamations with a great 
variety of meanings, depending on the situation. They are not by 
any means less common than the others though they come last in our 
list~ These are: the word "Alla:h!" by itself, or "llla:h! llla:h!"; 
"Alla:hu akbar" (= lllah is the greatest of all) and "10.: ila:ha 
illa-Ila:h" (= there is no god, but Allah - one of the fine pillars 
of Islam). 
_ -Literally hundreds of such expressions can be collected and 
quoted. But we believe what has been mentioned illustrates our 
point adequately. We need not, therefore, go any further, but should 
proceed to the study of another aspect of the lexis. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
LEXICAL STUDIES - 2 
'''ORD-COMPOSITION 
I. (A) WORD-COHPOSITION (COMPOIDIDING) TIl ENGLISH 
Out of the five topics that have to do with the internal struc-
ture of words in English, namely: inflection, composition (or 
1 
compounding), derivation, back-formation end shortening, only the 
«collcl. 
fiIIIat. "li11 be tackled in this paper, and is the subject of the present 
chapter. 
According to his definition of the~, Stageberg c~ot con-
sider the compounds as such (since Ifeach of thom can be divided wholly 
into smaller free forms"); thereforo thoy "occupy 0. position inter-
mediate between the word and the grammatical structure". He actually 
2 
calls them "word compounds lf instead of "compound words'!. On the other 
hand, transformationo.1ists consider many of these compounds to be 
surface nomina1izations, etc. of deep grammatical structures that arc 
actually phrases or clauses. "-7he.tever their status may be, however, 
they can for our present purpose be considered i'lords since they behave 
as such in at least t,'lO ways: 1. IIThey arc distributed like ''lords. 
2. They take some of the inf1ectiono.1 suffixes.,,3 This mothod of word-
making in English contrasts shn.rply vlith Arabic, as wo \rill soo later, 
and can have certain educational implications. 
Nelson Francis describes the various ways in which compound words 
may be formed as follows: 
1 Henry Bradley, "\lords: Forms and MeoningAI! in W. L. Andersen and 
N. C. Stagebcrg (eds.), Introducto Rcadin s on Lan , (N,Y.: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, rev. ed., 1962 , pp. 84 - 104. 
2 N. C. Sto.geberg, Introductory English Grammar, (N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart 
and '\-linston, Inc., 1966), p. 108. 
3 ibid., pp. 108 - 109. 
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a. T\-TO clements, both simple words, e.g. blackboard. 
b. Three elements, all simple words, e.g. son-in-law. 
c. Two elements, one complex, e.g. adhcsive tape. 
d. Two clements, both complex, e.g. cigarette. lighter. 
e. Two clements, one, or both compound, e.g. lookout tower, tightrope-
I 
walker. 
Three criteria are usually employed for identifying these compound 
words, namely: 
a. They cannot be divided by the insertion of intervening material 
bet"Teen the elements, whereas grammatical structures C311 be so divided; 
e.g. She is a sweetheart. (indivisible). She has a sweet, kind heart. 
b. 1m clement of a compound word cannot participate in a grammatical 
structure, e.g. He cannot say "It is a very baseball"; but we con say 
"It is a 'Very hard ball." 
c. Some compound words are differentiated from gratmnatical structures 
, "-
by superfixes; e.g. compare the compound vTord "bluebird" with the 
grrumnatical structure "bl,re b~d". 2 
Compound 'lords can virtually be any part of speech: nouns, adjectives, 
pronouns, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and numerals; 
e.g. goldsmith, seasick, myself, overcome, at once, into, as if,and 
twenty-one. :; 
The most disturbing fact a.bout English compounds is the irregu-
larity and high complexity of the methods of composition and of the 
g,yntactic and semantic rela.tions holding between the elements com-
posing each vTord. It seems almost impossible to cover the whole field 
with any meBsure of comprehensiveness. This will not be attempted, 
1 Helson Francis, The Structure of American Englich, (N ;'1.: The 
Ronald Press Co., 1958), p. 208. 
2 Stageberg, op.cit., pp. 109 - 110. 
:; This and most of the rest of the a.ccount about Englich '-Tord-
composition are mainly based on: R. W. Zandvoort A Handbook of 
English Grammar, (London: Longmans, 1967), pp. 277 - 287. 
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anyway, because it does' not serve the purpose of this paper. "That 
will be attempted here is to touch upon certain aspects of the com-
plexity with the objective of illustrating: firstly, that the very 
nature of English word-making through composition poses a real 
problem for the foreign learner of the language; and secondly, that 
some of these aspects contrast sharply with Arabic with the con-
sequence of a further aggravation of the difficulty. 
\-le will not try to deal with all paxts of speech here but will 
confine this very brief gurvey to the three major ones,namely: the 
noun, the adjective and the verb compounds. 
The Noun: 
a. Components: 
The second element of a compound noun is usually a noun, e.g. 
goldsmith. 
But it can also be: 
1. A pronoun, e. g. overall. 
2. A verb, or verb-stem, e.g. smash-and-grab; chimney-sweep. 
3. An adverb, e.g. passer-by. 
4. A numeral, e.g. the under-fives. 
On the other hand, the first element may be: 
1. A noun, e.g. armchair. 
2. A pronoun, e.g. he-goat. 
3. An a.djective, e.g. blackboard. 
4. A verb, e.g. dra.wbridge 
5. An adverb, e.g. out-post. 
b. Syntactic Relations: 
The s,yntactic relation between the elements may be any one of 
these: (This list is by no means ~ comprehensive one). 
1. Syntactic word-group relations, e.g. part of speech, son-in-law, 
good-for-nothing, out-of-work. 
2. Co-ordination, e.g. bread-and-butter, soda-and-whisky. 
3. Verb and object or Adjunot, e.g. oease-fire, break-down. 
4. Qualifier and noun, e.g. blackbird, bluebell. 
5. Adverb and verb/noun, e.g. downpour/outpost. 
6. The first element may denote the subject, e.g. daybreak, 
or the objeot, e.g. bloodshed. 
c. Semantic Relations: 
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These are almost unlimited in number. Among the most common 
are the following: 
1. The first element denotes plaoe or time, e.g. headaohe, nightolub. 
2. The first element denotes purpose, e.g. wineglass. 
3. The first element denotes means or instrument, e.g. handwriting, 
sword-out. 
4. The first element denotes resemblance, e.g. goldfish. 
5. The first element denotes~, e.g. man-servant. 
Other kinds of relations oan be deteoted in suoh words as 
newspaper, rainbow, air-raid and motoroar. 
The Ad.1eotive 
a. Components: 
A compound adjeotive may be made up of: 
1. Noun and adjeotive, e.g. sea-sick. 
2. Adjeotive and adjeotive, e.g. red-hot. 
3. Adverb and adjective, e.g. over-anxious. 
4. A phrase turned into an adjective, e.g. well~to-do. 
5. Adjeotive, noun, or numeral. + noun "'" ed., e.g. blue-eyed, 
gold-laced, three-cornered. 
b. Syntactic Relations: 
1. The first element may be the object, e.g. blame-worthy. 
2. The first element may be a qualifier (restricter), e.g. 
colour-blind. 
3. The first adjective (semi-adverbial in character) may qualify 
the second, and is, therefore, subordinate to it, e.g. dark-blue. 
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4. The relation may be that of co-ordination, e.g. brow.n-greYt 
Anglo-Saxon. 
5. The compound adjective may have been converted from a syntactic 
,\-Tord-group, e.g. up-to-date. 
c. Semantic Relations: 
1. The first element may denote cause, e.g. sea-sick, snow-blind. 
2. The first element may denote purpose, e.g. bloodthirsty. 
/ 3. The first element may denote resemblance, e.g. blood-red, 
/ ,/ 
or hiP)! degree, e.g. blood-red. 
4. The first element may denote measure, e.g. knee-deep, 
I 
or extent, e.g. life-long. 
5. The first element may restrict the meaning of the second, 
e.g. colour-blind, care-free. 
6. The first element (an adverb) may restrict or intensify the 
meaning of the second or qualify it in one way or another, 
e.g. over-anxious, all-important, under~ripe. 
The Verb 
a. Components: 
There are three main groups of compound verbs: 
1. Those made up of an ad.verbial prefix as their first element, 
(the most common), e.g. overcome, outbid. 
2. Those made up of a participle as the second element, and a 
variety of parts of speech as the first element, (These mw also 
be treated as compound adjectives), e.g. heart-rending, self-
denying, far-seeing, home-bre"led, true-born, outstretched. 
3. Those formed by shortening a compound verbal noun in ".. ern 
or " .. ingll (i.e. by back-formation), e.g. house-keep, partake, 
lip-read. 
b. Syntactic Relations: 
1. In the first group mentioned above, the first element is an adverb 
"lOrking as a modifier. 
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2. In the second group, the first clement may denote the ~ent, 
e.g. thunder-struok, or the instrument, e.g. hand-made. 
Or the first element may denote the object, e.g. heart-rending. 
c. Semantic Relations: 
1. '"ith group (2) above, the first element may denote: 
Place, e.g. home-bre'<Ted, 
~, e.g. eve~'-lasting, or 
Manner, e.g. good-looking, well-meaning. 
2. Several varied relations hold between the elements of a compound 
verb formed by back-formation, e.g. house-keep, lip-read, 
sleep-walk. 
After this very brief examination of the compounding system in 
English, it seems advisable to turn to the students I books and try to 
find out what role compounds play in their vocabulary. 
I. (B) COMPOUNDS AND TEE STUDENTS 
Going through the first four English books used by all stud_ants 
I in the Intermediate stage \'1e could count only 60 compound words out 
of a total of over 1850 words introduced in the four books/years. 
:But numbers are misleading here, besides the fact that they increase 
considerably in the secondary stage. The fact is that among that 
small number \'1e find some of the most common words in English. More-
over, these compounds are interspersed among almost all p~~ts of 
speech~ Here are a few examples arranged according to the part of 
speech they belong to: 
a. Nouns: airport, traffic-lights, handkerchief, home-work, daylight, 
1 Allen & Cooke, b]lIM, I - IV (see above) 
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sunrise and sunset, post-office t schoolboy, bedroom, newspaper, 
copybook, grandfather. 
b. Pronouns: anybody, everybody, somebody, etc., myself, yourself, 
etc., anyone, nobody, nothing, etc. 
c. Adjectives: half-empty, half-full, hard-faced, left-handed, 
grease-proof. 
d. Vttrbs: hard-working, home-made, \-rell-known, (0.11 of which may be 
considered adjectives too), nevermind. 
e. Adyerbs: already, altogether, always, anywhere, anyhow, anyway, 
every\fhere, today, tomorrow, tonight, forwards, backwards, 
indoors, etc. 
f. Prepositigns: into, inside, out of, towards, in front of, outside. 
g. Conjunctions: although, wherever, etc., as if, so that. 
h. Numerals: twenty-one, etc. 
Not only does their number increase considerably in the secondary 
stage books, but some of the types, notably the compound adjective of 
the type: N + Adj, such as : "life-long, world-wide", Adj + Adj, such 
as: "Anglo-Saxon, dark-blue", and Adv + Adj, such o.s "over-ripe, ever-
green"; and verbs of the type Adverbial Prefix + Verb, such as "under-
nourish, withdraw", that nre almost absent from the previous list of 
vocabulary, become quite abundant. 
As can be noticed from the list mentioned above, almost 0.11 
kinds of syntactic and semantic relations hold between the components 
of the compound words presented to the students. But, except for some 
adverbial prefixes introduced in the secondary sto.ge such e.s: "over-, 
under-, out-", very little attempt has been made by the writers of 
tho English La.ngu.age books used in Kuwait to put e:ny kind of ~rder 
into this word-making system. Only two instances of such attempt 
have been detected, the one exercise dealing with compound verbs (used 
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1 
as adjectives) of the type: "badly-injured, well-prepared" and the 
other dealing with compounds of tho type "whoever, however, whichever" 
etc. 2 Elsewhere in the books, compound words are usually introduced 
as 0. whole anti ty each, lIi th the meaning it take s in the linguistic 
context of the reading p~ssage.3 
Thus, we find thn.t compounds are inevit~b1e, right from the " 
beginning ot a bt1.sic English course, and that they pl~y an increasingly 
important role in the more ~dvonced books of an English course. \1hat 
could be dono about teaching them will be briofly suggested later. 
How we will start our oxamination of the compounding system in .Llrabic. 
II. '';ORD-COl!POSITIOn (COI1POUNDING) IN lffiABIC 
In the tradition of .L\ristotle and the late Greok philosophers: 
the Stoics and Alexandrinns, 4 A:r~b gro.mmarians recognized only three 
t ' 
parts of speech, the adjective always considered a sub-class of the 
noun. They have also recognized only three kinds of campound.s, 0.11 
(Prape¢') nouns. Those are: 
1. Compound nouns in which the ~tactic relation between the com-
ponents is thn.t of the possessive or genitive (Arabic: iDa.:fah); 
e.g. 'abd o.1la:h (lit.: Allah's slave), rmOl al-di:n (lit.: re1igion ts 
corner-stone), abu: mu:sa (= MUsats father).5 
It is to be noted, hm'Tever, that, although the compound noun is 
actually one word (if vTe use the f'ormoJ. cri toria laid down above; 
-
1 W. S. "lllen, Living English Secondary Courso, book II (London: 
Longmans, 1970), ex. 68, p. 56. 
2 ibid., ex. 69, p. 56. 
3 l'-lore systematic introduction of compounds appears in book III of 
the sccondar,y course. 
4 R. H. Robins, A Short 'History of Linguistics, (London: LOng!llans, 
1967), pp. 26 - 28. 
5. Rashid a1-Shartouni, IvTabn.o.di? 0.1- t Arabiyya, (Beirut, ea. tho1ic 
Press, 1963), p. 101. 
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also ,the word always signifies one person/object) it does not behave 
in Arabic syntax as such when inflection is concerned. It is true 
that the second element keeps to one inflectional marker (equivalent 
to the English apostrophe "s,,), but the first element changes its 
inflectional marker according to its syntactic position in the 
sentence. In fact, inflectionally, this form of the compo1.Uld no1.Ul 
behaves like any other syntactic structure of the same type. 
2. The second type of compound no1.UlS is that in which the syntactic 
relation between the elements is either the same as in the first type, 
e.g. Eayta-laHm, i.e. E~thlehom (lit.: the house of meat'or - more 
accurately - the house of bread, since the word is of Hebrew origin 
where the second element memlS "breadll ); or in which the relation 
is unknown, simply because most of these words come from foreign 
origin. Arab gra..mmn.rians call this type the "Fusional Compound" 
(Arabic: mura.k:lmb mazji) because the t\oro (or more) elements are 
fused together in a way 1.Ulfami1iar to Arabic, e.g. si:bawayhi. All 
these compounds are treated as one word each in Arabic syntax; in 
the former example, only the second element taking the inflectional 
marker appropriate to the whole compound's syntactic function; in 
the latter example the word not changing at all, (Arabic: mabni:).l 
3. The third typo is that in which the syntactic relation is that 
of predication. This is called: murakkab isna:di: (lit.: predicative 
compound). 2 In fact this is very similar to the English syntactic 
structure converted into a compound word, such as "well-to-do", 
''hi t-and-nm", etc., except that in .ttto.bic this type comprises a 
very limited class of Proper No1.Uls, e.g. "ta?abbaTa-sharro.n", the 
1 ibid., pp. 101 - 102. 
2 ibid., p. 102. 
• 
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name or nick-name of a person (lit.: He has taken evil under his am); 
"surra-man-ra'?a: ", the name of a town in IraQ, now called "sa:marra:", 
(lit.: it pleases him who sees). 
4. In addition to thoso, Arab grammarians mention. "the compound 
1 
numc:r:.w..s" from 11 to 19. In this case each numeral beli.aves Ef'JD-
tactically o.s one "lord, and although the syntactic rela.tion should 
be that ,of co-ordination, in fact that relation does not take tho 
same -form normally used for such relation in Arabic. The two elements 
are simply juxtaposed in the English manner, the sec~nd element being 
always the word for nten". Thus the English nuniexn.l "fo~/tecri' is 
rendered in Arabic as: arba1ata lashar. (It is interesting, though 
not very relevant, to notice that the feminine ending can be attached 
either to the first or the second element according to the gender of 
the noun following - although the compound behaves othenrise as one 
word). 
5. The other type of compound numc...-ru., namely: twenty-one to 
ninety-nine, although it behaves like a compound word (if we apply 
the formal criteria given earlier), it is not considered a compound 
by Arab grammn.rians. The syntactic relation between the two elements 
is tint of co-ordination, and the two parts arc inflected just like 
other words having the same relation; e.g. "tl'lcnty-one" is "wa:Hid 
wa lishru.:n" (lit.: one and twenty) • 
.ll though no mention is made in Arabic grammar of any other forms 
of compounds, 've do find several compound-like combinations of diffe-
rent kinds, as will be shown presently. 
6. Several Arabic words, which can be used independently, combine 
with "ma:" (a particle with vo.rious different meanings and uses) 
1 .ibid., pp. 153 - 154. 
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to form compound particles that are used as adverbials or conjunctions, 
e.g. inna/ma: (= only); rubba/ma: (= perhaps); raytha/ma: (= wl1ilst); 
siyya/ma: and la: siyya/ma: (= especially); mah/ma: (= whatever, 
however); idh/ma: (whenever); Haythu/ma: (= whenev~r); kayfa/ma: 
{= however), and Ha:la/ma: (= as soon as). 
7. A few of the so-called "incomplete varbs ll in Arabic (akhawa:t 
ka:na) are usu.o.lly construed with "mo.:" as their first elemant. This 
particle may add the sense of "duration" or "negation" to the second 
element, which can also be used independently; e.g. ma:/da:ma (= as 
long as); and: ma:/za:la, ma:/t>nrJ.Ho., ma:/fati ?a, and, ma:/infa.kka 
(all meaning = is still). 
8. Thare are one or two interrogative pronouns in Arabic that are 
also compounds. These are: man/aha: (meaning: "rho/m? or who(m) ever?), 
and ma:/dha: (meaning: what? or whatever). In each case the first 
is the original intarrogative pronoun and is used independently as 
such, ... rhereas the second element "<ilia:" (though used independently as 
a demonstrative) seoms to have lost most of its meaning here. Each 
behaves as one compound word and 1s treated as such. 
9. Some original Arabic Proper Nouns are compounds of the form: 
N + Adj, e.g. al qa:mu:s al muHi:T (= The Comprehensive Dictionary); 
0.1 tall a1 kabi:r (= the big hill - a place in Egypt). 
III. CON~STlVE ANALYSIS 
It must have become obvious from our examination of the com-
pounding systems in English and Arabic independently, that the process 
of word-composition does not play an importent part in .Arabic. The 
few areas where it takes place do not contrast with English and seem 
to have very little educational significance, It may, therefore, prove 
more rewarding if we proceed to investigate the ways in which Ars.bic 
handles the different kinds of compounds that we ho.ve seen to a.bound 
in English. 
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(1) Compound Nouns 
a. Many English compound nouns are rendered either by original nouns 
that the Arabic lo.nguage already has in its stock; e.g. 
son-in law Arabic Sihr he-goat = Arabic ta.y's 
quick-silver = Arabic zi?baq small-pox = Arabic judari 
hand-writing = f) Arabic ltllaTT 
or by one-word nouns (or adjectives/participles functioning as 
nomina1s) traditionally believed to be derived from the triliteral 
verb-form or from one of its derived forms, e.g. 
goldsmith 
-
Arabic Sa:?igh (from v. Sa:tfho.) 
looker-on = Arabic mutafarrij (from v. tafarraja) 
1ady's maid = Arabic waSi:fah (from v. waSafa) 
know-hm'l = Arabic khl.brah (from v. ~nbara) 
card-sharp = Arabic ghadlutfta: sh (from v. ~aB"li&) 
b. Some are rendered in Arabic by the structure N + .Adj/+ (Adj.) 
(the normal order in Arabic). e. g. : 
fall-out 
= Arabic giluba:r d1arriy (lit.: nuclear dust) 
The Red Sea = Arabic a1 baRr 0.1 a.Hmer 
The Mediterranean Sea = Arabic a1 baHr al abyaD 0.1 mutawassiT 
night-club = Arabic ma.lha: lay1iy 
silver-fox = Arabic t~al1ab fiDDiy 
air-raid = Arabic Bw.:rah jawwiyyah 
Sunni-Hus1im = Arabic muslim sunniy 
c. Some are rendered by a syntactic structure other than that 
mentioned in (b). 
part of speech 
l4'v"''''' ...... '!Is' ~-. , . 
\<a..{i"" • 
= Arabic qism min aqsa:m 0.1 kala:m ----
(lit.: one part from the parts of speech) 
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whisky and soda = Arabic wisld bi al saudo. (lit.: whisky in soda.) 
sword-cut ... Arabic jurH na:tij 'an Daxbo.t sayt. (lit.: a 
cut resulting from a blow o( a sword). 
d. But by far the groatest number of English compounds oxe rendered 
by tho Arabic possessive or gcni~ive .. structure (al i;>a.:fah); 
e.Lrt"..- ~ 
. Examples: 
bootblack 
chimneysweep 
passer-by 
day-break 
self-respect 
and naturally 
birdls nest 
= Arabic ma:siH a.l clIdhlyah (= polisher ot shoes) 
= Arabic muna.DlnfHif al mad.a:~ 
= Arabic I a: bir sabi: 1 
... Arabic Tulu: I al naha.:r 
,. 
= Ara.bic iHtira:m a.l mw.:t ') ~)/ 
.,. Arabic 
The easiness with which the Arabic possessive can render most 
- -
kinds of English compound nouns is due to· the fact· that, as in English, 
the possessive can indicate various kinds of semantic relations between 
the components, such as: possessive (e.g. John's hat), description 
(e.g. men's coats), origin (e.g. Shakespeare's plays), measure (e.g. 
an houris wait), subject of act (e.g. John's flight) or object of act 
(e.g. the boy's punishment). Many of these relations were seen to hold 
between components of the English compound nouns. 
English names of the days of the week also take the form ot the 
possessive in Arabic, with "day" (Arabic: yawm) as the tirst element 
(otten considered on adverb of time in Arabic); e.g. 
Saturday = yawm al sabt (lit.: the day of Sabt). 
(2) Compound Adjectives 
As with nouns, English compound adjectives can be rendered into 
Arabic in several ways: 
a. Single-word adjectives, e.g. (\ trustworthy· = mawthu.:q 
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up-to-date = Hadi:th 
care-free 
\>lorld-wide = 'a:lamiy 
b. The Adj + .Ad.j type \vhere the relation i~ thct of "co-ordination" 
u:mally takes the same form in Arabic, e.g. 
dead-alive = mayyit Hay 
bitter-sweet = murr Hulw 
and in some cases where the relation is that of qualification, e.g. 
dark-blue = azraq gta:miq 
c. Otherwise it takes the form of a simile with "as ••• as" 
(.Arabic: ka) as does the N + ..\dj type \vhere the relation is that 
of resemblance, e.g. 
red-hot 
blood-red 
snow-white 
= Ha:rr ka 0.1 jrunr (as hot as live coal) 
= a.Hmar ka 0.1 damm (as red as blood) 
= abyaD ka althalj (as white as snow) 
It is to be remembered, hO\'lever, that in the case of the "resemblance" 
relation such expressions ore culturally oriented and there is usually 
a rich stock of different ones in every language. l Thus, for instance, 
"stone-cold" would rarely be used by an Arab stUdent who is used to 
his own expression "ice-cold" or rather "as cold as ice" or "colder 
than ice". 
d. Most of the other relations ill the types N + Aflj or Adj + .Adj 
are usually rendered by an Arabic syntactic structure, uSUDl.ly 
employing a preposition, e.g. 
seo.-sick = muSa:b bi duvra:r 0.1 ballr (afflicted with 
sickness of the sea) 
blood-thirsty = muta1aTTi6:h Ii al dima:? (thirsty for blood) 
1 supra, ch. 5 
shoulder-high = bi irtifa: t al katif (as high as onets 
shoulder) 
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e. Most of the Adv + Adj compound adjectives are usuoJ.ly rendered 
in Arabic either by means of the possessive, e.g. 
ever-green 
over-ripe 
.. da:?im al RhuDrah (permanent of greenness) 
= za:?id 0.1 nuDj (excessive of ripeness) 
or "lith the help of a..'1 intensifier, o.g. 
all-important = muhtmr/jiddan (very important) 
(3) Compound Verbs 
Tho Adv + V type (tho verb l10t being 0. par~iciple) is extremely 
foreign and strange-looking to the Arab student. It is non-existent 
in Arabic, and its meaning is usually expressed by a verb, basic or 
derived, e.g. 
uphold = saria.da (support) 
undergo = to.Ha.rnmala (suffer) 
So is the type elicited through back-formation. 
Those compounds uhere the verb takes the form of the preso..."1t or 
past participle are usually treated in Arabic as compound adjectives 
(as it is actually the caoe in English) and are formed in the same 
ways described in (2) above. 
(4) Only one more type of compound, namely: the It-self" pronoun, 
need be referred to here. This is very similar to its Arabic counter-
part; even the relation holding betvTeen tho two elements is tho same 
(i.e. the possessive relation); e.g. 
myself = nafsi: " , dha:ti: 
yourself = nafsuka , dha.: tuka 
ourselves = o..."'lfusuna: ,Sw,l1a:tuna 
. In both la.ngu.ages, these are used both as reflexives as well' o.s for 
emphesis. 
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IV. EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
It has been shown briefly, but clearly it is hopcd, tbn.t the 
very nature of English and the complexity of the word-compounding 
~stcm - basically owL~ to the variety of syntactic and semantic 
relations that hold betweml the elements of the compound-word -
do confront the foreign students of the language "lith problems that 
seem almost unsurmountable. In fact it sooms that even the native-
speaker of English must find some difficulty with compounds unless 
by virtue of constant contact with the vocabulary of tho language he 
acquires a sort of intuitive ability to form such compounds. \'lhat-
ever tho case may be, the stock of the native-speaker1s vocabulary 
is incomparable to that of the foreigner who starts from scratch, 
usually from the age of 10 or 12, and does not in fact build up a 
vocabulary of more than four or five thousand words throughout his 
English language learning course. 
Faced with an almost completely different system of compounding 
in his own language, the situation of the Arabic speaking students 
becomes very difficult indeed. The first kind of trouble arises in 
those areas mentioned above "Ihere Arabic does not have a compounding 
system at all. Thus in the field of compound verbs such as "overcome, 
undergo" for instance, .Arabic verbs have their Olm system of deri-
va tion, where the meaning of the derived form does not go very far 
from that of the base; this is not the case irl English. Fc't"ID.ally, 
Arabic uses not only prefixes (which aro never free forms like the 
English "up" or "under") but also infixes and consonant -and/or-
vowel chango to form the derived verb. Even '\-Then tho second element 
of tho English compound verb is a past or preoent partiCiple, the 
case docs not improve, since the semantic relations between the 
elements are structured ~tactically in a different way. This alGa 
applies to compound adjectives of tho type: Adv + Adj. 
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With the vorbs, it is not expected that any interference from 
!rabic "lill cause any special mistakes that we can think of. In 
fact ''lhat "TO believe uoually happens is that the students reverse the 
posi tions of the t\'m elements, under the influence of the "verb + 
preposi tion n structure ''lhich is very common both in English and Arabic. 
Thus "Te may have stl:uctures such as: "como over, hold up, go under" 
instead of: "overcome, Ullhcld and undergone This may also occur in 
the case of certain adjectives of the form "ovep-o.nxious, under-ripe", 
though this is not very likely. 
With tho compound adjectives and nouns, the mistakes that the 
students comIni t may be of the type in which the semantic relation 
between the elements is made syntactically eA-plicit in Arabic; and 
since we have found earlier above that the most common type of !rabic 
syntactic relation used for forming compounds is that of tho possossive, 
it may be safely deduced that most of the compound nouns in English 
will be moulded by tho stUdents in the possessive form either with 
"'s" or "of", e.g. blood's shed, head's ache". 
Since Arabic nouns proper (i.e. excluding adjectives and 1'D.rti-
ci1'los regarded as nouns in .'l.rabic grrumnar) are very rarely used as 
qualifiers, whereas derived adjectives (trabic: Sifah mushabbahah) 
and participles are, it is not unexpected that the "V + Nil compound 
such as "grind-stone" is rendered by the students as a tTarticiple + 
IT", e.g. grinding stone. 
:But we do not oJ..':Pect the students to mo.1co a great number of 
mistakes in the formation of cOIIlI?ound numerals, "-solfll pronouns, 
names of tho daye of tho \'look or compound nouns of the type It.Adj + U" 
if the latter can be given l\rabic equivalents with the same syntactic 
relation, such as: The Yello,'l River (Arabic: nl nahr al aSfar), the 
'01 ( ~.v4!· 
.u ack Sea. Arabic: 13.1 baRr al ~). nor do ''10 think that mistakes 
"lould be due to the .Arabic compounds uith "ma:" SUlCI!) the Engliah 
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equivalents are usuaJ.ly taught and drilled independently of Arabic, 
as most of them are "structural" rather than "content" words. 
There may also be other kinds of mistakes that we cannot think 
of or anticipate on the basis of the theoretical contrastive analysis 
carried out. Let us, then, have a look at the test especially 
designed for the purpose, study its results and try to investigate 
the causes of the different mistakes actually made t 
v. THE TEST (VOCABULARY TEST lTD. 1) 
1. Layout 
The test (tba\. can be seen in Appendix XVI) is made up of 30 
items, (No.1 being actually given as an example). It can be divided 
into three parts: part 1 (Hos. 2 to 15) deals with compound nouns, 
part 2 (Nos. 16 to 26) deals with compound adjectives, 
and part 3 (Nos. 21 to 31) deals with compound verbs. 
In each item the elements of the compound are given separately, sometimes 
in the same order as that in which they will eventually appear in the 
compound, at other times in the reverse order. In each case the 
English meaning of the compound tho students are required to build 
is given, together with the Arabic equivalent. A close look at the 
items shows that they attempt to cover most of the ~tactic and 
semantic r.elations that'have been shown to hold between the elements 
of English compound words. 
2. Adminiotration 
The test was conducted in eight of the nineteen secondary schools 
in Ku ... lai t, four boys t and four girls t schools, on a student sample of 
214 second and third formers. 
3. Classification, Analysis and Interpretation of Results 
A summa.ry of the overall achievement on this test appears in 
Table XIV below. This table has been compiled on the sole basis of 
right and wrong answers. (I1ore details can be see.."1 in Appendix XVII). 
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T.A:BLE XIV 
Voc. Test No. 1 (compounds) 
Summary of correct scores 
No. of students: 214 
Sec- Ho.luo.or J/o Av. score Scc- No. No. of % .. \v. score 
of cm\ correct on each of correct on each tion it scores age section % tion item scores age section % 
• 
2 I 118 55% 16 100 47% 
154 75% m 17 86 4a;6 3 . Cll 
4 104 59% . 
:> 18 58 27% 'r-! 
.p 
• 116 54% 
(J 
19 116 54% 5 I Cll 'r-) 
• 63% 
rO 36% 6 I 134 c:tI 20 78 , rt:J 
7 14 7% § 21 44 21% I 
8 56 26% ~ 22 116 54% 
ra 9 108 5crP 
0 160 78% ~ 0 23 
:<:i 10 112 52% 24 130 61% 
rO 11 110 51% 25 150 7?f;~ g 12 92 43% 26 162 1f)1~ 5q~ ~ 
0 1.3 62 29% 0 
14 32 15% m 27 80 37% ~ 1; 130 61% 39% 28 86 40'i~ 
rO 29 12 6)~ § 
30 84 39% ~ 
0 31 96 45% 337; (.) 
Average score on the ' .... holo test"~ 45% 
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The first thing to read in the table of results is that the 
overall achievement is a low 45%. Horeover, if we bear in mind 
that the test is only in the broadest sense of the ~roductive t~e, 
and if we' allow for tlie high element of chance in this ~articular 
test (i.e. 50%), we can safely conclude that the actual ~roduction 
of the English compounds in the students' writing would probably 
be 2afo or even lower, 
(Actual examination of all the s~ecimcns of the stddents' 
writing (Le:' guided and free cpmposition) that we have been able 
to get (153 at the time this chapter was being written) shO'\..,s that 
there are a few compounds in use, but that they are mostly those 
already presented formally in the students' books, e_g. classroom, 
schoolboy, Independence Day, son-in-law, They also seem to be of 
the very common we like the first two examples given.) 
It can also be noticed that the lowest score (33%) was attained 
on the verb-section of the test, the next lowest (39.%) on the noun-
section, and the not-so-high highest (5~) on the adjective-section. 
The low score on verbs has been anticipated above for the reasons 
already given. ]ut we did not expect the scores on the adjective-
section to be higher than those on the noun-section, simply beaause 
all the adjective· items given contrast sharply with Arabic. This 
can, however, ,be ~lained as follows:-
(a) Two of the adjective-items, namely 23 and 26 (evergreen and 
up-to-date) on which the students flcored very high (78% and 79%) are 
words that are already familiar to the students. 
(b) With two other items, namely 24 and 25 (over-anxious and 
under-ripe) on which again high scores were obtained (61% and 73%), 
the students did not seem to have any choice but the correct one, .. 
because nei tller the analogy of English nor Arabic forms induce them 
·to reverse the order of the elements or to produce other g,yntactic 
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arrangements. Moreover, the two first elements "under-" and v:over-''/'' 
/' have been met quite often by the students in similar compounds and 
, 
would sound to them like other adverbia1s preceding adjectives such as 
"very, rather, slightly", etc. 
Thus if we deduct the scores of these four items from those of 
the total score on the adjectives, the average achievement on the 
adjective-section of the test would come down to about 40%, a figure 
almost equivalent to that of the noun-section. 
If we now get down to more detailed analysis, we find that 
scores of 40% or less on the individual items are distributed as 
follows: 
(a) Four items (out of 14, i.e. about ~) are from the noun--section. 
namely: 
No.1, "mans ervan t" 
No. 14, "up-keep" 
: 1% 
: 15% 
No.8, "cow-elephant": 26% 
No. 13, "hear-say" 29% 
(b) Four items (out of 11, i.e. about 36%)are from the adjective-
section, namely: 
No. 21, "colour-blind" : 21% 
No. 18, "blood-red" : 27% 
No. 20, "knee-deep" : 36% 
No. 17, "sea-sick" : 40% 
(c) Four items (out of five, i.e. ~ are from the verb-section, 
namely: 
No. 29, "uphold" 
No. 27, "outlive" 
No 30 "undergo II . , 
6% 
37% 
: 39% 
No. 28, "overcome" 40% 
The difficulty with the verbs is more strongly emphasized by theDe data. 
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All of the adjective items above are of the type noun + adjective 
where the noun seems to take the position normally occupied by 
adverbs, and where the .Arabic structure would not help. ~ro of 
the noun items above have the first element (a :ruil word) indicating 
sex, a concept quite foreign to Arab students, and a type of com-
pound that is not very frequent in the students' reading material. 
The two others have a verb as their second element, but the compound 
is a noun. The -whole idea of using the verb as a noun (or rather a 
nominal) is very strange to the Arab student who has nothing of the 
sort in his language. A derived verbal noun would be quite accept-
able. 
The highest scores (above 60%) on individual items are distri-
buted as follows: 
(a) Four noun-items (out of 14, Le. about 21%) namely: 
No.3, "headache" 
No.6, "silver-fox" 
No.' 15, "public schoolboy : 61% 
(b) Four ad,iective-items (out of 11, i.e. about ~), namely: 
No. 23, "evergreen" 
· 78% 
· 
No. 24, "over-a.nxi.ous tl : 61% 
No. 25, ''under-ripe'' • 7310 • 
No. 26, "up-to-date" 
· 79% 
· 
(c) None of the verb-items (i.e. ~). 
The fout' adjectives were dealt ''lith above. The first of the three 
nouns is a common word, quite familiar to the students; the second 
has its first element (Silver) that can be easily associated with 
"gold" as in the common structure "a gold ring", etc., and has an 
almost equivalent Arabic word used as a qualifier. The third word 
has two elements of the type Adj + Noun (the word "schoolboy" being 
given as one element) that is quite common in English structure. 
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When we mn.d.e a count of the mistake-frequency and cla.ssified 
the errors into types, we found tho following: 
(6) Contrnr.1 to our expectations, the most common mistake 
committed was not of the "possessive structure" type, but ~ 
reversion of word-order. Now, 1£ it is not a question of chance, 
this mistake may be attributed to two rather contradicting factors, 
namely; 
i. The analogy of the "ll.dj + N" structure in English extended 
to compounds made up of the two elements: "adjective" and 
"noun", e.g. "whitesnow, . red-blood, worthy-trust", instead 
of "snowwhi te, blood-red, and trustworthy". This very often 
took place despite the fact of the semantic-incompatibilit,y 
of the two elements, e.g. "blind-colour, sick-sea, deep-knee" 
instead of "colour-blind, sea-sick and knoe-deep". 
i1. Interference of the Arabic normal word-order of adjectives 
and nouns, namely: "l'T + Adj/ + ll.dj, etc. II This is a. factor 
which we never thought would ca.use any interference owing 
to the foot that right from the beginning of an English 
course and throughout it the norma.l English word-order of 
such a structure, namely "Mj + Nil is hwmnered in to the extent 
of driving out any thought of another possible word-order. But 
it seems tho.t first language habits die very hard. Exomples 
of such mistakes are "shop sweet, fox silver, end house mad" 
instead of "sweet-shop, silver-fox end mad-house"~ In fact 
even the teachers who were asked to evalua.te their students I 
achievement on this test had great difficulty in dealing with 
"sweet-shop" and "ma.d.-house" and marked the reverse order as 
correct. 
Such fa.ctors played a stronger role than the fact toot, in the 
test-pa.per, both the ll.rabic equivalents and the English meanings 
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given indicated very explicitly what part of speech the compound 
to be formed was expected to be. 
(b) The next commonest mistake occurred when one of the ele-
ments of the compound was a verb. This was usually converted into 
a verbal noun with It_ing" as alrea~ anticipated above. Examples 
are: "sword-cutting, sweet-shopping, grinding-stone, blood-shedding, 
hear-saying" • This mistake is almost definitely due to the inter-
ference of Arabic in which the verb is not used as a noun but the 
noun derived from the verb (i.e. al maSa.ar) is employed on a very 
large scale for this purpose. 
(c) The other mistake made (which was not very common) was of 
the "possessive structure" type, employing the "apostrophe s", e.g. 
sweet's shop, handls made, kneels deep, goat's male, sword's cut, 
elephant·s cow, colour's blind and dinner's room". This is most 
probably due to Arabic inter:!:erence since the equivalent structure 
in Arabic (al iDa:fah) can cope with even more sema.'I1tic relations 
between the two elements tl~ its English counter-part. 
(d) The same thing applies to phrases with "of" o.nd to other 
structures which break up the semantic relations between the elements 
of the compound word; e.g. rising of sun, ~~he of head, shed of blood, 
and white as snow, red as blood, made by hand, sick by sea, etc. 
(e) With the verbs as anticipated, the order of the elements 
was reversed on the analogy of the common combination of "V + Prep./ 
Advtl in English and Arabic. Thus we find that tm commonest mistake 
here was of the type "come over, hold up, live out, go under". The 
absence of this form of compounding in Arabic also reinforced the 
students' tendency to do the ~1rong thing. 
(f) Finally, among the group of miscellaneous mistakes appears 
a predOminant set in which the "-ed" suffix is added to the n01ll1 to 
make it look more like an adjectival-a structure on which several 
exercises can be found in the students 1 books. Examples of such 
mistakes are: "red-blooded, blind-coloured, silvered-fox, wortby-
trusted, and ached-head", Again the derived "past pa:r:ticiple ll in 
Arabic (ism al maffu:l), very frequently used as an adjective, and 
the Arabic derived adjective (0.1 Sifah al mushabbahah) tend to add 
force to the students' tendency to commit such 0. mistake. ~"..L '" 
--4. Conclusion 
Actual performance on the test has brought out, we believe, 
some of the causes that underlie the mistakes made in forming 
English compounds. Al though some of these causes did not come up 
to our expectations based on the theoretical contrastive stuqy, it 
has been demonstrated that some of the causes can be traced back to 
the nature of the English language itself, but that it is Arabic 
interference which plays the really decisive role in this field. 
Some of the errors have also been shown to be due to both factors 
simultaneously. 
The question that arises here is whether anything con be done 
to facilitate the process of teaching English compounds to Arabic-
speaking stUdents. :Besides the compound verbs ",iuch begin to feature 
in a systematic way in the current secondary English course, no 
attempt is made in the present books to regularize the compounding 
system in I'nglish. Compound ''lords are taught as whole i toms side 
by side with the rest of the new vocabulary items presented lesson 
by lesson. This is all very well in tho basic course. :But although 
we are aware of the h!gh complen ty of the English compounding system, 
and do not believe that rules of any kind prove ver,y helpful, we 
think that, at some time in the secondnry stage when the students have 
already learnt a considerable number of compounds of all sorts, a 
certa.in grouping pIon might be adopted. Compounds made up of similo.r 
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elements with one and the same syntactic or semantic relation holding 
between the elements can be grouped and drilled in special exercises, 
with only the most essential explanation given. It is not the occasion 
here to think out such a grouping plan, but only examples of what we 
suggest can be given. 
group 1: daybreak, sunrise, bloodshed, sun-worship, house-keeping, 
house-keeper, self-command, self-respect, etc. 
group 2: headache, toothache, stomach-ache, etc., night-club, 
night-porter, etc. 
group 3: wine-glass, d.i.nin.g'-room, inkstand, etc. 
group 4: hand-writing, fly-fishing, sword-cut, etc. 
group 5: man-servant/maid-servant; bull-elephant/covl-elephant; he-
goat/she-goat; cock-pheasant/hen-sp~ow, etc. 
group 6: black-bird, black-board, blue-bell, common law, green-
room, high\my, etc. 
group 7: mad-doctor, mad-house, sick-room, sweet-shop, etc. 
group 8: draw~room, knitt~needle, loo~glass, walking-stick, 
etc. 
group 9: draw-bridge, grindstone, playground, treadmill, etc. 
group 10: after-thought, by-way, out-post, over-coat, under-clothes, 
etc. 
This grouping system can be expanded to cover the most common compound 
words in English enpecially those sets members of which have already 
been presented to the stUdents. As the stUdents' stock of such 
~ompounds increases, the grouping system can be refined to cater for 
finer differences' in syntactic and semantic relations between the 
elements. It is not an easy job, but we believe it can be done, and 
would result in appreciable reward. 
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Closely related to the topic discussed in the present chapter, 
though, strictly speaking, it lies outside it, is the area of those 
English words (different part of speech) that are almost always 
assoaoted with special prepositions, such as: angry with, fond 
of, appropriate for, agreeable to, approve of, argue with. For our 
present purpose, such phrasos will be called "!3:'.epositional Idioms" 
and those will form the subject-matter of the next chapter. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
LEXICAL STUDIES - 3 
PREPOSITIONAL IDIOMS 
I. PREPOSITIONS - A PRELIMINARY STUDY 
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Prepositions as a separate £orm-class need not be a universal 
phenomenon; they may be interspersed among other form-classes in 
different languages. :But the relations they help to esta~lish seem 
to be essential to all languages. This generalization, however, may 
not be true o£ ''Preposi tionaJ. Idioms". As far as English and Arabic 
are c9ncerned, the phenomenon can be found to abound in both. The 
problem to the leo.rner of the foreign la.ngu.age, (i.e. English, in our 
case) is that the method of combining the voxious parts of speech with 
the dif£erent prepositions seems, at least on the sur£ace, to be very 
arbi trary - though it may not in fact be so. Thus even in one IS 
mother tongue one quite o£ten hesitates as to which preposition is 
the most appropriate one to use with a certain verb, noun, adjective, 
etc. TIms although the adjectives "angry, anxious, afraid, upset" 
seem to belong to one category both grammatically and semantically, 
each of them is closely associated with a different preposition, 
e.g. angry~, anxious ,about, afraid of, upset!?z. The nature of 
the language itself, therefore, creates one major difficulty. The 
native-speaker of the language, however, by sheer exposure in every-
day li£e to hundreds of such very common. expressions is apt to surmount 
the greater part of the difficulty; not so with the foreign student. 
The other source of die~iculty to the foreign learner (in our 
case, the Arab student) arises from the fact that .arabic has its own 
~ystem o£ "preposi tiona! idioms" which partly overlaps with but more 
often diverges from that of English. Thus for instance, in the examples 
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cited above, the ~re~ositions used in Arabic with the equivalents of 
the four English adjectives are the equivalents of the English ~re­
~ositions: "from" (instead of "with"), "fromll (instead of "by"), 
"on" ,(instead of "about") and "from" (instead of lIofl!) respectively. 
Consequently plenty of errors are liable to occur in this area under 
the influence of Arabic. 
Our basic h~rpothesi~ hero is that nearly all the mistakes 
committed by Arabic-speaking students in this area are due to ~\rabic 
interferenco. vTe do not believe that the very nature of the English 
language ~lays an important ~art in this respect. It would do so, 
if ~\rabic did not have a parallel system. 
"Te will now proceed to attempt the validation of this hypothesis 
both theoretically and empirically. In order to do so we will adopt 
the following technique: 
First: We will try to clarify what we meant above by the Arabic 
eguivalent to each English preposition. 
Second: We will establish these equivalents in the manner believed 
to be a~~ro~riate for the argument. 
Third: "'Te will go on to indicate certain specific areas of confusion 
and conflict, and 
Fourth: "Te will proceed to test the specific assumptions made, using 
a sample of Arabic-speaking students in the secondary schools of 
KU'\orait. 
In order to clarify the concept of equivalence we have to impose 
ver,y strict limitations on our work. A contrastive analysis of the 
Whole prepositional system of English and Arabic is dofinitely out of 
the question. (The few valuable studies made to explore the English 
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prepositional s,ystem alone, notably by Fillmore,l Halliday,2 Leech3 
and Eennet,4 have proved to be neither comprehensive nor conclusive; 
and most of the studies made on the Arabic :pre:posi tional s,ystem 
have been caxried out along traditional lines, and are very unsatis-
factory though they show very deep insight into the system.) What 
we can do, though, is this: 
FmST: examine the English language books that our students b.ave been 
using, especially the first four books of the course,S and pick up 
those prepositions that have been introduced. year by year and try to 
define the meaning or meanings which they \vere meant to impart. 
Since pedagogically the simplest and most common meanings are usualy 
taught first, we will assume that these constitute the basic mcaning/s 
of each preposition presented in these books • 
.2..~: make a check of the students I vocabulary list in order to find 
out whether "prepositional idioms" figure :prominently in that voca-
bulary. Also pick up those prepositions which most commonly combine 
with other parts of speech to form what we have called "prepositional 
idioms". 
THIRD: earr,y out an analysis of these prepositions only and contrast 
their meanings and usage with Arabic prepositions that impart the 
same basic meaning (this is always explicitly stated in Arabic 
grarmna.:rs) ; and in this way try to establish the Arabic egui valent to 
each of these English prepositions. 
1 C. J. Fillmore, "The Caso for Case", in Bach & Harms, (eds.), 
Universals in Linguistic Theory, (N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart & vTinston, 
1968), pp. 1 - 91 
2 M. A. IC. Halliday, "Language Structure and Language Function" in 
J. Llfons (ed.), New Horizons, pp. 140 - 165. 
3 G. n. Leech, Towards a Semantic Description of English (London: 
Longmans, 1969). 
4 D. C. :Bennet, (forthcoming) (2nd & 3rd term seminar at S O.A.S., 
1970 - 1971). • 
5 Allen & Cooke, ,@[, I - IV (see above). 
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This is to be carried out on the assumption (important here) 
that once this one-to-one meaning correspondence is established by 
the students, there "rill be a strong tendency on their part to 
extend this correspondence or equivalence to all other situations, 
where either the Arabic or the English preposition is employed to 
set up a completely different relation - and this is where inter-
ference and confusion take place. 
But before we set out on this task, let us first make some 
remarks about prepositions in general, about our method of classi-
fication and about the terminology that is going to be used in what 
follows. 
Probably the only safe generalization that can be made about 
prepositions is that they belong to that category of the le~~s 
generally called by school grammars "structural" as opposed to 
"content or lexical". That is to say they do not refer to objects, 
qualities, processes or ideas as some other parts of the lexis do. 
In other words they are only essential to the building up of a 
system of relations between other elements of the syntactic structures. 
Thooe relations can be g,y,ntactic or semantic or both. 
Accordingly, prepositions may be classified according to the 
relations they help to establish. Normally they are roughly divided 
into three major classes: (a) those that help to establish space-
relations, and are called "Spatial", (b) those concerned with time-
relations, and called "Temporal" and (c) those that indicate a 
miscellany of other relations, and are loosely termed ''Miscellaneous'', 1 
though, of course, they can be divided into smaller sub-classes, 
according to the purpose of the study conducted on them. ''Ie do not 
1 H. E. Palmer & F. G. Blandford, A Grammar of S oken lish, 
(Cambridge: vT. Heffer & Sons, Ltd. 3rd edt 1969 rev. & rewritten 
by R. Kingdon). 
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think we have to go further into this question here, as some sub-
classification of the miscellaneous relations will be made when we 
come to a more detailed stu~ of each preposition. 
It may also be assumed, probably on the empirical ground of 
frequency of occurrence, that some of these prepositions are basically 
spatial, such as: on, above, across, along, below, under, in front 
of, behind; others - basically tp~poral, such as: after, before, 
since, till, until; others basically spatio-temporal, such as: at, 
in, from, by, for, to, throughout; and others basically establishing 
relations other than spatio-temporal, such as: of, with, like, 
except, instead of. l 
Eesides those mentioned above, only a few more specific terms 
will be employed in the following discussion. According to Eennet,2 
both spatial and temporal prepositions can be classified as either 
static (i.e. referring to a certain point in space or time); these 
are termed Locative; or dynamic (i.e. referring to activity or 
du:r:ation in space or timo, and these are called Directional. For the 
latter type, three relational semantic components are required, 
namely: the beginning of an activity or duration; the activity or tho 
duration itself .. and the end, called Source, ~ and .9:!E!. respectively. 
These are the terms that will be used in the description of spatiel 
and temporal prepositions belol'l. 
Virtually all that has been said above applies to Arabic. Here, 
however, we have to inclUde under the term "Prepositions" some the 
of the lexical items that are considered adverbs (or even no\Uls) by 
Arab gra.IllI!lB.rians, such as: fawq (= on, over), taRt (= under, below), 
1 cf. M. "lost, A General Service List of English "lords (Lonclon: 
Longmans). 
2 Bennet, op.cit. 
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mundhu (= since), ama:m (= in :front of) and khalf' (= behind). In 
point of fact, such words are treated in ~\rabic syntax as a special 
kind of object indicating the "place whero" or the "time whcnl1 
something happens. This enables one to usc what arc considered 
prepositions in Arabic before these "adverbia.l nouns", so to speak, 
in such structures as: from above ••• , from below ••• , to behind ... , 
to in front of ••• etc. some of which are acceptable in English, 
others (like the last two) rare or non-existent. To establish such 
relations English normally employs one preposition, thus allowing 
for a certain amount of ambiguity. It looks as if the Arabs (or 
probably only Ara.b grammarians) thought of the various spatial and 
temporal dimensions in concrete terms, as if they "rere, so to speak, 
c1runks of space or time surrounding an object or a. point in time in 
which or throughout which something happens. This, however, may be 
mere speculation, and since it has no bearing on the task "TO have 
set ourselves to perform, \'10 will not pursue it any further. 
Let us, then, proceed to morc specific ,..,ork and start looking 
for those prepositions that have actually been presented to the 
otudcn to during their first four years of English learning. 
In tho following tables we will include first the spatial, 
thEm tho temporal and finally the miscellaneous prepositions, in 
separate lists according to their chronological appearance in the 
books (and consequently of their presentation). The meaning, in 
terms of relations, will be given together with at least one example 
of each in a phrase or sentence. References will be made to tho 
lesson in which the preposition is presented for the first time. 
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. 1. Spatial Prepositions 
No. Prepo- Heaning Examples Lesson 
sition No. 
:Bk I 
-
-
1 ~from Directional ~source) Come from the door 7 2 to Directional goal) Go to the door 7 (contrasted in the 
lesson) 
3 in Locative The book is in tho box 10 
4 on Locative (contrasted) The book is on the box 10 
5 under Locative The book is under the 
box 10 
6 ) Locative The book is near the near 
box 10 
1 by Locative (meaning: I am standing by the 
very close to; con- ta.b1e 12 
trastod with "near") 
8 (behind Locative ( ) Stand behind the door 16 
9 ~~nt Locative contrasted Stand in front of the table 16 
of 
10 (into Directional (goal) Put the pen into your 
~out of pocket 17 11 Directional (source) Take the pell out of (contrasted) your p?c~et 17 
12 off Directional (source) Take the book off the (meaning: aw&.y from •• ) table 18 
13 bet- Locative (used for 2 Mary is sitting between 
ween things) A and] 18 
14 tong Directional (path) A is running along the 
street 30 15 .., ross Directional (path) ] is running across the (contrasted) street 30 
16 over Locative (contrasted 
"ri th 11 on 11 ) The light is ovor my head 31 
17 at Locative (contrasted 
with "in") ••••• at the bus-stop 
•••• at the corner of the 
33 
street 
Spatial Prepositions (contd.) 
No. Prepo- Heaning 
sition 
13k II 
19 next to Locative (meaning: 
"by" or "very close 
tolf) 
19 through Directional (path) 
20 :t'ound Directional (path) 
21 )above Locative (= higher 
than) 
22 ,below Locative (= lower 
than) 
(contrasted with 
each other and with 
"over" and "under") 
13k III 
23 past Directional (path) 
24 against Locative 
25 beside Locative 
Examples 
. Put the box next to the 
book 
Put the pen t~ugh this 
piece of paper 
Put your hand round A IS 
neck 
The window is above your 
desk 
The E.E. is below the 
light 
I walked past the post-
office to the baole 
Put the cb£Ur against the 
wall 
Si t beside· me 
26 among Locative (contrasted A is sitting among the 
wi th I1betweenl1 ) pupils 
27 towards Directional (goal) 
Bk IV 
28 beneath Locative 
29 opposite Locative (meaning: 
facing) 
30 before 
31 beyond 
Locative (meaning: 
facing) 
Locative/directional 
,dth a deictic com-
ponent. (meaning: 
farther than, on the 
othor side of) 
Walk towards the window 
Oil is found beneath tho 
eo.rth 
I'm standing opposite the 
door 
Stand before the class 
I live a long ",ray beyond 
tho mosque 
The bank is beyond tho 
mosque 
-.,,,,,. 
Lesson 
No. 
1 
10 
11 
14 
14 
7 
10 
12 
12 
18 
5 
6 
11 
1 
~ No other spatial prepositions are introduced by the books of the 
first two years of tho second.ary stage. 
2. Temporal Prepositions 
Sere Prepo-
No. sition 
Bk I 
Bk II 
1 
2 
3 
at 
(before 
(after 
4 during 
5 in 
Bk III 
5A in 
5B in 
6 till, 
until 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
since 
for 
(about 
~over ~Uhder 
13k IV 
12 by 
Hcaning 
No temporal preposi-
tions introduced. 
Locative 
Directional (goal) 
Directional (source) 
Directional (path) 
Locative 
(a) Directional 
(path) 
(b) Locative 
Directional (goal) 
Directional (source) 
Directional (path) 
= Approximation + 
time 
:: More than + time 
:: less than + time 
(Difficult to clas-
sify. Should 
probably go under 
the third group.) 
Directional (goal) 
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Example 
• •• 
• •• 
• •• 
at 6 o'clock, etc. 
before 7 olclock, etc. 
after school 
••• during the lesson 
introduced only in phrases 
such as "in the morning" 
etc. 
It will be six in three 
minutes 
••• in the yom: 700 A.D. 
till (until 6 o'clock, 
tomorrow, etc. 
• •• 
• •• 
• •• 
since I\10nday, etc. 
for three days 
about 6 o'clock, 5 
years 
••• over 5 years 
••• un&er 6 years 
••• by 6 olc10ck, tomor-
row, etc. 
I Losson I 
Ho. 
6 
7 
7 
14 
2 
10 
10 
11 
12 
8 
12 
12 
10 
3. 11iscellaneous Prepositions 
Serf P:repo-
No. sition 
Ek I 
-
1 for 
2 of 
3 with 
Ek II 
3A with 
2A of 
4 like 
5 about 
6 with ... 
out 
Ek III 
7 except 
(for) 
8 besides 
9 instead 
of 
10 over 
11 under 
12 on 
Ek IV 
l; by 
14 as 
Heaning 
I 
Indicating in a general 
sense the advantage or 
application of a thing 
I or a qualit,y to a per-son or another thing. 
I indicating "possession" i , 
in a very general sense 
indicating instrumen-
, talit,y 
I 
used lIattributive1y" 
indicating II origin " or 
"genus" 
indicating "resemblance" 
= concerning 
indicating neg. instru-
mentality 
indicating reservation, 
exclusion 
= in addition to 
indicat~ substitution 
= more than 
= less than 
= about, concerning 
Agentivc (in Passive) 
= for, instead of 
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Example Lesson 
Thin book is for you 
(\<[hen offering it) 
The door of tho room 
Opah the door with the I key 
i 
i 
I 
... with black hair 
The table is made of 
wood 
My pencil is like yours 
Say something about A 
I can't write without 
chalk 
I All the books are brown 
except (for) J0bn'S 
Thero is another book on 
the table besides mine 
Use a pencil instead of 
a pen 
••• over £10. 
••• under £10 
This book is on litera-
ture 
• •• was broken by A 
Use the table as a seat 
No. 
13 
17 
16 
11 
17 
17 
18 
20 
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 
18 
5 
6 
N.E. Inspite of)are introduced in the books of the first and second 
An for )cecondary clasocs. . 
I 
II. CONTRASTIVE STUDY AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
Since not all the prepositions listed above combine with other 
parts of speech to form the class of idioms under consideration, we 
need not include them all in the contrastive study that l'Iill follow 
presently. A count of more than 300 of such idioms that occur in 
tho students' books up to the end of the second secondar,y year shows 
that some prepositions are far more commonly employed in "preposi-
tional idioms" than others - and it is these that ''Ie vrill concentrate 
on. 
1. ~: 
In the students' books this proposition is presented basically 
as t'spatial/directional" indicating tho "source" of the action (see 
tabie above). (The temporal use occurs occasionally in reading 
extracts, but is not taught or emphasized as such.) 
The Arabic preposition VJh:ich has the same basic meaning is 
"min"; e.g. £.a.babtu mina-l ... bayti ilo.-l-madrasah (= I went ~ the 
house to the school). Tho same word is used with the basic temporal 
moaning; e.g. Sumtu mina-S-Saba:Hi ila-l-masa:? (= I fasted ~ 
morning till dusk). 
This is straightforward enough. But tho fact which will be 
illustrated from Arabic in some detail here (and which will be con-
fined to this preposition only) is that, like many others, tlns 
Arabic preposition, i.e. !!E:!l, has several other meanings \'lhich do 
not correspond to those of the English preposi tion ~. "Te vlill 
limit our discussion further by mentioning only those meanings that 
are still in common use both in modern standard and colloquial Arabic; 
(a) "min tt can indicate the meaning "some of", e • g. min-hum man 
-
anjaza wa1adahu (lit: ~ them who has fulfilled his promise, i .. e. 
some of them have fulfilled ~heir promises) .. 
(b) It Ina¥ also indicate the meaning "origin" or "genus"; e.g. 
'indi: asa:wiru min dhahab (lit: with me (are) bracelets f!2m gold, 
i. e. made .2! gold). 
(" 
(c) Another meaning is "contrast", e.g. ayna-l-ja:hilu ~l-
I~.~liml(lit: "There is the ignorant from the learned! i.e. you co.nnot 
compare the ignorant iQ. the learned man). 
(d) Another meaning is spatial/directional, but refers to the 
"goal" rather than the "sourced of the action (i.e. just the opposite 
of the basic meaning given above) e. g. danawtu !!EE.-hu (lit: I come 
near .f!2E. him, i.e. I came near 12. him. 
(e) Another meaning is "separation, division", e.g. laraftu-l-
Haqq13. mina-l-ba:Til (lit: I kriew the right .f!2E. the wrong, i.e. ! 
could distinguish between right and wrong). 
(f) The last meaning to be mentioned here that is still in 
common use is "substitution",. e.g. atarDa: !E:!l: al-'ttyfhi-r-ra@rl.:di 
bi-1aybhi-l-baha:?im? (lit.: Do you accept ~ a decent life the 
life of animals?, i.e. Do you choose to lead an animal life instead 
.2! a decent one?). 
It is hoped that this single illustration has shown quite clearly 
how often the wrong English prej?osi tion may be used if thought of 
against an Arabic linguistic background. 
The basic meaning of this preposition presented to the students 
is the "spatia.l/directional-goal" meaning. The Arabic equivalent to 
it in this basic meaning is "ila:" which has the same dimension, and 
can also, like the Er~lish preposition, embrace the temporal relation; 
e.g. &.ahabtu !1fr-l-madi:nah (= I went ~ the town); Sumtu mina-S-
Saba:Hi '.!!!-l-masa:? (= I fasted from the mOrning!Q. the evening). 
It is to be noticed, however, that in the second example 
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both Engllsh and Arabic can employ another preposition or particle, 
(Engllsh: till or until, and Arabic: Hatta:). l3ut this fact does not 
change the picture. 
3. l!!. 
(a) The basic spatial/locativQ meaning of "in" corresponds to 
toot of the Ju::abic "fi:", e. g. ru.-waladu .!1.-1-madrasah (== the boy is 
!U. (at) school). Arabic "bi" can also be employed to express this 
meaning. 
(b) The temporal,/locative meaning of the English Preposition as 
in "l!!. January, in the year 900 A.D.11 may also correspond to that of 
the Arabic "fi:l1; e.g. wuUda.£!.:. ~i yana:yir (. He was born in 
January). :But Arabic can dispense with the preposi tion altogether 
and employ the noun "sa.nah." adverbially as "sonata", meaning: in the 
year;, e.g. wulida sanata tislimi~ah (a He was born in the year 900). 
This also applies to such phrases as "in the moJ:ning, evening, etc." 
(c) vlhen the English "in" is used in the temporal/directional 
sense in such expressions as; "I'll finish.!n. three minutes"~ Arabic 
does not employ ,the preposition "fi:" as in the previous examples, 
but normally uses other prepositions such as: khila.:la (=during) or 
ba'dA (= after) which help to make the meaning more eX},'llicit'; e.g. 
sa.?antahi: min lamali: l6u.la.:la (or batdA) daqi:qatayn (lit.: I'll 
finish r!I'J work during (or after) two minutes). 
4. 2!l 
(a) Arabic "'ala.:" corresponds to this preposition in its 
spatialj1oca.tive meaning; e.g. al. ldta: bu 'ala-T-Ta:wilah (== The 
book is En. the ta.ble). 
(b) Arabic n, ala: t1, on the other hand, does not have the tempora] 
locative sense of the English "on". in such phrases as "on MondAy". 
Such phra.ses do not require a preposition in Ara.bic which employs' the 
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the noun "yawma" adverbially to mean: in the day; e.g. sa-uqa:biluka 
yawma-l-khami: s (= I shall meet you .2!l Thursday). 
(c) The English sense "about" in such sentences as "This book 
is ~ literature" is not rendered by the Arabic "'ala:" but by the 
preposi tion "!i:" that \vas equalized earlier above with the English 
"in". Thus the above sentence would be in Arabic: ha:dha-l-kita:bu 
g-l-adab (lit.: This book is in literature} 
(a) This preposition in its spatial/locative ~ense equals the 
Arabic adverbia.l "qurb" (= near) or "bi-ja:nib" (a phrase meaning: 
at the side /of/) e.g. I am standing by the table (= ana: wa:qifun 
qurba T-Ta:wilnh). "bi" may also be used after verbs of motion, e.g. 
I passed & the boy (.Arabic: marartu bi-l-\valad).l Here, however, 
-
the preposition in both lan~~nges has a directional rather than 0. 
locative sense. 
(b) The "temporal/directional-goal" sense of "by" in such 
phrases as "by si:::: o'clock" has no one exact Arabic equivalent. It 
is expressed in one of three ways: by "qabla" (= before); by "Hawl:uli:" 
(= about) or by the Arabic adverbial noun "sa:
'
ata" (= at the 
hOur). Thus the English phrase "by 6 0' clock" would be rendered in 
Arabic by: 
i. gabla-s-sa: l ati-s-sa:disah (= before ••• ) 
ii. Hawa:li-s-sa:'ati-s-sa:disah (= about ••• ) 
iii. • •• as-sa:'ata-s-sa:disah (= ~ the hour , •• ) 
(c) The agentive use of "by" poses 0. special problem. Arabic 
1 Raja Nasr, The Ten.ching of English to Arab Students, (London: 
Longmans, 1963), p. 93. 
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gt'amI::larS treat the passive form of the verb iD. Morphology (Ar. Sarf) 
under "Verb Inflection" (Ar. taSri:f al fill). Very little is said 
about it in Syntax. From the bits a.'>ld pieces that could be collected 
from several Arabic grammar books, we have beEm able to deduce the 
following: firstly, the "passive concept" is expressed in .Arabic 
by means of several other forms of the verb besides the passive. 
There are also several~round-about syntactic structures that can lead 
0:~~ , 
to the concept.- Secondly, the passive concept 1s resorted to where 
there is no interest whatsoever in the agent or when this is too well-
known to deserve mentioning or when the emphasis is either on the 
action itself or on the recipient of the action. (In fact the Arabic 
term for this concept, i.e. majhu:l, means "unknown".) In all such 
cases there seems to be no reason why the agent should be mentioned. 
:Bulos sums up the Arab grammarians' attitude in the following words: 
"The majhu:l form is that form where the agent is not only unknown, 
but should not be revealed, even though it might be Imown".l Conse-
quently, no particular syntactic structure has been devised for 
indicating the agent in passive sentences. This may explain the 
absence in Classical ~\rabic of an equivalent to the English phrase 
~o "'" <1.O:'o/\.\( ? "by somebody" or "by something". This, however, may be a hasty 
generalization that needs further investigation, but it seems to offer 
a rather reasonable explanation. p~ .. L',"Q.;\"~' ! ~'. ~~r_r 7' 
Mt .... ~o-y"i . 
The current common phrase "min qibal" (lit.: from the direction 
of) used as an equivalent to the English "by" seems to have been 
resorted to simply to fill this gap. The meaning given above is the 
original (i.e. Classical) sense.2 Eut the fact that one other meaning 
1 .\£i£ Dulos, The Arabic Triliteral Verh, (Eeirut: Khayats 1965), p. 31 
2 LOUise Ma'alouf, J\l}tu1jid fi-l-lughah (Beirut: Catholic 'Press, 19th 
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of "qibal" is "power or abili ty" has helped modern writers of Arabic 
to give another interpretation of the phrase "min qibal" as "on the 
part of, by,,).l 
6. Into,and,Out of 
These compound prepositions are usually rendered in Arabic by 
compounds of the type "prep + .Adv" meaning "to the inside of" (Arabic: 
ila: da:llil) and "from the inside of" or "to the outside ofu (Arabic: 
min dzl.:ful and i1a: k£a:rij, respectively). But quite often only the 
Arabic equivalents of the English prepositions Uto":&"fromU are used 
(Arabic: ~: and~, respectively). The directional sense of the 
EngliSh preposition is in the latter case included in that of the dynamic 
Ara.biG'verb used; e.g. He went inside the house -Arabic: d.akhala ila-l-
bayt (lit.: He entered.±Q. the house). Also: He took the bucket ~ 
of the house =,Arabic: alChraja-l-da1wa mina-1-bayt (lit.: He took out 
the bucket from the house). 
7. ~ 
In tho spatial/lccative sense, this would correspond to the 
Arabic "fawqa"; e.g. The lamp is .2.!£!: my head = Arabic: a1 miSba:Hu 
fawga ra?si:. 
8. .At 
This is another big problem to Arabic-speaking students. 
(a) "1hen it has the spatial/locative sense of lIin", it can be 
rendered by several Arabic prepositions; e.g. 
~ the post-office = !!: maktabi-l-bo.:ri: d 
& the comer of the street = I~: na:Siyati-~-s'fu.:ri' 
!1 the doctor IS + I inda-T-Tabi: b 
(b) The temporal/locative sense as in "at 6 o'clock" does not 
1 Han( s Wehr (J. M. Cmla.Il ed.), A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic 
''liesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 2nd :pr., 1966), p. 140. 
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have an Arabic equivalent; in fact, as mentioned earlier, Arabic 
does not employ a preposition at all for this purpose. Instead, 
it makes use of the adverbial noun "sa: lata" meaning: at the hour. 
:But the Arabic adverbial:"'inda"can be used in such expressions as 
". "~sunset" =I~l-ghuru:b. 
9. After and Before 
Both, as used in the students I books in the temporal/directional 
sense, almost have a one-to-one correspondence to the Arabic adver-
bials: ba' d and qable 
(In the spatial sense, hm·rever, mew..ing "behind, and, in front of" 
two other Arabic advcrbia1s are employed, namely: khalf and ama;m, 
respectively. ) 
10. For 
(e.) For the "temporal/directional-path" sense as in "for three 
days", modern Arabic employs a phrase "li muddati" (lit.: to the 
period of, i.e. for a period of) or dispenses with prepositions a1to-
gether and employs the phrase "three days" adverbially; e.g. I 
stayed there.f2!. three days - Arabic: maka-lhtu huna:ka fua1a:t'hata 
ayya:m. 
(b) But when "for" indicates the other relation (see Table), 
as in the sentence "This book is !2! you" when offering a book to 
somebody, the Arabic equivalent would be "la" or "li" which is 
normally used to express "possession" (but has several other meanings), 
e.g. "I have a book" would be the Arabic: li: Kita:b (lit.: for me 
(there is) a book). Thus "This book is f2!: you" would be Itha:dha-l-
kita:bu la-ka" in Arabic. 
11. .Q! 
. (a) The possessive use of this preposition is rendered in 
Arabic by the inflectional medium of "al iDa:fah" (= the genitive) 
~dthout need for a preposition; e.g. ba:bu-l-bayt = the door ££ the 
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house. Colloquial Arabic, however, employs several words in 
several different dialects to express this relationship, such as: 
taba', bita:', rhait, Hag and ma:! (the last two used in Kuwait). 
(b) In the sense of "origin" or "genus" Arabic employs "min" 
(= from); e.g. made .Q£ wood = maSnu:' ~l-Iilia£ab. 
12. ~ 
(a) In its instrumental use, this preposition has an equiva-
lent in the Arabic "bi"; e.g. I opened the door .!:!ilh the key = 
fataHtu-l-ba:ba £i-!-mifta:H. 
(b) \ih.en it is used attributively, Arabic employs the Adjectival/ 
Noun "dhu:" (for Masculine) and "dha:t" (for Feminine) meaning "having" 
1"\ ~ 
or "in possession of'''; e.g. The boy ~ red hair = al waladu ~-sh-
s'ha I ri-l-a.Hma.r. 
13. About, Over. Under 
Meaning, "apprOximately, more than and less than" respectively 
are rendered by the Arabic adverbials "Hawa:li:/taqri:ban"; and the 
phrases "akt'har min" and "aqall min" respectively. 
Let us now summarize what we have done so far and draw up a 
table of' the English prepositions treated above, contrasted with 
Arabic, and try to establish the Arabic preposition (or adverb/phrase, 
etc.) that the students would closely associate with each on the 
grounds of the basic meaning presented to them. 
TABLE XV 
Eng. Prepos. Basic Hea.ning/s 
from spatial und temporal 
to spatial and temporal 
till, until 
in 
on 
spatial and temporal 
~a. spatial 
tb. temporal 
~a. spatial 
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Arabic Equivalent 
min 
ila: 
ila:, Ratto.: 
fi:, (bi) 
fi:, (-) 
'ala: 
tb. = about (literat~e,otc) fi: 
about 
by 
into 
out of 
over 
at 
after 
before 
for 
of 
under 
~a. = concerning 
~b. = approximately 
~a. spatial 
~bo agcntive 
spatial 
spatial 
~a. spatial 
tbo = more than 
~a. 
tbo 
spatial 
temporal 
temporal 
temporo."l 
~o.. tempora.l 
~b. possession 
t· 
(b. 
~a. 
{b. 
~a. 
{b. 
possessive 
origin, genus 
instrumental 
attributively 
spatial 
= less than 
fi:, 'ann 
Hawe:li: 
qurba, (bi) 
(min qibal) 
ila: da:~l, (ila:) 
min da:khl.l, (min) 
f:lwq 
akt'har min 
fi:, 'ala:, ~da 
'inda, -
ba'da 
qabla 
li-muddati 
la, li 
---/equivalents only in 
colloquial 
min 
bi 
£u:jdho.:t 
toUt 
aqall min 
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Let us now try to a~ply the results of our contrastive analysis 
to a few instances of "Prepositional Idioms". "Te will take a few 
examples from Arabic and try to envisage what influence they would 
have on the English ~arallel idioms. In the choice of the ~re~osi-
tions we \,lill dra'\'l upon those in the summary above. 
.Arabic Idiom 
qari:b min 
fi: Tari:qihi: ilayna: 
bi-l-qiTa:r 
linticipated English Rendering 
* near (or: next) from 
* i!!. his way to us 
* with (the train) 
"1 
masru:r ~ * pleased from 
yaDHaku I ala: * laugh on 
. ~tJ 'tY t.J "" __ -,..-", :\e~ ~V" 
",... W _"C" 1.-', o.~ ~/ 
';tV , ,,' ..... v~ 
..,..,. • V' I). , /~ ~. ~ ,JV".- ~W\ 
Other examples where confusion is not a~t to take place are those 
idioms in wl1ich the English preposition normally used with the verb, 
adjective, etc. ha~pens to correspond to tho Arabic one that the 
students normally associate t'li th the ~articular part of speech; e.g. 
Arabic English 
yastalifu ~ borrow ~ 
muna:sib li suitable for 
yamna IU.. m!n. prevent ••• from 
a.l fa.rqu ~ ••• the difference between • •• 
f\ 1'1 
fi-IlH-DHoJ.o.:m 1!!. the da.rk 
It must be admitted, though, that in looking for examples of the latter 
type we found great difficulty in finding a few among the more than two 
lrundred that occur in the first four books of the English course. 
The mere fact that such a number of highly frequent idioms occur 
in the first elementary books of the course (and they increase con-
siderably in later books) is strong eVidence of the importance of this 
field in which students normally find great difficulty. 
Let us now proceed to find the empirical evidence necessary for 
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the vo.1idation of our hypothesis. For this purpose we will have a 
look at the special test and try to analyze and inte~ret its 
results. 
III. EMPffiICAL VALIDATION - VOCAIlULARY TEST NO.2 
1. Construction 
Vocabulary Test No. 2 (see Appendix XVIII) is of the objective, 
multiple-choice type and is made up of ten items. The student has 
to underline one out of the four choices. 
In each i tern of this test, besides the correct choice (under-
lined on the test paper in the Appendix), the three .others have been 
inserted on the grounds that at least one of them would be selected 
by a considerable number of the student sample under the influence 
of Arabic. 
2. Administration 
This test was given in eight secondary schools in Kuwait (four 
of them the srune as and four different from those where Test No. 1 
was administered). The somp1e was made up of 192 students constituting 
four boysl and four girlsl classes of second formers, as shOvnl below. 
Students I Sample 
Eoysl Schools Girls I Schools 
Group A 28 st. Group E 28 st. 
Group C 19 st. Group D 21 st. 
Group E 27 st. Group F 21 st. 
Group G 26 st. Group H 22 st. 
Total 100 st. + 92 st. = 192 
3. Anticipated Mistakes 
The mistakes anticipated on the basis of the contrastive analysis 
carried out and summarized in Table x:v above are shown below:-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Anticipated Mistake 
* angry f!:2!a 
* arrived to 
* come &ih (train) 
• )Eo complain ~ 
* is composed ~ 
* .... doubt .in. 
* full ~ 
* guilty mh 
* live ~ 
* proud ~ 
Arabic 
@1a: Di b .!!1!:n. 
waSa1tlo .!!!.: 
ja:?a bi-(l-qiTa:r) 
"hku . yas :!!!:!:!!. 
yata'?al1afu..!!E:n 
• • •• 8:ak:kun fi: 
mali:?un :Qi 
mudhru.b 1&- tuhmati 
ya Ii: ~ !!!!!l. 
fa.Rhu:run II 
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•••• 
4. Classification and Analysis of Results 
Appendix XIX shows the total anS\Y'ers to each option in every 
item on the test as well as the number of the correct answers and 
their percentage to all the answers. 
Table XVI belolY' gives a summary or the results in the form 
of a dichotomy. In the columns on the left-hand side are shown 
the numbers of the correct scores and their percent~es to the total. 
In the columns on the right appear the wrong choices which attracted 
the largest number or students to select them. 
Analysis of the results reveals the fo110wing:-
a. The average achievement on the whole test is a low 40%. 
b. On seven out of ~ items the students have done very badly, 
their choice of the correct answer being in all cases but one 
3~ or belo'\-, - a very significant rate of achievement as far 
as this study is concerned. 
On item No. 10 the students seem to be almost equally divided. 
c. On items 1, 3 and 7 - contrary to expectations, the percentages 
o£ correct anSl'mrs "rere 66:, 92: and 81: reopectively. 
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TABLE XVI 
Vocabular,y Test No. 2 
Table of Correct Scores and Highest 'frong Scores 
No. of students: 192. 
No. of Correct Answer Wrong Answer \'1i th Highest Score 
item 
Option Score Av.cjo Option 
1 c 126 §.§fi a 
2 a 34 18% b 
3 b 116 ~ a 
4 a 32 11% d 
5 c 31 16% a 
6 c 30 16% a 
7 d 156 ~ b 
8 c 58 30% b 
9 b 38 2afo a 
10 b 84 46% d 
Total 165 
Average Achievement on the "/hole Test== 
765 x 100 = c. 40.% 
192 x 10 
Score Av.'/o 
42 22% 
104 24% 
10 5% 
108 2§% 
106 
.22% 
124 .§2% 
18 9% 
82 ~ 
114 §Sffi 
90 £110 
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5. Interpretation 
The low overall achievement on the whole test as well as the low 
scores attained on the majority of the individual items indicate the 
difficulty of the field. 
The three i teme on which the scores were high, (1. e. angry wi th, 
come by train, etc., and full of) are very common phrases that occur 
very frequently in the students' books and are no doubt constantly used 
by the teacher~. 110reover, it would have been very strange indeed if 
the students had missed all the items; it \.;ould have meant that they 
have not been learning English at all. 
The figures that show the percentages of the wrong items are 
most significant as far as our hypothesis about Arabic interference 
is concerned. The following table shows the mistakes made, their 
per cent ratio to the totals, as well as whether these mistal{es 
correspond or not to what \'1e predicted above. 
TABLE XVII 
liTo. of vTrong Ans\'ler Given Percentage of As Anticipated 
item Choice Preposition \-Irong score Same/Different 
1 a from 22% same 
2 b to 54% same 
3 a with 5% same 
4 d from 56% same 
5 0. from 55% same 
6 a in 6510 same 
7 a with 9% same 
8 b with 82% same 
9 a from 600tb same 
10 d with 47% satle 
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Thus is it quite evident that even when the percentage of mistakes 
has been very low (as in items 1 t 3 and 9) the ''lrong choice was 
what we predicted the otudents would oalect under the influence of 
Arabic. 
6. Conclusion 
The results of the test support our theoretical study by 
strongly validating our hypothesis about Arabic lllterference in 
this area. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
LEXICAL STUDIES - 4 
"'ORD 11E.AlIDm 
I. DfrRODUCTION 
The discussion, which has been so far conducted more or 
less on the "form" of lexical items (though, as we have seen, 
form and meaning intermingle to constitute one whole) must 
have given a strong impression of how complex the field is. 
This complexity is, however, dwarfed by that connected with 
the meaning of the lexis in any language. 
Language is a. system of symbols, the most complex and 
abstract of all symbolic systems, unique to and characteristic 
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of homo sapiens. The significance of the symbols is, therefore, 
the most important information about la.ngu.a.ge. ''Meaning is 
what language is all about, (and) when we study meaning, we 
are looking at the very heart of lallguage"l; all the other 
aspects of lenguage seem to be peripher~. 
NeVertheless, tlma.ny- of the more influential books on 
linguistics that have appeared in the last thirty years", 
says Lyons, "devote little or no attention to sema.ntics,,2, 
i. e. to the study of meaning. 
1 T. Pyles and J. Algeo, 1ish: An. Introduction to Lan 
(N.Y.: Harco~t, Brace & \olor1d, Inc., 1970, p. l8~. 
2 J. Lyons, Introduction, p. 400 
e 
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This would have sounded very odd indeed to the Greek, 
Arab, }tedievo.1 and Traditional grrumnarians. From the earliest 
times, grammarians have in fact been ~ interested in the 
meaning of words (and combinations of words) than in their 
syntactic functions. Only \,li tness the innumerable dictionaries 
produced in all languages spoken allover the world. 
But the problem with all ancient and traditional studies 
of meaning is that they were steeped in the philosophical and 
psychological controversy about the relationship between the 
"thing" and the "word" that signifies it - according to them -
by virtue of the "concept" associated with the form of the 
word in the minds of the speakers of the language. "The 
concept, looked at from this point of view, was the 'meaning I 
of the word (its significatio).nl The controversy turned 
round whether this relationship was 'natural I or Iconventional!. 
(At least one Arab grammarian must have spent a lifetime in 
. 2 
his attempt to prove that such relationship was natural.) 
This controversy led nowhere in the study of meaning. In fact 
manY today agree with Halliday that "the view that somehow 
!9.E!!. and meaning were distinct entities 'Was far too long 
allowed to obstruct our understanding of the nature of 
1enguage.n3 
1 ibid, p. 404. 
2 Abu-l-Fath Othman Ibn Jinni, Al-Khasa?is, 3 vols., (Cairo: 
Dar al-Kutub Press, 1952) 
3 Halliday, McIntosh and Strevens, op.cit., p. 40. 
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This relationship between .f2E!! and meaning has been in modern 
times represented by the now familiar triangle which distinguishes 
three elements: the referent (i.e. the thing, object, etc.), the 
concept (i.e. the meaning) and the form (i.e. the word). 
figure 1 below). 
Thought or Reference 
Symbol- - - - - - - Referent 
Figure 1 
This triangle indicates that "symbol (i.e, the form of the word) 
and rGferent •••• are not connected directly •••• but indirectly 
round the two sides of the triangle, ,,1 i.e. through the mediating 
conceptual mea.ning associated with each independently. "The diagram 
makes clear the important point that in traditional gra.mma.r the -\vord 
re~ ts ~rom the combination of a. particular form with a particular 
2 
meaning. " 
Tlms we see that traditional semantics makes the existence of' 
concepts basic to the whole theoreticai framework, and on that basis 
vocabulary was classified in terms of synonymy, homonymy, polysemy 
(i.e. multiple meaning) and antonymy. Against the same theoretical 
background attempts have been made to ooosuro mo~. 3 
But '-the gxeat stumbling block in referential theories of meaning, tt as 
1 C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., lOth ed., 1969), pp. 11 - 12. 
2 ~ons, Introduction. p. 405. 
3 C. Osgood, G. SUci and F. Tannenbaum, The Measurement of Meaning, 
(Urbana.: University of Illinois Press, 1957). 
• 
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Ullmann puts it, "has always been that they had to operate with 
. 1 
subjective and intangible mental processes" and, therefore, encou-
r~d introspection in the investigation of meaning, a criterion 
unacceptable to present-day linguists. 
This approach to the study of meaning has been rejected in 
modern times, with the emergence of structural linguistics under 
the influence of De Saussure2 and Bloomfield. 3 Unfortunately, the 
behaviorists' mech~stic definition of the meaning of a word (or 
rather. of the linguistiC form) as "the situation in which the 
speaker titters it and the response which it calls forth in the 
hearer,,,4 proved no more helpful than the former mentalistic point 
of view. 
, . 
There seems to be no need to go further into the different 
points of view a.bout meaning that appeared during the present 
century. 5 It is BUf'ficient to state here that the status of sema.n~ 
tics is growing in bnportance, but that it has not yet been possible 
to tum it into an empirical science owirig to the very great com-
, 
plenty of vocabulary on the one hand, and its very strong 
relationship with grwmnar on the other. The cultural bac~ound of 
vocabulary (discussed earlier) also adds. to the difficulty. 
The attempts recently made at the study of meaning take into 
consideration the shortcomings of traditional semantics and at the 
1 S(' Ullmann, Semantics, An Introduction to the Science of Meaning, 
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1970), p. 70. 
2 F. de Saussure t Course in General Linguistics, (N.y.: McGraw Hill Book Co" 1966), 
3 ~bi!loom.tield, Lanauage, (London: Allen & Unwin, 1969),' 
4 F ' l>. 139. 
5 ~r ~ comprehensive treatment of previous work on semantics ~l' ,_'_ Ullmann, The Principles or Semantics, (Oxford: Ba.sil' ao~well, 2nd edt 1967). 
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same time try to avoid the psychological and philosophical issues 
related to the subject. It is now almost generally accepted that 
"the position that should be maintained by the linguist is one that 
is neutral to mentalism and mechanism; a position that.is con-
. 1 
sistent with both and implies neither, 11 or as Ullmann puts it: 
"The exact psychological nature of meaning is of no outstanding 
importance to the linguist; he is more interested in the infor-
mation which a word actually conveys to the ord.in.a.ry speaker. 112 
In tradit1onaJ. semantics the following facts were not given 
full recognition, namely: 
(a) the diversity of the ~s in which in practice the meanings 
of words are stated (e.g. operational, ostensive, formal definitions; 
or definition by context, by synonym or by example);3 
(b) the circularity of vocabulary (Le. that "there is no one 
point ••• ~ from which you can start end. from which you can derive 
the meaning of the rest ii );4 and 
(c) the relevance of hcontext'", 
The importance of context was brought to the foreground by 
,-Ii ttgenstein I s famous and influen tiaJ. slogan, "Don I t look for the 
meaning of a word; look for its u~e.,,5 This also diverted the 
attention of semanticists from the traditional tendency to define 
meaning in terms of "signification". 
Let us, then, start with a modern definition of meaning and 
see how it conforms with the modern approaches to the studY of 
1 Lyons, Introduction, p. 408. 
2 Ull.m.ann, Semantics, p. 61. 
3 Pyles/Algeo, OPe cit., p. 210. 
4 Lyons, Introduction, p. 410. 
5 L. Wittgenstein, Philosophica.l Investigations, (Oxford; Blackwell, 
& N.Y.: Macmillan, 1953), reproduced in: Lyons, Introduction, p. 410. 
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meaning. "The meaning of a word is its relation to other features 
of the verbal and situational context in which it occurs."l The 
verbal context is the place a word occupies relative to other words, 
whereas the situational context is its use relative to the world of 
things and people. The latter includes: (a) the spatio-temporal 
si tuation in which the 'vord occurs, and (b) "the tacit acceptance 
of the speaker and hearer of all the relevant conventions, beliefs 
and pre suppo si tions taken for granted by the members of the speech 
2 
communi ty to which the speaker and hearer belong." In other words, 
the large context includes other bits of language, the persons talking, 
the place, time and other circumstances of talking as "lell as the 
things talked about. But, in order to make the study of meaning 
practical, certain relationships have to be focussed on. These 
relationShips may be called the dimenSions of meaning which,. Pyles/ 
Algeo suggest, may be stated as follows: 
(a) The reference of the word (called "sense" by them): which is 
the relation between language and things in the non-linguistic world. 
(b) The sense of the word (called "association" by them): which is 
the relation the word has with other words in the various lexical 
contexts in which it occurs. 
(c) The grammatical function of the word, i.e. its part of speech, 
and the way it relates to Structure. 
(d) The scope of the word, which includes any special limitations 
on its use. 3 
Different linguists have focussed on different dimensions. 
Those who emphasized the reference of the word, dealt with certain 
1 Pyles/Algeo, op.cit., p. 186. 
2 L,yons, Introduction, p. 413. 
; PyleS/Algeo, op.cit., p. 196. 
.-
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semantic fields, and divided meaning into its semantic features or 
components, (hence the term "componential analysis"). This approach 
has produced several valuable works especially in "closed systems" 
such as colour and kinship terms, but also in other fields. This 
is also the approach adopted by Chomsky and other Transformationslists 
such as Katz and Jacobson and by others such as Hjelmslev.1 This 
approach assumes that the concept of reference is essential to the 
construction of any satisfactory theory of semantics •. : It also assumes 
that "semantic components are language -independent or universal tl , 
i.e. that "semantic components might be combined in various ways in 
different languages {and thus yield "senses" or concepts unique to 
particular languages, but (that) they would themselves be identi-
fiab1e as the same components in the analysis of the vocabularies of 
all 1angu.ages,,2 - (a philosophical and linguistic speculation since 
the seventeenth century). 
The componential approach to semantics has a long history in 
linguistiCS, logic and philosophy. It Wlderlies the method of 
hie~hical definition in most dictionaries, dividing the genus into 
species and species into sub-species, etc. It also underlies such 
daring attempt to deal with a whole language as Rc:get1s Thesaurus. 
It is not our intention to go into a detailed criticism or 
evaluation of this approach. Lyons sums up his arguemcnt1 by; flouing 
that the universality of semantic components has not been p£oved yet, 
nor is there yet an adequate theory of grammar which, he believes, is 
primary to the formation of an adequate semantic theory.3 Bolinger 
1 cf. Lyons, Introduction, p. 489 (notes on ch. 10.5) for works on 
"componential analysis"; 
cf •. also: M. Bierwisch, "SCIIk1.tltics" in J. Lyons, New Horizons, 
. Pp. 166 - 184. 
2 Lyons, Introduction, p. 473. 
3 Lyons, Introduction, p. 473. 
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also doubts "whether such treatment (i.e. componential analysis) 
could be ever exte.'"lded very fax beyond the sphere of ma:nmade 
things ,,1 •••• 
On the other hand, those linguists who emphasized the second 
of the dimensions mentioned above, namely: "sense" have adopted what 
:Bolinger calls the "distributional de£ini tion of moaningn, i. e. that 
meaning is to be expressed in terms of "collocations", or the intra-
lingual relations contracted by linguisticunits.2 
Those linguists assume that at least some vocabulary ~tems 
fali illto lexical. systems and that the semantic structure of these 
systems is to be described in terms of the sense-relations ho~ding 
between lexical items. These sense-relations ~ be divided into: 
(a) paxadigmatic relations, such as those holding between "husband" 
and "wife"; "good" and ''ba.d''; ''knock'', "bang",.htap" and,"rap"; 
~here all the members of the sets of semantically-related terms can 
occur in the same conteXt, and, (b) syntagmat1d relations, such as 
those that hold between ''blond" and ''hair''; ''bark'' and "dog", "kick" 
and nfoot".3 
Against such a theoretical framework "structuraJ!' semanticists 
proceed to explain the various relations holding between lexical 
items, such as: synorryr:JrJ', antonymy, ~o:nymy, application, 
incompatibility, polysemy, etc. In fact, it can be sarely stated 
that, according to them, "the meaning of the word is a potential", 
as :Bolinger says, "like that of a dollax bill before it is involved 
in a tranaaction. n4 :Bolinger, however, criticises this approach on 
-
1 D. Bolinger, Asp()ots of Lap,suage, (N. Y., Harcourt, :Brace & 
World Ino't'~96e), p. 227. 
2 ibid" P.246,' 
3 Lfona, ~troduction, P. 428. 
4. :Bolinger, oP.cit., p. 219. 
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the ground of circularity and thinks that "at some point it is 
necessary to break out of the circle, to get a foothold outside 
langu.age":t He seems to suggest, quite rightly we think, that both 
approaches: componential and structural analyses of meaning, should 
be combined, as r.as actually been very recently attempted by Leech 
in his description of certain aspects of English.1 
Next in the dimensions mentioned above comes "grammatical 
meaning". The difference between this and lexical mee.ning can best 
be expressed in terms of paradigmatic opposition within "closed" 
and "open sets", as done by Halliday. In grammar, he says, "we 
face a choice among a very small number of possibilities in a closed 
system", whereas in lexis, "we are choosing from a very large number 
of possibilities." He suggests that "language ••• does not draw a 
clear distinction between grammar and lexis", that "we need both a 
grammar and a dictionary to describe the form of a language", and 
that ".!2!:m is part of meaning, not opposed to it", and that "both 
grammar and dictionary are concerned with meaning". 2 Lyons concludes 
from his discussion of the subject that "in the present state of 
syntactic theory, the distinction between grammatical and lexical 
items is somewhat indeterminate" and adds that "the main point that 
must be made here is that there seems to be no essential difference 
between the kind of meaning associated with lexical items and the 
kind of meaning associated with grammatical items in those cases 
where the distinction between these two classes of deep-structure 
elements can be drawn. The notions of sense and reference are 
applicable to both. II ' 
And so we seem to find ourselves where we started hundreds of 
1 G.~. ~eech, op.cit. 
2 Halliday et al, op.cit., pp. 21 - 23. 
3 Lyons, Introduction, p. 438. 
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years ago as far as the description of language is concerned - that 
such description has to be carried out in terms of lo.nguage as an 
integral whole including ~ and meaning, or even on the basis 
that the syntactic structure of a language is very highly deter-
mined by its semantic st:ructure. In fact the "emphasis is now on 
the description of language activity as part of the whole complex 
of events which, together with the participants and relevant objects, 
make up actual situations. ,,1 There is a tremendous difference, 
however, between the traditional and the modern approach, in the 
criteria employed. These criteria have now to be formal and very 
rigorous - first describing the linguistic word-class from within 
the language, and then, after stating all its formal properties, 
saying what we can about the contextual moaning of this class. 2 
Not much progress, hO"lever, has been achieved in this field 
for several reasons, including the main fact that the "contextual 
level of language •••• is more difficult to describe rigorously 
and usefully than the formal levels.,,3 
II. PROCEDURE Ai'll) TERMINOLOGY 
\Ie have gone to such lengths in exposing the state of semantics 
at present in order to show ho\v wide and comploX" the fitJ.d is, how 
controversial the main issues arc, and how little reliable work has 
been accomplished in it on which ''ie can depend for further study. 
However, what we intend to do here is to take a few very common 
English lexical items (that seem to belong to one semantic field, or 
at least to have something in common) and attempt to ca:r:ry out some 
rather elementary study of' them. Then we may ~ave to compare and 
contra.st them with their Arabic parallels in an attempt 
1 Hallida~r et 0.1, op c{t p 39 " . .... ., . . 2 ibid, p. 39. 
3 ibid, p. 39. 
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to discover and predict certain areas of difficulty and find the 
causes thereof. In our study we will need to use a few basic terms 
which it is advisable to clarify before proceeding any further. 
These terms are: 
( a) Synonym,y 
This term may be taken to mean loosely: "sameness of meaningll. 
If t''10 lexical items have the same meaning they are said to be 
synonyms. But the difficulty of defining meaning we have met with 
above makes it necessary to state eJ~ctly what is going to be 
meant by the term "synonymy". It must be said explicitly here 
that we are not accDpting certain linguists r point of view that in 
order for two or more lexical items to be considered synonyms they 
have to have the same meaning in overy context. "Ie will adopt the 
, 
other point of view that takes those lexical items to be synonymous 
in one context if they ha.ve the same meaning there, though they 
mz::r not be synonymous in other contexts; in other words, that "two 
(or more) items are synonymous if the sentences which result from 
the substitution of one for the other havo tho samo meaning.ul Our 
reason for adopting the latter point of view is the observable (and 
theoretical) fact that what Ullmann calls "total synonymy" is 
practically non-existent,2 thus rendering the whole relationship 
of no use to linguistic study. 
Two criteria will be employed to depict synonyms: first, a 
T-ough componential analysis, based on the hierarchical organization 
of concepts adopted in RogE2i!s Thosauruc, \'1ill be conducted. If a 
certain semantic compo~ent in the lowest rank of the hierarchy set 
up in the Thesaurus is found to be existent in the meaning of two 
1 Lyo~s, op.cit., p. 428. 
2 Ullmann, E,rinciples, p. 108. 
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or more words, we ,\'Iill assume that there is a high probability 
of synonyrJIY in that rank. Then the second criterion will be 
applied, namely, the contextual one, (context here being mostly 
verbal). The teclmique used will be that of 8UVti tution .in the 
same syntactic structure (which will normally be a sentence in 
our examples). If the items can be substituted one for the other 
.in the same sentence '\oli thout changing its meaning, we will then 
say that the items under consideration are synonymous .in that 
context. 
(b) Polysenv 
This is the term used to indicate "multiplicity of meaning" 
'\·rhich is a very common phenomenon in the vocabulary of most, if 
not all, languages. It seems quite safe to suggest that the pri. 
mary lexical items of any language referred to objects, processes 
ancl qualities .in the phyoical worlcl, and that from this very early 
beginning all sorts of abstraction proceeded. In the first place, 
even the words that we use and take to refer to specific objects, 
etc • .in the physical world, such as the word "cow", for instance, 
are themselves abstractions referring to characteristics common to 
cow 1, cow 2, cow 3, etc. Higher up the ladder of abstraction, we 
can have more abstract terms such as "live-stock", "farm assets", 
"asset", land "wealth" referring to or including the physical object 
we have in mind. l (see figure 2 below: "Ladder of Abstraction"). 
But besides this type of abstraction, there is '\'lhat may be 
called "transferencell orllshif't" of the reference of the lexical 
item from physical to non-physical entities. Many methods have been 
-.. 
~loyed by speech communities to accomplish this shift, the most 
1 S. I. lIayakawa, Language in Thought and Culture (London: Allen 
, . and Unwin Ltd., 3rd ed., 1968), p. 179. 
ABSTRACTION LADDER. 
Figure 2. 
IMAGE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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important of these being the "metaphor". Notice, for instonce, the 
use of "ladder" in such expressions as "the ladder of abstraction" 
(figure 2), "the educational ladder", e:tc., etc. 
}fureover, any dictionary arr~ed on a historical basis will 
show hall the meaning of a lexical item has developed during tho ages, 
sometimes dropping all previous meonings, at other times retaining 
one, some, or all of them. Consequently we may have a whole range 
of meanings for a great many words, that we can find in most 
dictionaries. Syncronically speaking, hmo[ever, one tends to ag.t'ee 
~ith Bolinger's general statement that the reason for multiple 
meanings "is that individual words axe only a step from morphemes, 
and like morphemes, are valences in larger combinations rather than 
entities in their own right", that, "we do not operate with individun.l 
"Tords in one-word sentences as a rule, but \dth •••• combinations", 
and that "the combinations of morphemes are simply tighter than 
those of words. III It is true that normn.lly a core of shared semantic 
components is retained, but there are cases where a word may develop 
even opposing senses and where they exist side by side; 
e.g. "She dusted the :furniture" (meoning, "she removed the dust"), and 
"She dusted the tomato plants" (meaning "she applied the dust,,).2 
The Aro.b gra.tIlI!lllrian, Ibn Jinni, wrote a very lengthy treatiso on 
Arabic words of this sort.; 
(c) Collocation 
Each lexical i tern has the tendency to keep company with certain 
other items in utterances. For instance, given the word "chair" 
1 Bolinger, op.cit., 1'. 238. 
2 ibid, p. 2;8. 
3 Abu-l-Fath Othrzan Ibn Jinni, Kitab al-Addnd, (Kuwait: Hinistry 
of Guidance and Information, 1960). 
we are more likely to have in the same utterance the items: "sit" 
or "high", or "comfortable", than, say: "drive" or "fast". "This 
tendency to co-occurrence is tho basic formal pattern into which 
lexical items enter. It is known as COLLOCATION, and an i tcm is 
said to "collocate with" another item or i tams. A lexical set is 
simply a grouping of items which have 0. similar range of collocation. 
"Chair - seat - and settee" belong to the same lexical set because 
they have a number of highly probablo collocations in common. ,,1 
(This term is not very popular with Transformationalists who 
employ, instead, the term "selectional restrictions,,2 based on the 
semantic featurosof lexical items - which term may be roughly 
considered the equivalent of what was called "Compatability" in 
7-
Tradi tional Grammar':> - but we need not go into all this here.) 
(d) Meaning 
\-/hen this term is employed in tho context of "componential 
analysis" it will normally mean "ref erenc e" as explained above. 
"!hen used to refer to the meaning of 0. word in a. certain context, 
it will normally be taken to mean "sense". \-lhen used elsewhere, 
i.e. generally, it may be referring to one or the other, or most 
probably to both. "'e do not a.spire to bEl too accurate in a field 
where accuracy has a long way to go. 
1 Hnl1iday, et 0.1, op.cit., p. 33. 
2 cf. ~ons, pp. 134 ff, :Bierwisch, pp. 173 ff and 180 £rand 
Clark, pp. 280 ff, in twons, New Horizons. 
3 ~ons, Introduction, p. 424. 
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It is important to point out at the outset that any study 
we are going to make in the field of semantics (in this very small 
part of this paper) does not aspire to be either very original, 
highly technical or very accurate (if anything can be said to be 
very accurate in this field). It is neither our intention, nor 
our purpose to indulge into a highly theoretical study of any seg-
ment of English or Arabic vocabulary. Our objective is educational 
and therefore pragmatic in na.ture. We intend to point out a few 
areas of' the vocabular,y where special dif'f'icul ties may arise for 
the learner (especially the Arabic-speaking learner) of' English as 
a foreign language. It is hoped that ocction I of tho previous 
ooopter has ShO\,lIl quite clearly how complex the lexical system of 
English (and of' any other lanauage, for that matter) is, from 
,vhich we can deduce - even without going into detailed discussions -
that one of the main causes of difficulty should be the very nc.ture 
of the English language i teelf. Reference to this complex nature 
will, however, be made in the context of our more detailed study 
of a few English lexical items on the following pages. But we \<lill 
try to concentrate more on the influence of Arabic and the inter-
ference that may occur due to that influence in the learning of 
English vocabulary. We will also lim! t ?'Ur scope of study to the 
category of verbs, since this category will constitute the last part 
of this paper. Tho relations that will be dealt with will mainly be 
those of Syn0BYml, polyscgy and-collocation. 
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Our study ,dll be conducted in two sections: 
First: We will take a few sets of some very common English verbs 
and carry out a contrastive study between them and Arabic. These 
verbs will be chosen with Arabic interference paxticularly in mind. 
In each sot the members mayor 'I!J2.y not shaxe any semantic components, 
but each of them collocates ui th other lerlcal i tams different 
from thoso with which its most nearly equivalent llXabic verb does. 
Second: Four very common verbs will bo chosen for further study, 
with the purpose of demonstrating how both the nature of English 
and Arabic interference combine to mako some of the problems very 
acute indeed. In this area a more deta.iled analysis will be con-
ducted to show whero tho double confusion is expected. In both 
sections of the study tho assumptions will also here be verified 
through special tests. 
1. The First Group of Verbs 
The verbs chosen for this section of our study axe: 
a. do, make. 
b. take, make, offer. 
c. have, is. 
d. make, take, do. 
e. got on, ride. 
f • give, make, say, throw. 
g. say, do, read. 
h. -turn on, open, light. 
i. Mve, see. 
As said before, this study is to be based on the assumption that 
collocations differ considerably from one language to another. Hare 
it will be shown that the difference between the collocations of these 
~lish verbs and those of thoir Ambic parallels is the source or 
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trouble for the Arabic-speaking student - a clear evidence (if 
proved) of Arabic interference. 
All the verbs chosen are of the high frequency category, 
and have actually been presented to the students as early as their 
intermedio.te years in school. 
Each set of verbs has been chosen solely by the criterion 
of contrast with Arabic. In certain verbal contexts (that we are 
going to create in the test) the other lexical items will attract 
an Arabic verb (that usually collocates with them) other than the 
one that is normBJ.ly taken to be equival.ent to the English. There 
will be some detailed discussion of these verbs later, but let 
us take just one set to illustrate what we mean. 
In the context: "I •••• a strange dream last night", the 
English verb that usually collocates with "dream" is "had", whereas 
the Arabic verb would be, not the normal equivalent of "had" but of 
"gaw". Consequently an Aro.b student is tempted to insert the latter 
verb in this context. The other verbs selected will be shown to 
create similar problems. 
We will, therefore, proceed to an analysis of the test, with 
the above-mentioned point in mind. 
Vocabulary Test No.3 
(a) Construction: 
Thio test (which can be s~en in Appendix XX) is of the 
objective llIUltiple-choicc type and is made up of ten items. In 
each i tom there are t,-lO, three or four choices for th~ student to 
choose -one ....... om. In n"h th bal ~~ e~ case, e ver context is given which 
necessitates the selection of one choico as the BEST. 
choices ~ 
e marked on the _test paper in the Appendix. 
The correct 
(b) ~\nalysis of the Items: 
Itenis 1 and 2 (make and dO): 
These two verbs may be the most difficult for an Arab student 
to distinguish between. Whether the more formal Arabic verbs 
"Sanala, falala and lamila" or the Kuwaiti (and almost Fan-Arab) 
colloquial ones, "I imil and samra" arc considered as equivalents 
to the English vorbs, confusion is apt to take plo.oe. The reason 
is that the English and the Arabic verbs collocate with different 
lexical i tems ~ Two of the more formal Arabic verbs (the first and 
the last above) and both the colloquial verbs may have evon the 
basic meanings of the English verbs "make" and lido. vlehr/Cowan 
give the two English verbs as equivalent to the Arabic verbs "Sana'a" 
and "I amila" whereas the third (1. o. fa I ala.) is given as equivalent 
to "do" only (meaning: to perform an activity).l The first two 
Arabic verbs (i.e. Sanala and falala) are, however, rarely used 
nowadays except with special connotions in most Arabic dialects, 
but the verb "'amila" has survived and g'd.ined in popularity and 
has attracted to its semantic field another verb (namely: sawwa) 
which both in classical and modern literary Arabic2 has tho basic 
meaning "to level, evon, flatten, etc". which it still retains in 
certain contexts. The problem, however, is not merely that the 
semantic components of the English and tho Arabic verbs overlap, 
but is complicated by the fact of different collocations as stated 
above. Thus in item No.1, for instance, the more probable choice 
for the Kuwaiti Arab studcmt would be ''make'', whereas both are 
plausible in item No.2. 
However, it is extremely difficult to expect very much 
--_.,--------------------------------------------
1 Wohr/Cownn, op.cit., pp. 526, 644 and 121. 
2 ibid, p. 445. 
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information about Arabic interference on the grounds of the con-
trastive study conducted ver,r briefly above, or to decide whether 
the interference comes from literary or colloquial Arabic. For 
this purpose we need a speciil test to cope with the innumerable 
uses of these two verbs (which limitations of space and time have 
forbidden us from doing). But interference is anticipated (in 
a.ddition, of course, in this case to the difficulty of the English 
verbs themselves), and is expected to result in confusion and 
perplex! ty • 
Item No.3: 
Hete the Arabic verb "qaddama" (meaning floffer") is the one 
that normally associates with the ~abic equivalent of "examination". 
The equivalent of "make" mentioned above, and that of "take" (Arabic: 
akhadho.) are rarely, the latter in foot never, used in this context. 
Item No.4: 
The Arabic structure equivalent to the English, "You are 
right" is "ma1ak Haqq" which literally equals, "You have right". 
Thus the verb "have" may be selected instead of "aren • 
Item No.5: 
This is a very common daily expression in which the interference 
is expected to come from colloquial Arabic. The krabic equivalents 
of "do" and "make" mentioned above are the ones that will most pro-
bably be used. 
Item No.6: 
The Aro.bic verb "rakibn" (i.e. rode) is the one that collocates p.. .-t. .. \. 
with bicycles, cars, horses(etc., and may bemlected. 
Item No.1: 
This is not 0. very common daily expression, and We ho.ve in-
serte~ the verb "threw", the equivalent of the formal Arabic "alqa: 11 
used in this context. But we lm.ve tried to guard against the 
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interference of colloquial Arabic which still employs the above 
verb, but mo;y also tempt the students to choose one or tho other 
of the two verbs "made" and "said", though the latter seoms to be 
an unlikely choice. 
Item No.8: 
Neither the Arabic eq'luvalcnt of "S:lylt (i.e. qa:la), nor 
that of "read" (i.e. qara?a) are acceptable in this context. A 
~fuslim prayer consists not only of reading certain verses from the 
Koran, but also of physical activity. The normal. Arabic verb used 
with "prayer", (namely: adda:) me:lnS "to carry out, do". Consequently 
it is likely that the verb "do" may be selected.. 
Item No.9: 
The Arabic equivalents of "opentl or "light" go with "light", 
the latter being more common both in literary Arabic (ash1ala) and 
colloquial Kuwo.i ti (shabb). Ei thor one or the other is likely to 
be Chosen. 
Item No. 10: 
The Arabic verb "ra?a:" (i.e. saw) is the verb that collocates 
with ''Hulum'' (a dream) and is the one likely to be selected. 
(c) Administration: 
This test as well as the next W:lS given to a sample of 184 
CeCOndary school students, made up of 50 second formers, 44 third 
formers (Arts Section), 44 third formers (Science Section) rold 46 
fourth formers. Al.nost half of the s:lmple were boys, the other half 
girls, spread over eight schools. 
(d) ~lassification of Rqsults; 
Table XVIII below S110,\,IS the results of the test. In column (1) 
we CQ,n Seo the number of tha item and of the several choices given in 
it; Col ( _) 
Umns 2, 3, 4 and 5 si ve the number of scores on each choice 
of.' ea h 
C item atteined by the students of the various forms. Column (6) 
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TABLE XVIII 
Voc. Test uo. 3 
S1.llIIIIlarY of Re sul t s • 
No. of students: 184 
1 i I t I t t 
-; , i I Item. Scores on all choices 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Scores by Groups Percentageo 
Iro. choice 2nd 3rd 3rd 4th 
"Trong Scores Total Correct yeo:r Arts Sc. Sc. (184) choice (50) (44) (44) (46) 
1 a 8 
.M 20 ~ 66 ~ 
- 24 - 64% b 42 30 22 118 · ....... 
2 a 12 6 10 4 32 • ••••••• 17% b 2§. 2§. 
.2i ~ 152 ~ 
3 a 18 12 10 l§. 2§. 2l:% 
- - - 34% b 20 10 22 10 62 • ••••••• • •••• 
c 12 22 12 18 64 • ••••••• 35% 
4 a 4 4 2 2 12 • ••••••• 1% b 
.12. !Q ~ ~ 172 22% 
5 a 8 12 8 14 42 • ••••••• • •••• 23% b ,2g ~ 20 ~ .2.§. ~ 10 10 16 10 46 , 25% c i" • • • • • • 
6 a ~ ,g2, .M 20 li. 1 ~~ b 18 30 26 110 I ......•. 60% 
I 7 a ]& 22 20 28 88 l.~ .... 6' 12 10 - 17% b 4 32 • •••• c 18 10 10 4 42 t •••••• • • 23% d 10 6 2 4 22 ; ........ · .... . ... 12% I 
I 8 a li §. ..§. M ,4g l:£jjo b 20 10 18 14 62 ' ....... • ••••• 34% c 14 28 20 18 80 t 43% • ••••••• 
9 a 
.?Q. ~ ,g .i4. lQ2 , 22% b 14 10 12 6 42 \ ....... 
• 23% c 16 8 10 6 40 t ••••••• • ••••• 22',t 
10 16 I 0. 28 l-i 28 86 \.41% - -
- -
-
b 22 28 30 18 98 J ••••••• 53% I Total I 
CO~ect 119 111 101 137 468 SCOl.'eo 
I----. 
% 24% 25% 23% f 30% 25.4~ '--- I 
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shows the total of scores on each choice, the correct ones under-
lined. In column(7) we can see the percentage of correct scores 
to the total number of the sample - 184. Columns. (8, 9 and 10) 
give the percentage of scores attained on the wrong choices 
arranged from the highest to the lowest. .At the bottom of the 
table appeaxsthe total of co~~ect scores for each form (and for 
the whole sample) as liell as the percentage of the achievemcmt of 
each form and of the whole sD.Illple. 
(e) Analysis and Interpretation: 
The overall achievement on this fil:st lerlccl. test is very 
lm-r (25,4%), the lowest attained on any other test given so far. 
This is so in spite of the fact, mentioned earlier, that all the 
verbs on this section have been taken from the books of the inter-
mediate (not the secondar,y) stage. This obviously indicates the 
students I inability to cope even with apparently simple lexical 
items when the difficulty emanates from .Arabic interference, if 
this proves to be the case as a consequence of our detailed analysis 
of the results •. 
Items 1 and 2: 
It is rather difficult to analyse and interpret achievement 
on these two items for the same reasons given above. In item No.1 
only 36% of the. students chose the correct verb "do", the rest 
choosing the \-/rong "made"; whereas it is the othor way round \-I1th 
item No.2: (83% and 175~). It is a guess - and probably not a very 
good one - that in item No.1, influence of the still surviving 
basic meaning of the Arabic verb "sawa:" (Le. to ma.ko level or 
smooth) might have influenced the Kuwaiti students I choice. Kuwaiti 
girls I hair is normally of the curly we that is norma.lly made 
-
rnnooth by tho hairdresser. Or it may be - and this seems even a. 
more far-fetched guess - that the English verb "make" is associated 
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in the students' minds with physical rather than abstract entities, 
such as "making tables, chairs, etc." But the latter argument does 
not seem to hold water when we come to interpret the students' choice 
of ''make'' in association "lith "trouble" in item No.2. lie need many 
more different examples and more and stronger evidence to establish 
exry acceptable facts here. Probably the only point demonstrated by 
the achievement on these two items is that some measure of confusion 
and perplexity is highl.y probable when these two verbs are handled. 
Item 3: 
A much higher score on choice (c) (i.e. offer) '-laS anticipated 
on the basis of Arabic interference. However, colloquial Arabic 
seems to have pl~ed its part in the choice of (b), (i.e. made). The 
colloquial Arabic equivalents of "made" mentioned earlier above are 
used in such context side by side with the more formal "qaddama" 
(= to offer). That may explain the almost equal distribution of the 
answers to this item. 
Item 4: 
A very high proportion of the students (93%) have chosen the 
correct verb "are" in the context "you •••• right", instead of "have" 
anticipated on the basis of Arabic interference. This is most pro-
bably due to the fact that the expression is of a very high frequency 
of oocurrenoe in olassroom situations - which helps its quick assimi-
lation. 
Item 5: 
The 48% of the students who chose the wrong options "a" and "c" 
(i.e. ~ and~) 3:I'e almost divided equally betl'reen the t,'lo. As 
said above the verbs "do" and "make" are usually mixed up (and their 
Arabic eqUivalents used almost as total synonyms). This explains how 
Arabic interference (most probably "colloquial" in this case) is 
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reflected in the distribution of 'Wrong ans\'lers. J3u.t even the most 
formal Arabic verb IIqa:ma bi" (= do, make) would not have made any 
difference here. 
Item 6: 
Arabic interference, already expected, is quite evident here 
from the fact that 6afo of the students have chosen the "Jrong verb 
"rodall instead of llgot on". 
Item 7: 
The answers to this item are interesting in many \.zays. In the 
first instance, these answers almost contradict our expectations. 
Only a small minori ty (l~) did actually select the expected urong 
answer "threw" to collocate with "lecture". About balf' the students 
(48%) gave the right answer in spite of the fact that the element of 
chance in a four multiple-choice item is quite low (less than 25~). 
Furthermore, the next highest choice (23~~) went to option "c" (i.e. 
said) although its Arabic equivalent "qa:la" never collocates ,,11th the 
Arabic equivalent of "lecture". 
Here again it is quite difficult to interpret the significance 
of the answers to this item. Most probably, "threw" has not been 
chosen by many students because of its association with other lexical 
items that refer to "physical and concrete" objects, such as: ball, 
stones, etc. The selection of "said" may be ascribed to its common 
association with "speech", whereas the choice of "made" may have 
been influenced by the colloquial Arabic verbs u'imil" or "sa\MD.:" 
(= do, IIl2ke) which are acceptable in this context. It must be con-
fessed, however, that nothing very definite can be said here. 
Item 8: 
Again an 'lmexpected result. Though a small minority (2}J~) 
have actually chosen the correct option "say" t the next highest score 
(43%) went to "c" (i.e. read) instead of the expected "b" (i.e. do) 
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which only ,4% actually chose. This is not surprising, however, 
and the result can be interpreted on the basis that some of the 
students opted for the "reading" while others chose the "physical" 
aspect of e Huslim prayer \'Thich, as said earlier, consists of both 
simultaneously. 
Item 9: 
Although a considerable number of the students (55%) chose the 
correct verb "turn on" (which is at least one sign of good teaching), 
the rest were, as expected, divided almost equally between the ~ofo 
other options (2:5% and 22%). 
Item 10: 
More than half the students (53%) chose, as anticipated, the 
wrong anSl'Ter "saw" under the: influence of Arabic. 
(f) Conclusion 
It is believed that results of the test have proved beyond doubt 
that Arabic interference plays an important role in this area. They 
have also sho''Il'l to a certain extent, however, the impact of English 
teaching which acts as a counterbalance to the total invasion of the 
influence of Arabio. But ''Ie think that the results have also demonst-
rated in several cases the danger of maJ.d.ng hasty inferences on the 
sole basis of theoretical contrastive analysis as many often do. There 
are several other faotors besides interference from the mother tongue 
that co-operate (or 'Work independently) to create the same or different 
kinds of mistakes in lexical i tams. These at.'e to be taken into con-
sideration in a:ny oomprehensive study of the sort we are conducting. 
l-iost important, \ole think, is that before one states his point of Vie\of 
as a fact, he has to put it to an actuaJ. test, as we have been doing 
throughout this investigation. Only after many kinds of tests have 
a.otually been given and their results analysed oan one state with some 
certainty that the cause of a certain type of mistake is one factor or 
another. 
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2. The Second Group o£ Verbs 
(a) Introductory Note: 
For this section of our investigation of vocabular,y we have 
chosen the four verbs: BEAR, C.ABRY, HOLD and CATCH. These verbs 
have been chosen for several considerations: 
First: They have a very high frequency of occurrence, all found 
by frequency counts to fall among the most common 2000 words of 
English, l and the four counted by Palmer among the 1000 words that 
are most common and most important for the foreign learner. 2 
Second: The verbs BEAR and CARRY seem to have had (and still have 
in cEU'tain contexts) the same basic meaning. The verb HOLD seems 
also to share some of the semantic components of the two verbs on 
the one hand, and some of those of CATCH on the other. 
Third: Each of the four verbs has a wide range of collocations, 
and each enters with other lexical items into many sorts of phrases 
and idiomatic expressions. 
Fourth: Two very common .~abic verbs seem to cover most of the semantic 
areas of the four English verbs. 
(b) Semantic Analysis of the Four Verbs: 
\'le would like to clarify a few points before we set out on My 
sort of semantic analysis of the four verbs under consideration. 
First: It is not our aspiration, nor does it serve our educational 
purposes, to carry out a proper componential ana~ois,in modern t~1nS, 
of. the said verbs. Neither space nor time would allow us, even if it 
were our intention to do so. 
Second: In order to be able to cope with the very wide range of meanings 
1 Uest, op.cit., pp. 234, 39, 71 and 72. 
2 H. I. Palmer, A Grammar of En~1ish ''lords (London; Longmans, 1969), 
pp. 80, 17 and 29. ' 
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of each of the four verbs, we will dispense for the present with the 
combinations of the "phrasal verb" and "idiomatic" types into which 
they enter. Nor will tole consider the emotive (or affective) meaning 
o~ meanings that each may have in'certain contexts. 
Third: Although "Ie will try to analyse all the meanings that each 
verb may have, when '\'1e come to contrast them with Arabic, we will 
limit ourselves only to the most common uses, those that Kuwaiti 
students of the secondary' stage are most probably fw:dliar with, or 
are at least expected to be. For this purpose we will depend mainly 
on the following reference works: 
a. West: General Service List of Fnglish Words. 
b. Palmer: A Grammar of English \-Tords. 
c. West: A Ne"l 11ethod Engli.hh Dictiona.r:r. 
d. Roget1a Thesaurus. 
Thus our semantic stu~ of these verbs will be twofold: 
First: We intend to undertake a rough componential analySis of each, 
basing our work on the hierarchical system of meanings employed in 
Rogatta Thesaurus in spite of our full awareness of its shortcomings. 
(At least it is the only thing of its kind in English that embraces 
the whole vocabulary of English.) 
OUr purpose from such not very technical study is not only to 
demonstrate how complex even a ver,y limited field of the lex1s may 
be, but also to denote how misunderstanding and misuse are apt to 
occur if these verbs are taken at their face value and one is used as 
a. synonym of the other in ill conteKts. In other words, our objective 
is to show by means of a very limited field that "vocabularies of 
natural languages tend to have many gaps, asymmetries and indeter-
minacies iri them",l and how this in itself is a. source of confusion 
1 ~ons, Introduction, p. 456. 
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to the native speaker himsel£, let alone the f'oreign learner of' a 
language. 
~: A f'ew of' the most common meanings of' each of' the f'our verbs 
will be shown in verbal contexts, and contrasted with Arabic. This 
is intended to bring out the other source of interference, namely, 
Arabic interference. Thus, as said before, this part of our study 
aims at combining the two main sources of difficulty which the .Arab 
student usually faces. 
:BEAR, CARRY, HOLD and CATCH 
Roget's Thesaurus classifies English vocabular,y (according to 
the traditional theory of the universality of' meaning) into six 
major areas which are called CLASSES. These are: 
I. Abstract Relations 
II. Space 
III. Matter 
IV. Intellect, sub-classif'ied into two DIVISIONS: 
I • Formation of Ideas, and 
II. Communication of Ideas. 
V. Volition, sub-classified into two DIVISIONS: 
I. Individual Volition, and 
II. Interpersonal Volition. 
VI. Affections. 
Each CLASS (the highest and most general of the hierarchical ranks) 
r 
or DIVISION is divided into SECTIONS, e.g. under "space" are included 
"space'in general,. dimensions, form and motion". Then each of these 
! ~ 
sections is sub-divided again into BEADS. Under each of these heads, 
-
we r~d all the lexical items that are either loosely or strongly 
related in meaning (sometimes almost complete synonyms). 
, . , 
Examining the four verbS' according to Roget I s system we arrive 
at the information sho\-;n in Table XIX below, each section of the 
TABLE XIX (a) 
The Verb: ~ 
i 
As in Rogat1s Thesaurus 
Ser. 
No. S~ecific Meaning No. of headinB Class Division Section Head 
1 Reprod~ce itself 164· vb I Abstract Relations VItI Causation· Production 1 -
-2 :Be fruitful 171 vb II II 
" Productiveness -
3 Support 218 vb II Space II Dimensions 2 - SUEEort 
4 Ce:rry 273 vb " - TV I-!otion Carrier 
5 Orientate 281 vb " - " Direction .. 
!rone 
-
III Matter 
- - -
Irone 
-
IV Intellect 
- - -
6 Speculate 791 vb V Volition II Interpersonal TV. Possessive 
volition Relations Barter J 
7 Cheapen 812 vb " Cheapness 
8 Feel 818 vb VI Affections - I Affections 
Generally Feeling 
9. :Be patient 823 vb II - " Inexcitability 
to. Suf£er 825· vb " - II Personal 
Affections Suffering 
1 One line under the word indicates similarity ,\-lith another under the four other verbs. 
2 TrIO lines under the '-lord indicate similarity with two others under the four other verbs. 
I 
..... 
0> 
o 
The Verb: Carry 
-
Sere 
No. No. of Specific Meaning heading I 
1 Re~roduce itself 164 vb 
2 Tend 179 vQ 
3 Be distent 199 vb 
4 Su:pport 218 vb 
5 Wear 228 vb 
6 Carry 273 vb 
None 
-
7 Overmaster 721 vb 
None 
-
-
T}.J3LE XIX (b) 
As in Regetts Thesaurus 
C1a§fification of I·leaning 
Class Division Section 
I Abstract Relations 
-
VIII Causation 
" " - " 
II Space 
-
II Dimensions 
" - " 
II 
- " II, 
-
n 
III & IV 'Hatter/Intellect 
- -
V Volition I Individual V Results of 
Volition action 
VI Affections 
- -
Head 
Production 
Tendency 
Distance 
Support 
Dressing 
Carrier 
-
Success 
-
I-' 
CD 
I-' 
The Verb: ~ 
Sere 
No. Specific No. of 
Meaning heading Class 
1 Be 1 vb I Lbstraot Relations 
2 Cohere 48 vb " 
II 
3 Contain 56 vb . " " 
4 Comllrise 78 vb- " " 
5 Stay 144 vb " If 
6 Cease lfl,5 vb " " 
7 Go on 146 vb " 
II 
8 Be t:tab1c 153 vb " II 
9 Support 218 vb II;S!,ace 
lione 
-
III Matter 
10 Opine 485 vb IV Intellect 
.. 
11 :Be true 4'.94 vb ... 
12 A££irI:J. 532 vb " 
13 Store 632 vb V Volition 
14 !'resorve €G6 vb " 
15 Restrain 141 vb II 
~ 16 Impress 821 vb VI-Af'fections 
TABLE XIX (0) 
As in Rogetts Thesaurus 
Classifioation of Heaning 
Division . Section 
I Existenc,? 
III Quantity 
" . 
IV Order 
VII Change 
fl. 
II 
" 
- II Dimensions 
- -
~ Formation of Ideas V Results of 
Reasoning 
" " " 
f 
" ~I Communication of II Modes of 
Ideas Communication 
~ Individual Volition II Prospective 
Volition' 
" " " " ~I Interpersonal 
Volition I General 
-
II Personal Af£. 
, 
I 
-Head , 
Existence 
Coherence 
Composition 
Inclusion 
l' erIlla.nenc e 
Cessation 
Continuance in 
action 
Stability 
Su12port 
-
. 
:Belief , I 
Truth 
.Affb:mation 
Store 
Preservation 
Restraint 
Emi tation . ..... 
CD 
tv 
. 
The Verb: Catch . 
Sere 
}To. 
Specific Ho. of 
l1eaning heading Class 
1 Copy 20 vb I Abstract Relations 
2 Bring 14 vb II " 
3 Halt 145 vb " II 
Hone II Spac~ 
4 Rub 333 vb III Hatter 
5 Hear 415 vb " 
6 Knol"l 490 vb IV Intellect 
1 Surprise 508 vb II 
8 Understc.nd 516 vb Ii 
9 Befool 542 vb " 10 Ensnare 542 yb 
" 11 Represen_t 5~1 vb " 
TABLE XIX (d) 
As in Roget1s Thesaurus 
Classification of lIeaning 
Division Section 
- II Relation 
-
IV Order 
- VII ChanGe 
- -
-
II Inorganic 
-
III Organic 
I Formation of Ideas V Results of Reasoning 
" " " VI Extention of Thought II Communication of Ideas I Ira ture of Ideas Communicated 
" " " II Hodes of Communication 
" " " " 
n II 
" " " IlIHeans of Communicating Ideas 
-----
Head 
Imitation 
Assemblage 
Cessation 
-- ---
-
---
Levity 
Hearing 
---
Knm-,rledge 
Inexpectation 
Intelligibility 
Deception 
II 
Representation 
f-I 
OJ 
\oN 
.. 
Sere 
No. 
Specific rOe of 
, Uea.ning heading Class 
12 Be induced 612 vb Y. Vblition 
13 Hunt 619 vb It 
14 Be ill 651 vb It 
15 Arrest 747 vb It 
16 Acqt:.irc ,'71 vb " 
17 Talce 7SG vb " 
I 
I 18 Feel 818 vb VI .Affections 
i 
TABLE XIX (d) (contd.) 
As in Roget's Thesaurus 
Classification of Hea.ning 
Division Section 
I Indivi~a1 Volition I Volition in general 
" " II Prospective Volition 
" " " " II Interpersonal Volition I General 
It 
" IV Possessive Relations 
It 
" " " 
-
I Affections generally 
Head 
Motive 
Pursuit 
Disease 
Restraint 
Acquisition 
Taking 
Feeling 
J-I 
co 
~ 
• 
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table dealing with one of the four verbs under consideration. In 
the second-column of the table the specific meaning of the word is 
given; in the next, the reference to the HEAD number in Rogatts 
Thesaurus, followed by the classification and sub-classification of 
each meaning from Ck~S, to DIVISION (if any) to SECTION to H]UJ). 
:For our study we will not l?ttetlpt to go further down the hierarchy, 
but "rill take the menning under HEAD to be tho ul tiI:lato component, 
(or "primo"), although it is realized that in fact it is far more 
complicated than that. (See, for example, Bendix's componentio.l 
1 
analysis of some common English verbs.) 
According to this elementary study \'1e notice that at the 
highest rank of classification (i.e. the CLASS), the four verbs 
occur in CLASSES I (i.o. Abstract Relations) and V (i.e. Volition); 
the.t, whereas the three verbs BElIR, CllRRY and HOLD (but not CATCH) 
occur in CLASS III (i.o. Space), BEAR, HOLD and CATCH (but not 
CARRY) occur under CLASS VI (i.e. Affections); that HOLD and CATCn 
.ALONE s1m.re CLASS IV (i.e. Intellect), £lnd that C.ATCH alone occurs 
in CLASS III (i.e. Matter). A SllIIlIIlaXY of this information io 
illustrated by Figure 3 below. The table also shows where some of 
the meanings of the four verbs coincide in the lower ranks of the 
hierarchy: SECTION and HE.'\D. This is organized in a clearer form 
in the comparative Table XX below. 
This table has been organized to show: first, the informatjon 
illustrated by Figure 3 and second, under which CLASS, DIVISION, 
SECTION or BEAD the meanings of the different verbs oo-occur. 
1 E.K .• Bendix, Componential Analysis of General Vocabulasx: 
The Semantic Strugture of a Set of Verbs in Enm,ish. HiUdi' 
and Japanese, Part 2 of IJAL, 32 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University) and (Tho Hague: !1outon, 1966). 
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Figure ;> 
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TABLE XX 
Comparative Table: 
Meanings of the Four Verbs 
I 
The Four Verbs Class Division Section Head 
Bear Carry Hold Catch 
I Abstract 
Relations 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••• x x x x 
I Causa-
tion x x 
- -
1 Production x x 
- -
2 Productive-
ness x 
- - -
3 Tendency 
-
x 
- -
II ChangE ............. 
- -
x x 
4 Cessation 
- -
x x 
5 Permanence 
- -
x 
-
6 Continuance 
in action 
- -
x 
-
1 Stability 
- -
x 
-
III Ordel 
- -
x x 
8 Assemblage 
- - -
x 
9 Inclusion 
- -
x 
-
IV Rela-
tion 
•••••••••••• 
- - -
x 
10 Imitation 
- - -
x 
V Exist-
ence 
•••••••••••• 
- -
x 
-
11 Existence 
-
-
x 
-
VI Quan-
tity 
............. 
- -
.. ~ 
-
A 
12 Coherence 
- -
:x: 
-
1:' Composition 
- -
x -
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TABLE XX (contd.) 
Comparative Table: 
Meanings of the Four Verbs 
Class Division Section Head 
The Four Verbs 
Bear Carry Hold Catch 
V.Volitior 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t- • • • • • • • •••••• x x x x 
I Indivi-
dual 
volition 
•••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
-
x ~ .. x .. ~ 
I Pros-
pective 
volitioll 
••••••••••••• - - x x 
1 Store 
- -
x 
-
2 Preserva tior 
- -
x 
-
:; Hotive 
- - - x 
4 Pursuit 
- - -
x 
5 Disease 
- - - x 
II Recultc 
of Action 
•••••••••••• 
-
x 
- -
6 Success 
-
x 
- -
II Inter-
:personal 
volition 
•••••••••• ~ ............. ~ 
-
x x 
- ---
III Gene-
ral Int. 
volition 
••••••••••••• - - x x 
7 Restraint 
- -
x x 
IV Posses-
sive Rel-
ations x 
- -
x 
-
- - - .... --
8 Acquisition 
- - -
x 
9 Taking 
- - -
x 
10 Earter x 
- - -
11 Cheapness x 
- - -
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TABLE XX (contd.) 
Comparative Table: 
I'leanings of the Four Verbs 
I The Four Verbs Class Division Section Head 
:Bear Carry Hold Catch 
II.Space 
• • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .. . . . ••••••••••••• x x x 
-
I Dimen-
sions 
••••••••••••• x' x x -
1 SUpport x x x 
-
2 Distance 
-
x 
- -
3 Dressing 
-
x 
- -
II Motion 
•••••••••••• x x - -
4 Carrier x x 
- -
5 Direction x 
- - -
U. Intel .. 
lect 
•••••••••• ••••••••• • ••••••••••••• -
-
x x 
I Formation 
of Ideas 
••••••••• • •••••••••••• 
- -
x x 
I Results 
of Reaso-
ning 
•••••••••••• - -
x x 
1 :Belief 
- -
x 
-
2 Truth 
- -
x 
-
:3 Knowledge 
- - -
x 
4 Ine:x::pecta-
tion 
- - -
x 
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T.AI3LE XX (contd.) 
Comparative Table: 
f.Ieanings of the Four Verbs 
Class Division Section 
I 
I Head The Four Verbs 
E'3a.I.' Carry Hold Catch 
II Commun-
ication 
of Ideas •••••••••• • ••••••••••• 
- -
x :x: 
II Hodea 
of COIIlI1J.1. 
nication 
••••••••••••• 
- -
x :x: 
5 Affirmation 
- -
x 
-
16 Deception 
- - -
x I 
III Nature 
of Ideas 
Communi-
cated · ............. 
- - -
x 
7 Intelligibi-
lity 
- - -
x 
IV f.teans 
of commu. 
nicating 
Ideas · ..... , ...... 
- - -
x 
8 Representa-
tion 
- - -
x 
D ..... Matter ......... . ........ 
· ............. 
- - - x 
I Inorga-
nic 
matter 
•••••••••••• 
- - - x 
1 Levity 
- - -
x 
II Organic 
matter 
•••••••••••• 
- - - x 
2 Hearing 
- - - x 
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It shows, for instance, that whereas ALL the four verbs can 
have the very general meaning of "Abstract Relations", they do not 
keep company all the way down to the more specif'ic ranks. :BEAR and 
CARRY, for instance, share the meaning "causation" (classified as 
SECTION in the hierarchy). :But when we sub-classify this section into 
HEADS the two verbs ste,y together only under the meaning "production", 
but take different ''lays when they come to the tvTO other meanings of 
"productiveness" and J'tendency". According to our classification, (or 
more precisely, our re-organization of Roget1s classification) we can 
. 
say very roughtly that OliLY when two or more verbs occur together 
- -
under the meaning-rank HEAD (not under any higher rank), there is some 
probability that these verbs are synonymous as far as that specific 
meaning is concerned. 
Let us now see if' this assumption \lorks. 
a. CARRY and BEAR (according to the above classification), share 
the meaning PRODUCTION under the lowest rank: HEAD. The latter exhibits 
this meaning in such sentences as: "This woman bears no children; this 
tree bears no fruit". But C.ABRY does not seem to have this meaning 
nowadays. (Dictionaries up to the Concise Oxford Diction~J do not 
count it smong the meanings of this verb.) Perhaps the nearest thing 
to it,.. however, is that which the verb CARRY has when it is used in 
reference to a pregnant woman who is said to be C)JaRYING A CHILD. 
b. J.gain,HOLD and CATCH are shovTn to share the (HEAD-ro.nk) meaning 
"cessation". This can be illu::ltrated by the sentences: "C~,tch tho 
thief! Hold it!" 
But even here, if we apply the criterion of SUbstitution to find out 
\'lhether the tllO verbs are synonymous in either context, we discover 
that they are not. On the one hand, each of the vorbs seems to collocate 
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'\lith different lexical items; on the other hand, "cessation" seems 
to be only part of the meaning of each verb in these contexts. This 
is also a clear evidence that "cessation" is not 0. "prime" semantic 
component. 
c. The verbs HOLD and CATCH are shown in tho Table to share the 
moaning "restraint" (under the HEAD-rank). Thi s can be exemplified 
by the same sentences given above. But again we do not seem to have 
complete synonymy. 
d. The nearest thing to synonymy appears to be in the meaning 
"support" which the three verbs :BEAR, CARRY and HOLD share. But 
even here, whereas the criterion of substitution may work with the 
first two verbs in such context as: 
bore 
"They . d gifts to the oJ. tar" carr~e 
(though BORE seems more appropriate here), tho verb HOLD cannot fit 
in here, al thrugbf.vo can have a sentence such as: 
''Hold the baby in your arms for a minute!" 
where the semantic component "support" is obviously present. 
This very brief and simple study might have shoi'1l1, in addition 
to what it was intended to sho,.;, the futility of applying the sole 
approach of "componential analysis" to the study of the "synonymy" 
relation. It has also, it is hoped, made clear how dangerous is the 
method adopted by many dictionaries, text-books and teachers of 
explaining or defining the meaning of a word in tc...-ms of synony-.us, 
without immediately indicating and emphasizing the different contexts 
in which each '-lord is normally and naturally used, and the different 
lexical items with \-lhich it commonly collocates. The study also 
stresses the importance of applying a method to ·che study of meaning 
that makes use of both the com:ponential analysis and the structual 
(1.e. contextual) approa.ch. 
Our next step ,'/ill be to conduct 0. detailed. contrastive 
analysis in limited contexts j for the reasons given above. 
(c) Constrastive Study of the Four Verbs 
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As stated earlier, only some of the most common meanings of 
each of the four verbs are chosen for this section of our investi-
gation. Since each of the first three reference books we depend on 
subdivides the different meanings in a different "'/lay, we have ma.de 0. 
co-ordinated compromise and come up with the classification to be 
seen on the next few pages (Table XXI). A few examples are given 
under each sub-hea~ to illustrate further the minute differences 
in meaning in various contexts. Opposi te each exru:nple is given the 
Arabic verb which is commonly used to convey the particular meaning 
of the English verb in each specific context • 
.il.nalysis of the verb ]3E..m ShOV1S that the Ara.bic verb "Hamala" 
together with its derived forms "iHtruna.la" and "taliammala" cover the 
't-thole range of the meaning of the English verb, as illustrated by 
the examples. 
The same Arabic verb (though, in this case, other verbs are 
possible) is also most commonly used to cover the scmontic field 
of C.ARRY in the instances given. 
Analysis of the verbs HOLD and CATCH sholls that the Arabic 
verb "masaka" and two of its derived forme: "runsaka" and "tomassalca" 
cover most of the semantic field of CATCH and about half that of HOLD, 
the other half rendered by means of "liru:no.la" or its derived forms 
(already associataVWith BEAR and CARRY). The only semantic area 
where neither of tho Arabic verbs is acceptable is the last scction 
of the verb CATCH (i.o~ the meaning: "receive tho effect of") which 
has to be rendered by other verbs. 
This illustrates quite clearly that the confusion of ]3E.t\R and 
ClffiRY is highly probable, the confuSion of BEAR, C.I\RRY Dnd HOLD is also 
1. ~ 
TABLE XXI 
CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE VERBS 
DEAR. CARRY. HOLD. CATCH 
I. (a) = Carry weight, support 
1. They bore the coffin to the church 
2. The ice is too thin to bear your 
weight. 
3. Two thin pillars bore the weight of 
the house. 
(b) = Carry about with one 
4. In some countries children bear the 
names of their mothers. 
5. He bore the marks of torture on his 
body. 
rio (a) = Suffer, endure. tolerate (carry inter-
nally) 
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.t\rabic 
Hamala 
Hamala/iHtamala 
Hamala/lHtamala 
Hamala 
Hamala 
6. He bore a strong grudge against me Hamala 
. III. 
7. He bore the pain bravely taHammala/lHtamala 
8. He can bear any responsibility. taHa.mma.la 
9. He bore all the expenses of the tour. ta.Ha:mmala 
(b) = with "cannot" = not be able to tolerate 
hate) 
10. I cannot bear that man. 
11. Some people cannot bear travelling by 
sea • 
= .Produce 
12. This woman bears no children. 
13. This tree bears no fruit. 
tolImnmala/iHtamala 
taHammala/1Htamala 
Hamala 
Ha1nala 
IV. ~ Admit of 
14. This word bears several meanings. Hamala / iHtwnala 
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TABLE XXI (contd.) 
2. Caxry Arabic 
I. (a) ; Support the weigllt of (and move it 
from one place to another). 
1. He was carrying a box on his head (in 
his hand, etc.) 
2. The cart carried all the luggage 
3. The "rounded men were carried away. 
Hamala 
Hamala 
Hamo.lal other verbs. 
4. The police carried him off to prison. Hamala/other verbs 
(b) = (Metaphorically) 
5. He carried the mark on his face all 
his life Hamala 
6. The pipe carries "rater to the house. Hamala/other verbs 
1. Huge pillars carry the arch Hamala 
8. He carries very heavy responsibilities Hamala 
9. The defendant carried the case to a 
higher court. lother verbs 
10. The boy carried a message to his 
father. Hamala 
11. The man carried himself proudly. lather verbs 
12. The man was carried away by enthusiasm - lather verbs 
II. = lli:n. 
13. Some unknown man carried off the prize - lather verbs 
14. Our attaCk carried the fort. lather verbs 
15. He carried everything before him. lather verbs 
16. He carried his opinion. 
17. The motion was carried by a small 
majority 
Ho.mo.la 'ala: I 
other verbs 
lather verbs 
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TABLE XXI (contd.) 
3. E2M Arabic 
I. = Grasp (and keep in a certain position) 
1. Hold him (it) tight, or else he (it) 
II. == 
will (fall, run away, etc.) 
2. Hold my handl 
3. Hold the baby (in your arms) a 
minute, please! 
4. He \'I8.S holding a book in his hand. 
5. She held the pen in her teeth. 
6. Please hold this wheel a moment so 
that it doesn1t turn! 
7. He was holding on to a branch., 
8. She '\-las holding her hands in front of 
her face. 
9. This wall is not strong enough to 
hold pictures. 
10. Hold your breath a minute! 
11. Hold your tongue! 
Retain, possess, contain (sometimes with 
effort) 
12. He holds a large piece of land. 
13. He holds an important office. 
14. The soldiers held the fort for a very 
masaka/istamsaka 
masaka 
masa.ka~ala 
me:.saka;]amala 
masaka~ala/others 
I:la.saka 
tamassaka 
lother verbs 
ItalI~a,' 
others 
amsaka/others' 
amaaka 
lother verbs 
lother verbs 
long time. lother verbs 
15. How can I hold tho students' attention? - lather verbs 
16. He held a different opinion. /H::una.lal 
other verbs 
17. The room could hold fifty people. lather verbs 
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TAJ3LE XXI (contd.) 
3. Hold (cont~.) l.rabic 
III. = CrganizG t gather 
18. The committee held an important meeting - lather verbs 
IV. = Move (hand) in a c~rtain direction 
19. Hold your hand up 1 
20. Hold your hand out! 
lather verbs 
lather verbs 
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TlffiLE XXI (contd.) 
4. Catch Arabic 
I. = Seize something (that is movin@ and hold 
it 
-
1. Catch the ball! 
2. The cat caught a mouse 
3. He catches wild aminals alive 
4. I caught him by the arm. 
II. = Overtake 
5. You ",i11 catch him if you hurry. 
6. You can catch the next train if you 
miss this one. 
III. = Discover, understand 
7 • They caught him forging the papers. 
8. I don't catch what you say. 
IV. = Receive the effect of some cause 
9. You will catch cold if you go out 
without a coat 
10. .As the wood is \vet, it won't catch 
fire. 
masaka/otner b 
amsruca ver s 
masaka/ 
amsakal0ther verbs 
masaka/ 
amsakaf0ther verba 
amsaka 
lother verbs 
lother verbs 
masaka/ 
amsakal0ther verbs 
lother verbs 
lother verbs 
lather verbs 
very probable, and that HOLD and CATCH may also be mixed up in 
serveral areas - all under the influence of Arabic. 
To demonstrate this in more practical terms, let us now 
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turn to the special test and analyse its items in some more detail· 
Vocabulary Test No.4 
(a) Construction 
This test (which can be seen in Appendix XXI) is made up of 
twenty items. In each item, one of the f'our verbs BElill., CARRY, HOLD 
and CATCH is to be inserted as the ~ in that particular verbal 
context. 
(b) Administration 
The same that has been said above about Test No. 3 applies here 
too, as far as administration of' the test is concerned. 
(c) Analysis of the Test Items 
On the basis of the semantic ana.lysis carried out above, the-
test items can be grouped together according to the kinds of' mistakes 
the students are anticipated to make. These groups are: 
Group 1: '11hese are the items where Arabic interference is expected 
to cause confusion between t'\vo or more of the verbs under consideration. 
(i) Confusion between the verbs BEAR and CARRY is antici~ated 
in the six items: 
2, ;, 5, 10, 11 and 15. 
(ii) Confusion between the verbs HOLD and CATCH is antici~ated 
to occur in the two items: 
4 and 6. 
(iii) Confusion between the verbs BEAR, OlU1RY and HOLD is expected 
in the two items: 
1; and 17. 
1 ! 
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Group 2: 
(i) These are the items where the Arabic equivalent is different 
from "Hamila" or "masaka" which have been theoretically 
thought to cause the interference. These llems are: 
9, 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20. 
(ii) The following two items may be annexed to this group, 
namely: 
1 and 8. 
vTe cannot predict the type of mistake apt to take place in 
these items. The only thing that can be predicted is that, 
if there is confusion, it may probably spread out over the 
four verbs. 
group 3: Few mistakes, if aJ1Y, ~e expected in the two items: 
7 and 12. 
These two senses of the verb CATCH have been dealt with in great 
detail and in various lessons from the 'first year of the students' 
English course. 
(d) Classification of Results 
Appendix XXII gives all the results of the test. It is 
organized according to the different forms taking the test. Under 
each form the scores on each choice in every item are listed (the 
correct ones underlined). In the next column the scores are totalled. 
Next is given the percentage of the correct scores, followed by that 
of the wrong choices arranged from the highest to the lowest. 
At the bottom of the last page can be seen the totals and 
percentages of the correct scores attained by each form, followed 
by the total number of correct scores( and the percentage) on the 
whole test attained by the whole student-sample. 
vTe can sae tho.t the overall achievements of the first three 
(2nd o.nd 3rd form) groups aJ:'e very similar and very low (33%, 35% and. 
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3~ respectively) whereas that of the fourth form shows a considerable 
rise (59%). The overall average of the whole sample on the whole test 
is about 40%. 
In order to be able to ca:rry out a detailed analysis and inter-
pretation of the results, we have thought it more convenient to have 
the information in SUIIJID.ary-form, as seen in Table XXII below. The 
table is organized in groups of items as done ebove for the purpose 
of investigating the various causes of mistakes. The table is in t'tvO 
parts, I and II. Under part I appear again the scores on the correct 
choices. Under part II are shown the scores on all the 't'Jrong choices 
arranged from highest to lm-rcst. 
(e) Analysis and Interpretation 
He have seen that the overall achievement attainod by the '\-Thole 
sample on the whole test is about 40%. It is a Imv averag.3, though 
not so low as on the previous test which was based solely on the 
assumption of Arabic interference. This average could, of course, have 
been about 59~ IOvlCr but for the comparatively high achievement of the 
fourth form group. 
The first thing in Table XXII that catches the eye is the dif-
ference between the achievement attained on the various item-groups. 
If wo average tho percentages on each group \'1e get the following data: 
Group 1: (a) • •• • •• 41% 
(b) • •• • •• 20.5% 
(c) • •• • •• 27% 
average • •• • •• 34% 
Group 2: (a) • •• • •• 50f0 
(b) 
• •• • •• ;;3.~ 
average 
• •• • •• 45.6% 
Group 3: 54.5% 
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TABLE XXII 
Voc. Test 4 
Summary of Results 
Part I l?art II 
Item Item Right Scores \'Trang Scores Group No. 
choice % choice % choice % choice % 
lea) 2 bear 31 carry 38 hold 13 catch 12 
3 carry 54 hold 32 bear 8 catch 6 
5 bear -22 carry 53 hold 21 catch 4 
10 bear 48 carry 25 catch 11 hold 10 
11 ca:r:ry 33 hold tt2 catch 11 bear 8 
15 bear 52 catch 22 hold 15 carry 11 
(b) 4 hold 20 catch 60 bear 12 I carry 8 
6 hold 21 catch 44 bear 21 I carry 8 
(c) 13 T 11 hold 44 carry 34 bear 11 I catch 
11 hold 10 carry 61 bear 21 catch 8 
2(a) 9 hold 61 I bear 24 carry 10 I catch 5 
14 catch 63 bear 21 carry 13 hold 3 
16 catch 58 hold 26 bear 8 carry 8 
18 catch 13 carry 40 bear 34 hold 13 
19 catch 51 bear 28 carry 12 hold 3 
20 hold 44 catch 21 bear 11 ca:rry 12 
(b) 1 hold 35 bear 26 carry 26 catch 13 
8 ca:r:r:y 32 bear 42 hold 20 catch 6 
3 7 catch 59 hold 24 ca:rry 12 bear 5 
12 catch 50 bear 22 hold 18 carr.r 10 
'. 
Thesedata begin to acquire significance when we remember that 
the highest average of 54.5% (though not very high in itself) goes 
to group 3 which was described above as consisting of items where 
little or no confusion is expected. The next highest average of 45.6% 
goes to the whole of group 2 which consists of items where no Arabic 
interference could be foreseen, only the nature of English Language 
being the sole source of difficulty. The lowest score of 34%, however, 
was attained on the whole of group 1 where Arabic interference (suppo-
sedly combined with the nature of the language) causes the interference. 
There are, hmvever, differences in the achievement attained on 
each part of each group. Part (a) of group 1 has an average of 41%, 
higher than the two other parts. This is the area where the confusion 
between the two verbs JmAR and CARRY was expected and ''lhich seems 
slightly less difficult than the other two parts. Part (c), where it 
,-ms thought the distinction between the three 'verbs BEAR, CARRY and 
HOLD would be difficult, has proved to be less difficult (21%) than 
part (b) (20.5%) where confusion between the tv10 verbs HOLD and CATCH 
was anticipated. In fact, part (b), judged by tho results of the test, 
seems to create more difficulty than the other two parts. vle think 
this is a reasonable conclusion to draw, because, as we have seen from 
tho contrastive analysis carried out earlier, the Arabic equivalent to 
both IIOLD and CATCH (i.e. masaka) covers only :part of the semantic 
field of each, leaving room for factors, other than Arabic influence, 
to play the distracting role. 
Further analysis of thu achievement attained on group 2 shows 
that an average of 50% was attained on part (a) where Arabic inter-
ference plays a very secondary role, whereas an average of 33.~ was 
attained on the two ite~s in part (b) which contained phrasal verbs. 
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In the latter case there is an added difficulty emanating from the 
very complex nature of such combinations in English. 
No· further comment besides the one made above need be made 
about the highest score (54.5%) attained on the items of group 3. 
The next step in our analysis ,.,ill be the study of the indivi-
dual items with the vic'" of finding out how each item (and group) 
measured up to our expectations laid out above. Again ''Ie will ca:r:ry 
our investigation on the basis of the groups discussed earlier. 
Group 1. (a) In only three out of the ~ items of "Thich this sub-
group consists, results have measured up to our expectations. 
In items 2, 5 and 10, the confusion has been between the verbs 
BEAR and CARRY, as predicted by virtue of contrastive analysis. 
Though not predicted, the confusion of CARRY and HOLD in 
item 3 is explainable on the same grounds. In fact the two 
English verbs in such sentences: 
"The boy is HOLDING a pen in his hand,' "and 
"The boy: is CARRYING a box on his shoulders, II 
are rendered in Arabic by one and the same verb (i.e. Hamala), 
and this interference should haYe been expected. 
The use of HOLD instead of Cl..BRY in item 11 seems to denote 
to an ambiguity in the verbal context created by the sentence: 
"The boy was •••••• a messcge from his father,"where the use 
of HOLD seems to be quite accopto.ble, and the sentence would in 
this case mean: 
"The boy was holding a message (received from) his father." 
Thus, whereas this case may be considered a point of weakness 
in the construction of the test, it has, novertheless, provided 
a further proof of Arabic interference, because both the verbs 
used in this context are rendered in Arabic by the some verb 
(Hamala). 
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The only kind of mistake in this sub-group which does not lend 
itself easily to the same kind of interpretation is that made 
on i tom 15 where 5~6 of the students selected the correct verb 
BEAR whereas the next highest score (22%) went to CATCH. This 
case does not, however, seem wholly inexplicable. It appears 
that those students "Iho actually knew the expression "cannot 
. . 
bear travelling by (air, sea, etc.)" inserted the right answer, 
whereas the rest simply guessed. This may explain the reason 
why the mistakes are spread out widely over the three other 
choices. This case leads us to adopt a rule in the rest of our 
a.nnlysis. Since in this test the probability rate of guess-\<10rk 
comes up to about 25% (the choices being four all the time), we 
will neglect any mistake the scores on which have been less than 
25%, considering it as insignificant or due to chance. In this 
manner we will prevent ourselves from mald.nB inferences that 
cannot hold water in the light of further research on the subject. 
(b) In this sub-group, the correct scores on items 4 and 6 
where the verb HOLD had to be used, have been verJ low (2afo and 
21% respectively) \<lhercas a strong evidence of Arabic inter-
ference comes from the highest scores that 'vent, as expected, 
to tho verb CATCH (60% and 44~ respectively). 
(c) In items 1, and 17 the confusion has taken place bet-
ween the three verbs HOLD, ClffiRY and BEAR, and in the seme 
order. However, CMmY seems to have had a stronger appeal to 
the students than BEAR in both cases ('4~ vs. ll~ and 61% vs. 
21% respectively). This may be reasonable in the case of item 
1, where the .'\rabic verb lIHamala" can be used in the equivalent 
Arabic context. :But the exceptionally high score of 62'"fo on the 
wrong choice CARRY in i tom 17 defies oJ:plan'O.tion. The Arabic 
equivalent in tho context of item 17, namely: 
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''Will this box ••••••• all your things?" 
is neither "Ha.m<11a" nor "masakall (the t\>l0 verbs taken to cause 
.Arabic interference in thio group), nor a:rr:r of thoir derived 
forms. The 1).rabic verb would be "wasa.'a" or the derived form 
"i ttasa' a". The reason may, however, be a misunderstanding of 
the context suggested in the i tom, in a way we co.nnot think of. 
Group 2: (a) In the six items of this sub-group (lios, 9, 14, 16, 18, 
19,and 20) Arabic interference was not predicted, neither were 
the types of mistakes to be committed. A close look at the 
answers on these items will show that, except for item 18, the 
highest score on any of the wrong choices is either below the 
25% limit we set up above, as in items 9 and 14 (24% and 21%), 
or is barely above it as in items 16,19 and 20 (26%, 28% and 
27% respectively). Thus the cause of mistakes rDJJ:y be just 
chance or ignorance. We must remGl!lber, however, thn.t the correct 
scores on these items (again except for No. 10) arc rather high -
compared to the other items of the test - being 61%, 63%, 50%, 
57% and 44% respecti voly • This seems to suggest strongly that 
where only the nature of the language is the cause of difficulty, 
the problem would be easier for the students to cope with, 
whereas it is not so easy when this factor is combined with others 
(such as .Arabic interference in our case) - as is prel3UID.ably the 
case uith group 1 above. No. 18 poses a special problem. ~he 
context suggested is: 
• II He went out in the bad weather and \'la.s ~ 
••••••• in tho storm." 
The correct score on this item is the lowest but one in the whole 
test, whereas the score on the ~~ong choice C1U1RY comes up to a 
sizable 40:;;. The only explanation that we can think of is that 
the sentence was taken by mc.ny students to mean something l.ike this: 
"Re went out in •••• , and W~f:l carried away: by the storm, II 
neglecting or overlooking the preposition "in" in the suggested 
context. The interpretation seerno far-fetched, but it is the 
only one we can think of to explain a situation that seems 
inexplicable. 
(b) The two phrasal verbs HOLD TOGETHER and CABRY OUT in 
items 1 and 8, owing to their very nature, have added consider-
able difficulty to the semantic nature of the single verbs. 
This is quite evident from the average score obtained on the 
two items (:33.5%). This extra difficulty seems to ",eigh as 
heavily "as that of Arabic inter~'erence .in the verbs of group 1 r 
where the average achievement (34%) is very near to that 
attained on these verbs. 
Group 3: The t,V'O items in this group (1 "and 12) proved, as expected, 
to be 2mong the easiest items, with correct scores of 59% and 
50% respectively. The use of HOLD instead of CATCH in item? 
is understandable enough, the choice of :BEAR (only 22~::, however) 
instead of CATCH defies explanation and need not in fact be 
expl~ed at all. 
II. TEE STU:DENTS r ACTIVE VOCABULARY 
In order to round off our investigation of the mea.n.ing of lexic~l 
i tees, and just before making our final conclusions, "le went through 
the available specimens of the students r productive writing, looking 
for all sorts of mistakes made in the fi~ld of semantics. Our findings 
may be summed up as follows: 
1. All composition-writing in the secondar,r schools of KUwait is 
still of the guided type. (For composition books prescribed, cf. 
Appendix II.) In this type of composition exercise, writing is usu:.Llly 
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preceded by an intensive ora.l drill on the structures and the voca-
bulary that ",ould be used in the composition. But all this does not 
prevent mistakes being committed. 
HOliever, in addition to these specimens we were able to obtain 
hundreds of free composition subjects especially la'itten by the 
students at our request and for the purpose of this investigation. 
It was also possible to get specimens of the compositions written 
by students in their secondary school public examination, where the 
only help given takes the form of the main ideas. 
2. As expected, of course, the students I ac:tive vocabulary falls 
far short of their passive vocabulary.--that which they can recognize 
l<[hen they read, but which is not all handy when they coma to a pro-
ductive activity such as composition writiuB. In fact from our 
examination of the specimens lie have noticed that the great majority 
of the lexical items employed fall within the range of the most 
common 2000 words in English, except where the special topic requires 
certain specialized vocabulary, as is the case \-,i th scientific sub-
jects. But quite often the more adventurous type of stUdents risk the 
use of words recently le~~ their language periods. 
:;. Most of the errors lie picked up from the specimens seem to 
belong to one or the other of the categories specified in our study 
above. They are caused either by the semantic structure of tho Er:lGlish 
vocabulary or by Arabic interference. The third category, of course, 
includes those where the two causes combine, but lihere it is pretty 
difficult to isolate each for specific study. In fact it may be 
said that the first cause is always there, whereas the second appears 
here and there to add to the difficulty. 
The mistakes discovered in the specimens are too numerous to list 
hero. A few examples of each category will serve the purpose. 
11 
1st category: 
2nd category: 
learn, blOW 
,yarn, advise 
happiness, pleasure 
know, J;'calise 
finish, be over 
prepare,serve (dUuler, etc.) 
relatives, relations 
agree, discuss 
eager, emphatic (to make friendship) 
follow, observe (the rules) 
need, require (effort) 
hope, expect 
merciless, har.mful (insects), etc. 
learn, study 
call, ask 
expect, wait for 
enter, join (school) 
collect, add up 
get on, ride (a bus, etc.) 
put on, wear (clothes) 
bear, produce (children) 
rot, spoil (food) 
hunt, shoot (birds) 
road, way 
III. CONCLUSIONS ON "lORD-MEAlmm 
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Though there are certainly other factors that contribute to the 
difficul ty of learning a foreign language vocabulary (as far as meaning 
is concerned), such as cultural and pedaiogiC factors among others, we 
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believe our investigation has established that tvlO of the causes lie 
in: 
(a) the great comp1en ty of the semantic structure of the foreign 
la.riguage itself (in our case: English), Qnd 
(b) interference from Arabic. 
It has also, we believe, been established thnt Ara.bic interference 
can be predicted on the basis of contrastive analysis of certain 
semantic fields in both 10l1guages. 
vTe would like to emphasize again that one should not make hasty 
conclusions or sweeping generalizations from any purely theoretical 
contrastive analysis (semantic or otherwise). These inforences 
should be restrained until they are confirmed and validated by field 
work, as we have been doing throughout. 
l\nother \-Taming should be made as far as Arabic interference is 
concerned. In the case of Arabic, theoretical contrastive studies 
usually face a dilemma: which brand of Arabic should be contrasted 
(with English, for instance)? Should it be Classical, modern v~itten 
or the colloquial Arabic of a certain countr~ or part thereof? This 
of course depends mainly on tho specific practical purpose of the 
study. If it is addressed to students of a certain country, the 
choice of Arabic will depend on the linguistic Arabic competence of 
the learners of the foreign language and upon their age, social status 
eto. But even if the researoh-worker assumes that interference 
oomes from one brand of Arabic, his findings will have to be modified 
and probably considerably revised in the light of experimental field-
work, as we had to do sometimes in this study. 
PART FOUR 
ENGLISH AND ARABIC 
VERB-TENSE SYSTEMS 
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CHAPTER TEll 
CATEGORICAL HEAUDTGS OF VERB-TENSES 
I. THE SCOPE OF STUDY 
Though many English gra.tJIll8.rians confine the term TElfSE to the 
two simple fortls of the verb, i. e. the simple present and the simple 
past, "Ie will use it as an all-inclusive term to cover the simple and 
the non-simple forms. But if we included ALL forms of the verb, our 
study ",ould become so loxge as to be almost unma.n.ageable. Therefore, 
in order to bring it dow.n to reasonable proportions, we must limit 
ourselves in se.veral ways, namely: 
1. The modal auxiliary verbs will be excluded except for those that 
will be required·for a brief' study of plain or pure "futurity". So 
will the auxiliary verb £2., \'lhich means that "negation" and 
"interrogation" will nQt be dealt with except where either is eosential 
to a point under consideration. 
The passive voice need not be tackled since, as far as the "form" 
f the verb is concerned, its study ha3 fell if any educational , 
I:;. "''''! . eN,.. . C:. ~ '< g;u.- + ~.II 
implications. " ~ ~~.. ~'OU- _1 ~~ ~~c.c.-,.; .. , 
o.J...:. 0.. ~ ~ - ~ fY\ --, a 11 . -
3. Conditional and other subordinate clauses and the subjunctive 
~ will not receive full attention. There will be some reference to 
the form and behaviour of the verbs used in such structures on certain 
occa.sions where such reference cannot be avoided. 
4. Reported opeech will not be studied; only occasional references 
may be made to it "There necessary, 
5. The non-finite verbs may ho.ve to be me."'ltioned - some of them in 
some detail - for reasons that will become obvious. 
Al though this is not a purely theoretical study of the verb-
tense systems of English and Arabic, and although the treatment of 
these systems hare formo only part of the present investigation, we 
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''1ill, nevertheless, try to give as thorough an e.."'GlIIlinatioll as 
possible of the relevant parts of the systems under consideT.ation 
prior to the formulation of educational hypotheses based on the 
contrast between the two languages. But for the purpose of the 
empirical validation of these hypotheses only the forms and uses 
of the verb that the students are acquainted with "Till be included 
in the special test. 
It is suggested that the steps to be followed in this investi-
gation are to be: 
(a) A brief survey of the English and Arabic literature on the 
verb-tense system. 
(b) A brief theoretical stu~ of the basic Brammatical or 
categorical meaning of each of the various forms of the 
verb in Dnglish and in Arabic. 
(c) A rather detailed study of the numerous functions or uses 
of each form in English contrasted with the parallel form 
in Arabic; and of those i'unctions of the Arabic verb forms 
that are not normally found in English. 
(d) The suggestion of educational implications, and the formu-
lation of assumptions regarding areas of difficulty and 
confusion. 
(e) The empirical validation of these assumptions by means of 
a special test. 
Finally, a very important :point is to be kept in mind when this 
sort of contrastive analYSis is carried out between English and 
Arabic, because it constitutes a special problem when one starts to 
deal uith the educational implications that follow from such ancl.ysis. 
This point concerns the brand of Arabic that is to be contrasted with 
English. 
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It is suggested to try and solve this problem. in the follo\'1ing 
manner. For the sake of establishing the categorical mea.n.in6 of the 
Arabic verb-forms, Classical Arabic (C.A.) will be made the basis of 
our study. Basically this is very similar in sentence-structure, 
phr~se-structure and verb-structure and inflections to 110dern 
Standard Arabic (M.S.A.) to which Arab students are constantly exposed 
in and out of school. But it is not only C.A. or M.S.A. t~at influences 
the process of learning English in Kuwait; there is the local collo-
quial brand - in our case Kuwaiti Arabic (K.A.) - which may in certain 
areas have a stronger impact than the other two. Thus K.,A. \-Till have 
to be included in the detailed contrastive analysis, side by side with 
C.A. and M.S.A. This will put us in a better position to judge the 
influence of each brand of Arabic on the learning of English in Kuwait. 
II. SURVEY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 
'llle richness of literature on the English verb-system is in 
sharp. contrast with the paucity of studies of the Arabic verb. The 
reason is not hard to find. Hhereas the verb plays an indispensable 
a"ld crucial role in the structure and in the meaning conv~yed by 
every English sentence, the Arabic verb plays a much more modest part. 
In Arabic there are two mejor types of sentences. Only in one of them 
does the verb feature as the basic element. The other (ceJ.led "a 
nominal sentence") need not have a verb at all. 
It is not our intention to go through the ·cremendous amount of 
literature written on the English Verb. Only a few major works will 
be mentioned. (Those who are interested L'"l obtaining a full list or 
such studies are referred to the comprehensive bibliography compiled 
by Robert Allen in the course of writing his doctoral thooia, nmv in print.l) 
-------------------------,-
1 Robert L. Allen, The Verb S stem of Prcsent-Da ~\merican En.lish 
(The Hague: X10uton & Co., 1966 • 
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It is only to be expected that all those books that are considered 
classics in the history of English Grammar should 0.110\-1 for a detailed 
study of the English verb-systeo. Among those \vho are usually referred 
to as Tradi tiona! Grammarians one should mention Sweet, IIo.rold Palmer, 
Kruisinga, Pout sma , Jespersen and in present times: Scheurweghs, 
Schibsbye and Ze.ndvoort. l T'.ae last of these has "lri tten his "Handbook" 
in the tradition of Kruisinga. but allm.;s for certain model."Il modifi-
cations of his vie\ls. .tUl these grammarians have used meaning as the 
basis of their grm:nmatical cla3sifications and ana.lysis. 
Unfortunately later grammarians who clung so closely to rigorous 
formal criteria, namely the Structuralists, as well as the early 
Tr~~sformationalists, almost neglected meaning (including meaning and 
uses of the verb) altogether. By so doing, they not only contributed 
little to the study of the verb-tense, but quite often did not even 
taclr..1e the subject at all. Thus although Fries in his earlier work2 
makes some mention of the use of tenses, he skips the vlhole topic in 
his later "lork. 3 Other structuralists such as Trager and Smith, 
l.'hitehall, Nelson FranCis, Sledd4 and scores of others were too occupied 
\Ii th the d.ascription of the structure of the language to pay a:ny 
attention to the meaning and usc of the verb-forms. Paul Roberts, 
adopting the transformational approach to the study of language in his 
more recent '\'10rks5, does not make any attempt to explain the uses of 
verb-tenses. Other recOllt Horks adopting the same approach realize the 
importance of meaning in the description of lano7Uagc and t~" to deal 
wi th it in a way different from "1ha.t has hitherto been attempted. Thus 
1 Books, articles, theses, etc. mentioned in this section are found 
in the Bibliography. Those that will be dealt with in some detail 
in the following section will also be mentioned in full in the 
footnotes. 
2 C. Fries, American English Grammar 
3 c. l!"Tics, The Structure of' English 
4 cf. biblioRraphv. 
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transformationalists hava been trying o:f late to :formulate their 
1 
own theory of meaning , but as. far as the verb tense is concernad 
Ii ttle of value has so far been contributed. 
Other general books that deal partially with the English verb-
tense (form, meaning and use) are those intended for taaching English 
to non-native speakers. A fO\'1 deserve to be mentioned because they 
show some deep insight into the Enblish verb-system. Not~Qle among 
these are Hornby, Close, ,.,. S. Allen, Christophersen & Sandved, and 
J. 11. ~lard2 (the last of which deals solely with the use of Tenses). 
More valuable, perhaps, arc a number of articles .written either 
on the verb-forms in general or on some specific tense, aspect, mood, 
etc. notably by Kruisinga, Bodelsen, Satchell, Hatcher, Hornby, Calver, 
Bolinger, U~dnl1, Charleston, Jacobson, Close, Crystall, Bach, Halliday, 
Huddle~ton, Kiparsky, Lakoff, and r1orris~. Others have either pre-
sented doctoral theses on one aspect of the verb or anothc~ such as 
R. Allen4 and N. Landmark5, or have written whole books on the English 
verb-sYDtcm. .Among the la.tter one must mention Bull, Joos, T\-Taddcll, 
F. R. PD.lmer o.nd Leech6 • 
l1gainst all this we find that comparatively little has been done 
on the .Arabic verb-tense system. Arab grammarians, who wcra up to 
their ears in the study of ~rG, have paid little attention to the 
function and me~ning of the verb, though a great deal to its ~. 
They were more occupied '\'lith the question of DlFLECTIOU (1~abic: 
i'ra:~) in a highly-inflectional language. ITevcrthel~ss, their work 
might have been more useful hc'l.d they not gone even further and 
1 J. Katz & P. Postal, lin Integrated Theory of Linguistic Descriptioll 
2 cf. Bibliography. 
3 cf. Bibliography. 
4 R. Allan, op.cit. 
5 cf.]i bliography • 
6 of. Bibliography and infra. 
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attempted to investigatethe cause of inflection (J'ixabic: al- l a:mil), 
which took them allay from. languaee to the outside world and into 
other disciplines such as jurisprudence, philosophy and logic in 
particular. 
1 T'ae earliest-extant .. 'ixabic grammar, the "kita:b" of Siba,.;ayh , 
and, (H'ith a fe'f exceptions), practically all other grammars written 
since thml (especially those by grammarians of the Basra ~chool) 
simply state that the :U'abic verb has three forms or "states" 
(Ha:la:t, as they are called in .,tlro.bic); one referring. to tho past 
time, the other to the present er future, &'ld the third is the 
imperative form referring to the future. lJI10ng the much more recent 
"lorks, only the cOInpJ:ehcnsive gTaI!lC8X by Abbas Hassan2 refers with 
comparatively more detail to the meanings and functions of the 
J.rabic verb-forms - and in the footnotes for toot JIlD.ttcr. The only 
work that is, as far as the present \,!riter is aware of, exclusively 
devoted to the study of the Arabic verb, that by al-Srunarra.?i', sheds 
some light on the subject, but deals mainly with FOPJ1, like all the 
rest. Only a feH Arabists, notably Casparij\vright4 and others (tha.t 
,viII be mentioned later), ,vi th their European linguistic background, 
begin to investigate this topic. In modern times mQst research by 
Arabs or ilrabists, that the writer of this paper is aware of, is 
oriented towards: morphology, descriptive struetural ~alysis, the 
dialects, or contrastivo analysis ~or educational purposes, (like the 
present study). Examples are: BuIos, Becker, Codora, .Co,·ran, Erickson, 
l. cf. Bibliography and infra. 
2 Abbas Rasso..."l, al-Nahw 0.1-1·lafi, (Cairo: Dar al-ma 1 aref, 1960-66) 4 vole. 
5 Ibrahim al-Samo.rra?i, al-Fitl: zrunnnuhu wa abniyatuh, (Baghdad: 
al- I Ani Press, 1966). 
4 vlilliam Ylrig.~t, A Grammar or tho J~abic Languagc, (London: 1ofillio.ms 
& NOrgate, 1859 and 1862, vola 1 & 2); and (Cambridge University 
Press, 1967, 3rd edt paperback, 1 vol.) 
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el-Azabi, Greis, Satterth,vai t, el-Sayed' and Yorkeyl. A few others 
"deal with some aspects of l~abic syntax, employing several approaches 
including the transformational one, e.g. Killean, Bratton, Lewkowitz, 
Shepardson and Snow. 2 None of these researches deals with the topic 
under consideration in the rest of this part of the dissertation. 
III THE TEHSE SYGTEiI! TIi GENERAL 
(A) m ENGLISH 
1. Terminology 
vlliat we will do in this section is to examine the major works 
on the English verb system and try to deduce from the various points 
of Vie\T what may be considered the basic categorical (or gr~tical) 
meaning3 of each of the different verb-forms. 
But before this is attempted vIe need to ngree on the terminology 
thnt will be used with reference to these forms, since there seems to 
be little agreement on the terms among the different grammarians. But 
first "let us set up a table of the verb-forms, in order to be able to 
refer to them lii th ease and accuracy. 
Group 1: (a) He goes, (b) He vrcnt, (c) He "lill go. 
Group 2: (a) lIe is going, (b) He was going, (c) lie will be going* 
Group ): (a) lie has gone, (b) lie had gone, (c) He will have gone* 
Group 4: (a) He has been going, (b) He had boen going,*(o) He \vill 
have been goine* 
1 cf. Bibliograpby. 
2 cf. Bibliography. 
3 The categorical (or grammatical) meaning of the VERB is that meaning 
which it can indicc. te by virtue of belonging to the form-clasE: VERB 
(not NOUN, l.DJECTIVE, etc.). This is distinct from the lexical 
meanings of the individual verbs: come, go, etc. treated as 
individual lexical items. "i~en the verb is in a oertain tense, 
aspect, et~. its o~tegorical mc~~ is that expressed by the whole 
category (1.0~ tense, as~ect, etc.) to ~hich it belon&~. (cr. Lyons, 
Introduction, p~. 435 ff). also supra p. 159. 
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(Those forms marked "lith an asterisk are not very commonly used. 
The passive and the forms with modals are not included in this 
stu~, and need not, therefore, bother us.) 
~e first hurdle to overcome seems to be the term TENSE i taelf • 
Here we find that the so-called Traditional grammarians group and 
discuss all the above forms 1.Ulder the heading tltense ll or "tense 
system", but when they come to the different groups ShOim.· above 
they try to restrict the designation TENSE to group 1 only. "The 
English vexb has only ti-TO tenses nroper, the present and the preterit", 
says Jerpersenl • Group 3 he calls "tense-phrases" and groups 2 and 4 
2 
"the expanded forms". But, as will "oe shmm later, he explains the 
"thole verb-tense system within a seven-point framework of time. 
Ifu.rold Polmer also states that "strictly spea.ldng, English has only 
ti-TO tenses to cover the past - present - future time continuum. ,,3 
But he goes on to call all the forms "tenses" since "there are Past 
and Present Tenses in each Tin:.e Reference, of which there are two in 
eaQJb. ll.spect, making eight tenses in all. ,,4 The future is left out 
by both writers and by most of the later grrumnarians and dealt uith 
~eparately. Za.ndvoort calls groups 1 and 3 "tenses,,5 but uses the 
term "Progressive" by itself for groups 2 and 4.6 110st co~temporary 
:Bri tish and Europeo.n Grommario.ns do not hesi tnte to use "tense" as 
an all-inclusive term and discuss the grammatical meanings of the 
various forms, using various other terms to help thco. do so. .L\mong 
those who do so, though they sometimes suggest names different from 
lOtto Jespersen, Essentials of English Grammar, (London: George" 
..ulen & Umlin, 1969), p. 231. 
2 ibid, p. 237. . .' 
3 Harold Palmer & P. G. Blandford, A Grammar of Spoken English, 
(Cambridge: \-1. Heffer & Sons Ltd.: 3rd edt revised and rmlri tten ~Y.Roaer Kingdon, 1969) p. 176. 
4 ~b~d, P. 176. 
5 R. U. Zai.'ldvoort, A Handbook of English Grammar (London: Longmans, 
6 ~th ed., 1969), p. 58. ' l.bid, p. 37. 
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those commonly used for the various forms, are Closel , Lcech~, 
Scheurweghs3, Schibsbye4 , Allen5 and \lard6 • But ,there are others, 
such as ChristoPhersen1 , who either lim! t the term "tense" to group 1 
8 
above and apply the term "form" to the others, or, like F. R. Palmer , 
deal ''lith the topic under "verb-phrase" headings. Some American 
"rriters, such as Twaddol19 , avoid using the term "tense" altogether, 
or, like M. JooslO and R. Allenll, restrict it to the first tHO items 
of group 1, and use a variety of other terms to designate the other 
forms. 
It is not necesso.ry to go further into this. One can put fonro.rd 
a strong case for the use of the word TENSE as an all-inclusive term 
on several grounds including the non-controversial definition of 
TENSE as "the linguistic expression of time-relations in BO far as 
the!3e are indicated in verb forms,,12 and the fact that there is an 
element of time, though not always emphasized, in wery form of the 
verb system ullder consideration. '.fe will, therefore, adopt this 
1 R. A. Close, Enr3'lish as 11. Foreign Language, (London: G. Allen & 
Um'lin, 1911) pp. 16-109. 
2 G. N. Leech, To"mrds a Semantic Description of English (London; 
Longmana, 1969), PI'. 134-158. 
3 G. Sch~~weghs, Present-Day English Syntax, (London: Longmans, 1969), 
1'1" 318-336. 
4 K. Schibsbye, A Modern English Grammar, (London, O.U.P., 1965), 
pp. 318-336. 
5 \v. Stannard Allen, Li vine English Structure, (London: Longmans, 1969), 
PI'. 10-152. 
6 J. ~lillington Ward, The Use of Tenses in English, (London: Longmans, 1971) 
7 P. Christophersen & A. o. Sandved, 1m Advanced English Grammar, 
(London: Macmillan, 1970) pp. 43-51 & 207-220. 
8 F. R. Palmer, A Linguistic Study of the English Verb, (London: 
Longmans, 1965), pp. 55-139. 
9 'ltl. F. Twaddell, The En}liSh Verb Auxiliaries, (Providence: Brow 
University Press, 1965 , pp. 2-12. 
10 Martin Joos, The En lish Verb: Form and Meanin ,(Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1968 , pp. 8l-l46~ 
11 Robert L. Allen, OPe cit 
12 Jespersen, OPe cit. p. 230. 
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term and use it when we are referring to the verb tense-system in 
general. But in order to avoid ~ misconceptions, the term FORM 
(written in capitals) will be used in all detailed work, since we 
ca.n actually keep form and meaning. separate in the present study. 
It will be employed when we deal with the various inflections and 
verb-clusters that English utilizes for the indication of time-
relations plus any other shades of meaning. It will refer to the 
,mole category, e.g. BE -nm FORM, but the term "form" (in sma.ll 
letters) will refer, when employed, to the shape of a particular 
verb, e.g. am going, is going, goes, etc. 
\oJhen we come to the terminology employed with respect to each 
of the above groups, we are faced with much more disagreement and a 
much greater multitude of terms. \o1h(J:'e some grammarians, like Tt.raddell, 
avoid the whole problem by sticking to strictly formal coding such as 
1 
"Past Inflection", "have + participle", "be + ing" , others, like 
H. Palmer, call group 1 above (oxcludL'1g the future) "the Present and 
Past Direct of Accomplishment", group 2 "PresEmt and Past Direct of 
ActiVity", group ~ "Present Emd Past Perfect of Accomplishment" Dnd 
group 4 "Present and Past Perfect of Activity,,2 whereas Joos, for 
instDnce, calls the first two forms of group 1 "Actual and Remote 
Tenses", groups 2 and 4 "the Temporary Aspect" and group 3 "the Perfect 
Phase. ,,3 other terms such as "Progressive, Continuous, -DTG Form, 
ExpDnded Form" are used to indicate groups 2 Dnd 4, whereas group 3 
is often called "a Tense Phrase, Perfect and Plt;.perfect, the Perfect, 
the Perfect Aspect, the Pre-Present and Pre-Past, the Inclusive vs 
Intrusive Aspect, etc." In order to be' on the safe side, and not to 
1 Twa.ddell, 01'. cit" p. 2 ff. 
2 H. Palmer, OPe cit., p. 116. 
3 Joos, 01" Cit., p. 101 ff. 
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use terms that commit us beforehand to ccrt~ meanings of the tenses, 
we will employ the follmdng terms which will refer only to FORM and 
are neutral es far as meaning is concerned. 
TEmlS USED IN THIS STUDY 
Group 1 (a) The -S FOR!1 
(b) The -D FORN 
Group 2 The BE -ING FORM 
Group 3 The IL\VE -EN FORM 
Group 4 The HAVE - EN BE -TIm FORI-! 
We will furthermore refer to the three varieties of each FORM 
(except those in group 1) with the terms: Present, Past and Future; 
e.g. Present RAVE -EN' FORI1, Past BE -ING FORM, etc. This will o.ctually 
refer to the first component of the verb cluster (i.e. BE or HAVE) in 
its present, pa.st or future FOm1. ~'hel1 the term FUTURE is used by 
itself, it will ba~aken to refer to time unless otherwise specified. 
-
2. Categorical Meaning 
The great complen ty of this field of study has resulted:in a 
high degree of disagrecmcmt among linguists and gra.m:Ik'U'ians concerning 
the basic categorical meaning of each of the various verb FORNS. \Vhat 
has complicated thingn still further is the fact that various studies 
of the verb system have tackled it from different points of view or 
wi thin different kinds of fr~euork. 
Thus Harold Palmer, for instance, carries out his study of the 
1 
verb-system within the framework of tltlO aspects + tine reference. 
Strictly speaking, he recognizes only two tenses that cover the past-
present-future time continuum. Thus in each time-reference he recognize 
past and present tenses. Since there are two time-roferences in each 
1 H. Palmer, OPe cit., pp 175 ff. 
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aspect, the number of tenses he distinguishes are eight. The two 
aspects he bases his schema on e.re: :.: . 
a. The aspect of accomplishment, used "when interest is focused on 
the performance of the action." Here he includes 0.11 FORMS 
without BE. 
b. The aspect of nctivi ty, used "\-rhen interest is focused on the 
occupation or activity~ ••• of the subj&ct at the time referred 
t ill to ••• in the sen ence. 
The BE -mG FOBI.m are used to express this aspect. 
As for time-reforence, he considers that lIin each aspect there 
are two systems of referring to time. Their function is to uhow 
whether the action denoted by the verb is: (i) contemporar,y with, or 
2 (ii) anterior to the tiIae expressed or implied in the sentence." 
Consequently, according to his classification, we get the following 
picture of the English verb~tense system: 
a. Group 1 above = Present/past Direct of Accomplishment. 
b. Group 2 above = Present/past Direct of Activity. 
c. Group 3 above = Present/past Perfect of Accomplishment. 
d. Group 4 above = Present/past Perfect of Activity.3 
In his more detailed analysis he seems to suggest that: 
a. Tho mo.in function of the "Aspect of Activity" is to indico.te 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
an activity in Frogress during a limited period of time. But he 
insists tho.t the length of duration is unl.aJ.own~4 (Tho limitations 
on the use of this aspect arc giVen in terms of the semantic com-
ponents of certain groups of verbs which refer to: mental sto.tcs, 
involuntary perception, posseSSion, etc"'~; 
ibid, p. 175 
ibid, p. 175 
ibid, p. 176 
ibid, p. 185 
ibid, p. 177 
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b. ''lith the "Aspect of .Accomplishment", the emphasis is on the 
performance and the result of an action (rather than ·on the' 
process); 
c. But with tho -S FORI1 "the principal suggestion is that the action 
1 is habitual, or at least frequently repeated" ; 
d. The -D FO&~ indicates the completion of the action like ell other 
verbs classified under "the Aspect of Accomplishment", but also 
refers to past time "which, if not already manifest or implicit, 
must be indicated by means of an adverbial of past time. ,,2 
To a certain eJ~tent Palmer f s views can be taken to represent 
those of the so-called Trad! tiona1 Grammarians. 
Jespersen discusses the verb-tense system within the now classical 
seven-point time framework shown below: 
Before- Past 
Past 
After- Present 
Past 
Before- Future 
Future 
3 
After-
Future 
He believes that tho tense-system is basically a system of time-
relations, though such FORMS also serve other purposeE:4• T'ne only 
t"lo tenses proper axe to him the " -S FOEM" and the " -D FOEM". :Both 
refer to time only, the latter to past time, the former to the present. 
But since the present time "means 0. time of appreciable durationn5 , 
in this sonse of time, the" -S FORl-'I" may refer to momentary actions 
as well as " general truths ,,6 
The "RA.VE -EN FOEM" he calls a tense-phraae; the present FORM 
referring either to "inclusive Present" (i.e. indicating on action 
that has lasted for some time and still is)', or to"retrospective 
1 ibid, :Po 178 
2 ibid, :Po 180 
3 Je~peraen, Essentials, p. 231 
4 Ib1d, :P. 230 
5 ibid, :P. 237 
6 ibid, :p. 238 
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present" (i, e, connecting a pas"t occurrence as having results bearing 
011 the present moment)l, The past FORn connects t"TO successive 
happerinings in the past, 2 The expanded FOBl-m (i. e. the EE -ING FORlm) 
serve, according to him,as a frame round something else, uhich may 
or may not be expressly indicated. These FOIDffi indicate: incompletion. 3 
Among "the present grammarians lofho more or less adopt the tradi-
tional views, Zandvoort, working mainly in the tradition of Kruisinga, 
believes that the main function of the verb-tense system is to denote 
the TIME at l'lhich an action takes place: Present, Past or Future, which 
are basically expressed by the "simple FORMS". The so-called Perfect 
(i.e, HAVE -EH FOm·IS) he considers as a special case of the Present or 
Past. One point that he mentions deserves special attention: namely, 
that the" -S FORM" in English does not express duration which is 
normally expressed, according to him, by the '':BE -ING FORH,,4. :But the 
latter FORM, he mentions in another place, usually denotes an action 
or an actiVity as in progress5 • 
.Another European grammarian, namely Scheurwe"ghs, suggests that 
the " -S FORl1" is used when NO lJO'RATION is thought of or can be thought 
6 
of , and that the" -D FOmI" refers to something in the past that has 
no longer any connection with the present. 7 The "HAVE -EN FORMS" are 
used, he cays, when the action has S01:1e relation to the present (or 
happenings anterior to a certain moment in the past)8. As for the 
'':BE -ING FORMs" he stateo that they are "mainly used to imply an 
aspect of' d'U.ration a.nd continuity and to show tr.l8.t a happening is 
thought 01' as being in progress and occupying a limited time. ,,9 
------------~-----------------------------1 ibid, pP. 241-243. 
2 ibid, P. 243 
3 ibid, P. 264 4 zandvOO~t 5 ibid P t Handbook, p. 58 
6 sche~~ 37 
7 ibid, P ~s, OPe cit., p. 320. 
8 ibid, p' 323. 
9 ibid, '1"\. 323 • 
.1:'. 319. 
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A very recent book by Christonhersen and Sandvedl , does not 
argue the past reference of the " -D FORI1" but states that the basic 
meaning of the" -S FORM" is that it denotes habitual and eternal 
2 truths. The chief use of the ":BE -ING FORWI, the writers suggest, 
"is to denote an activity which is in progress, which is not completed 
at the time mentioned or implied in the sentence. Hence the FORI1 
may be said to express duration", eJ:pecially "limited duration" in 
the case of the Present FORl13• They agree with the others that 
describe the "HAVE -EN FORH", especially the present FORM, as lin1'".ing 
up a past event with the present, and suggest that this is done by 
means of the tl'lO main uses of this FORN: to indicate an action that 
continues up to the present, or to "represent the present state of 
affairs as the result of an action ••• that took place in the past.,,4 
Perhaps the deepest insight into the verb tense-system Iilade by 
J3ri tish "lri ters of grammars for foreign students appears in \of. S. Allen5 
and in Close. 6 
The former suggests that verbs operate on three levels which 
he calls "Aspects of time, Action and Fact". The aspect of time is 
there all the time, but it is what the sperucer is interested in,that 
makes either this aspect, or aQY of the other two sound prominent 
when a special FORM of the verb is used. Thus when we want to stress 
the aspect of fact and suggest that we are interested in the completed 
fact and its relationship to a given general time aspect, we normally 
use the ''HAVE -EN FORMS". If' we are interested in the completion of an 
action in one of these times, we use the - S FORl1 or -D FORM (quite 
1 Christophersen & Sandved, An Advanced English Grammar (London: 
Hacmillan, 1970) 
2 ibid, p. 210 
5 ibid, p. 210 
4 ibid, p. 219-220 
5 W. S • .Allen, Living English Structure (see above). 
6 R. A. Close, English as a Foreign Language (see above). 
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often with time adverbs). But if we are more interested in the action 
while it is in progress, we can use the BE -ING FOm1S as a time-
background for other actions expressed by other verbs. l (cf. Jespersen 
above.) 
Close, as far as the present writer knows, i.s the only gram-
marian who conside~s the use of adverbials in the verb-system as 
incidental factors that must not count when the categorical meanings 
of the various verb-FORBS oxe to be delineated. 2 He approaches his 
topic from the point of view that grammar is a system of pairs 
(Le. binary oppositions) in which one member is marked in one wa:y, 
the other unmarked in the same way, or both may be marked, . each 
standing in a different relationship to something unmarked. He 
applies this to the - S FORM in an attempt to solve the problem of 
the mistaken association of this FORM with the present time or 
moment. Thus he suggests that the weak unmarked FORI1 of this tense 
is actually TIMELESS, whereas when it refers to the time now, it is 
not e:x:o.ctly the same FORM, but the strong unmarked one.:3 In the use 
of tenses in general, Close thinks that we are mainly concerned with 
two aspects: the aspeot of activity and the aspect of time. The 
choice of a specific FORM depends on the "SPPC", i.e. the speaker's 
point of primary concern.4 
In this framework Close classifies the verb-tense FORI'iS. Thus 
the -D :E'ORM indicates a specific time in the past. 5 The HAVE -EN' 
FORMS indicate only time-relationships.6 Besides the reference to 
time, the BE -DfG FORMS indicate an action, uncompleted and in progress. 7 
1 lI. S. Allen, OPe cit., pp. 81-82. 
2 'Close, op.cit., p. 20 
3 ibid, pp. 80-8~ 
4 ibid, pp. 10 ff 
5 ,i~id,.p. 86 
6 ibid, p. 82-83 and 90-92 
7 ibid, 'pp', 61-62 and 69 
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Significant in Close's analyses are (a.) the introduction of the 
component of "incompleteness" into the categorical meaning of the 
:BE -DIG FORMS, and (b) the omission of the component of "completedness" 
from that of the other FOm1S. In the latter case, the phrase used 
is "viewing the act as a completed whole"l, and this is shown later 
by Robert Allen to be quite different from "completion" or "completedness". 
Perhaps we should now turn to works written specifically on the 
~rb-tense system. 
Twaddell, in a very concise and valuable work,2 analyzes the 
English verb-tonse.system within the fr~ework of auxiliary verbs: 
-D (or past-inflection), HAVE and BE. Thus we get the verb-FORMS: 
.0.. -D b. HAVE-EN c. BE -ruG 
Each of these elements a, b and c is considered 0. modifier of the 
lexical verb in the tense-structure.:3 \ofe can have none of these 
elements (i.e. zero modification) as in the case of the simple verb 
"go/es" , or we can have any one, or any two or three combined together. 
\ve should linger a little on TWadde"lll s treatment of the -S FORM 
because it is significant. He considers the II _SIt or Itzero" marker 
of this FORM as a marker, not of tense, but of verb-subject agreement. 
Consequently this FORM is regarded as having no modification whatso-
ever, and as such "conveys the semontic content of' the lexical verb 
alone, with no gr~tical meaning beyond that of'VERE.,,4 In itself', 
thereforo, this FORM is TIMELESS: "it is compatible with any chrono-
logical meaning overtly signalled elsewhere in the ·sentence or 
situation. ,,5 (cf'. Closais "weak 1.lIlIIln.I.'ked FOBM." above, and F. Palmer 
and Martin Joos below.) 
1 ibid, p. 70 
2 Twaddell. The English Verb AUxiliaries. 
:3 ibid, p. 2 
4 ibid, p. 6 
5 ibid, p. 7 
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As for the auxiliary elEments mentioned above, the basic 
categorical meaning that each adds to the lexical meaning of the 
"(erb is: 
a. Unactualness1 b. Current Relevance c. Limited Duration~ 
These are explained as follows: 
a. The first modification has the "function of limiting and/or 
extending the content of the lexical verb AWAY FROM the observable 
actuality at the time and place of the utterance.,,3 
b. The second modification "explicitly links an earlier event or 
state with the current situation. It signals a significant 
persistence of results, a valid present relevance of the effects 
of earlier events. ,,4 Twaddell does not agree to the meaning of 
"completed action" mentioned by earlier grammarians "except to 
the extent that the earlier action must have matured sufficiently 
to produce currently relevant effects.,,5 
c. The third modification adds the composite meaning of limited 
duration, i.e. limitation + duration. The latter may be decomposed 
further into either: continuation or repetition. 
F. R. Palmer seems to add very few new ideas, and even to 
complicate some already generally acknowledged ones. He calls the 
various verb-FORMS "verb-phrases", o.nd in terms of "marked vs. unmarked." 
Fomrs, analyzes the three topics of: 
1. tense (past and present, but no future), 
ii. progressive vs. non-progressive, and 
6 iii. perfect V9. non-perfect ASPECT. 
1 ibid, p. 8 
2 ibid, p. 2 
3 ibid, p. 8 
4 ibid, p. 8 
5 ibid, p. 8 
6 F. R. Palmer, A LinB:!:!istic Study: of the English Verb, p. 59. 
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He finds difficulty in generalizing because, according to him, 
the use of TENSE is complicated by its relation to (a) temporal 
characteristics of perfect/non-perfect, (b) habitual, and (c) future 
uses of the FORMS. l He finds the progressive particularly difficult 
because its FOm1S have two special functions where there is reference 
to habitUal activity2 (i.e. limited duration, and sporadic repetition).3 
When he analyzes the meanings of the two simple tenses, he finds 
no difficulty with the -D FOm1, but in fact fails to specif,y the basic 
meaning of the -S FOIDi except, perhaps, negatively when he states that 
it liis rarely used in its basic, non-habi~ai, non-future ufle,,4, 
presumably implying ilpresent activityh, because he goes on to explain 
why it is not used in that meaning.5 And although at first he rejects 
the idea of TlMELESSNESS as misleading, he eventually admits, "that it 
is timeless in some cases", but only' in so far as the present time is 
6 TIMELESS, in that it extends without limit on both sides of ~.n 
The basic meaning of the :BE -ruG FORM he gives as DURATION. In 
a negative way, however, he mentions OVERLAPPING as one of its 
Characteristics.7 Another point he adds here is that the BE -ruG FORM 
suggests that the activity was unfblished.8 
With the analysis of the HAVE -EN FOm1S, he does not fare as 
well, however. Although he states quite early that time and aspect 
should be studied together because "both are essentially concerned with 
time-relations,,9, he fails to make the proper generalization about the 
categorical meaning of this FORM. He gives it as the indication "of a 
1 ibid, p. 69 
2 ibid, p. 61 
3 ibid, p. 93 
4 ibid, p. 82 
5 ibid, pp. 82-83 
6 ibid, p. 78 
7 ibid, p. 84 
8 ibid, p. 79 
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period of time that began before. but continued right up to, a point 
of time (either present or past according to tense)" and gives 
examples, not of the HAVE -EN' but of the HAVE -EN BE -ING FORM: 
. 1 
"I tve been reading for an hour". But he finds difficulty in explaining 
the use of the HAVE -EN FORM which implies "result", and, after a lot 
of not very convincing argumentation, goes back to Twaddell's CURRENT 
RELEVANCE as the factor which helps the speaker to make the choice of 
this FORM. 2 
A significant shift in the approach to the study of the verb-
tense system is noticeable in the last two major works we are going 
to de8.l with presently, namely: M. Joos and R. Allen. Instead of 
analyzing the categorical meaning of the verb as a separate entity 
these two linguista widen their scope and tackle the subject within 
the framework of "predication", (in the case of finite verbs: "finite 
predication"). To make this point clear let us follow Joos's stream 
of thought on it. 
"Finite Predication" is defined as "assertion";. "Assertion" 
(which has a . truth value, according to logicians)4 is defined as the 
"categorical meaning of finite verbs", i.e. the grammatical meaning 
of the category VERB, as opposed to the lexical mear..ing of each parti-
cular verb. 5 It is later more specifically defined as "the monopoly, 
not of the finite verb alone, but of the partnership of finite with 
subject. ,,6 This partnership is called "assertion" or "finite pre-
dication". The whole of Joos's analysis is ce.r=ied out within this 
framework and in terms of "truth value" or "validi ty". 
1 ibid, p. 72 
2 ibid, pp. 73-75 
3 Joos, The ~lish Verb, p. 72 
4 ibid, p. 17 
5 ibid, p. 14 
6 ibid, p. 12 
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He, thUs, classifies the verb system into six sets of marked 
and unmarked categories. Since ''fe are only interested in three of 
them, only these are reproduced below: 
1 
Category Tense Phase Aspect I 
Unmarked Actual CUrrent Generic 
Marked Remote Perfect Temporary 
Harkers 
- D I HAVE-EN :BE -TIm 
According to Joos, "the meaningful FORM of an English finite verb 
derives from the use and non-use of the markers". 2 From his 
detailed study of tense, aspect and phase - based on a corpus of 
~~itten material - he concludes that: 
a. The categorical meaning of the unmarked· member of the tense pair 
(i.e. the -S FORM) is actuality as opposed to remoteness which 
is the characteristic of the marked member, i.e. the -D FORM. 
The latter meaning is explained to indicate· both unreality and 
past reality.' (Joos seems to agree with Twaddell on this 
point.) 
b.. Aspect (i.e. with the marker BE-ING) is analyzed both in teI.'lllS 
of "truth-value" (or "validity of predicationlt ) as well as "time-
reference" or "time-limi ta" In terms of the former,' "it 
signifies something about the validity of the predication, and 
specifically it says that the probability of its validity diminishes 
smoothly from the past and the future towar-ls perfect irrelevance 
'or falsity~.4 In terms of time, it means "limitation of duration,·,5, 
1 ibid, p. 101 
2 ibid, p. 101 
3 ibid, pp. 120-124 
4 ibid, p. 108 
5 ibid, p. .113 
· \ 
(cf. Twaddell's similar view above). The unmarked generic 
aspect (i. e. the -S FOm!), J oos says, "HAS NO l·1EtuITNG OF ITS 
O\~f. It gets its meaning entirely from the context including 
the lexical meaning of the verb-baseu•l He rejects the pre-
valent ideo. that the Ul'lIIlllrked verb in this aspect indicates 
"present time for universal time:!. 2 
c. Fino.lly, the ''Perfect Phase" (i.e. the 1ffi.VE -EN FORM) is used, 
according to Joos, uspecifically for the sake of the effects of 
the events they designate"~ This he considers to be its 
essential meaning. This phase, he states, IImeans that the event 
is not mentioned for its own sake, but for the sruce of its 
conseQucncesu • 3 
Thus, in spite of the sophisticated machinery that Joos employs 
in his analysis, he ~oes not seom to come up with ma.ny nC'\'i suggestions. 
His explan.o.tion of the ''HAVE -Elf" FOffi.ffi leaves much to be desired; his 
analysis of the mnrked Aspect (i .. e. BE -ING FOm-t) has added little, 
if anything, to what had already been said about it, and his 
analysis of the UllIJln.rked tense (Le. the -S FOml) seems to conform 
with that of Twaddell in its basic lines, but m::J.y be considered to 
fall short of Close' ~ distinction of the "weak" and IIstrone" 'llIll'!l.Clrked 
FORl1S of tense. One of his findings, confirmed by Robert Allen I s study 
on another corpus, may be significc.nt: tho fact tmt in written 
English there is 0. hi~er frecluency of the occurrence of 'll!lm::l.rlced, than 
of the marked FORMS of the verb.4 
Although chronologically Robert Allen's book comes before that 
of Joos, it is dealt \-lith later, simply because ma.ny of Joos's ideas 
1 ibid, p. 112 
2 ibid, p. 109 
3 ibid, p. 140 
4 ibid, p. 100 
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had been propagated in an earlier mimeographed workl of which Allen 
seems to have been well aware. 
R. A1len~s work2 is the most comprehensive of all studies of 
the verb-system. The writer seems to have examined every single bit 
of writing on the topic and tries to analyze and comment on the various 
approaches and views quite objectively. Then he conducts his own re-
examination of the verb-system. 
The general principle of his procedure is that of IIbinari ty 
accora.inls to which the "lhole of language should be reducible to sets 
of binary oPPositions,,3 (cf. Close, F. Palmer, ~d Joos above); i.e. 
marked vs. unmarked categories. He stresses two points in his treatise, 
nrunely: 
a. 
b. 
the speaker's primary focus of attention4, (cf. Close above); 
the importance of the context of situation.5 
In the detailed analysis Allen (unlike Joos) limits the term 
"aspect" to the HA. VE -Elif FORH, vlhereas the BE -ING FORM is called the 
"Expanded Form"; the "f'Llture" is also included among the tenses. The 
whole anl?lysis is carried out in terms of "time-reference, kinds of 
time, time-relations and aspect", but, like Joos, Allen deals with 
IIpredications" rather than independent "verbs". 
Setting aside the complicated machinery and the host of 
teclmical terms and jargon that are employed in Allen's thesis, one 
might summarize his vie,vs on the verb-system as follows: 
a. The -S FOm,I: Allen rejects what was sugge~ted by Tlmddell & 
6 Joos (see above) and Hatcher that this FORM has no basic categorical 
I H. Joos, English Language and Linguistics, mimeographed edt 
(Beograd: Institute of Experimental Phonetics, 1958) 
2 Robert Allen, The Verb S stem of esent-Da; American En 1ish 
(The Hae,ue: Nouton & Co., '196 
3 ibid, p. 88 
4 ibid, p. 94 
5 ibid, ~p. 95-96 
6 A. G. Hatcher, "The Use of the Progressive Forms in English: a !Tew 
Approach", Language XXVII, (July-Aug, 1951), p. 259. 
meaning of its own. He believes that (like all other verb-
clusters in English) it must "represent either immediate time 
or extended timenl ; e.g. 
I find. you guilty. ' = immediate time 
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Spain borders on France. = extended time (i.e. all time) 
b.. The -D FORI1: The prima:ry functioh of this Fomt is thought to 
be "to orient a predication or event \-lith reference to an 
lDEtfrIFIED TIME in the pastIl ,2 
c. The RAVE -EN' FORM: Aspect (which is confined by Allen to this 
FORM) is spoken of as either "Inclusivell (i.e. Perfective) which 
is the m.akked member, or "Intrusive" (i.e. Imperfective) which 
is unmarked ,\-li th respect to completion or non-completion. Allen 
believes that lIone of the essential components in the meaning of 
a predication containing )his FORM is reference to the whole of 
the predication,,3 (cf. Close above). 
d. The:BE -um PORl-!: Allen rejects the idea that duration is the 
primary function of this FORM. He suggests instead that OVERLAPPING 
should be considered its basic categorical meaning4, follo,"ring 
Kruisinga5 and Zandvoort6 , but diverging from Jespersen's "over-
lapping" in his frame theory (see above). OVERLAPPING, as 
expressed by the expanded verb-FOR!1S in English, is defined by 
Allen as "a grammatical device for indicating that a significant 
relationship exists between one event and another, or between one 
event and an identified time". 7 
1 R. Allen, op.cit., p. 182 
2 ibid, p. 158 
3 ibid, p. 219 
4 ibid, p. 209 
5 E. Kruisinga & P. A. Erades~ A New English Gramnax, (Groningen: 
P. Noordhoff, 8th ed., 1953), vol. I, p. 252. 
6 Zandvoort, op.cit., p. 41 
7 R. Allen, op.cit., p. 209. 
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;5. Conclusion 
It must have become clear that there is no general concensus 
among linguists and grammarians on the basic categorical meaning of 
each of the various vElrb FORl-lB. This is understandable enough. Airy 
semantio study of this sort can be expeoted to be inconclusive ovTillg 
to the variety and difficulty of the faotors that have to be taken 
into oonsideration and that "le need not go into here. One sees, 
however, oertain opinions and theories that are shared by the majority 
of scholars involved in this kind of study. Thus from our quick survey 
of the several studies of the verb-tense system we can conclude that 
there seems to be a general tendency to consider the basic categorical 
meanings of the various verb-tense FORMS as follows: 
a. The -8 FORM is regarded as more or less neutral or timeless; 
that is why it lends itself to a great number of uses, including 
references to preoent, past and future times; (T. Horris has 
recently mentioned 19 of these uses).l 
b. The -D FORr1 is not subject to much controversy. It certainly 
refers to the past, usually a definite time in the past. The 
meaning of m~ITY or IiEt10TENES8 mentioned bit many is presumably 
implied by the fact that past time is remote and un:real to us HOYI. 
c. The plain or colourless future is best indicated in English by the 
short form III (= Shall/Will). No more need be said about it here. 
d. CURRENT RELEVANCE may be the best statement of the basic meaning 
of the HAVE -Elf FOm-t. This FOItH seems basically to indicate time-
relations. The meaning RESULT is naturally implied by the time-
relationship indicated by this FOIDI. The idea of COIIJPLETEDNESS 
seems also to be implied by the fact that a con'3equence cannot 
normally ensue from an unfinished act. 
1 Tudor Horris, "The Simple Present Tense and its Relation to Time in 
S:poken Ilnglishll , E,L,,!' XXVI, 2 (Feb., 1972) pp. 116-122. 
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e. The categorical meaning of the :BE -ING FOPJII seems to be not a 
simple, but a complex one. Perhaps it is best expressed by the 
term "limited duration". :But the emPhasis here is not 011 Tll-lE 
but rather on the activity that is usually described as Ilr PROGRESS 
when this FORM is employed.. 
v(B) nr ARABIC 
. . 
1. Terminology 
vIe do not have here the same problem of mul ti:plici ty of terms 
as we had in English. The two simple FOPJ1S of the Arabic verb are: 
a. al-ma:Di:, that is roughly equivalent to the English 
- D FORM, and 
b. al-muDa:ri', that is roughly equivalent to the English 
- S FORM 
The former designation merely means "the past" whereas the latter 
means "that which is equivalent or similar" (i.e. to the Uoun)l. 
This is a peculiar and most inadeq,uate piece of nomenclature. vIe 
need not worry about that, however, and can tolerate the term since 
it is the only universally acknowledged one. 
But when \'Ie come to the English terms employed to refer to 
these two FORMS \,le find a certain 8.I!lount of disagreement, according 
to the basic meaning each "lestern grammarian thought each of the 
two FOm·iS of the Arabic verb expressed. According to \-friGht, in the 
older Oricmtal and European grommars of Arabic the terms PRETERITE 
2 
and FUTURE were used. But these were later dropped and the terms 
1 Similar to the Noun in that it can be inflected like the NaUlt, but 
is unlike al-ma :Di: which is uninflected (11Xabic: mabni:) 
2 Y~iBht, op.cit. (1961), vol I, p. 51. . 
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1 
PERFECT and ll1PEBFECT or PERFECTIVE and IMP~~TIVE were employed. 
Even the terms COMPLETED and UNCOMPLETED ane used, at least by one 
"vIri ter. 2 As we found out above - when we dealt with the English 
terms used for English verb FORMS - it is always safer to employ 
terms that do no commit us beforehand to any categorical meanings 
that the FORMS are supposed to convey and that 'ole are trying to 
discover. Consequently we will use the following very neutral terms: 
-
a. First Simple Form (or 1. S.F.) for al-ma:Di: 
b. Second Simple Form (or 2.S.F.) for al-muDa:ri l 
The term FOIDl (in capitals) will be employed in the S~y as in 
the previous section. 
2. Categorical Heaning 
It should perhaps be made clear right at the outset of this 
section that in fact the two verb-FORMS mentioned above are not the 
only ones employed in Arabic to express the complicated field covered 
by the verb-tense system. These are only the simple FORMS. Other 
complex ones will be mentioned later. nut for the time-being let us 
concentrate on these two basic FOmIS which are made - as i.s the case 
in English - by means of inflectional devices. 
'.[e seem to have had a very long controversy in the history of 
Arabic grammar, firstly, as to "vlhat semantic elements any member of 
the class VER:B in Arabic primarily consists of; and, secondly, as to 
\vhat the basic categorical meaning of each of the t\ofO simple FOIDlS is. 
Besides the controversy over the verb "ka:na" (= be) which does 
1 cf. 
2 G. 
J. lCapliwatzky, Arabic :d.mguage and Grammar, (Jerusalem: 
Rubin l'Jass., 1940), p. 48. 
wright, op.cit., p. 51 
D. Cowan, Modern Literary Arabic, (Cambridge University Press, 
1958), p. 54. 
A. F. L. Beeston, ,·rri tten Arabic, (Cat:lbridge: Uni versi ty Press, 
1968), p. 48. 
C. Scott, Practical }~abic, (London: Longmans, 1962), p. 109. 
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not seem to have subsided even now,l most traditional Arab grammarians 
are agreed that the VERB derives its lexical content (referred to as 
''Hadath'', Le. action, event) from "al-maSdarll,Le. the verbal noun 
(which simply ~osits the action), but adds to this content the element 
of TTI>'IE. Thus says the pioneer Sibawayh2 and thus repeat later 
grammarians such as al-Zamakhshari3 and al-Zajjaji4• In fact 
al-Idsa?i goes so far in stressing the tempoml element in the verb 
as to define it as "that (part of speech) \-Tmch indicates Tll1E,,5. 
Ibn Ya'ish, however, in his commentary on al-Zamakhshari suggests 
that the element of TIME in the verb should be considered as sub-
ordinate to that of ACTION.6 
Al though this is the concept of the Arabic verb taught down the 
centuries in virtuo.lly every school in the .Arab World, it has not 
passed unchallenged, mainly by Arabists'1, but also by a few Arab 
grammarians. 
1 cf. (a) Ibrahim al-samarra?i, aI-fill: zamanuhu wa abni atuh 
(b) Abbas Hassan, op.cit. vol 1 1966, p. 496 - footnote. 
2 Siba''layh, A.bu 13ishr 'Amr, al-ki tab, Cairo, ]3oulo.q: 
al-matba'ah al-amiriyyah al-kubra, 1316 J\..H.), vol. 1, p. 2. 
3 al-zamakhshari, Abu-l-Qasem, al-mufassal, (Cairo: matba'at 
al-taqaddum, 1353 A.H.), p. 243. 
,4 al-zajjaji, Abdul Rahman Ibn Ishaq, aI-?idah fi Hlal al-nal1l'T, 
(Cairo: matbalat al-Urubah, 1959), pp. 52-53. 
5 Ibn Faris, Ahmad, al-Sahibifi figh al-lughah, (Cairo: 
al-salafiya bookshop, 1910), p. ~5; reproduced in 
F. H. Tarzi, fi usul al-l1lghah wa al-nahw, (Beirut: 
dar al-kutub press, 1969), p. 143: 
6 Ibn Yatish, Mawaffaq aI-Din, sharh al-mufassal of aI-zamakhshari, 
(Cairo: idarat al-tiba t ah al-muniriyah, 19 ), vol. 1, p. 3. 
1 Here and henceforth the term ".Arabists" will mean "non-.'\rab 
scholars of ,Arabic:'. 
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Practically all standard Arabic grammars, including thooe 
advanced and comprehensive ones used by university students and 
scholars such as Hassan t s "Al-Nahw al-vlafi ,,1, advocate the same 
approach to the study of the Arabic verb. A few specialized 
studies, however, seem to move o.'ilaY or depart altogether from that 
attitude. Both .lmis2and al-}fu.khzoumi a, for instance, seem to adopt 
the Western .Arabists I point of view' '\'lhich will be expounded presently. 
On the other hand, although al-Samarra?i does not totally agree with 
the Arab grammarians' traditional definition of the verb, he still 
cannot conceive of a verb without at least a very general reference 
to TIME4. But according to him, more specific reference to time 
should ~ot necessarily follow from the very FOBI'I of the verb but is 
normally indicated by the verbal context or even by the context of 
situation5• 
It '\'laS, however, left to the Arabists to question that concept 
very strongly. "[right represents their point of view when he states 
flat.ly that "0. Semitic :Perfect or Imperfect has, in ond of itself, 
no reference to the temporal relations of the speaker •••• and of 
other actions which are brought into juxtaposition with it", but that 
it is actually the other way round, namely that "it is precisely these 
relations which determine in '\'lho.t sphere of time a Semitic Perfect or 
Iml'erfect lies". He believes that .Arab grn.tIlIIlArians had misunderstood 
this point and "given an undue importance to the idea of time, in 
connection with the verbal FOBI-rs. ,,6 
I Hasson, Abbas, AI-Nahw al-wafi, see above. 
2 .lUllS, Ibrahim, Min Asrar al-Lughah, (Cairo: maktabat al-anglo 
al-masriya, 1966), 1'1'. 155-160. 
3 .Al-Makhzoumi, ~dil Fi al-Nahw al-.Ltrabi, (Beirut: 1964) :P, 144, 
reproduced in al-SamarraJi, op.cit., p. 23. ' 
4 Al-Samarra?i, 01'. cit., p. 23. 
5 ibid, p. 24 
6 "fright, op.cit. (1967), vol I, p. 51. 
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It is under the influence of Arabists that some modem Arab 
grammarians, linguists and educationists began to think of the 
Arabic verb in relation to time in similar terms. Thus a1-Hakhzoumi 
states that our association of the Arabic verb with TIME is a recent 
1 .. development of the language. Repeating 11arcel Cohen 1s views, Dulos 
claims that the main difference between Arabic and English verbs is 
that "the former makes distinctions in processes lIhich are independent 
of the speaker whereas the notion. of tenses as expressed in English 
has a subjective character: the English speaker conceives of time in 
an abstruct manner, as a sort of line which he divides into sections 
ill RELATION TO himself": behind, ahead of, and,.before him. 2 
It is not our intention to contribute to' this controversy. l·tere 
ergument is not a great help, o.nd is outside the scope of this thesis. 
The contmwersy, however, boils down to whether we should consider 
the reference to TIME in general (and to past vs. present/future i..."1 
particular) as an integral part of the categorical meaning of the 
Arabic verb FORI1S, or whether we should consider the aspectual eletlent 
(of completion/non-completion) as the only basic meaning. If we adopt 
the former point of view, ",hat time does each of the two simple FORMS 
indicate? 
We should not be discouraged in our investigation, however, by 
the sweeping generalizations of both parties: the Arabists whose 
outright rejection of any time-reference has alrea~ been indicated, 
and the .Arab traditional grammarians who insist that \<[i thout reference 
to time the VERB loses the cause of its very existence. After all, 
1 0.1 Makhzoumi, op.cit., p. 144, reproduced in al-Sam1rra?i 
op.cit., p. 23. . , 
2 (a) Cohen, Marcel, Le Systeme Verbal Semi tigue, (Paris: Imprimerie 
NatioIl2.le, 1924), p. 130. 
(b) Duloe, Mif, The Arabic Triliteral Verb (Beirut: Khayats, 
.1965), p. 35. ' 
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each group soon modify their generalizations in a way that tends to 
bring them nearer to eaCh. other. Thus although not only v/rightl , 
but also Scott2, Tritton3, Kapliwatzky4 and Cow.n5 all agree on 
the predominance of the aspectual element of completion/non-completion 
in the Arabic verb FOm·lS, they nevertheless deal with the Arabic 
verb-tense wi thin a framework of lJ>FECT PLUS TTIlE. The first and, 
presumably, most common function of the 1.S.F. that lTright gives, for 
instance, is that it "indicates an act completed at some -cast tine" 
and compares it to the English -D FOBM6• Uoreover, does not the 
concept of completion in itself imply a past time, however vague that 
may be? This is what seems to be implied when we use either the 
Arabic leS.F. or the English -D FOIDl without any adverbial to 
indicate the more specific past time required. 
There has been no disagreement among ~ab gr3mIIlarians about 
the past time reference of the I.S.F. but there has been much over 
the 2.S.F. Generally speaking, most of them agree that the latter 
FORM is capable of referring both to the present and the future 
time. :But there seems to have been a feeling of uneasiness among 
most gra.tIll1laXians about the concept of the PRESENT TIl-lE. They seemed 
to look at it as a fleeting poin~ that separates the past from the 
future, rather than a period or duration. That is why even Sibm-rayh 
first gives the FUTURE TIME as that to which the 2.S.F. refers, then 
adds that it can also be uaed to refer to the present.7 Ibn Ya1ish 
explains at some length how delicate the concept of PRESENT TIME is, 
1 Wright, OPe cit. 
2 Scott, OPe cit., p. 109. 
3 A. S. Tritton, Teach Yourself Arabic, (London: English Universities 
Press Ltd., 1965), p. 53. 
4 Kap~watzky, op.cit., vol I, pt. 1, p. 48. 
5 Cowan, op.cit., p. 54. 
6 Wright, op.cit., vol. II, p. 1 
7 Sibawayh, op.cit., Vol I, p. 2. 
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but gives the same views as to the time-reference of the two verb-
FORMS.l Al-Zajjaji (like a tm" others) only gives the FUTURE as the 
reference of the 2.S.F.; "Since the present is actually either.part 
of the past or of the future", so we need not even have a special 
FORM of the verb to refer to it. 2 In another of his books, hOl/leVer, 
he lines up with the rest. 3 A very interesting point was raised by 
aI-Farra:? and some other gram.arians of the Kufa School. They 
believed that only the past and future times "lere referred to by the 
I.S.F. and the 2.S.F. respectively, and that the present ,~s referred 
to by another FORI1 of the verb, namely: the "ism aI-fa: 'illl (= Present 
Participle) which they called: lIal-fill al-da:?im" (Le. the permDnent 
or continuous verb) as we shall see presently.4 
It is true that the 2.S.F. can refer both to future and to 
present time (though probably more froquently to the latter, since 
the special FORM with "Sa-II or "sawia" (Le. will) can explicitly 
refer to the fonner). It is also true that without a context the 
time-reference of this FORM is vague. Moreover, it is certainly 
not only time or/and completion/non-completion that is involved here. 
There may also be an element of limited or unlimited duration in the 
meaning of the 2.S.F. as used in certain contexts. These and other 
reasons seem to tempt us (as they have tempted others5) to sugeest 
that perhaps this FO~1 is best looked 4t (out of context) as TIMELESS 
or I~ to time (and probably to aspect too) - as was suggested 
for its parrallel English -S FORM earlier above. This suggestion m3lf 
1 Ibn Yalish, op.cit., vol. 7, pp. 4 if. 
2 Al-Zajjaji, op.cit., pp. 86-88. 
3 .. U-Zajjaji, al-Jumal (ea. by Ibn Srumab (Paris, 19 ), p. 17, 
reproduced in editor's note to al-Zajjaji, op.cit., pp. 21-22. 
4 l~-Farra:?, Yahya Ibn Ziad, Malan! a1-Qur?a.n, (Oe-iro: Darul-
Kutub Fress, 19 ), vol. I, p. 165, reproduced in ~l-Samarrai, 
op. 01 t ., p. 19, and in Ansari, lJunad Ma.kki, Abu zakariyya 
0.1 Farra:? (Cairo, 1964), footnote, p. 419. 
5 al-Samarrai, op.cit., p. 32 
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hold "rater on ,the strength of the evidence that may be obtained later 
from the detailed contrastive analysis. 
Perha~s some of the most L~teresting and illuminating remarks 
made about the Arabic verb-tense syst~ are those made by Beeston 
(which remind us of if. S. Allen's remarks on the English verb-system, 
quoted above )1. Beeston Is rOI!larks deserve to be quoted in full. 
\ITb.e tense di£ferentiation bet"Teen ~erfect and iDiperfect2 operates 
on three levels) and in various contexts a:ny one of these levels of 
differentia.tion may receive the main em~hasis, overshado\1ing or 
virtually eliminating the others: (i). the ~crfcct points to past time, the imperfect to present or 
future time; (ii) the perfect points to a single action,regarded as inst~taneous 
in its occurrence, the imperfect to habitual or repented action, 
or to one visualized as cover.±ng a space of time. 
(iii) the perfect points to a fact, the imperfect to a conceptual idea 
not necessarily realized in fact, and will often have to be 3 
rendered in English by 'can, might, may, llOuld, should' ••• It • 
These remarks do not, hm'lCver, seem to undermine the aSSUI:lption 
made above about the Tn1ELESSNESS or :NEUTRALITY of the 2.S.F. since the 
differentiation levels referred to are strongly associated with the all-
important CONTEXT. '-Ie will, therefore, keep to this assumption and uait 
to see whether it can be borne out by the deta.iled contrastive analysis 
that will follow soon. 
3. Other Arabic verb-FORMS 
In order to express other nuances of meaning that the two simple 
FORMS of the l.rabic verb are 'I.lIlO.ble to handle, arabic employs several 
other kiIl.ds of structures. Some of these may be construed with the 
help of one or the other of the simple verb-FO~m, but others ,do not 
cake use of them altogether. In our detailed study belo\'[ "Ie \'Till try 
to establish all the types of verb-FORI-IS 2nd combinations used in Arabic 
1 H. S. Allen, o:p.cit., pp. 80-82, ~eproduced supra pp. 226 - 221. 
2 i.e. what we have agreed to call the 1.S.F. and the 2.S.F. (lu:abic: ma:Di: and mul)a:ri I) 
3 A. F. L. Beeston, Written Arabic, (Cambridge: at the University 
Press, 1960), pp. 80-82. 
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for this :purpose and hope to produce a c('mparative table of English 
and Arabic. But here it is ",orth our "'hile to have a look at a fe"1 
·of the linguistic elements that Arabic makes most use of in this 
respect. These are mainly the following: 
The ism al-fa:'il (roughly equal to the present or active participle); 
ka:na (or: the verb BE), and 
Qad (a particle ,·d. th several different functions). 
"10 will now Proceed to examine these in some dotail. 
(a) The ism al-fa:'il (lit.: Homen Mentis, roughly: the Activo 
Participle) 
This FORM, which partBkes of the nature of a verb, an adj ecti ve 
and a noun, has been ono of the most controversial topics in traditional 
Arabic grammar. It is not our intention to go into that controversy 
in any detail, but it scems necessary for us to have an idea of what 
the controversy was all about, since this FOml plays an important role 
in the Arabic verb-tense system. 
The problem "13.S whether to consider this FORr1 a. Noun (0. cc.tegory 
in Arabic grammar which includes both FOEI.jS equivalent to Nouns and 
Adjectivos in the European usage) or whether to consider it a verb. 
On the one hand, inflectionally and syntactically it behaves so much 
like a :Uoun, filling the same slota in sentences, taking the sO.tIle 
inflectional markers, etc. that it "ras actually called a liQ!lli. by Arab 
~ra.mmaria.ns, and even a TRUE NOUN (e.s opposed to a NOMIN1l.L) by at 
least one modern lin8u1st. l On the other hand, it often behaves like 
a verb, taking one or more objects (in the Accusative case, or: 
Ha:lat e.l-naSb) and being modified by D.Il adverbial :phra.se (or: shibh 
jumlah) , or clause. Furthermore, after examining a number of cases 
1 J3ishai, Wilson, J3. "Fo:t'I!l and Function in ,,\rabic Syntax", UORn, XXI (1965), PP. 266 ff. 
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'vhere this FORM comes into contrast with the verb, especially the 
2.S.F., certain grammarians seem to ha.ve felt that it fill~d a gap 
left open by the simple binar,y opposition of the ma:fti: (i.e. 1.S.F.) 
and the muDa:rit (i.e. 2.S.F.) (which basically referred to tho past 
and future times respectively - according to most authorities), namely: 
the PRESENT. I1oreover, this FORI1 seemed also to e.dd an aspectuaJ. 
meaning of contihuitr (in the thr'ee spheres of time). This line of 
reasoning may ha~e been the one that had led aI-Farra:? and other 
grammarians of the Kufa School to substitute for the traditional 
binary opposition a new tripartite division, adding the ism al-fa:lil 
as the third FORI1 of the verb and calling it al-da:?irn., i.o. the 
permanent (most probably meaning: the continuous).l 
It is a long and inconclusive controversy and we do not intend 
to get involved in it here. What interests us in this study is that: 
a. This FORM, i.e. the ism aI-fa: IiI, can actually fUnction as an 
Adjective; e.g. rajulun la:qil (= a wise man), rna:?un ja:rin 
(i.e. running water), and as a Noun; e.g. Ta:h.o.: Husayn 
ka:tibun rna~:r (= Taba Husein is a famous writer). But most 
important to us here is the fact that it can also by itself 
function as a verb, or in other words, as an equivalent to an 
English verb-FORM. 
b. In the latter case it will be shown in the detailed analy~is 
below to be quite often the Arabic equi·~ont of the English 
DE -DIG FOmI, e.g. I am going to school = ana: dha:hibun 
ila-l-rnadro.sah. This is so because tho Arabic equivalent of the 
English auxiliar,y yerb BE is not required in such sentences which 
are called Nominal and which need not have a copula of any sort. 
1 al-Farra:?, op.cit., vol. I, p. 165. 
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c. In this function the Arabic ism al-fa: til seems to refer to 
present or future time like the fi.S.F. but to indicate also the 
aspect of continuity. \olhether and when these two FORMS are 
substitutible, will be discussed later. 
d. This FORM will also be shown to enter into other verb-combinations, 
especially with the auxiliary verb "ka:na" to constitute complex 
FORl1S that are equivalent to past or future :BE -Dm FORItlS. 
e. It can also refer to any time "Then it occurs by i tsel£ in certain 
kinds of clauses such as the circumstantial adverbial clause 
(Arabic: jumlat al-Ha:l), as will be. shown later. 
No more need be said about this FORM :for the time-being. Let us have 
a leok at the second linguistic clement. 
(b) ka:na (EE) and its sisters 
Traditional Arab grammarians were juatified (in spite of 
al-Samarra?i's bitter criticism)l in classif.ying this set of verbs 
(i.e. ka:na and its so-called "Sisters") as a special class which 
they called by vdrious nemes, most significant of which is "al-o.£la:l 
al-na:qiSah (Le. Incomplete or Defective Verbs). These verbs are 
different from all others in at least two '\mys: 
firstly: although most of them. are capable of behaving as full-
fledged verbs, and in this capacity arc called "ar'a:l ta.:mma.h. 
(i.e. complete verbs); e.g. ka:na. ta:jirun \'la ka.:na lahu: banuma t') 
"---." .-.-'" 
thala:thah (lit: thero was a merchant and there were to him three sons, 
i.e. there "ros a merchant who had three sons), their most common use, 
however, is that of verbs of incomplete predication, and as such they 
require a special kind of complement (called: khabar ka:na.). In fact, 
in many cases these verbs introduce constructions that are already 
1 al-Samarra?i, op.cit., pp. 54-59. 
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complete Thematic (or Nominal) sentences in Arabic, causing 0. chaJ.1ge 
in the inflectional marker of the predicate (.Arabic: khsbar). 
Secondly: semantically these verbs seem to partake of the general 
meaning of mere existence. This is certainly the case when these 
verbs are complete. But when they are used as "af1a:l ns.:qiSah" 
each seems to be able to function as the logical cOP}lln, the verb 
"kama" most often with no lexical meaning at all, the rest with 
only a trace of it (cf. bl below). 
The realization of the latter characteristic, at least in 
the case of the verb "ka:na", actually started and perpetuated heated 
arguments among .Arab grammarians that do not seem to have come to an 
end yet. Tho disputed point has been what seemed to be an Ul'lreconcilnble 
paradox. On the one hand, all Arab gramnarions had committed themselves 
to a definition of the verb as a word made up or two semantic components: 
an action (Arabic: Hadath) and an element of Tll1E. To strip any verb 
of either of the two components was highly umlcceptable. But on the 
other hand, the behaviour of the Defective verbs, expecially "ko.mo.", 
seemed to point to that possibility. This led some of the do.ring 
souls among the lxab g:rru:nmn.rians such as Ibn Yafishl and o.l_Azhnry2 
to state very explicitly that these yerbs are devoid of any lexicol 
meaning whatsoever, but that they simply signify TIME. In fact., a 
fe~ others such as al-Anbary "rent so far as to strip these 't'lords of 
the verb-status altogether and consider them mere particles.' We 
need not go further into this controversy. It is sufficient to montion 
here that, strangely enough, the gro.mma.rians of the Ku£a School, who 
1 Ibn Ya1ish, op.cit., vol 7, p. ,. 
2 Al-Axhary, al-TaGrih I ala al-mawdih,t. (Cairo: 1925), vol. 1, l? 190; 
rep. in al-Samarra?i, op.cit., p. 54. 
3 Ibn a1-Anbar,y, Asrar a1-Arabiya, (Leiden: 1886), p. 55; rep. in 
nl-Samarra?i, p. 55. 
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were usually more scientifically minded, stood for the very opposite 
point of view, asserting that these verbs differed in no recpect from 
the restl ; and that 811ch modern gra.m:marions as Itassan 2 and. 
al-Samarra?i have adopted this view too - the latter actually 
rejecting a:ny reference to TD-Im in the menning of these verbs. 3 
(b1) kama 
Tho agpects of "ka:na" tl?At actually concern us in this 
study my be sulmned up as follows: 
i. Only in certain Koro.ni.c and classical texts which are still 
quoted but rarely imitated the laS.F. of "ka:na" does not 
seem to signify any time at all, or in fact any meaning at all 
except perhaps a shade of emphasis of the predication, e.g. 
"iIma-l-la:ha kama baSi :ra:" (lit.: .£Ulah ~ lalowledgeable, 
1. e. Allah ~ lalO'\dedgeab1e, or: has ah-m-J"s been so); "kayfa 
nukallimu man ka:na fi-1-ma.hdi Sabiyya:"? (lit.: HOvl con we 
talk to him who ~ an infant in the cro.d1e?, i. e. ••• who ~ ••• ). 
i1. Elsewhere the laS.F. of "ka:na" seems to refer to past time, 
but most probably with no other meoning (lexidoJ. or grll.lIlIIll1tico.l) 
e.g. kama -l-,-ro.ladu fi-l-mal'ab (= The boy ~ in tho playground). 
The 2.B.F. of "ka:na", like that of any other verb, mAY 
rofor to ]?rescnt or future timo (or to 0.11 time). 
iii. Both the 1.S.F. and the 2.S.F. of "ka.:na" enter, with other 
linguistic elcmcntf:!, .into combinations which arc equiwJ.ent to 
several English verb-tenso FORHS, and so holp to fill tho gap 
left open by tho Use of the two simple FORI1S only. This ,viII be 
demonstrated in the detailed contrastive analysis that will 
follow soon. 
1 o.l-s~a?i, op.cit.,·p. 58. 
2 Hassan, op.cit., vall (1966), p. 496, footnote 2. 
3 al-Samarra?i, op. oi t ., pp. 30-31. 
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(b2) ka:na., s sisters (aJr.hawa:t kn.:na) 
:Besides kama, these canst! tu·te the i'irst set of Defective 
verbs (Arabic: al-af10.:l o.l-na:qiSoh) which beho.ve synto.ctically 
like ka:na requiring an adverbial complement. (klother set will be 
dealt with vcr.1 briefly below.) 
These verbs will be shown to function in an o.uxilibry or 
quasi.o.uxiliar,y capo.city to help bring out certain aspects of the 
categorical meaning of the Arabic verb-tense system which are unattain-
able without their help. They will also be sho\lrn to be of some interest 
to us in so far as verb-FORM and time are related. 
:But first let us examine this set of verbs. Those that ore 
given in most gro.tIllIlZ:lXS of Arabia are Twelve. (It is significant to 
notice, however, that only a few of these - probably o.bout half tho, 
total. number - are still used in l'bdern Standard .Aro.bic.) . These have 
been conveniently classified by "!right into ~ groups o.ccording to 
What he believes is the semantic component (mOdifYing the clement of 
mere existence) that is common to each group_ This component mY,be: 
(i) the ideo. of NEGATION (of existence itself) as in 
1. l~sa (= not to be); 
(ii) the ideo. of CHANGE or CONVERSION, mainly o.s in 
2. So.:ra (= to become); 
(iii) the ideo. of ~, as in 
3. DHru.ln 
4. aSb0.H3. 
5. o.DHa: 
6. omsa: 
(= be or do, during the d~ or port thereof) 
7. ba:ta 
often used as synonyms of kama without reference to time; 
(iv) the ideo. of DURATION or CONTINUITY, as in 
8. za:la. 
9. barilla 
10. fati?o. 
11. inf'akka 
12. da.:me. 
1 
+ ma: (= to last or go on; not to cease) 
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NO\'1 that we know what these verbs are (although we need not 
agree to ,\-fright t S classifictl.t:1.on in its totality), let llS have a 
closer look at them with 0. vie"l to discovering whether they are of 
any real significance to the general set-up of the Arabic verb-tensG 
system. The few remarks that follow may help to put these verbs in 
their proper perspective: 
(i) Except for lTos. 1, 8 and 10, all the rest can be employed as 0 
Complete verbs (1.e. o.fto,:l ta:IIJnl3.b.) in which we are not 
interested at the moment. 
(11) In o,ddi tion to the normal syntactic structure with these verbs 
where the predica.te (= al-khabar) is a. NOWl/Adj. or a phrase, 
it can also be a verb of the 2.S.F. (but not of the 1.S.F. as 
will be show below). In order to try to overcome the problem 
of having two verbs sta.nding side by side with two different 
references to time, Arab grammarinns erro.tico.ll..y ruled that in 
such structures the verb in the predicate will DJ.so refor to 
the past by the force of the main verb of the sentence if the 
latter ia in the 1.S.F.2 (In fact it m~ be the other way round 
- as will be shown presently.) '''e will lim! t our discussion to 
the 1.S.F. of each of these verbs; i.e. the one given above. 
(iii) No. 1 above (i~e. l~sa) is the easiest to deal with, though it 
~ be the most signif'icant of' all as to its co:rmeotion with 
kama. It must have become clear by now that Ara.bic does not nced 
1 Wright, op.cit., vol. II, PP •.. 10I-I02 
2 Hassan, opicit., vol. I p. 491 
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an equivalent of "am/is/are" for setting up the predication in 
a Nominal sentence. Thus the 2.S.F. (Yaku:nu) is not used 
( 
except in certain kinds of clauses, moods, etc. and normally in 
reference to the future). But when this predication is to be 
negated, a special verb, i.e. laysa is required. (It is considered 
a verb even in classical Arabic - though probably originally a 
compound of a Negative article + a noun, meaning be/exist + notl -
because both morphologically and syntactically it behaves like a 
verb, though a defective one)2~ Examples are: 
al-baytu kabi:run = The house (is) large. 
laysa-l-baytu kabi:ran = The house IS NOT large. 
Thus, among all ka:na's sisters this verb is the only one that 
merely conveys the ley~cal meaning of mere existence (or rather, 
lack of existence). Speaking more accurately, perhaps, we should 
say that laysa is to be considered a lexicaliy empty verb equal to 
ka:na (When the latter is used as the logical copula), but with the 
grammatical meaning of Negation. No TD1E is~ hO\vever, explicitly 
expressed by the form of this verb (which remains in the 1.S.F. all 
the time). But the PAST may be ruled out from any reference to time 
that this verb may implicitly convey, since the Arabic equivalent 
to tI\'lASjvlERE NOT,i is either: lima: kama'i, or: "lam yalcun", but not 
"laysa". 
(iv) The second verb (Sa:ra) is the most important of the verbs in the 
next two groups (Nos. 2-7). It is a freely-inflected verb and its 
importance docs not only stem from its semantic content in itself 
(which originally expressed "chango or conversion"), but because all 
the other verbs Nos. 3-7 and even kama itself con convey the same 
1 Wri~~~, op.cit., vol. I, p. 96 cf. also: (a) Ibn Mandhour, Lisan aI-Arab 
lb, al-Zubaidy, Taj ~.l-Arous (both under: "lo.yoall ) 
2 Ibn Hisho.m, op.cit., vol. I, p. 293." 
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or a very similar meaning. (In .fact Uright1s statement tha.t the 
verbs 3 - 1 refer to TIME applies .far more to Classical than to 
r'Iodern Standard Arabic.) 
Thc concept o.f "change or conversion" m2.y o.f course belong to the 
past timc (in the wider context of comparison with another more 
past time, for instance) •. But more frequently "Then Sa.:ra or any 
of the other verbs of this group is employed, it seems to express 
the categorical meaning of "reference to the present time"', 
proba.bly better expressed as "current relevance". It is often 
easily rendered by the English ''Present IIAVE -EN" verb-FORM or 
evon by the" -S FOBW' (and is not, as "fright suggests, synonymous 
''lith ka:na) as the .folloi·1ing exrunplcs will show. (But since the 
last three, i.e. Nos, 5, 6 and 7 are rare even in Classical Arabic -
judging from those texts prescribed to secondary school students _ 
thcy will be neglected, and only verbs No~. 2, 3 and 4 discussed 
here. ) 
1. 
la. 
2. 
20.. 
40.. 
50.. 
Sa:ra/or/aSbaHa laliyyun mu'allimnn. (= Ali has become/is/ a 
" teacher) • 
DHa1la laliyyun mu1alliman ma.da-l-1umr. (= Ali went on teaching 
o.ll his li.f e) • 
Sa:ro./or/aSbaHa laliY;YUn qa:diran lala-l-ma.fhyi. (= Ali ha.s . 
~ become/is nm'l/ able to "Talk). 
DHalla Io.liyyun qa:diran Ia.la-l-mas'nyi ra€hma maro.Dihi. (= Ali 
,-ms still a.ble to walk in spi to of his illness). 
Sa:r%r/aSbaHa Ia.liyyun 1'i: ma.rka.zin ha.:mm (= Ali MS become/ 
,.. is no\'1/ in an important position). 
DHalla I nliyyun £i: marko.zihi li- I iddo. ti sa:' I 0.: t • (= Ali 
stayed in his position for several hours). 
Sa:ra/o,pSbc.lIo. Io.liyyun ra.:kiban £oxo.sohu. (0: Ali is a.lrendy 
~ on horse-back). 
DRa.lla. ra.:kiban foxa.scl1u Ra.tto.: So.qa.~o. qa.ti:lon. (He stayed 
on his horse until he was killed and fell off it). 
So.:ro./or/aSba.Ho. yomfu: bidu:ni muao.: ladah. (= He has become/ 
,.. is nOi-l!o.ble to walk without help). 
DHa.lla yo.m~: ila.: on waS ala. madi:na.tan kabi:roh. (= He went 
on i'la.lking until he rea.ched 0. big city). 
The a.bove exo.m.ples show us that: 
0.. Sa.:ro. and a.Sb!lHa ho.ve become synonyms in modern Aro.bic and 
refer to the present unless there is on explicit ro.forence to 
the pa.st; 
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" b • ...]Halla still refers to past time, but to no special part 
of the day, nor to the whole of it. 
~Y) The verbs of the last group (8 - 12), normally used with the 
Negative o.rticle ~ (an adverbial in the case of Ho. 12) seem 
to indicate duration and continuity - as suggested by Uright 
and others - but it is usually continuity until the PRESENT. 
Thus even these verbs which are normally in the loS.F. and 
expected to have at least some vague reference to the past, do 
not in fact do so, but rather emphasize continuity and duration 
until NO".-T. Examples '-rill make this clear. (But since Nos. 9, 
10 and 11 are rare even in Classical Arabic, they "lill be neglected, 
and only verbs Hos. 8 and 12 dealt with here.) 
1. rua:/za:la 
ma:/za:la laliyyua mu'alliman (= Ali is still a teacher). 
ma:/za:la laliyyuJl gnaira qa:dirin 'ala-l-maa,y (= Ali is 
. still unable to walk). 
ma:/za:la 'aliyyun ra:kiban farasahu mun~u Saba:Hi ams 
(= Ali has been riding his horse since yesterday 
morning). ~ 
ma:/za:la laliYJ'UJ' yajri: mundhu so.: lah (= Ali has been 
running for an hOur). 
2. ma:/da:ma 
sa - ya1u:luhu: ma:do.:mr!. Ho.yyan (= He \'1ill support him as 
long as he is alive). 
This assumption that perhaps "current relevance" (and "continui t;y' 
until NQ\oT" for the last group) constitute the basic categorical 
meaning of most of ka:na1s sisters seems to be supported not only 
by usage as exemplified above, but also by the shre"rd insight of 
Arab grammarians who had noticed and ruled that these verbs, 
when they are in the 1.S.F., cannot be used in association with 
other ordinary verbs in the 1.S.F. (which have been taken to 
refer to the past). The reasons for this have been best summed 
up by al-Giyuti as follows: " •••• because these verbs convey 
either the meaning of continuity (until now) or that the activity 
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is related to the present - 'vhereas the ma:Di: (i.e~ the 
1.S.F.) expresses the completion and detachment of the j ""tivi ty from the present. ,,1 
(b3) Other Defective Verbs in Arabic 
The final groups of defective verbs in Arabic that 've will 
deal ?ery briefly with are twa, namely: 
(i) afla:l al-muCla:rabah (or verbs of appropinCluation) \-lhich mainly 
include only the following verbs that are still in use: 
a. ka:da and a\..,~a (= is/was about to ••• ) which indicate 
the proximity of the predicate, and 
b. 'asa: (= it is hoped that ••• ) which implies a hope of the 
occurrence of the predicate. 
(ii) afta:l al-Churu:' (or verbs or beginning) which include Cluite 
a number of verbs such as: e:liara'a, a&£a, jafala, habba, 
ibtada?a (which are still in common use), all meaning = to begin 
to (do ... ). 
'\-Te need not bother ourselves with the reason why Arab grammarians 
classified these groups with kama and its sisters. "That concerns us 
here is simply that these are used mostly as Defective Verbs (or verbs 
of incomplete predication) each requiring another ordinary (i.e. com-
plete) verb to help it set up a complete predication. vfuat is of 
special interest to us in terms of contrastive analysis is that this 
ordinary verb which associates with either ~f these defective verbs is 
usually either: 
(i) just the 2.S.F. of the Arabic verb, e.g. 
~ara'a ya?kulll (lit.: He began eat), or 
1 al-Siyouti, Ham' al-Hawami', (Cairo: Matba'at al-Sa'adah 
(~~~t!~~~~' vol I, p. 133; rep. in Hassan, op.cit., I, P: 497 
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(ii) the 2.S.F. preceded by"an al-maSdariyd' (a construction very 
like the English infinitive); e.g. awshaka an yantahiya (= he 
is/was about to finish). 
These points will be expanded further in the next section of 
this paper. 
These verbs may also prove of interest in the discussion of time, 
tense and aspect. 
(c) Qad 
This is the last small item to be dealt \Ii th before \1e cct out on 
the detailed analysis. 
Qad is a particle which seems to have been used with several 
f\mctions and meanings. Ibn Hisham SUIlJIIlarizes these under five headings 
depending on which form of the verb the particle goes ui thl. In our 
present treatise the meanings that appear to be of relevance are t\oJ'O, 
both expressed by gad used in conjunction with the l.S.F. of the verb. 
These are: 
(i) Emphasis, and (ii) Near past, or rendering the past ncar to the 
present. 
According to Hright, this particle used with the 1.S.F. of the 
verb adds the meaning: NOH/ALREADyjREALLy. '\-lhen it bears the former 
meaning it "expresses that something uncertain has really taken place, 
that something expected has been realised" or that something has 
happened in agreement vli th, or in opposition to, certain symptoms or 
circumstances. n2 The second meaning, however, seems of greater 
importance to our study since, as Wright says, n(qad) also serves to 
~ the position of a past act or event~s prior to the present time 
1 Ibn Hisham, op.cit., vol. I, pp. 171-174. 
2 Wright, op.cit, vol. I, (1967) § 362, p. 286. 
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or to another past act or event" ,thus often to express the English 
meaning indicated by the HAVE -EN form of the verb - Present or 
Past - , as will be sho\m in the detailed contrastivo study below. 
Probably the best single exrunple of this latter meaning given so far 
is that mentioned by'Vlright, namely: qad dhakarna: wiza:rata 
jaddihim ••••• wa nadhkuru ha:huna wiza:rat-al-ba:qim (= '·10 ~ 
already spoken of the vizirate of their grDndiather •••• , and will 
here speak of the vizirate of the rest.)~ 
However, no more time should be spent on this point since this 
particle seems to be rather loosely and erratically used in modern 
Arabic, and has completely disappeared from the colloquial Arabic 
used in Kuwait and all East l1edi terro.nean Arab countries. 
This brief examination of the particle "qad" and some of the 
auxiliary o.nd defective verbs in Arabic has been meant only to bring 
out some of the main characteristics of these i toms \lhich Arabic 
exploits to express the various other meanings that cannot be coped 
with by the two simple FORMS. It will soon become clear hO\l 
prominently these items figure in the Arabic verb-tense system which 
''Ie must begin to tackle end contrast with English at once. 
~r' ,'" _ • • 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
DETAILED COUTRASTIVE ANALYSIS 
I. NON-FINITE FOmiS OF THE VERB 
Introductory Note 
In the Arabic verb-tense system the number of FORNS recognised by 
grammarians and taught by teachers is far ·less than in English. Further-
more, the correspondence of FORI-! and meaning in the former is not so 
clear-cut as in the latter. For these reasons the procedure adopted so 
far in this paper of first discussing the form, then the meaning of the 
linguistic element under consideration has to be reversed. In order to 
be able to set up a comparative table of the FOID1S of the English and 
Arabic verbs, we must first discover what FORMS there are in Arabic. This 
is what we expect to emerge from an examination of most of the 
functions of the English Verb-FORMS, and from our attempt to locate their 
equivalents in Arabic. 
But before vTe proceed \1i th the main task we need to have a quick 
look at the Non-Finite FOIDiS for t't'lO reasons: 
First: to dispell misconceptions that arise from certain surf OCe 
similarities between the non-finite FORMS in both languages, and: 
Second: to shovT hal'l the similarities and dissimilarities can have certain 
educational implications. 
1. The Infinitive: 
~Uthough Martin Joos rejects any infinitive without T01, most 
other 1inguisiIl divide the infinitive into two kinds: "The Infinitive 
wi th TO" and "The Infini ti ve ,\'1i thou t TO" (or "the plain infini ti ve", as 
the latter is sometimes ca1Ied)2. The main difference between the finite 
and the non-finite verb in English may be that the "finite verb is one 
that requires a sub,ject and can take (it) from the list: I, vlE, HE, SHE 
1 M. Joos, op.cit., p. 16. 
2 Zandvoort, op.cit., p. 4. 
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THEY, or else a verb that is in all other respects similar but has IT 
instead"l. All other FORMS of the verb are non-finite. This means 
naturally that the non-finite verb either does not require a subject 
at all or can take one from among other pronouns, such as: me, us, etc. 
If this is applied to Arabic, we have to agree with all Arab 
grammarians and .Arabists that there is no infinitive FORM of the verb in 
Arabic, since every form of the Arabic verb must have a subject, either 
explici t or understood. Even tho 3rd person singular, masculine of the 
1.S.F. (which has no personal prefixes or suffixes of any sort) must 
have a subject ,.,henever it is used iIi a sentence, even though it may 
function as the only word of which the sentence is made up. 
In spite of this, when we proceed further in the study of the 
English infinitive we find that there is an Arabic structure, namely: 
the particle "an" (called: al-maSdari~ah) + the 2.S.F. of the verb, 
uhich oocurs in places where the English infinitive would occur. lUld, 
al though this structure is in fact a clause (since the verb must always 
have its subject), nevertheless, the surface similarities and dissimila-
rities are educationally interesting. Thus further contrastive analysis 
shows that: 
(a) the English "infinitive with TO" may be rendered either by the 
"an + 2.S.F." or by the "2.S.F. by itself". The same applies to the 
"infinitive without TO"; 
(b) English and Arabic verbs '\'1hich correspond semantically need not 
have the same tendency as to the use?f ~erund or an infinitive; 
(c) maJlY of the parallel verbs or structures in both languages are 
commonly used with the infinitive and the "an + verb" FORMS respectively, 
some of them never without it; 
(d) the greatest apparent similarity between English and Arabic is 
·1 Joos, op.·cit. p. 14. 
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noticeable "Then the English infini tve functions os a nominal. 
Otherwise, there is some or great divergence. 
To illustrate "That has been said so far let us take some of the 
main functions of the English infinitive and try to find out l.,hat their 
.li.rabic equivalents are: 
(a) "lhen the English infinitive behaves like a noun, it can function as: 
i- the subject of a sentence; e.g. 
1 To punish him for every mistake is not fair; 
10. laysa mine.-l-'adli an tu'a:qibahu: 'ala: kulli kbaTa?; 
lb laysa mina-l-'adli mu'a:gabatuhu: 'ale.: kulli khaTa? 
ii- the object of the verb; e.g. 
2 He refused to give me the book; 
20. rafaDa an yu'Tiyani-l-kita:b; 
2b rafaDa i'Ta:?iya-l-kita:b. 
iii- as the real subject after "impersonal it"; e.g. 
3 It is not our duty to chase the criminal; 
30. laysa min wa:jibina: an nuTa:rida-l-mujrim; 
3b lays a min wa:jibina: muTa:radatu-l-mujrim. 
In all these examples both "an + 2.S.F." and the verbal noun (Le. 0.1-
maS dar ) may be used. 
(b) The plain infini tve is used "d th the English modal auxiliaries: 
can, may, etc.; e.g. 
4 He may ~; 
"" 40. yumkinuhu: an yadhhab; 
4b yumkinuhu-dh-ahaho.:b. 
Here either the "an + 2.S.F." or the verbal noun may be used. 
5 You must .!?£ more cc.reful. 
50. yo.j i bu/yanba,ghi: on taku: no. akthara Ham\aran. 
Only "an + 2.S.F." is normally used here. 
6 Can you answer my question? 
60. hal yumkin~ an-ttji:ba '0.10.: su?a:li: ? 
6b hal ywnkinuko.-l-i,jo.:batu '0.10.: su?o.:li: ? 
:Both "an + 2.S.F." o.rid the verbal noun may be used. 
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(c) After the so-called "qunci -auxiliaries" such as: be about to, 
have to, be able to, since they already have "to", the plain infinitive 
is used in English. These structures are (except for one or tuo cases) 
rendered in Arabic by verbs or phrases follovled either by "on + 2.S.F." 
or the verbal noun. (There are a fevl preferences.); e.g. 
i -Arabic Verbs 
"I He is about to start the go.me; 
1a yu:~L.'U on yabda?a-l-lu'boh.; 
1b yo.ka:du yabda?u-l-lu'bah. 
8 He has to FE. now; 
,.. 
8a yajibu on yadhhaba-l-?a:n; 
8b yonbafhi: on ya~abo.-l-?a:n. 
In both these cases either "an + 2.S.F." or only the 2.S.F. of the verb 
is compulsory. The verbal noun is rarely used. 
9 
90. 
He used to E£. there everyday; 
-kama yadhhabu ila: huna:ka kulla yawm. 
Here only the 2.S.F. of the verb (after ka:na) may be used. 
ii- Phrases 
10 He is supposed to E£. nOvl; 
100. mina-l-mafru:Di an yadhhabo.-l-?am. 
'In this example "an + 2.S.F." of the verb is the usual structure after 
the phrase. 
iii .. Here we can also place afael a1-muqa:rabah, etc. mentioned above, 
because these defective verbs must be followed by the 2.S.F. of 
the Arabic verb \'1hich shoHs a surface similarity to the plain 
infinitive. But with the parallel English verbs \'1e normmly 
use the infinitive with "to"; c.g. 
11 He began to play; 
110. dt}ara' a,/bada.?a yal' ab; 
(sec also Nos. 7, 7a and 7b above) 
\ 
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(d) There is also some surface similarity in the construction called 
"Accusative with Infinitive" '\-rhen the Noun in the Accusative (i.e. the 
Direct Object) functions as the real (i.e. deep structure) subject ~f 
the infinitive. 
Cases which look very similar are like this: 
12 I ordcrcd~ to leave at once; 
l2a ?amart~ an yanSarifa fi-l-Ha:l 
"There "an + 2.S.F." of the verb is used. 
In cases '\-There English uses the plain infinitive Arabic mJ).y also 
employ the 2.S.F. of the verb without "an", e.g. 
13 I saw her cross the street; 
13a ra?aytuha: ta'buru-6:h-6:ha:ri' 
(e) '-Then the infinitive with TO serves as an adjunct to an adjective, 
Arabic either employs: 
i- a similar construction (or a verbal noun); e.g. 
14 He was hard to please; 
14a ka:na mina-S-Sa'bi an turDiyahu; 
14b ka:na mina-S-Sa'bi irDa:?uhu. 
or ii - the EE + ADJ are substituted for by a certain kind of Arabic 
verb (which attributes a quality to the subject), fo11o'\-Ted by 
"an + 2.S.F." of the verb, e.g. 
15 He was afraid to seem ungrateful; 
l5a lfha&ya an yabdm-ra na:kiran li-l-jam:l 
or i1i- there may be an additional preposition before "an", e.g. 
16 She was unable to sleep; 
16a lam tatamakkan .!!!:!l an tana:m. 
or 1v- we may have a preposition + a verbal noun, e.g. 
16b lam ta tamakkan ~-on-na,'1Ill. 
(f) Though theoretically "an + the 2.S.F." of the Arabic verb can 
always be transformed into a verbal noun, in fact, as we have just 
seen, certain verbs have certain preferences, and sometimes one form is 
preferable to the other; e.g. 
11 It is expected to rain tomorrow; 
This is usually rendered into Arabic by "an + the 2.S.F." of 
the verb, and almost never by means of the verbal noun. 
l1a ;)UlI1;amalu an tumTira £hadan; 
In other cases the transformation is possible, but actually one 
form is preferable to the other. Thus example No. 16b (with the verbal 
noun) is far more common than l6a (with "an + 2.S.F." of the verb) .. 
Other examples are: 
18 He is determined to go; 
lea huwa t a: zimunjmuSammimun 'ala-fu-dhaha: b • 
Here ~he verbal noun is the form normally used, the other rarely. 
English and Arabic do not always agree in such cases. 
Other uses of the English infinitive begin to diverge slightly or 
considerably from Arabic: 
(g) Thus the infinitive of purpose, e.g. 
19 I have come here to work; 
is expressed in Arabic by the 2.S.F. of the verb preceded by particles 
other than "an" (though considered among its sisters; all of '\'lhich 
signal the subjunctive mood; Arabic: Ha:lat al-naSb); namely: 11, kay, 
likay, (= to, so as to, in order to, or rather: that, so that, in order 
that) : 
19a ataytu ila: huna: li/kaY/likay as'htoinil. 
This is the most common \'lay of rendering this kind of infinitive 
in Arabic. 
(h) But when an English infinitive is used adjectivally as in: 
20 A house to let. 
Arabic employs the verbal noun preceded by a preposition; 
20a bay tun li-l-?i:ja:r 
(i) .An in:f'ini tive serving as an adjunct to a preceding noun, both 
to (i) such that are usually related to verbs that take an infinitive 
adjunct, and (ii) to such that do not, is rendered in different ''lays 
in Arabic, e.g. 
21 (a) He made no attempt to escaEe; 
2la lam yaqum bi-ayyati muHa:wa1atin 1i-1-harab. 
In Arabic the verbal noun preceded by a preposition is used for 
the English infini ti ve. 
22 (b) He is not the right man to do it. 
This is usually rendered in Arabic (like most of the other kinds 
of infinitives not mentioned above) by means of a Clause: 
~ ~ , 
22a 1aysa bi-r-raju1 a1;-ladhi: yastaTi:' u I amah. dha: 1ik. 
~ 22b 1aysa bi-r-rajul a1-muna:sib 1i-1-giya:mi bi-dha:1ika-1- l ama1. 
(j) The last point to be mentioned here about the infinitive is that 
in English it can take some of the finite verb-FORMS, such as the 
HAVE -EN or the BE -lNG FORM. 
In such cases Arabic employs "an + yakuma" followed by the 
appropriate verb-FORMS, since the 2.S.F. after "an" is basically 
unmarked for tense; e.g. 
23 He must have left the town. 
23a yajibu an yaku:na gad gha:dar-a1-balad. 
24 He must be "lorking hard. 
24a yajibu an yaku:na ya'malu bi-jidd. 
2. The Gerund 
Arabic does not distinguish between a gerund and an abstract noun. 
Both functions are rendered by "al-maSdar" which is :for all practical 
purposes derivable from the verb (though, a0cording to most traditional 
Arab grammarians, it is, semantically, the other way round). 
In addition to the relationship mentioned above bet"leen the 
gerund and the infinitive, there is another way in ''lhich aI-maS dar is 
more like the English gerund. than the abstract noun. This is where the 
gerund is :felt to preserve some of 'the characteristics o:f its origin, 
i.e. the verb. 
(a) Thus both the English gerund and the Arabic maSdar can be 
modified by adverbia1s; e.g. 
25 
25a 
(b) 
26 
26a 
(c) 
After carefully counting the sheep, he •••• 
ba'da 'addi-1-~ra:fi bi-'ina:yah, ••••••• 
Each can also take an object; e.g. 
It is no use your beating the boy. 
f:!> 1a: fa:?idata min Dnrbika-1-ghu1a:m. 
Each can have 0. subject: me/us ••• my/your ••• or a noun in the 
genitive; Arabic maSdar takes the latter, e.g. 
27 I do not like you/your 'fearing this hat. 
n 
27a la:~~bbu irtida:?aka ha:dhihi-1-qubba'ah. 
:But each can stand \'Tithout subject or object, in \fhich case it 
functions as a full-fledged noun; e.g. 
28 Swimming is useful. 
28a as-siba:Hatu mufi:dah. 
3. The Participles 
Of the two English participles, the Past Participle (or -EN FORM) 
does not concern us here. The Present Participle (or ~ING FORH), 
roughly equivalent to the Arabic isma1-fa: 1i1, has already been discussed 
in some detail, especially in so far as it is involved in the verb-
tense system. Only a few more small points need to be added here. 
(a) In addition to the nominal use of the ism a1-fa:'i1, it is, like 
the English Present Participle, very commonly used adjectivally. In 
such capacity the English and Arabic FORMS are quite similar; e.g. 
29 I gave the fo110winPj anS'fer. 
290. a 1Taytu-l-jawa:ba-t-ta:1i: 
(b) But retaining its original verbal function, this FORl-l in both 
languages can take an 0 b j ec t ; e. g. 
30 I saw a man riding a horse. 
~Oa ra?aytu rajulan ra:kiban farasan. 
II 
!I ,. 
,I 
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(c) The English FORM can be used advez:bially to modify a verb; e.g. 
31 The patient awoke perspiring freely. 
Here Arabic can employ either the ism al-fa:'il adverbially 
(as Ha:l), or - as ispreferab1e in the present examr>le - the adverbial 
clause called "jumlat al-Ha:l" (i.e. the circUI!lstantial clause) \{hich 
describes the condition of the agent at the time of the action; e.g. 
310. af'a:qa-l-mari:Du qa:Tiran 'araqan. 
3lb afa:qa.-l-mari:Du (ua-huv.ra) yaqTuru 'araqan. 
So much for the non-finite FORMS of the verb. It is high time we 
started the main task of this part of the study. 
II FDUTE VERBS 
In this part of our ''lork we will try to handle each FORM of the 
verb-tense system separately, giving as many of its uses as possible 
and contrasting those: first, with Classical Arabic (or C.A.); ~, 
with Modern Standard Arabic (or l-r.S.A.) unless this is the same as C.A. 
in which case only H.S.A. \Till be used; and finally, with Ku't-raiti 
Arabic (or K.A.), that is, the local Arabic dialect spoken in Kuwait. 
It is to be borne in mind, however, that, since this study is 
concerned with the secondary school population in Kuwait, consequently 
it is their brand of K.A. (or a very close approyJUnation of it) that 
counts in the contrastive analysis that will follow immediately and in 
the educational implications that ,\'1ill be deduced from it. The Kuwaiti 
informants are, therefore, recruited from among the educated class -
stUdents, teachers, inspectors and other government employees - whose 
K.A. differs, sometimes quite considerably, from that of the older 
generation, owing to constant association with Arabs coming from other 
countries c.nd the impact of education and mass media. 
The second point to keep in m1nd,is that this is not n phonetic 
study at all. Consequently, the present writer has not always paid 
-I 
, 
very grea.t care to the accurate pronunciation of the words and phrases 
given as examples from K.A. It is believed this can be tolerated 
because of the very no.ture of the study •. 
1. The -S FORM (generally known as: the Simple Present) 
This form is: 
(a) used to indicate ALL-TIMEl (andin this sense is often called 
"The Neutral Present"); e.g. 
32 The Thames rises in Gloucestershire. 
33 Man proposes, God disposes. 
M.S.A. expresses this meaning by means of the 2.S.F. of the verb. 
So does K.A. (if we 0.110' .... for the phonetic changes in the 2.S.F., 
which are insignificant here); e.g. 
32a yanbu IU nahru.-t-taimz min ••••• 
330. al-?insamu yc.fakkiru \ro.-lla:hu yc.go.ddir. 
(b) Used ITERATIVELY, referring to an action repeated at intervals 
(inclUding: customs, habit, ability, etc.) The repetition is usually 
denoted by an adjunct like It everyday, alwo.ys", etc. :But this need 
not be temporal; e.g. 
34 I ~ up at six every day. 
35 This po.per appears tuice a week. 
36 That girl smokes too much. 
37 Ali speaks English \'lell. 
M.S.A. employs the 2.S.F. of the verb to express this me~~~, 
which is pro.ctico.lly expressed in the srune way by K.A. as \V'ell: e.g. 
34a astaY9iDHu fi-s-sa:1ati-s-so.:disati k~lla yo.wm. 
35a taSduru h~:dhihi-S-SaHlt~~tu marro.tyni usbu:liyyan. 
36a tilka-l-fata:tu tUdaRlu&inu ok.frnra mina-l-luzu:m 
370. to.liyyun yo.tako.llamu-l-?ingili:ziyyo.ta bi-Tala:qah. 
(c) Used to denote the ACTUAL PRESENT, i.e. an action occurring at 
the moment of speaking. In English this use is limited to those verbs 
which do not require the "BE -ING" FORH (i.e. "lith verbs tho.t, on 
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account of their lexical meaning, are rarely used in the "BE -DIG" 
F.OEH); e.g. 
38 I ~ un aeroplane there. 
39 The headmaster ,,,ants to speak to you. 
In H.S.A. -this is a very connnon use of the 2.S.F. of the verb, 
and does not seem to be limited to any particular group of verbs; 
(but see below, for other forms which indicate the s~e meaning); e.g. 
380. ~ Ta:?iratan huna:k 
39a y=m:du-l-mudi:ru. an yuHa:difhaka. 
In K.A. the first sentence is rendered by. meano of the icm. 
al-fa:'il, the second by means of the 2.S.F. of the verb, e.g. 
3ab 
39b 
" ana sha:yef Tayya:rah lma:k. 
lmudi:r yabi ykalmak. 
(d) Used to refer to FUTURE TIME. This use is not very common in 
English and is limited to cases in which a future action is considered 
as part of a programme already fixed.l It is hardly poosible to eive a 
complete list of the verbs used in this way, though this use is 
enpecia11y connnon with verbs that denote coming or leaving.2 Sentences 
of this kind usually contain on adverb or adjunct expressing future 
time, e.g. 
40 VIe leave for Cairo tomo:!rO\". 
41 The plone arrives at 0.,0. 
In M.S.A. the 2.S.F. is very frequently employed to refer to the 
future time. It is espccio.lly common in main clauses \'0'1 th the sidc-
mc~ of a prograome alrca~y fixed. In subordino.te clauses the 
sa. + 2.S.F. is used, ,·,horeas the two FORI·IS are interchangea.ble in 
co-ordinate clauses. Adverbs (of time or place or both) or adjuncts 
are almost always used ui th the 2. S.F., as it is the ca.se in English, 
1 H. Palmer, A Grammar of SpOken Eng1ish,§ 211,e, p. 178. 
2 Poutsme, OPe cit. II, ch. L s 83, reproduced in Zandvoort, 
op • ci t ., p. 50. 
since in both languages this is not the special form employed for 
indicating futurity; e.g. 
" 40a nusa:firu ila-l-qa:hirati ghadan. 
41a taSilu-T-Ta:?iratu fi-th-tha:minati wa-n-niSf. 
Rut no adverbial is required in Arabic if the action is expected 
to happen in the future; e.g. 
42 •••• 
42a Martyrs (will) enter Paradise ••••• 
K.A. employs three vlays to indicate the future. One of these is 
quite similar to M.S.A., i.e. the use of the 2.S.F. of the verb. Rut vTe 
should notice the prefix /'0/ (and its t"TO varieties /'oil and /'oa/) which 
very often appears at the beginning of the verb and \vhich seems to be 
the substitute for E and sa"Tfa, the particles employed in lI.S.A. to 
make the reference to the future quite 'explicit, but \'Thich are no more 
found in K.A., e.g. 
40b binsa:fir il-qa:hira ba:tJher 
4lb il-Ta:?ira (b)thrSal bi-fu-t"hamamieh w-nuSS • 
• (The two other ",ays of indicating the future in K.A. will be dealt 
w~th later on.) 
(e) used to refer to the PAST TIHEl in what is known as "Historic or 
Dramatic Present", in vivid narratives or past events; e.g. ' 
43 I vias sitting in my roon, reading, when suddenly the door bursts 
open, and in comes a man, ~ his pistol at me, robs me of all 
my money, and ualks quietly away. 
M.S.A. employs tIllS PORl·r and for the same J!U.rPose. This is found 
at the sentence-level ill clauses with "idho.-l-fuja:?iyya" (i,e. "idha:" 
which indicates somethincr unexpected) as in the above example, the verbs 
of which are rendered by the 2.S.Fw of the Arabic verb (except the very 
first, of course); e.g. 
4~a kuntu ja:lisan fi kh:urfati: uTa:li'u kita:ban, \ro.-?iJha: 
bi-l-ba:bi yuftalIu bi- 'unf, wa-bi-rajulin yadliliulu, ,-13.-
yuSawwibu musaddasahu ilayya, wa-yasriqu jami: 'a ma:li:, 
fuumma yanSarifu bi-kulli hudu:? 
210. 
It is also found in long narratives \-Ihere the alternation of the 
I.S.F. and 2.S.F. of the verb is quite common. 
K.A. mostly employs the ism al-fa:'il in such clauses after 
"idha:" (or "willa", a substitute for "idha:"); e.g. 
43b kint ga: lid bi-l-Huyra agra, willa-I-ba:b minfitiH u-rayya.:l 
da:khil u-ra:fi' lalayya-l-musaddas ••••• 
(f) Used in Subordinate Adverbial Clauses expressing or implying 
FUT'O'RE Tll-1E: e • g. 
44 We shall go as soon as vie finish oUI.' work. 
Doth M.S.A. and K.A. always use the 2.S.F. of the verb in such 
clauses. The explicitly future FORM with "sa/sawfall is never employed; 
e.g. 
44a 
44b 
f\ 
sa-nadhhabu I indama.: nunhi: I amalana: • 
/'to • 
bi-nru:H lamma nkhalliS s'hughilna. 
Concluding Remarks on the -8 FORM 
1'le have seen in tho previous analysis that the -S FORM in English 
and the 2.S.F. in Arabic agree in most of their functions. This is 
probably due to, and further supports, the assumption made earlier that 
both these FORHS seem to be NEUTRAL to Tll-m in particular (Olld probably 
to ASPECT and PHASE too), and consequently lend themselves easily to 
various time-references and to other uses and meanings. 
In addition to what has been mentioned above, the Arabic 2.S.F. 
has several other functions mostly peculiar to it 'ihich are "lorth men-
tioning. Here are the most important of these uses: 
(g) The 2.S.F. refers to FUTURE Tn1E. 
i- expliCitly, ~Ihen. it is preceded by one, of the particles 
"sa/savrfa". This is, in away, similar to the English 
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verb with "'\-Till/shall" or the short form" '11"; e.g. 
45 sa!sawfa yara:ka ba'da qali:l 
450. He \-lill see you in a minute. 
In K.A. (as in many other dialects of Arabic) "sa. and sal-Tra" have 
disappeared completely. They seem to have been replaced by the prefix 
b (bi/ba); (see 40b and 41b above). But other FORMS uill be shOlvn later 
to indicate the future too. 
46 
46a 
47 
47a 
ii vThen it comes after the Arabic particle "in" (= if) and the 
other particles which introduce conditional or hypothetical 
clauses (Are.bic: 0.1 jumal al-sharTiyyah). This Ufle has also its 
parallel in English; e.g. 
r-
in ta'mal 'amalan Sa:liHan tuthab 'alayhi. 
II you .Q£. good work, you will be rewarded for it. 
aynama: taku mu: yudxikkumu-l-mawt. 
"Therever you~, dea. th "Till overtake you. 
In K.A. the particle "in" (which is, strictly speaking, the only 
conditional - as opposed to hypothetical - particle in Arabic and which 
can take the 2.S.F. of the verb) is not in- very common use any more. 
When it is employed, hOvlever, it always takes the 1.S.F. The other 
,.. 
particle \-lith the same meaning, namely "idha:" (=if) , \'lhich is quite 
common, does not normally take a verb in the 2.S.F. and never takes ore 
in the future FOR.~ in C.A. or l-I.S.A. l In K.A., hOl'TeVer, this particle 
can still be used as in lot.S.A., but it can also precede ''That has been 
taken above to be the K.A. form that explicitly indicates futurity, 
namely: b + 2.S.F. Thus the K.A. equivalent of No. 46 above "Iould be: 
46b idha: btl'mal 'amal zain, allah bi-yja:zi:k 'alaih. 
As for the other particles, although each has undergone a certain 
1 Hassan, op.clt., vol 2., p. 225. 
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amount of phonetic change (insignificant to us here), most of them can 
still be used in the old '-lays, Le. before a 2.S.F. of the verb to 
indicate futurity. Thus No. 47 above would in K.A. become: 
47b wain me.: tlrumu: yHaSSilkum-il-maut. 
iii- "ilion it is in the subjunctive mood (Arabic: Ha:lat al-naSb) 
after the particles "an" (= to/that); "Ian" (= will not); 
II1i/kay/likay" (= so that) and "Hatta:" (= till, until); e.g. 
48 Ian yaakhula-l-:,jannata ilIa: man kama hu:dan •••• 
48a None '\:rill enter Paradise except those "Iho are Jeus ••••• 
In K.A. most of these particles have oi ther disappeared 0.1 togather, 
or have been replaced by other particles or other constructions "ri th the 
verb, as ,\:Iill be clear from the following examples: 
49 (M.S .. A.) uri:du an a:kuJ.a.. 
490. (= I want to eat) 
49b (K,A.) abi: adrol. 
49c (lit.: I want I eat) 
50 (M.S.A.) ~ ukallimaka ba'da-l-yawm. 
500. (K.A.) ma: ra:H atHas'hs'ha ... rayya:k 'ugb-il-ya'llm. 
50b (= I will not speak to you as from today) 
,.. 
51 (M.S.A.) intaDHir Hatta: aJIDur. 
510. (K.A.) iSbir Hatta: a:yi: 
51b (. 'fait until I ~) 
52 (n.S.A.) adhhabu ila-l-madrasati li/kay/likay ata1allrun; 
520. (K.A.) aru:H-il-madrasah Hatta at'allam 
52b (= I go to school in order to/that I epy/learn. 
To conclude this section, note is to be taken of the fact that, 
except for No. 50 above (i-There the particle "Ian" seems to be split into 
its tuo components: negation. KIA. = "ma:", and futurity, K.A. = "ra:H"), 
K.A. employs the 2.S.F. after the various particles (or even uithout a 
particle) to indicate futurity, just as it is in 1I.S.A. 
iv- "!hen it is in the Energetic Form (Arabic: m~tarin bi ,.ra:ioJ'-il-
tawki:d), e.g. 
, 
53 walla:hi la-aDribanna 'unuqaka. 
53a J3y God! I!1ll certo.i..l1ly ~ your head off! 
In K.A. this form ",ith ''nu:n al-tm'lki:d" has disappeared, but the 
emphatic :particle "10." (called "la:m al-qasam" in .Arabic) has survived, 
and the 2.8.F w of the verb to vlhich this particle is attached still 
retains a fUture reference. Thus the C.A. sentence: 
54 walla:hi la-aksiranna raqabatah 
54a (= J3y God! I will certainly break his necld) 
becomes in K.A.:-
54b ,.,alla:hi la-8..-ksir rga.btah 
v- \1hen the 2.8.F. e).."p:t'esses indirect request, e.g. 
55 al-ua:lida:tu yurDitno. mvla:dahunna. 
or with the help of the prefix "Ii" (= let), e.g. 
\ 
55a li-turDi' il-wa:lida:tu avlla:dahunna, 
both are normally rendered in English by "let + Infinitive", 
55b ~the mothers suckle their cl1ildren. 
The 2.8.F. without any particle is still possible, and in fact 
quite common in K.A. e.g. 
55c yalla:, ku1 '·la.Hdeh traDDi' wildha. 
Or it could be clone Hi th the help of another verb "l£alla" (= let) 
placed at the beginning of the sentence, e.g. 
" 55d yallc.:, khalla kul ,.,a.Hdeh traDDi I wildha. 
(h) The Arabic 2.S.],. of the verb takes up the categorical meo.ning of 
the 1.8~F. in the follo1'Ting cases: 
i -After the Nega.tive particle "lam" (= not). This is in fact one 
way of negating the 1.8.F., e.g. 
56 ~ yadhbab laliyyun ila-l-Haflati ams. 
560. Ali.9J& noJG fS£ to the party last night, 
ii- After the Negative :particle "lamma:" (= not yet), I 
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According to Ibn Hishaml and several others, negation by means of 
"lo.mm.a:" lasts until the :present, \·,hereas that by "lam" doee not. In 
-other llords, "lo.mm.a: ya,2hhab", for instance, is the negati,ve, not of 
"dhahaba" (= he went), but of "qad dhahaba" (= he has gone), as \'1ill 
be mentioned later; e.g. 
51 as-so.: 'atu-t-ta:si'ah "la-lrunma: ya?ti-D-Thlyf. 
510. It is (already) 9 o'clock, and the guest has not arrived I£i. 
vfuat has been said under (h) so far ap:plies only to C.A. In M.S.A. 
"lam" is still used, but "lammo.:" is r!1rely encountered. Instead, the 
structure "lam + 2.S.F. + ba'du" (lit.: = not came yet) is em:ployed; e.g. 
57b as-sa: latu-t-ta:silah \·ra ~ ya?ti-D-Dayfu ba'd. 
In K.A. neither particle is used. Instead,the negative particle 
"mn.:" ta.kes the :place of "10m" but is followed by the 1.O.F., \'lhereas 
limn.: + 1.S.F. +/bald/ or /lo.--ha1Him/" (= until now) arc em:ployed 
instead of "lo.mma:"; e.g. 
56b 
57c 
(or) 
(i) 
ma: ra:H 'ali li-l-Hafleh ams. 
--
is-sa:'ab. bi-t-tisi' u-Daifna lEl ya:h /bald/. 
is-sa: 'ab. bi-t-tisi' u-Da.ifna !!E:.!. ya:h /la-halHim/ 
The compound FOR!1S or the Arabic verb, e'specially those employing 
"ka.ma", "qad" and the "ism aI-fa: IiI" will be discussed in thoir :proper 
plo.ces belolT. One :point, hOllever, my be "lorth mentioning here to 
conclude ov.r treatment of the -S FORl1. vIe would like to suggest that 
perhaps our realization of the fact that this FORM can havo such 0. great 
number of categorical meanings, and can refer to different times in 
different contexts and to various aspects, phases, etc. cccording' to 
. the context in which the verb is used - all these remarks may add weight 
to tho assumption (made by some grammarians an4 favoured by the present 
wri tor) that this FOro! may best be considered NEUTR.AL or Tll-lELESS and 
can, therefore, adapt itself easily to different situations. 
1 Ibn Hisham, op.ci t., vol. 1:, pp. 218-280. -
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2. The" -D FORW' (generally known as the "Simple Pastil) 
(a) This is basically used when attention is drawn to the time in the 
past at which an action took place; hence eopeciolly in questions 
begirming '-lith "whcnll (sometimes ,vlth "where") and in sentences with 
adverbial ad.juncts aIlSl.'1Cring such questions; e.g. 
58 lThen (where) !lii! you ~ him last? 
59 I received his letter a week ago. 
60 My father ~ born in Scotland. 
This is also the basic use of the l~abic 1.S.F. of the verb, both 
in M.S.A. and in K.A. e.g. 
5Sa 
590. 
600. 
". mata: (ayna) ra?aytahu: a:khira maJ.."To.h? 
tasallarntu risa:lato.hu: qo.bla usbu: l • 
"ro.lido. abi: fi: USkll. tlandD.: 
N.B. i The ~ast time referred to may be definite, indefinite,or a ~eriod 
of time; e.g. 
61 He turned out the light at midnight. 
62 They l!£!!i to Venice some years ago. 
63 He "Irote a long letter last night. 
In the three instances both M.S.A. and K.A. employ the 1.S.F. of 
the verb; e.g. 
610. aTfa?a.-n-nu:ra 'indo. muntaSafi-l-layl. 
620. zo.:ru-l-bullduqiyyo.ta rmm<lliu biDli s=mavTa:t 
630. ko.to.bo. risa:lo.tan Tcwi:latan al-laylato.-l-ma:Diyah. 
ii The exclusion of the HAVE -EN FOEM from the Po.st time ancl sphere 
docs not apply to its infinitive; e.g. 
64 Twenty plan~o.re so.id to have bean shot dOVin yesterday. 
Remembering what "as s2.id above about the Infinitive, 1'1e notice 
that the Arabic FORM employed to render this usc of the Perfect 
Infinitive is: (inno.) + qo.d + I.~.F. (The structure made up of the last 
two i toms "lill be shm-m Io.ter to be also one of tho equivalents of tho 
English HAVE -Ell FOIDI.); .c.g 
640. yuqa:lu ~ lisbrima To.:?iro.tan qa.d usqiTat ams. 
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This Arn.bic FOBH seems to be more common in sub-ordinn.te 
cln.uses of the type sho~r.n above (i.o. the Roported Spoech) thn.n in 
main clauses. 
In K.A. neither "qo.d" nor o:ny reflex of it is to be found, and 
in the case under considoro.tion the 1.S.F. by itself is genorally 
employed; e.g. 
64b ygu:lum inna Ij,fhrim Tayya:rDh To.:Hat o.ms. 
If tho Porfect Infinitive occurs in tho main clauco, as in tho 
following exo.mple: 
65 You must havo soon him yesterdn.y. 
the FORr.l used in l'I.S.A. is usually: n.n + ynku.m + qn.d + 1.S.F. of 
the mn.in verb (cf. "The Infini ti ve, I, 1, j, above); e • g. 
65a yn.jibu (or: 10.: budda) ~ tn.kuma gad ra?aytahu: ems 
Again in K.S. the 1.S.F. by itself is genorslly employed in this 
c::::.so; e.g. 
65b 1a:zim Jhiftah ams. 
It is significant to notice here thn.t the ism 0.1-fo.: 111 (which-
according to tro.dition::::.l Arn.b gramm~in.ns - ra.rely, if over, refers to 
tho past time in its verbal usage) seems ,to be vory commonly employed 
in K.A. (as well as in tho \ai ter's dialect and appa.rently sevoro.l othorsl ) 
as a. verbal ~li th very clea.r reference to the past timo. AdvLTbicls 
referring to that time can oasily associate vii th it. Thus ill this 
function of the -D FOEll, moot of tl}e exo.mples above lond themsol ves 
easily to the use of the ism al-fa~ i' in K.A. A feu instonceo "'ill 
mo.ke the point clea.r: 
59b ,-rain s'hn.:Y-.foh o.:!dur mo.rrah.? 
59b ani misti1im risa:la (or ~TT) mni-sbu:. 
l' Hi tchell, T .F ., "The Active Participle in an Arabic DioJ.ect of 
Cyrenaica", Bulletirl of tho School of Oriental nnd Africnn Studies, 
University of London, XIV, pa.rt 1 (1952), pp. 11-33. 
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65b la:zim fha:yfnh ~s. 
(b) Used to ShOll tha.t on o.ction BEG1\l-T to ha.ppen at some time in the 
past; e.g. 
66 We ~ our lunch at 1 o'clock. 
Again both M.S.A. and K.A. employ the 1.S.Fv of the verb: 
66a 
66b 
(c) 
67 
" . tt'Jl~nro.lna: Tal a:ma-l-ghD.da:?~ fi-s-sa:' ti-l-iva:Hida.h. 
t~hadda.ina-s-sa.:la bi-l-waHda. 
Used to indicate consecutive actions in the past; e.g. 
She drove into the garage, .s:2.i out of the car, closed all the 
uindous, locked 0.11 the doors, and \-m.lked tOVlards the cinema. 
Here also both H.S.l ... and K.A. employ the loS.F. of the verb. 
But quite often the succession of events is omph~sized by means of 
special conjunctions such as "VIa" (= and), "thuLlma" (= and then) etc. 
because such sentences in .Arabic have to be joined in one Hay or 
another; e.g. 
610. 
(d) 
68 
69 
~ ~ . 
adl$halo.t-s-sayyart1ta ila-l-mir?a:bi iva. r..harajat minha:, 
n ~ 
thUIllIlla. agfo.lati-n-naua:fidha. '\'m. ?mlSadat jruni: I a-l-?ablm.:bi , 
;'\ 
thummo. so. : rat fi: Taxi: qiha.: ?ilo.-s-sinoma 
Used ivith an lTEJ:UTIVE mea.ning; e.g. 
v1henever he '\'Tent abroad, he took his son 'ii th him. 
- -
''lhile her husband 'vas in the o.rmy, she 'rr'ote to him tuice a \Veek. 
M.S.A. employs 0. special FOml to express this me<::ning (l'Thich is 
usually best rendered in English by "used to"). This is: the 1.S.F. 
of ka:no. + the 2.S.F. of the main verb; e.g. 
680. kullama: ka:na ya~abu ila-l-kha:rij ~a:na yaSToHlbu ibnahu: 
malah. 
690. 'indama.: ka:na zaiijuha: fi-l.-jayfh, ka:nat taktubu lo.hu: 
marratayni kulla usbu:' 
In tho first insta.n.co ue ca.n. begin tho sentence with the I.S.F. 
of "kama", then (after "kullnmo.") have tho I.S.F. of the verb in both 
clauses, or even dispense \-lith "ka:nc." altogether; G.g. 
218. 
68b kama ku.llama.: cfua.haba. ila.-l-kha.:rij iSTaHc.ba. ibna.hu: ma.IM~ 
" ,.. 68c kullo.ma.: dha.ha.ba. ilo.-l-kha.:rij iSTaI1a.bo. ibno.hu: ma.1o.h 
The former construction is preferred in K.A. e.g. 
68d £m. kil mo.yru:H-il-kha.:rij ya.:lfhud wilda wa.yya..:h. 
69b lammo. ko.:n za.l1jha. fi-l-jc.ish ka.:na.t tdizz-illah m<lktu:bc._in 
kil-islbu: I 
(e) Used to express the ca.tcgorica.l mea.ning of tho BE -lUG PORl! '\-Then 
both the beginning ond the end of the time aXe expliei tly expressed. 
(Here it is an altema.tive uso of tho BE -TIm FORI-I.) e.g. 
10 Yestcrda.y, from six to seven, "TO listened to on interesting pla.y 
on thG radio. 
Neither 11.S • .ll. ror K.A. favour this uso of tho 1.S.P. Only tho 
spocJ.al FORM; which \lill be shown later to be the oommonest equiva.lent 
of the Past BE -Dm FORH, is usod, namely: the I.S.F. of ka.:na. + the 
2.S.F. of the main verb; e.g. 
70a. 
70b 
(M.S.A.) runs, 
(K.ll. ) ams, 
•••••••••• 
. " ....... . 
kunna: nastruni IU ila.: ma.sra.Hiyya.h ••••• 
kunpa: nit samma I Hag masrclIiyyah ••••••• 
(f) A similc.r use of this FORH o.ppea.rs in English sentences ''lhen t"10 
actions are in progress a.t the same time; e.g. 
71 They sang happily uhile they drove homo .. 
l~o.in both M.S.A. and K.A. stick to the special FORM mentioned in 
tho previous paragraph; e.g. 
1la (n.S.A.) ka:nu: :yukho.nnu:na sulo.da.:?a. ba.yno.ma.: ka.:nu: ya.su:gu:na 
sa.yyd;r:a. ta.hum 0" 0 0 0 
. " 11b (K.! ... ) ka.mu ygha.nnum bfaro.H whumma. sa.:ygim-is-sa.yybJ:"o.h ..... 
Notice tha.t KoA. employs for the subordina.tc cla.usc a.n equiva.lcnt 
of the H.S.A. "jumla.t a.l-IIa:l" (or: circumsta.ntio.l clause) consisting of 
0. nomina.l sentence in "rhich the predicate is "ism fa.: I il". 
It is also possible, and in fact more elegant, to have such a 
cla.use in 7la. but the predicc.te of the cla.use l'1ould be a verb, not in 
the 1.a~F. as expected, but in tho 2.S.F.; e.g. 
11c ~ ka:nu: yughannuna. suta.da.:?a, wa.-hum ya.su:gu:na. so.yya.:ra.to.hum ••• ',' 
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This is ah'lays the case \'lith this kind of clause in Arabic 
"There \'1e never have the verb in the I.S.F. I The explanation usually 
given by grammarians for this apparent paradox is that such a clause 
shows the state or condition of the agent at the same time he or she 
~ or ~ doing another action; therefore "TO need not 'lllOrry about the 
FO~I of the verb in this clause, since it will automatically refer to 
the time indicated by the min verb. Since \'lC hD.ve assumed above tha.t 
the 2.S.F. of the Arabic verb is the more Neutral Form and is therefore 
more flexible than the 1.S.F. and can adapt itself more easily to the 
various circumstances, it is only natural that it is the form used in 
such clauses. 
(g) This FORM may also be used in a subordinate clause to express 
something desirable or conceivable. (In this case its function is not 
to express a contrast bct'lileen past and present time, but bet\{een reality 
and desirability or mere supposition. This is usually called the ''Modal 
Past Tense".) e.g. 
72 I'd rather you paid me now. 
'?) Suppose we ~ to a show. 
The manner in \'Thich M.S.A. deals with this use is not consistent, 
and is often different from English: 
i Sometimes it employs verbs ,{hich embody the meaning of 
ndesirability", as in the first instance, in '''hich case 
nan + the 2.S.F~ of the verb" is used, e.g. 
I, ,', 
I This is in fact possible when the subject of the verb in the sub-
ordinate (circumstantial) clause is different from that of the 
min verb, e.g. ja:?a zaYdun (wa qad qa:m 'amrun). (cf. Ibn Aqcel, 
op.cit, I, p. 556) ]tlt the inclusion of this type of clause under 
"circumsto.nstial Clauses" seems to us awbTard and far-fetched. 
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ii Insteo.d of "an a.l-oc.Sda.riyyo.", however, a. simila.r pa.rticle, 
namely "~ 0.1-ma8d.a.riyyn" may be employed, follmvcd by the 
2.S.F. of the verb if the present or future time is to be 
indicated;l e.g. 
72b ufa.DDilu ~ t~dntu liya-l-a:n. 
iii The more idiomatic exprcssion vlOuld, however, be llith the 
,... 
uninflected verb "Ho.bbo.dha:", which expresser::: desirability, 
(instco.d of thc main verb "ufaDDilu", used so far), follo\1cd 
by "10.1.tt" + the'2.S.F. of the verb; e.g. 
72c Habbadha: lmr tadfa'u l:1.ya-l-am. 
-
In the other example (lTo. 73) '\vhere the introducing verb itself 
expresses uncertainty or supposition such as "suppose" (J..rabic: fa.raDa) , 
tho pa.rticle "law" is not required', and, like English, the I.S.F. is 
used; e.g. 
730. linafriD a.nnana: dhahabna.: limuShahadati-l-'a.rD. 
In the former co.se K.A. would normally employ "la"," + 2.S.F. 
after a verb or 0. phrase having the sense of desirability; e.g. 
72d ana wuddi 10.\'1 tidfa' halHim 
Whereas in tho- latter case, it '\>lOuld be the same as in H.S.A. 
73b ifriD inna. iHna. ruHna-I-'arD. 
But since this FOml may in K.A. refer to the past time too, the 
other possibility is the use of b + 2.S.F. to refer explicitly to the 
future; e.g. 
73c ifriD inna binru:H il~urD. 
(h) This "Modal Past" is frequently used after "I wish" expressing 
on unrealized or unrealizable desire, and after "if, as if, cs though" 
in clnuses denoting a condition not likely to be fulfilled, or a state 
of things contrary to reality. In those cases the subjtmcti ve "''loren 
is often used instead of "'W'lstl, e.g. 
I Ho.sson, op.cit., vol I, p. 373. 
-~. 1 
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74 I "fish I ~ the fellO\.,'s nc.me. 
75 If I ~ you, I ,.,ould go o.nd tell him. 
76 He ccts cs if he ovmed the place. 
For a wish such cs that expressed in the first exrunple, 11.£.11.. 
employs one of tlIO methods:-
i It co.n mcl~o usc of a member of the set of particles traditionally 
called ,ial-Huru:f al-mush:lbbahoh bi-l-fi 11" (i. e. verb-like 
particles)l; nillllely; "layta" (= I wish) follOl-led by a Nominal 
sentence the predicate of , .. hich may be a verb. If this is the 
caoe, the verb is normally in the 2.S.F. \lhen the reference is 
to the present or future time. But it co.n also be in the 1.S.F. 
lThether the vrish refers to the present/future or to the past 
time (thoueh this is a rare usc), e.g. 
74a lcyta.ni: at rifu iSIllO.-r-rcjul. 
74a laytD.Ili: taraftu ioma-~-rajul. 
In K.A. if the reference is to the p:cesent or future, a cons·truction 
similar to 74a is employed, e.g. 
74c ya:laitni atrif ism ha-r-rayya:l 
But if the reference is to the paot, tho verb ",ould be either the 
1.S.F. by itself or a combination of ka:na a.nd the 2.S.F. of the verb; e.g. 
74d ya:laitni taraft ism hn-r-rayya:l 
74e ya:laitni kunt atraf ism har-r-rayya:l 
1 These include six p~ticles. The reasons for the nomenclature arc: 
(a) formally: each is made up, like the verb-base, of three or four 
radiccls, the last of uhich carries the marker "fatlb". But, since 
none of them is ir£lected for tense, they were not considered verbs; 
(b) semantically: each expresses the menning of a verb; e.g. layta = 
I '\-rich; lalalla = I hope (cf. shartouni, op.cit. p. 220). 
. According to ''fright (op.cit I, po. 231) these particles in fact 
look more lil~e aUY~licry or defective vcrbs,es their nc.me ioplics. 
But formo.lly, they behave differently. They axe added to Hontincl 
Sentences and effect the inflection of their components. 
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ii The second mn.nner is to use 0. full verb mea.ning "to "lish" 
such as "wD.ddo./or / tammmo.:", followed by the I>o.rticle "law 
o.l-mo.Sdo.riyyo." (mentioned o.bove)l follmwd by either the 
2.S.F. or 1.S.F. of the verb depending on whether the time 
referred to by the speaker is present/future or past; e.g. 
14e (mvo.ddu )lmT(o.lrifu) ismo.-r-rajul. (0. to.mo.nno.: ) ( I o.ro.ftu) 
K.A. employo o.pproxilno.t.ely the srune technique as a.n 0.1 terno.tive to 
the on~ mm1tioned under (i) above; e.g. 
14f (wuddi: ) lm'l o.lrif ismi-r-ro.;yyo.:l (atmmma:) -
:But again, if the verb after "10.\ ... " is 1.S.F • it refers not to the 
I>resent/future, but to the past time; e.g. 
14g (wuddi: ) 1:£::!! I aro.ft ismi-r-ro.yyo.: 1 (0. tmo.nno.: ) 
In the other tuo e::ro.mples: 15 and 16 and similar sentences, lThen 
the -D FORN of the English verb expresseo an unrealized or unrea.lizable 
desire, H.S.A. eJlll)loys "10.11" again, but this time it is "lau al-sho.r~iyyo." 
in No. 15, and the verbs in both clo.uses of the sentence (though normally 
in the 2.S.F.) ca.n tru~e the 1.S.F. though the reference is to the future2 
(as it is generally the co.sc uhen other conditional or hypothetical 
:5 
po.rticlcs nrc used) ; e.g. 
150. 
,... ~ 
10.H kuntu m.o.ko.:no.k:o. lo.-dhaho.btu lro.-o.lilibo.rtuh. 
In l~o. 16 "as if" \-[ould be rendered by "kama: + laM" follO\ ... cd by 
ko.:no. + the 2.S.F. of the verb; e.g. 
160. yo.to.So.rrnfu. kruna: la.w ku:no. ya.mliku-l-mako.:n 
Another and better L1D.l1ller of rendering this sentence, 11m-rever, 
'vould be the use of another member of the verb-like particles, namely, 
1 cf. also: Ibn Hioham, op.cit. vol I, p. 265. 
2. But cf. Hassan, op.cit. Vol 4 pp. 459 - 464 for the distinction 
. : bot'-leen tvlO kinds of the conditional particle law - 0. distinction thD. t 
docs not seem very acceptable to us.· -
:5 This'io·not c.vcry accurate generalization but it serves our purpose 
hore. Probo.bly no generalization is accurate about this very highly 
c~mplico.tcd field of conditionaljhypotheticl sentences in Arabic. 
cf. Ho.osan, op.cit., Vol 4, pp. 396 - 397 and 460. 
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"ko.?o.nno." (= as if) + the 2.S.F. of the verb; c.g. 
76b yato.Sa.rro.fu ko.?o.nnahu: yo.mliku-l-mako.m. 
K.A. expresses the meo.ning of 75 by means of "lml" + either: 
i rum(a) + fi: IIlclIo.lli(k) (= lit.: in your place) in the "If-
Clause", and ko.m + the loS.F. of the verb in the main clo.'O.so; 
e.g. 
75b lo.w-anni: fi:mcJIo.llik tsho.:n ruHt u gLut lo.h 
or 
ii the same structure in the "If-Clause" but kam + the 2.S.F. 
of the verb in tho min clause, e.g. 
75c lm-l-rumi: f1: maHallik kunt aru.:H vl-agullo.h. 
For 76 K.A. vlOuld normn.lly employ "tshinna.. " (= the local version 
of "ka?anna") + 0. NominaJ. sentence with 0. verb in the 2.S.F. (or without 
a verb altogether); e.g. 
76c 
76c 
" yi tSa.rraf t shinnn' h yamlik-il-moka m 
yi tSarro.f ts'hinna: ,-l-bai t bait ubu:h 
Other Functions of the Arabic 1.S.F. of the Verb: 
In vlho.t follows an attempt Vlill be made at finding the other usee 
of the 1.8.F. of the lcr-o.bic verb and how these nrc handled in English. 
In doing this we vrill:-
i point out which of these uses nrc found only in C.A., or nrc not 
nowadays common even in Ii.S.J\. The most obsolete of these \vill 
be left out altogether; and 
ii o.void dealing vIi th o.ny compound FORNS of tho verb tho. t make UEle 
of "qad", "kama" or the "ism aI-fa: IiI" since these FOru,lS \'1ill 
be discussed in detail in their proper places later on. 
(0.) The Arabic 1.S.F. of the verb can refer to the present or the 
futUre time when it indicates: 
i 0. to/ish, 0. prayer or 0. curso, G.g. 
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77 sa:'adaka-l-la:h 
78 raHimahu-l-la:h 
- These axe usually rendered in English by the present subjunctive 
or by "may + infinitive", e.g. 
770. (May) God help you! 
780. (~) God bless himl 
ii an oath, a promise or a request; e.g. 
79 walla:hi 10.: ?aqamtu bi makkata 
80 'aznmtu 'alayka ilIa: sa:faxt 
In English such sentences would usually contain a verb referring 
to the future (with or without an emphatic adverbial) or an infinitive; 
e.g. 
790. By God, I ~ certojnly not remain in Mecca. 
800. I beg you to go on the journey. 
iii an act which is concluded as soon as it is spoken of. This 
happens only in certain phrases having to do with business, 
marriage, divorce, etc.; e.g. 
81 bi'tuka ha:dha: 
82 zawwajtuka ibnati: 
83 Tallagtuki thala:than 
This use of the Arp.bic verb is normaJ.ly rendered in English by 
the " -8 FOB!>l" of the verb; e • g. 
810. I ~ you this 
820. I give you cry daughter in caxrio.ge 
830. I divorce you three times 
Of these three uses in C.!. (ii) is very rare indeed in M.S.!. 
The other two (i) and (iii) axe still heard in a few now-stereotyped 
phrases, mostly quotations from tho Koran and classical literature 
(aD it is the case \'1ith "i") and in those cliches used in business 
transactions and in ritunls. Even in K.A. some of these stock phrases 
still--p~rB'i~t though others have beml replaced by other colloquiaJ. 
verSions; c.g. 
77b oJ.la(h) ysa.:' dak 
78b 
79b 
80b 
8lb 
82b 
83b 
o.llo.(h) yirHnmah 
wallo.(h) ma.:ni: ga:'id .... 
'azznmt 'o.laik ilIa tsa:fir 
~ ~ bi'to.k ha.-sh-shaY 
zawwa.jtak binti: 
I'! ,..,.. 
Tallogtish bi-th-thD.lo.:th 
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The loS.F. of the .Arabic verb cnn sometimes indicate what is 
normally expressed by the English Present HAVE -EN FORM. This is found 
in the following cases: 
i vJhen the Arabic verb refers to nn oot that has been completed 
nnd is still complete at the time of speaking, e.g. 
84 ud1kuru: ni f ma. ti-l-lo. tti: on' amtu t nlnykum 
840. Remember the favours I have conferred upon you. 
85 
85a. 
ii "Jhen the Arabic verb indicates an oot that has often ta.ken place 
nnd still ta.kes plo.ce, or the result of which is felt no",; e.g. 
~ttafo.ga-l-mufassiru:n ••• ~. 
Commentators have agreed lorl agree •••• 
These two uses are still common both in M.S.A. and in K.A. (We will 
see lo.ter, however, the ,'laYs the latter employe to express the several 
meanings of the English Present ILWE -EN FORM,); e.g. 
84b (K.A.) to.cTho.kkar-il-mo.'ru:f illi: S1:'.Wl·ra.itah Ink 
85b (K.A.) kull-il-mu?arrifum go.:lu, ho.:cllio.-s'h-Sho,yy/or/tsIiidi: I. 
(c) The Arabic 1.S.F .• of the verb cnn o.lso express the mea.ning which 
is in 'English conveyed by the Past HAVE -EN FORM; e. g. 
86 jalasa Haythu jalasa abu:hu. 
860. He sat where his father had sat. 
This is still the most COl!lIIlon FORM that conveys this meaning 
both in 11.S.A. a.nd in K.A. as we will soon see, though in the latter 
this is often done by the use of ka:n + ism aI-fa: 'iI, as can be seen 
in the following example: 
86b (K.A.) go, , ad "rain ma:~ ga.: 'id ubu:h 
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(d) A very interesting kind of verb in Arabic is that which follows 
the pattern: fa1uln-yaf1ulu which simply attributes a quality to the 
subject. This kind of verb mostly takes the 1.S.F. but seems to have 
no particular time reference. It is in fact very similar to the 
English adjective; e.g. 
,.. ,.. 
87 muHomm.:ldun rajulun Hasuna khuluquhu wa DHarufa Tab luhu. 
870. M~Jiis a good-natured, mild-tempered man. 
This use is still common in M.S.A., but is not found in K.A. 
Other uses of this FORM can be overlooked for the time-being, 
since they are so rare that they cannot, even when met, leave on 
indelible impact on the student a , minds. 
3. The Future 
Since futurity as indicated by the verb is excluded by most 
grammarians and linguists from the verb-tense system and discussed as 
a separate topic by itself, we have to tread very softly hero. In 
fact, we first meant to avoid the whole topic altogether. On second 
thoughts, however, it was thought possible just to touch upon the 
subject without going into all the complexities involved. 
Future referenco is covered in English by the follmling four verb 
FORMS: Tho -S FORM (already dealt with), the :BE -ING FOID1 (to be doal t 
wi th presently), the SlU.LLj\flLL + plain Infini ti vo and finally GOING TO. 
Of the four, the one that probably indicates pure futurity, i.e. 
"futurity which depends on external circumstances, and not on o:n:y 
person's will or intention"l is the construction: SHALL;\lILL + plain 
infinitive. But GOING TO, which normlly indicates a simple statement 
of intention, can also indicate pure futurity; e.g. 
88 He will sell his house if, you ask him. 
89 It is going to rain. 
1 \'1~ _ S. Allen, Living English Structure, 1969, p. -121. 
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]ut SHALL/HILL, even when the former is used only with the first 
person and the latter with the second and third, may also indicate 
intention when the subject is not a thing but a person, especially the 
first person; e.g. 
90 I shall punish you severely if you do that. 
It is to be noted also that WILL is now quite common for both 
SHALL and 'HILL, and that the short form" Ill" is the most common form 
in conversation. 
The Arabic reference to futurity by means of the 2.S.F. and the 
ism al-fa: IiI is discussed in its proper place. \-le 'viII only deo.l here -
and very briefly - with the equivalent of the two English FOmiS examples 
of which nre cited c.bove. 
The normal H.S.A. equivalent of both English forms when they 
indicate pure futurity is the SA/SAVFA + the 2.S.F. of the verb. Thus 
the two examples above nre eo.sily rendered by menns of this FOlli~. e.g. 
sea 
S90. 
" I' ea.-yabi,: IU baytahu idha: Talo.bta minhu dha.:lik. 
sa-tumTiru-s-sama:? 
On the other hand, o.s it is the ctlse in English, \-li th 0. human 
subject this FOmt may indicate intention too. Thus the third example 
above is rendered as follows: 
900. sa-?ulo.:gibuka bi-qo.swo.tin idho.: fo.lo.1ta cllia.:lik. 
There is no e'luivalent to GOmG TO in C.A. or M.S.A. ]ut it is 
very interesting to notice that whereas SA and SA"lF1.. ho.ve dropped com-
pletely from K.1... and most other Arabic dio.lects, "ra:yoH" (or the 
shorter forms "ro.:H" and "Ho.") axe now in common usc in most Arc.bic 
dialects to refer both to pure futurity o.s well o.s to intention - but 
much more frequently to the latter. The prefix "b(bi/ba)" oJ.reo.dy 
mentioned above seems to be the normal replo.cement of "so. ruld so.wfo." and 
the no.turo.l equivalent of Shall/Will When referring to pure futurity. 
In K.A., however, the former (i.e. ra:yeH) is on innovation brought 
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into the country during the last few years with the influx of Aro,bs 
from other countries. The older Kuwaiti people rarely use it, and the 
younger generations who actually use it do not seem to detect cny 
difference in meaning between its use and that of the prefix "b(bi/ba)". 
Thus in K.A. the more naturo,l way of saying the three exo.mples given 
above would be to use "b(bi/ba)" + 2.S.F. of the verb: 
. . 
88b 
99b 
90b 
bi-bi: ' baitah idha.: Talabt minnah ybi: 'oll. 
bi-ySi:r maTar. 
in(idha:) sawwait a-sh-shay bitshu:f shu: sawwi:lo.k. ~  "~1 ,... ('\ 
or tshidi: 
4. The Present HAVE -EN FOEM (commonly mown as: Present Perfect) 
The uses of this FORM will be discussed under two of Zandvoort IS 
three headingsl , in addition to two or three others mentioned by various 
grammarians. These uses \,Iill also include the other verb-FOmr made up 
of the p:::esent one in conJunction with BE -ING (commonly called "the 
Present Perfect Continuous"). 
(a) ,The Resultative Perfect denotes an action connected, through its 
result, with the present moment; e.g., 
91 I have bought Do nC\'l car. 
92 Look what you have done. 
93 Twenty years have passed since we first met. 
910. 
920. 
930. 
This function is rendered in M.S.A. by means of: 
i the 1.S.F. preceded by the particle "qad/lo.qad" (= already), 
mentioned above;2 
ii the l.S.F. alone (see trDnslation of 92 below); e.g. 
lc.qad ifhtaraytu so.yya:ratan jadi:dah 
" unDHur Ina: dha.: fa' 0.1 t • 
" '" lo.gad rna.rrat 'ishruma smmto.n mundhu 
••••• 
In K.A. (as well as in many other Arabic dialects) the pnrticle 
1 Zo..ndvoort, op.cit., pp 61 .:. 62. The third use given called "the 
peri'ect of experiencc ll is not very cOIIlIllon, neither i~ it tnught to 
secon~J school students in Kuwait ~ay. 
2 Supra, chI 10. 
"qa.d" ha.s disa.ppeo.red oJ. together, and the corresponding structure is 
the 1.S.F. ~lone~ But the ism ~l-f~:'il is also possible in Boce 
contexts; e.g. 
91b 
92b 
93b 
(b) 
,.. f' 
shtarait (or: ana mishtiri: Ii) sayya:rah yidi:dah. 
,.. " 0t( 0) shu:f aish sawwn1 or msaWW1 • 
I ishri:n sanah co.rrat ••••••• 
The Continuative Perfect denotes an action beginning at some time 
in the past and continuing up to the moment of speaking. This use is 
not very common with the HAVE -EN FORM nowadays (except with verbs that 
resist the BE .. ING FORM - sec belmY'), but is :probably the only use of 
the HAVE -EN + BE -lliG FORH; e.g. 
94 vIe have known eo.ch other for yeo.rs. 
95 I have been living here since 1928. 
940. 
950. 
In.M.S.A. this function is usually expressed by: 
i the 2.S.F. by itself, e.g. 
(\ 
no. 'rif'u ball)c.uo.: mundhu 'idda ti snna.wa: t 
" cskunu huna: mundhu 1928 II 
, ''''--''i; 
ii the ism aI-fa: IiI by itself. But obviously this is not possible 
*94b 
95b 
with all sorts of verbs. It seems that Arabic Verbs such ~s 
" lo.ra.fa" (knO"l), "DHOJ:lIla" (think) etc., , ... hich o.re equivalent 
to the English verbs that resist expansion into the BE -ING 
FORM, do not lend themselves easily to the Arabic ism o1-fa:'il 
FORH in this pc.rticulo.r function. (They will, however, be sh01'1!l 
lcter to do so in other functions of the verb, especially that 
of the BE -ING FORl1.) Thus we nre unable to say: 
no.Hnu 1~:rirJna balDnna: ••••• 
but can say 
" ana: sa:kinun (or: qa:Tinun) huna: mundhu la:m 1928. 
iii . the 2.S.F. preceded by "ma: za:la" (= is still) which is a 
defective (quasi-auxiliary) .verb that belo~to the ka:na sot 
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mentioned above. l This verb, however, seems to require the 
company of another full verb indicating activity rather than 
state. Thus the two examples above do not lend themselves 
easily to translation into this FORM, but an example suca as 
the following does: 
96 I ho.ve beep. studying since corning. 
96a no.: ziltu adrusu mundhu-S-Saba:H. 
iv In many cases, (especially when a sto.te, not an activity, is 
referred to), "ma.: za:la + ism al-fo.:'!l is another possibility; 
o.g. 
97 He has been sleeping since 9 otclock. 
,. 
970. ma.: zo.:la. na.:?iman mundhu-s-sa:'ati ••••••• 
K~A. also employs both the 2.S.F~ and the ism a.l-fo.:lil (apparently 
with the same restrictions on the use of the latter); e.g. 
94c ni'rtf balD mini-sni:n 
95c ana so.:kin lmi: min sanat 1928. 
But "ma.: zo.:lo." is no longer used in K.ft. Instead, to render the 
meaning of sentences like 95 - 97, another member of the ka:na set 
mentioned in the previous chapt~r, na.oely "Sa:r", is employed, followed 
by either tho 2.S.F. or the ism al-fo.:'il (usually with the prepositional 
pbJ:D.so "lo.h, li, etc." interposed); e.g. 
95d Sa.:r li sa:kin hni: !:lin sanat 1928. 
96b Sa:r li a.drus Dni-S-SubH. 
97b So.:r lah na.:yem mni-s-sa.:'o.h tisl'. 
nnother structure \-lhich is eoployed in K.A. with certain verb-
types (cost probably action, non~otive ones) tq convey the ideo. of 
continuity (as we shall sec later too) is tm FORM "go.: lid" (here o.n 
o.uxilia.ry mooning: going on, continuing) + the 2.S.F. of the verb. This 
1 supra, chI 10. 
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Thus we find that the past HA.VE -Ell FORM may be rendered in 
several ways in lot.S.A.; n2.tD.c1y: 
1.S.F. 
qad + 1.S.F. 
(l.S.F. of) ka:na + 1.S.F. 
(l.S.F. of) ka:na + qad + 1.S.F. 
(l.S.F. of) ka:na + 2.S.F. 
In K.A. the 1.S.F. is commonly used as in No. 104 and 105; e.g. 
104b ga:1u: Ii: inna ra:H 
,... 
105b ga:1at Ii innha-shtsxat s~arah yidi:dah. 
But ka:h + 2.S.I!'. is also employed as in the other t,,,o exatl]?les, 
e.g. 
106b ka:nu yilirfU:n batD min sni:n 
101d law ka:n yilr;f tsha:n ya: 
Other varieties axe aloo possible, such as: ka:na + ism al-fa:'il 
as in No. 101; e.g. 
101e 'la,\-l ~ 'a:rif tsha:n ya: 
(c) "lith the verbs: EXPECT, HOPE, INTEND, SUPPOSE, MEAU, THnlK and 
\-lANT, this FORI1 expressed that the hope, intention, etc. did not 
materialize, e.g. 
108 I had hoped to catch the 8.30 train, but found it was gone. 
The II.S.A. eCluivalent of this use is: ka:na + 2.S.F.; e.g. 
108a kuntu a:malu an alHaqa-l-qiTa:r wala:kin ••••• 
The same structure ~o used in K.A.; e.g. 
l08b kunt atmanna a~il-qiTa:r, 1a:kin ••••••• 
6. The Futuxc HAVE -EN FOIDl (generally known as: the Future Perfect) 
The ba.oic use of this FOEM indicates that an action will have 
happened and finished before some other future action happens, or before 
some point of future time arrives. It is usually associa.ted vii th the 
preposition "by"; e.g. 
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FORM is not interchangeable ,'lith "Sa:r" in every context; nor is 
it used with the ism al-fa:'il of the main verb. Thus it can be 
used in No. 96 above and similar sentences, but car~ot be employed 
in the other three examples; e.g. 
96c ga:'id adrus mni-S-SubH. 
(c) A use intermediate between the Continuative and the Resultative 
is that lvhen the reference is to a period of time that is not yet 
over; e.g. 
98 I've. been to the movies tuice this week. 
99. I've 'done a lot of lTork this morning. (Said in the morning) 
In M.S.A. either the I.S.F. by itself is used, or it is preceded 
by "qad/laqad"; e.g. 
98a (laqad) '~ahabtu ila-s-sinama marratayni ha:&ha-l-usbu: I • 
99a (lagad) anjaztu kat'hi:ran min-al-Iamal! ha:dha.-S-Saba:H. 
In K.A. only the 1.S.F. is used since I'qadll does not appear in 
the dialect at all; e.g. 
98b 
99b 
ruHt-is-si:nama m&xrtain hal-usbu:' 
-~tae'halt wa.:yed lyo:m is-SubH. 
The other very common verb-FORI1 used in K.A. is the ism aI-fa:' il 
by itself. It seems to be more appropriate here (than the 1.S.F.) and 
is ,probably more commonly used in this context; e.g. 
98c ana ra:yeH-is-sinama marrtain hal-usbu:' 
99 . "ht· "hil c ana ~s ~g wa:yed ••• 
(d) To indicate completed activities in the immediate past, this 
FORI1 is used "lith the adverbial "just"; e.g. 
100 Ali has just gone out. 
M.S.A. again employs qad + l.S.F., but adds an adverbial such 
as "a.1-sa:' ata" or "li-ta\'l"li" (= just nm'l); e.g. 
10090 lagad Rhar~ja 'aliyyun-s-sa:'ata • 
. In. K.A; (as in several other Arabic dialects) this function 
is often expressed by the ism al-fa:il preceded by an equivalent 
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to "as-sa: 'ata" such as "lis sa or ta\vwa" (= just no",); e.g. 
I' 100b (Egyptian and others) lissa kha:rig 
100c KUilaiti: tawwa Ta:li' 
Or these dialects may em~loy the 1.S.F. + rul adverbial adjunct 
which very explicitly refers to preoent or very near past time; e.g. 
100d ~araj Din laHDHah (= he left a moment ago) 
100e hallaq (or: halla?) l£~aj (= he left just no,.,) 
In both cases avery strong stress is ~laced on the adverbial in 
s~oken Arabic in order to em~hasize the recentness of the action. 
(e) In subordinate clauses, this FOBH im~lies future time; e.g. 
101 'vai t till I have finished my coffee. 
102 As soon as I have saved enough money, I shall retire from business, 
In M.S.A. this reference to the future is achieved - as mentioned 
earlier above - by the use of the 2.S.F. alone; e.g. 
'" "" lOla intaDIIir Hatta: afragha min shurbi-l-qahuah 
l02a sa-ataqa: 'adu Ha:lama: mraffiru mablaghan •••••• 
This also a~plies to K.A., e.g. 
,.. 
101b unTur Hatta: (or: lo.mma.:) akhlaS •••• 
102b bass awaffir sh,layyet flu:s batqa: 'ad. 
5. The Past HAVE -EN' FOBl-! (commonly lrnown as Past Perfect) 
(a) This FOID1 is used to indicate activities that took place llithin 
a period of time that extended to and included a point or ~eriod of 
time completely in the past lll ; e.g. 
103 \1hen I arrived home, my father ~ e.lready left. 
This is a good example to demonstrate the special compound 
FOID! of the verb that C.A. and M.S.A. ofte.."l (but not ab.,ays) m,lke use 
of to express the categorical meaning of this English verb-rlOIDl ui th 
great accuracy. This is: ka:na + qad + 1.S.F. of the verb; e.g. 
103a < f indoma: waSal tu-l-bayt , ka :na wa: lidi: gad g!fia: darah. 
1 Hornby, A.S. t A Ouide to Patterns and"Usage in English, (London: O.U.P" 1961), p. 100. 
In K.A. several different forms are employed. The most 
appropriate for the above example is: ka:n + ism al-fa:'il (though 
this FORM will be shown later to indicate another categorical 
meaning of the verb too); e.g. 
103b lamma. ,vaSal t-il-bai t. ~ ubu:y (tam-roll) Ta: Ii' (min muddah). 
Normally an adverbial is added (as in the example) to make the 
meaning more explicit, such as: taW\vah (= just now) and: min muddah 
(= a short time ago). Other FORl1S used "lill be mentioned presently. 
(b) This FORM also replaces both the -D FORM and the Present HAVE -mr 
FORM in Reported Speech when the introductory verb is in the past; and 
in Conditional Sentences vlhen the xeference is to the past time; e.g. 
104 I was told that he had. gone. 
105 She told me she had bOught a ne'" c.ar. 
106 They had mown each other for years. 
107 If he had mown, he vlould have come. 
The M.S.A. verb FOR."1S that render the meanings expressed by the 
above sentences vary from: 
i the 1.S.F. by itself, and 
i1 qad + 1.S.F. 
as in Nos. 104 and 105; e.g. 
104a rufhbirtu a.nnahu: (gad) dhahab. 
105a akhbaratni: annaha: (gad) i~tarat sayya:ratan jo.di:dah. 
to iii ka:no. + 2.S.F. as in Nos. 106 and 107; e.g. 
1060. kamu: ya'rifuma. balDahum min sinim 
1070. law ka:na yalrifU la?ata: 
The last example can also be render~d by means of the 1. S .F. 
,alone; e.g. 
107b law larafa la?ata: 
iv Another possibility of the last example is: ka:na + the 
. 1.S.1". 
1070 la~ ka:na 'arafa la?ata: 
109 In 1970, he ,·rill have been in prison for thirty years. 
110 I shall have written my homework by ten o'clock. 
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In both examples M.S.A. employs the 2.S.F. or future of kama + 
l.S.F. of the verb ,\-lith or without gad being interposed between the 
two; e.g. 
;. I' 
109a fi: 'a:mi 1970 (sa)yakumu (qad)a.mDa: thala:thimaj'a:man ••••••. 
110a (sa)a.kumu (qad)katabtu \,la:jibi: qabla ...... . 
109b 
llOb 
A similar structure is employed in K.A.; e.g. 
,.. (\. 
sanat 1970 biyl::um gaDDa: thala:thim sanah .... 
, . t' ° ,Q.~ll st °b ° lamma tSi:r-a-sa: 'all 'ashir baku:n zUJ.Q a wa:J~. 
BE -ING t'ORl1 (Present, Past and Future) 
(generally mown as the Pro€Jessive or Continuous) 
(a) This FORM usually denotes an action or activity as in progress 
(in the present, past or future). It stresses such things as duration, 
incompletion, interest in the activity rather than the act. ~ples 
of the present, past and future FOm-IS are: 
111 What ~ you reading'? 
112 \1here~ you goins? 
113 v/hen she returned, the servants 'olere clearing the table. 
114 In another year I shall be €lTowine tea in Ceylon. 
The most common H.S.A. equivalent of the Present BE -TITG FORM is 
the 2.S.F. by itself, ao in the first example: 
llla ma:£m: taqra?u 
Another common FOIm, apparently more frequent with dynamic verbs 
is the ism al-fa:~il by itself, as in the second example above: 
" 112a ila: ayna anta dhe.:hib" 
Scmotimec the .In.~ FORM is interchangeable with the former; e.g. 
115 aHmad ja:lisun!or/yajlisu 'ala-l-kursi, 
ll5a Ahmad is sitting on the cllairJ 
although in this case (as probably in most other cases) the ism 
al-fa:'il seems' to indicate a state, whereas the 2.S.F. of the verb 
gives one the feeling that the activity is the aspect emphasized. 
The Past BE -Dm FORM (as in No. 113) is usually rendered in 
~1. S • A. in two "rays, namely: 
i ka:na + the 2.S.F. of the verb, e.g. 
113a 'indama: la:dat ka:na.-l-lSw.damu yunaDHDHifu:na-l-ma:?idah. 
ii ka:na + ism al-fa:'il; e.g. 
116 kama la:?idan ila-l-bayti 'ind.ama: Sadamathu-s-sayya:rah. 
116a (= He was returning home when the car hit bi.I:l). 
It was sho\,ll1 above, however, that the former Arabic FORl-I, i. e. 
ka:na + 2.S.F. is also employed to indicate a reiterative action in 
the past, even if it lasts only for a limited period of time, e.g. 
111 ka:na yarkabu l..'Ulla ya\'nnin 'iddata marra:t 
111a (= He uoed to ride several times a day.) 
The distinction between the two categorical meanings of the same 
Arabic FORI1 is usually made by the context, as in the last example 
above. 
The same feeling mentioned above regarding the difference bet''leen 
the Arabic 2.S.F. and the ism al-fa: 'il with reference to the English 
present BE -D{G FORM seems to apply to the two Arabic FORMS employed 
here, and to those used ·to indicate the future BE -ING FORM belm'l. 
The Future BE -DiG FORM is rendered in Arabic in the same two 
~s as in the past FORM, except that in this case the 2.S.F. or 
Usa + 2.S.F."of ka:na precedes the 2.S.F. or the ism al-fa:'il FORI1 
of the main verb; a.g. 
1140. ba'da sanah (sa)ak:umu azra'u-£-s'ha.:jya. fit sayalam 
In K.A. the Present BE -DiG FOml is rendered in the same two 
ways as in M.S.A .. except that the FOm.r "ga: 'id" (already shown above 
to fUnction as an auxiliary conveying the idea of continuity in K.A.) 
is often used before the 2.S.F. as in (lllb) below; e.g. 
11lb aifh (ga: lid) tigra? 
112b wain ra:yeH? 
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The slight difference in meaning which is sometimes felt 
between the ism al-fa:ril (i.e. reference to state) and the 2.S.F. 
(i.e. reference to activity) is also felt in K.A.; e.g. 
l15b aHmad sa:fid lal-kursi. 
l15c aHmad byig'id lal-kursi 
The former is, hOl<1ever, the far commoner form used '\orhen a state 
is meant, whereas the latter rtlay also refer to the future on the one 
hand, and is often preceded by the particle (or auxiliary) "ga: lid" 
if the verb refers to an activity. 
The Paot :BE -nm FORH is rendered in K.A. by either ka:n + 
2.S.F., as in M.S.A. (or with "go.: rid" interposed between the two), 
or ka:na + the ism al-fa: IiI FORM of the main verb; e.g. 
r- ( ,.. 1-l13b l~ :r::iylit ka:n-il .. khadda:mi:n go.: ldim) yno.DIIDjh-iT-Ta:wlah 
l16b ka:n r~eH-il-bait lamma drimta-s-sayya:rah~ 
The former Fom1 (without ga:rid) can also refer to a reiterative 
action in the past (ar. 117 above); e.g. 
111b 1m.m. kul yaum yirkab ts"ha.m marrah. 
The Future :BE -nrG FOm! is rendered in K.A. in the same way as 
in M.S.A. except that "ga: lid" may again come between the 2.S.F. (or 
future) of kam and the 2.S.F. of the main verb; e.g. 
l14b ba'd sanah b/akum (go.: lid) azraf-iefu-sha.:y ••• 
114c or: bald sanali ra:H akum (ga: lid) azrar-itili-s'i'm:y 
••• 
(b) In the case of certain English verbs which in themselves express 
continuity or duration there seems to be Ii ttle difference betv:oen the 
Simple and the ]E -nm FOIID1S; e.g. 
118 ~"lle bride ~ a dress of white silk. 
119 The bride was wearing a dress of white silk. 
The Arabic equivalent of the verb "wear" is "labisa" or "irtada:"; 
each may also mean "put on". Tlru.s if No. 118 is rendered by memlS of 
the loS.F., the verb would mean ":put on" and the sense of continuity is 
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lost; but it is preserved if we use the FORM: ka:na + 2.S.F. (or 
ism aI-fa: IiI) where the verb "irtada:" would mean "wear"; e.g. 
l18a irtadat-il-'aru:su rida:?an ••••• 
l19a ka:nat-il-'aru:su tartadi: (or mnrtadiyatan) •••• 
This applies to a number of Arabic verbs of the same sort. 
The verbal/adjectival character of the present participle makes 
the EE -ING FORM more descriptive here than the purely verbal 
character of the simple FORI-!; e.g. 
120 I ~ tired. 
121 I am feeling tired. 
This is also true of H.S.A. where the ism aI-fa: 'iI was said 
above to express a stronger sense of state (i.e. continuity for a long 
time) than just the 2.S.F.; e.g. 
l2ea athluru bi-ta1ab 
1210. ana tha:1irun bi-ta1ab. 
All that has been said so far under (b) applies to K.A.; e.g. 
(\ 
l18b libsat-il 'aru:s nafnu:f silk abyaDH 
l19b ka:nat-il laru:S tilbio (or: la:bsah) nafnu:f 
l20b aRiss inni: ta1ba:n 
l2lb ana Ha:ss inni: ta1ba:n 
(c) The l\Ynamic character of the EE -ING FORM makes it particularly 
suitable for use in deocriptive and in emotional contexts, often ,'lith 
the suggeotion of irritation or annoyance, eDpecially ,.,hen tIns FORI-! 
is used ,'lith AIMAYS, FOREll'ER, CONSTANTLY, etc.; e.g. 
122 Who has been tamperL"1.B: with that lock? 
123 Father was eIvrays saying that there was no place like home. 
124 He is forever fin~ fault with whatever I do. 
Strange as it may sound, it seems that in such cases Jll.S.A. prefers 
the 2.S.F. (+ kama, in the 1.S.F.) to the ism al-fa: 1i1 which is the 
FORM,said above to imply more continuity; e.g. 
~ ~ ~ 
1220, man-l1-1adhi: ka:na ;y;o.lbatlm bi-dha:1ika-l-qifl? 
12;>0: ka:na wa:lid.i: da:?.;,.,.,,, .... yagu".l an In •• ~~ _ _ ~ maka:n yafDulu-l-bayt. 
'. 
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,.. 
1240. innahu: da:?iman yuHa:wilu i:ja:da-l-khATa?i fi: kulli 
ma: ?aqu:mu bim. 
In none of these examples does the ism al-fa:'il sound 
acceptable at all. The explanation is probably that in all these 
examples the reiterative action rather than the state is the 
aspect emphasized. 
ThiS also applies to K.A. except that sometimes the ism o.1-fa:'il 
"ga:'id" precedes the 2.S.F. of tho verb; e.g. 
l22b mim' ~ (ga: lid) yillab bi-l-guful.? 
l23b ubu:y E:.:.!!. dayman ygu:l ma:lcu aHsan mnil-bait. 
l24b da:yman yTalli' Ii ~a:T fi: leul rihay asawwi:h. 
(d) Some verbs, on account of their meaning, do not normally occur 
in the :BE -ING FOrol. These are classified in different ways by diffe-
rent grammarians. J. M. Uard groups them as follows:-
i The verb "to be" when it expresses a state. 
ii Verbs of ''Perception'' such as: see, hear, smell. 
iii Verbs ",hich exPress knowledge such as: knOl'T, t~ doubt. 
iv Verbs \'lhich express love, preference, dislike, etc. 
v Verbs which express wish, desire, etc. 
vi Certain other miscellaneous verbs.l 
All these verbs of course occur in the 2.S.F. in Arabic. What 
we would like to find out is whether the ism aI-fa: til can be formed 
from each, and if so whether it can take the place of the 2.S.F. (,f.1th 
or without a change in meaning). 
i The verb "to be" (Arabic: kama) can have an ism fa: til 
(= ka:?in), but this is rarely, if ever, used as a sub-
stitute for the_2.S.F. (= yaku:n). 
,ii F:z:om all· the other verbs mentioned above, except 0. fe,\,T of the 
last group, it secmc that we can both form ism fa: III and use 
1 . Ward, J. M., T'ne Use of Tenses in English (London'. Lo"amn:ns, 1966), -p~~-16~, -, .. ~ .. 
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it as 0. substitute for the 2.S.F. ",ithout r:my chrulge t;)f 
meaning if the context remains the same, e.g. 
125 I ~ who.t you are saying. 
1250. asmo.'u (or: ana. sa:milun) mat taqu:1 
126 . I ~ toot you o.rc right. 
1260. alrifu (or: ana Io.:rifnn) a..'1Ilo.ka 10.10.: Sa",a:b 
121 I "lOrshiE, what you \"1orship. 
1210. ana a1budu (or: Io.(\idun) ma: talbudu:n 
128 He "\-;ants to tell you something. 
1280. ynr@abu (or: huwa ro.:ghibun fi:) on yuqu:la. laka shay?an. 
129 This concerns you, not me. 
1290. ha:£a-l-?amru yata'11aqu (or: mllta'o.l1iqun) bika •••• 
In K.A., however, it seems to be the other way round. Except 
for the first instance, only the 2.S.F. is acceptable, e.g. 
125b 
126b 
127b 
128b 
129b 
N.B. 
aamat (sa:mil) i11i: tgu:lah. 
adri: innak So.: dij • 
o.'bud illi: bti'bidah 
yo.bi ygullak shay. 
"" r.- ,.. ho.:d.hc. shay yliliuSSak int, rua: ykhuSSni ana: 
i- Some of these English verbs are used in the BE -ING FOmI 
in a collateral or subsidiury sense, e.g. 
~ you ~ that house ove~ there? 
I am seeing my friend tomorrow. 
I forgot his name. 
I am forgetting my French. 
In M.S.A. no such difference emanates from the use of the one 
FORM or the other. In fact in the first two examples above the 2.S.F. 
(or so. + 2.S.F.) of the same verb is used for both meanings; e.g. 
1300. ataro.: aha:lika-l-bayta-l-bati:d? 
1310. (sa- )ara: Sa.di:qi: ghadan. 
Though in the latter exump1e the change in sense can be clarified 
. 
o~ usthjs anotner verb~ e:g; 
l,lb ~. (\ sa-uqa: bilu So.di:qi: ghadan 
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Contrary to the English and M.S.A. usage, No. 130 is rendered 
by the ism oJ.-fa: li1 in K.A., e.g. 
130b rhayef ha.1bo.i t i11i hno.:k? 
Whereas in No. 13.1 "ra:yeH" or b + the 2.S.F. is used; e.g. 
131c ra:yeH (or: bJ) a~u:f Sa:Hbi ba:~er. 
In the other two instances (Nos. 132 and 133) the 1.S.F. is 
used in the former - as expected -, but the change in the sense of 
the verb is expressed by means of 0. pa.ro.phrasis of tho new sense; e.g. 
1320. nasi:tu ismah 
1330. bada?tu ansa: 1ukhati -l-fa.ransiyyo.ta tadri:jiyyo...'"l. 
(lit.~ = I begnll to forget my French gradually). 
In K.A. the former is rendered by means of the loS.F.; e.g. 
132b nisi:t ismah 
'fuereas in the latter "go.: I id" !)fops up again to help express 
the change in the sense of the verb and to add the aspect of continuity; 
e.g. 
133b go.: I id ~l-fo.ro.nso.n'li 
ii- Even in their central m0aning verbs like "hear, see" may 
occur in the l3E -ING FORM to express development by degrees, 
e.g. 
134 I am hearing it better now. 
135 I am seeing it more c1eo.rly. 
This sense expressed by the BE ~ING FOEU~ of the English verb is 
usually rendered in M.S.A. by the use of "o.Sbo.Ha" (one of kama's 
sisters) or "bado.?a" (also 0. special verb in that it is often 0. defec-
tive one) + the 2.S.F. of the m~in verb; e.g. 
1340. (lo.qo.d) aSbaHtu (or: bo.do.?tu) o.smo.lu bis"rlOJdin o.f'Do.l. 
1350. (lo.qo.d) aSbnHtu (or: bado.?tu) E:!9:!. bi~lin o.wDa.h. 
This o.lso applies to K.A. where the verb "Sa:r" (another member 
of the ka:na set) is used; e.g. 
1 
J 
134b Sirt (or: bad.o.i t) asmo. l alIson ho.l.Hi:n 
135b Sirt (or: badait) afhu:f oRson halHi:n 
7.('1') 
,.tV .... 
(e) By way of anticipation, the present (or, in reported speech 
or thought, the ];last) BE -TIm FORM may be used to express a (usually 
near) future or an intention. The time of the action is of too 
indicated by on adverbial adjunct, e.g. 
136 Is Ahmad coming tonight? 
137 I om going there next \'leek. 
H.S.A~ employs the ism aI-fa: IiI quite frequently to indicate 
futuri ty, most probably vIi th the same shade of meaning indicated by 
the English FORM; e.g. 
1360. hal aHmadu a:tin-il-lo.ylo.h? 
1370. ana: dha:hibun ilo.: huno.:k fi-l-usbu:li-l-qo.:dim? 
The same applies to K.A. though, ~cording to the writer's 
Kuwaiti informants~b(bi or ba) + the 2.S.F. is more common; e.g. 
136b ~ (or: byi:yi) aHmad i1lailah? 
131b ana ra:yeH (or: baru.:H) hna:k lusbu: '-j.l-ya.:y. 
N.B. i- The difference bei.vleen this FOI!I1 ond the construction with 
SHALL is that in this case the future is represented as 
connected with the present in the speaker's mind (i.e. deter-
mination now). This is more noticeable when this FOEM is in 
.the Negative and the subject of the sentence is the first 
person. But with SHALL the future is thought of as such; e.g. 
138 I am not paying a pound for a worthless article. 
139 I am not accepting any excuses. 
This implied determination is in fact better expressed in N.S.A. 
by means of the nego. ti ve particle "Ian" + the 2. S.F • This is the norma.l 
negative of the special Arabic FORM that explicitly expresses futurity. 
i.e. so. + 2.S.F.; e.g. 
. 1380. 
1}9o. 
" Ian adfa'a. juno.yho.n thamanan Ii mn.qa.:latin to.:fihrul. 
Ion ngbala ayyato. aldha.:r. 
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The picture is, hO\,lever, different in K.A. in which the negated 
ism aJ.-fn:lil or the nega.ted "r a:yeH" (= going to) is employed to 
indicate this sense of determination; e.g. 
138b ma:ni: dn:fi' (or: ma: rayeH/ra:H adfa') jinaih ••••• 
139b ma:ni: gn:bil (or: ma: rayeH/ra:H agbal)-ay-a'dha:r 
ii- Sometimes the BE -nm FORri simply expresses present arrange-
moot about the future (either with or without the speaker I s 
inclusion in the arrangement) e.g. 
140 I am going up to London next week. 
141 I om tnking the children to the Zoo on Sunday. 
It seems that both in H.S.A. and K.A. No. 140 (where the speaker's 
prior consent is not made clear) lends itself - as in Eng11sh - to the 
use of the ism aI-fa: 'iI, whereas in No~'141 (Where the arrangement is 
made with the speaker's agreement) so. + 2.S.F. in M.S.A. and b(bi/ba) 
+ ~.S.F. in K.A. are preferred; e.g. 
140a (H.S.A..) an:l: musa:f1run 110.: london o.l-usbu:' o.-l-qa:dim. 
140b (K.A.) ana: msa:fir london 1usbu:' lya:y. 
1410. (I1.S.A.) sa-a:liliu£U-l-a\>110.~da. 110.: Ha.di:q,at-il-Ho.yo.wo.:n .•.•••••. 
141b (K.A.) bo.-wnddi-l-yuhh.o.:l Hadi:qat-i1-Hayo.uD.:n • 
111- GOING TO may oxpress: near futuro and/or probability or 
intention, e.g. 
142 I om going to seo hir:l to!llorrow. 
143 It's goin~ to rain before evening. 
144 He's goin5 to buy 0. new bicycle. 
As said earlier above, GOING TO has no eq,uivalent in M.S.A. but 
ms several versions of an eq,uivo.lent in (modern) K.A. Dnd other 
Arabic dialects, namely "ra:yeH, ra:H, Han etc. These FOEMS are not 
yet very commonly used in K.A. in which bi/bo. + 2.S.F. is preferred. 
Thus the three exo.mples given above are normally rendered in 
H.S.A. by mea..'lS of "so./sawfa" + 2.S.F.; e.g. 
1420. sa-ugn:biluhu £ho.dnn ' 
1430. sa-tumTiru-s-sruma:?u qabla-l-mnsa:? 
" .. -1440. sa- (or: sOMfa) yashtari: dan-a: jatan jadi:d.o.h. 
'~r.hereas in K.A. eMh "lill h2.ve two o.1ternatives; e.g. 
l42b ba-~u:fah ba:t~er 
~ -ra:H- ashu:fah b~:tsher 
l43b t~hinna (= it looks as if) byi:yi maTar. .. ...... 
-. Ht· Tux tshinna ra: ~ ••••••••• 
l44b yabi yi~tiri: ga:ri: yidi:d 
~ . 
ra:H yishtiri: ga:ri: yidi:d 
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It seems highly advisable not to go any further into this very 
haZY field (of fUturity), since it was meant to be excluded altogether 
from this study. Vle7b!tter stop here and try to summarize what has 
been done so far. 
III CONCLUSIONS AND SlnIfr·rARY 
Most briefly we can conclude from the detailed contrastive 
study carried out so fax that English and Arabic deal ,'lith the field 
of tense - in the very gcneroJ. sense of the word - sometimes in the 
same way, sometimes in different ways; that each of the two languages 
has two simple FOBMS of the verb which quite often agreE: in their 
categorical meoning and in their uso.ge; but that English has n. .much 
ne:!.ter and a more clear-cut system of compound FORMS than Arabic ,\>li th 
which to express the other aspects of meaning that can be expressed 
by the verb-system. But it has elsa been shmm that the Arabic system 
of compound verbs is not so haphazard as it may be thought to be, ond 
that the Arcbic verb-system is capable of indicating certain shades of 
meaning t~~t are not expressed by the normal English verb-tense system. 
But perhaps the most useful conclusion of this poxt of our work 
is 0. comparative tn-blo of tho verb-tense systems in both languages, 
Showing the places where they agree or disagree in the manner of 
expressing the same or similar meanings. 
T.A.BLE XXIII 
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COHP lffiATIVE TlffiLE OF ENGLISH 100) ARAl3IC VERB-
TENSE SYSTEIYIS 
A. ENGLISH -S FOm! 
Sere EQ.urv llliENT IJUffiIC FORl-I 
M.S.A • K •. A •. 
MEANmG No. 
.. 
, 
1 lUI Time 2.S.F. 
2 Iterative Action 2.S.F. 2.S.F. 
3 Actual Present (a) 2.S.F.(V.Common) «a) 2.S.F. (b) ism aI-fa: IiI «b) ism al-fa:lil (not very cornman) 
4 Future Time (part of 
a programme) 
5 Future Time (in Sub-
ordinate Adv.Clauses) 
6 Past Time (HistoriC 
Present) 
V2.S.F. (part of a 
"programme 
2.S.F. (in Subordi-
nate Ad" Clauses) 
2.S.P. (Historic 
l>:Present) + after 
idha: al-fuja:?iyya 
+ in Circumstantial 
Clauses) 
I' 
lr + 2.S .F. 
2.S.F. (in subordi-
nate Adv. Clauses) 
ism al-fa: IiI 
OTHER FUNCTIOnS OF THE .ARABIC 2.S.F. 
7 
8 
ENGLISH EQUIV • FOIDl H.S.A. FUNCTIon 
I Future Time 
(a) shall/'toJ'ill + Infin. sa/sm-Tfa + 2.S.F. 
I (b) -S FORM {In. 'Conditional/Hypo-
(theticcl Clauses. 
(c) Various different ( In Subjunctive !-lood 
Forms including ,«Ha:lat al-naSb) 
I shall/vlill + Infiri. 
(d) Shall/Will + Infin~ In the Energetic 
~Form (mu?akkad bi Fal nu:n) 
(e) Let + Infinitive I Indirect Request 
(a) Did (not) + Infin 
(b) Heg. of Present ) 
HAVE -lTIl.l FOR!1 ) 
Past Time 
After lam 
-
After lamma: 
K.A. EQUIV. FOBl1 
b ... + 2.S.]1. 
(2.S.F. fori (b- + 2.S.F. 
~ 2.S.F. (with or without Harf NaSb) 
10. + 2.S.F. 
(2.S.F. fori 
(khalla + 2.S.F. 
!!E:l + 1.S.F. 
~ + 1.S.F. + bald 
I 
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CO}!!? !illATIVE Tl.:BLE (COI'fTD) 
:B. ENGLISH -D FOIDJI 
Sere MEANING 
No. 
I (a) Past Time 
(b) Past T~e (Perf. 
Infini ti ve) 
2 :Beginning of action 
in the Ilast 
3 Consecutive Actions 
in the Fast 
4 Iterative Action in 
the Past 
5 Limited Duration in 
the Past 
6 Limited Duration 
(two actions) 
7 Desirability or 
Su~position, eog. 
(a) After I'd rather 
(b) After: Suppose 
EQUIVALENT .ARABIC FOBl'1 
I 
110 S .A. I K.A. 
I.S.F. 
.1.S.F./ism al-fa:'il 
~ (yakum) + qad + 
1.S.F. 10S.F. 
1.S.F. 10S.Fo 
1. S.F. 10S.F. 
~~a~ ka:na + 2.S.F. b ka:na + I.S.F. 
c 1.SeF. kam + 2.S.F. 
kama + 2.S.Fo ka:n + 2.S.F. 
~~al ka:na + 2.S.F. ~ Same as U.S.l .. + b 2.S.F. (in Cir- ism aI-fa: IiI, alone, 
cumstantial Clauses. (in Circumst. Clauses) 
~'-(2'S'F') + an..+ 2.S.F. 'i-1m" + 20S.F • . ii::mibbacffia: + law f+. 
2.S.F. ~ + 20S.F~ 
I.S.F. (i-l.S.F. 
-.J 
I 
! 
I 
l 
I 
( ii-b- + 2.S.F. (Future) 
8 MOdal Past (unreali-
zed Desire) 
(a) ll.fter: Hish 
(b) .After: If 
(c) After: As if 
(~ layta + 2.S.F./I.S.F.(i-ya:lait + 2.S oF. (ii yaiTaddu )+10.'<1 + (ii-Same as H. S oA. (er yatruna.n:na:) 2.S.F. 
lo.il + 2.S.F./l.S.Fo 
(i lall+ka:na+20S.F. 
(ii ko.?anna + 2.S.F. 
(I-law + 1.S.F$ 
(ii-Ia" + Prep. Phrase 
~i-t~a + 2.S.F. ii-t~nna + Nom. sentence 
COMP :illllTIVE TABLE (CONTD) 
13 0 EHGLISH -D Foml (COJ:TTD) 
OTHER FUnCTIONS OF THE lillABIC loSoF. 
:Et-TG. EQUIVALENT FOm.! l'l.S .A. FUNCTION KoA. EQUIVALENT FOR!.r 
9 Present/Future Time . 
(a) i-Pres.SubjunctivE ~In 't'lishes, prayers, 
ii-Uay + InfinitivE curacs. 2.S.F. 
(b) i-Infinitive ~In oaths, promises, ~various Forms, mostly: 
ii-shall/uill+Infir. requests 2.S.F. land/ ism 
a1-fa: 'i1 
(c) -S FORI1 Certain other phrasef I.S.Fo 
10 Perfective ASEect 
(a) HAVE -E1.f FORM (Act completed and 
(still complete 1.S.F. 
(b) i-HAVE -EH FORI1 ~ct that often talces 
ii-S FOR!-l lace I.SoF. 
COM!? 1i.RATIVE T~"J3LE (CONTD) 
C. THE PRESENT HAVE -EN FORJ.I 
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Sere 
No. 
EQ,UIV1.LENT }JUJ3IC FORJ.l \ 
H.S.1.... I 
I 
1 Cormection with ,«a) 1.S.F. " 
present through~esu1tl~«b) qad + 1.S.F. 
2 Continuation until theu~al 2.S.F. 
present I~ b ism aI-fa:' i1 
r c ma:za:1a + 2.S.F 
(d) ma:za:1a + ism 
aI-fa: til 
; ~exio~"of time not !~(a~ 1.S.F~ 
yet over ~(b) qad + 1.S.F. 
4 Com~leted activities Krqad + 1.S;F. + 
in immediate past as-sa:'ata 
(+ JUST) 
5 Fu. ture Time I 
(in SUBORDnrATE CLAUSES) 2.S.F. 
I 
D. THE PllST HAVE -EN FOro! 
!C.A. 
1.S .. F~ 
ism aI-fa: IiI 
~~al 2.S.F. b ism aI-fa:' il c Sa:r + 2.S.F./ ( ism al-fa:'i1 
«d) ga:lid + 2.S.F. 
«a) 1.S.F. 
«b) ism a1-fa:'il 
f
(a) tam"Tall + loS.F. 
(b) taHliah + ism al-
fa: 'i1 
2.S.F. 
1 1ln action completed 
before another action 
or point of time in 
the past 
2 -D FORI-lor Present 
ItWE -Etl FOml shifted 
back (in Reported 
Speech, conditionals, 
etc.) 
) ~a~ 1.S.F. ( 
(d ka:na + qad + 
(~ ~:~n: !·i:~:F. (I (c.) loS.F. 
(b) kam + ism 
aI-fa: IiI ) 1.S.F. (e) ka:na + 2.S.F. 
3 Intention not materia-l 
lizing lIcama + 2 .S.F. 
I 
E. THE FUTURE HAVE -EN FORl-! 
1 1m action that will be I sa + ?"o.kum + 
finished before another (qad) + 1.S.F. 
action or point of time 
in the future 
(c) ka:n + 2.S.F. 
ka:n + 2.S.F. 
b + yku:n + 1.S.F. 
Ho. 
COHPlJU~TIVE TAl3LE (COlrrn) 
F. THE PRESENT :BE -TITG FomI 
I 
I EQUIV.ALENT ARKBIC FORM MMNING 
l!.S .A. K.f ... 
1 lU1 action in progress Ha~ 2.S.F. «a) 2.S.F. lorl 
in the present b ism al-fa:'il ~ ga:'id + 2.S.F. 
(b) ism al-fa:'il 
2 (a) "Ti th verbs that ~(a) 1.S.F. cannot (a) same as in M.S.A. 
express duration or express conti-
continuity, no dif- e nuity 
ference in meaning 
between sim.]:Jle and 
BE -ING FORlY[S 
(b) BE -ING FOWl more (b) ism al-fa:'ll (b) same as in H.S.A. 
descriptive than simp e more descriptive 
FORI'IS 
3 ("Ii th lJMAYSjPOREVER, 2.S.F. 2.S.F. lorl ga:'id + 
etc.) A sense of 2.S.F • 
irritation • 
4 Some verbs do not ~(excePt: ka:na) ~ ~ostlY: 2.S.F. 
normally occur in Both: 2.S.F. + Possible;ism aI-fa: til 
BE -mG FORH (ism aI-fa:' il 
(a) Some of these ~ a) Either FORM; (a) same as in H.S.A. 
verbs are used. in a change in 
simple and BE -ING (ineaning 
FORl'-I ,<Ii th chrolge of 
meaning 
(b) BE -ING FOWl = ~(b) aSbaIDJ. lorl 
development by degree~ bada?c + 2.S.F. 
«b) Sa:r (orl bada 
e + 2.S.F. 
5 (a) Near future or (a) ism al-fa:'il ~(a) ism al-fa:'il 
intention lorl b + 2.S.F. 
~b) Determination nO\,l 
esp. in Nego.tive) 
(b) ~ + 2.S.F. «b) rna: + ism (1.l-fn; I il • lor/ ma: + ra:H + 2.S.F. 
(0) Present iu'range- ~::~sm nl-f~:'il (0) ment I i vIi thout speaker's i-ism aI-fa: til 
agreement ~ii-sa + 2.S.F. ii Hith speaker's irb + 2.S.F. 
agreement 
(d) Going to = near ~(d) sa (not saw£a) ~(d) ra:R + 2~S.F. 
future lorl proba- + 2.S.F. lor/ b + 2.S.F. 
bility lorl intention 
3}lO. 
CO}!}? lffiATIVE TIJ3LE (CONTD ) 
G. THE PAST BE -rnG FOmt 
Ser~ 
No. 
r1E:urrnG EQUIV.ALENT ARlffiIC FORN 
li.S.A. 
1 1m action in progress' (l(a) Im:no. + 2.S.F. 
in the past (b) ka:na + ism 
aI-fa: IiI 
2 See No. 2 table F above -
above , 
# 
:3 Sec No. 3 table F ka:nn. + 2.S.F. 
above 
4 See No. 4 table F ka:na + 2.S.F. 
above 
H. THE FUTURE OF BE -rnG FORH 
I ~ action in progress t'a) (So.) + yoku:n 
J.Il tho future + 2.S.F •. 
(b) (So.) + yaku:n 
+ ism aI-fa: IiI 
Sec parallel 
- FORI1S in Table 
F above 
Ie.A. 
( (a) ka:n + 2.S.F. 
«b)ka:n + (ga:lid) 
~ + 2.S.F. (c) ka:n + ism 0.1-fa: IiI 
( (0.) !ca:n + 2.S.F. 
( (b) ka:n + go.: lid + 
( 2.S.Fo 
l (0.) ka:n + ~.S.F. (b) ka:n + ~sm aI-fa: IiI 
«a) r or (ra:H) + 
) ylru:n + 2.S.F. 
(b) b + yku:n + 
&'11: lid + 2.S.F. 
(c) b or (ra:H) + 
( yku:n + ism aI-fa: IiI 
CHAPTER TWELVE 
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
I. .AnTICIPATED MISTAKES 
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Eefore constructing our tables of the mistakes anticipated on 
the grounds of the detailed contrastive analysis undertrucen above, 0. 
few remarks are to be Illc..'\de, namely: 
(1) Only the implications arising from the interference of Arabic 
(M.S.A. or K.A. or both) "Till be dealt with. Other implications 
arising from the several other possible cause s do not concern us here. 
(2) Only the most prominent mistakes expected will be included in 
the special test since this is naturo.liy limited by the standords of 
students to whom it is addressed, namely, those of the final form of 
the secondary sto.ge~ Nevertheless, the said test will include samples 
of most of the points raised in the detailed contrastive analysis. 
(3) The speoifio causes of each expected mistake will not always be 
mentioned since this would be a duplication of the work done hnd since 
the Comparative Tables are there for easy reference. 
(4) In the following tables we will mention the mistakes that our 
students oxe expected to comml t under the influence of Arabio. It is 
to be remembered, however, that those students have been studying English 
for seven to eight years and must have ove~come some of the difficulties 
involved. The test will, therefore, show which of the mistakes have 
persisted throughout the years in spite of the teachers' efforts. 
(5) Such anticipated. mistakes will form (as has been our technique 
so for) our detailed assumptions. In order to validate each assumption, 
it is enough to find that in the answers to the test :ttems, 0. considerable 
number of students have chosen the expected wrong answer; this number 
need not constitute 0. majority. 
Let us now proceed to build up our tnble. Table XXIV shows such 
anticipated mistakes. The first column refers to Comparative Table XXIII 
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TlffiLE XXIV 
TYPES OF MISTAKES ANTICIPATED UNDER 
, Ref. to I o. 0 
Table use in 
XXIII :tlmt !table 
iN f 
A I 
(-S FORM) i 3 
i 
I 
\6 
7(0) 
Sea) 
I 
! S(b) 
I 
13 
(- D FORl1) l(b) 
, 
14 ~ ! 5 
I 6 
i 
17 
i 
I 
Ie 
, 
, 
I 9(a) 
I 
I , , 
I I 9(c) I , 
THE INFLUEtWE OF ARABIC 
I 
I 
I 
i 
, 
i 
I 
: 
0 
; Sample 
Expected Type of Mistake/Choice ; Item in 
Test , 
Use of Present Participle or BE -nm 
FORM even with verbs that normally 
resist expansion in English. .1 
Two choices expected: -D FORM and 
BE -Dm FORM 2 
(Under the influence of K.A.): Use of 
the Infinitive without TO, or Extra 
Subject + -S FOIDi. 3 
Either: ~a~ NOT + -D FORM 
or 
· 
b Extra Subject + -S FORM 4 
· 
Either: ~a~ NOT + -8 FORM 
or • b NOT + -D FORM I 5 • 
Usc of: -D FORM 6&1 
Use of: was/were + -S FORM, 8 
Use of: 'Was/were + -S FORM 9 
Either: tl was/were + .oS FOmlj 
b Present Participle alopc, 
or : c - S FORM I 10 
Use of: -8 FORM 11 
(with SUPPOSE: also use of Future) 12 
After 't-lISH: use of - S FORM I 13 
Either: ~a~ -S FORM ~inflUence of K.A.) , 
or . b -D FORM influence of M.S.A.) • 
Use of: -D FORM 
Use of: -D FORM 
Use of: -D FORM 
I 
! 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I 
I 
i 
! 
, 
I Ref. to Ta.ble 
: XXIII, 
I No~ of i use in 
i that 
; table 
C 
(Present 
HAVE-EN 
FORI-I) 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
, 
I 
D , 
(Past ! 
RAVE -EN I 
FORM) : 1 
I 2 
I 
2 
i 
! 3 
i E 
(Future ! 
HAVE -EN I 
i FOmI) 1 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE XXIV (contd.) 
Expected Type of Mistake/Choice 
Use of: -D FORM 
Use of either: ~a~ - S FOR}! 
b STILL + Present 
Participle 
(c) BE -ING FOR}! 
Use of: 
- D FORM t 
Use of: .ruST NOW + -D FOR~ 
Use of either: ~a~ .S FOBI1 
b SHALL/.v:rLL + Infin. I 
. + avoidance of 
HAVE -EN FORM I 
Use of either: ~a~ was/were + -D FORM 
b - D Folm only 
In r"10rted speech: Use of either. 
~a - D FORM 
or b was/were + -8 FOID! 
I 
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Sample \ 
~tem in I 
Test , 
i , 
1 
I 18 , 
I 
I , 
19 I 
I 
20 I 
I 
21 I 
I 
22 i 
23 
24 & 25 
In conditional sentences: Use of either: 
{a~ was/were + -S FORM I b - D FORM 
C was/\'1ere + -D FORH (a weak 
possibility) 26 
Use of: \'1as/\'1ere + -S FORN 27 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
. Use of: shall/w~ll + be + -D FORM 28 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
TABLE XXIV (contd.) 
Ref. to ! o. 0 I Sample I use in i . f I Table I that .tab' Expected Type of Mistake Choice I Item in I XXIII t I Test I table I I I 
I N f 
I ! F I 
(Present! I 
BE -ING I 
Use of either: (a) Present participle FOIDt) I 1 
I by itself 
I or: (b) - S FORM 29 & ,0 
I 2 & 4 Use of either: (a) Present ]E -IlTG 
I FORM 
I I or: (b) Only Present 34, 36 
I 
Participle & 37 
:3 Use of -S FOEM 35 
5(a) Use of either: ~a~ Present Participle 
I 
or: b ... S FORH 38 
I 5(b) Use of either: (a) shall/l'fill (+ not) I , + Inf. 
or: (b) am/is/are not 
going to + Inf. 39 
! 5(c) Use of ei ther: '~a~' shall/'oTill + Inf 
i or: b - S FORM 40 
I 
G I (:east . 
\ BE ... ING I 
FORM) I 1 Uoe of: was/were + -S FORM 31 
I 4 Iuse of: was/were + -S FORM I 8 & 32 I 
I I 
\ 
I (other mistru{es similar to those in 
!table (F) but not included in Test) I 
H \ 
(Future 
i BE -ING 
Use of either: (a~ am/is/are + -S FOHM FORM) I 1 
I or: (b shall/will be + i 
I -8 FORM 33 
I 
\ (other )arallel mistakes not included \ 
, 
I 
i ,in Test ! i 
ond the sub-divisions A. D. C, etc. o.nd the verb-FOIU-I under discuscion. 
Tlle numbers in the second colunul refer to the serial number of the verb-
function found in Comparative Table XY~II. These uill Elave us the 
trouble of repeatinG these functions in detail. The third column shous 
the mistake or choice expected under each Function ond the last column 
gives the number of the test-item l1hich is meo.nt to reveal the type of 
mistake anticip~ted. 
On the basis of Tables XXIII and XXIV a special test \las con-
structed to prove (or dioprove) the validity of our ascumptiono. Tlns 
\'Iill nOll be the object of our attention. 
II. TIlE TEST 
(l) Lay-out 
The test (ulnch ca.n be ceen ih Appendix XXIII) is of the mu.l tiple-
, 
choice objective type. It is ma.de up of 40 items distributed over the 
various verb-tence FOm.'IS as fo110us: 
Section I (ITos. 1 - 5; 5 items): -S FORiI (i.e. Simple Present) 
Section II, (ITos. 6 - 11; 12 items): -D FORI-I (i.e. Simple Past) 
" 
Section III (ITos. 10-22; 5 items): Present HAVE -lTIiT FOIn·I (i.e. Present 
Perfect) 
Section IV (Uos. 23 - 21; 5 items): Past IIAVE -ElT FOID-I (i.e. Past Perfect) 
Section V (Ho. 20; 1 item): li'uture HAVE -EH FOmI (i.e. Future Perfect) 
Section VI (Hos. 29 - 40; 12 items): EE -IUG FOru·'IS (i.e. Progressive) 
In ea.ch item a.t lea.st one choice represents the mistrucc anticipated on 
the grounds of .Arabic interfe:cence. The optimum (tho~h not necessarily 
the only) choice is underlined on the test-po.per in the appendix. 
The test cannot claim to be comprehensive. In fact several 
complete aspects of the verb-tense s,ystem discussed above are not 
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included in it. These are mainly: the non-£ini te FORIlS of the verb 
and the simple future (except uhen the BE -TIm FORiI refers to future 
time, intention, etc.). Purthermore, the mote intricate FOm-IS of the 
verb are also excluded, since our students, even ill the finnl yeo:r of 
the secondary stage, are not supposed to be acquainted Hi th them. 
(2) Adcinistration 
The test llas administered to a sample that can be taken to 
represent the student population of the finRl form of the secondary 
stage in Kuuai t. It l'laS originally made up of one class from each 
of tl'Telve (out of tl'lenty) secondary schools, totalling 1084 students: 
488 boys and 596 girls. The sumple ''laS random and constituted 
almost equal numbers of Arts and Science students. 
For convenience sake, the total number \-las eventually brought 
dO\'/Il to the round number 1000 by discarding 84 defective papers on 
the same grounds employed \"ri th the C. C. T. in Part Tuo of this paper. 
(:~) Anticipated Histakes 
Table XJ.:V' shaHS the mistakes expected to be made under the 
influenoe of Arabic on each of the test-items. (It is to be borne 
in mind, hOl'lever, that tho optimum choice roo:y be only one out of t110 
or more possibilities, e.g. item 2, and that the rest may not be 
altogether l'Ir0DB' choices, as in the last fe\of items.) 
(4) Classification of Results 
The detailed information obtained from the ansl·rer-sheets has 
been summ.a.rized and classified in tuo lmys in order to facilitate 
the analysis and interpretation of the data available. 
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TABLE NO. XXV 
I1ISTAKES EXPECTED ON TEST 
Item ! Expected Histake/s I Item I Expected Mistake/s • I 
I I I 
i 
SECTION I I SECTION IV j • 1 a & b 23 b & d 
2 a & .. d 24 c 
3 a & b 25 a 
4 a & b 26 a, d&c 
5 b & d I 27 I a I 
SECTION II SECTIOU V ! : I I 6 a 28 I d I 
7 a SECTION VI 
0 d I 29 c & d 
9 a b & 30 c 10 a. b & c 
t 31 I a 11 I a & d 32 a 12 b & c & d 33 a 13 d ~ - - ----- ...... -'----
14 a &. b 34 b & c 
15 a 35 b 
16 a 36 c & d . 
11 b 31 I I a. I & b 
[ .. - - - ----------_. SECTION III 38 & b I a 18 a 39 h & d 
19 b, c & d 40 & d a. 
20 a I 
21 I d I 22 , d I I : 
. 
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Firstly: in Table XXVI belo",'T only the correct scores (numbers 
and percentages) on each item are entered. The table al.3o sholto 
the overall achievement on the "Thole test as "'ell as on each of 'the six 
• 
seCtions dealing "ri th the main verb-POm·IS. 
The table sho\'1s an overall average achievement of 45.l~$ on 
the ,.,hole test. It also gives the follol'1ing average achievements 
on each of the six sections, arranged in descend.i.Il8 order: 
Section I (The Simple Present) = 58.2'7~ 
Section VI (The Progressive) = 51.2'7; 
Section III (The Preoent Perfect) = 49.01~ 
Section IV (The Past Perfect) = 46.cyfo 
Section V (The Future Perfect) = 38.8% 
Section II (The Simple Past) = 33.0% 
"lhen these are grouped under the three major verb-tense FOruIS, 
ue get the follouing picture: 
Sections I ~ II (The Simple FORI-IS) 
SectionslII, IV t: V (The Perfect FOrn-IS) = 
Section VI (The Progressive FOrulS) + 
40.4% 
46.~~ 
51.2% 
TA'BLE XXVI 
Structural Test 
Summary of Correct Scores 
Number of Students: 1000 
Correct Scores 
No. I 
of In each item, In each section 
i tam I----:-----i--------i+ 
I No. ~ % age I No. j % age 
1\ STI'IPLE PRESENT i I 420 I 42.0 I I I I 
i 
I 
I , 
I 
2 56 . 5.6 
3 I 928 92.8 
4 I 876 87.6 
5 I 628 62.8 
II SIMPLE PAST 
6 200! 20.0 
7 404 I' 40.4 
8 236 23.6 
9 368 36.8 
10 292 29.2 
11 224 22.4 
12 512 51.2 
13 516 51.6 
14 456 45.6 
15 232 ! 23.2 i 
16 352 I 35.2 
17 , 172 I 17.2 
! 
i 
I 
I 
, I I I ! 
: 29081 58.2% , 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
3964 133.0% I III PRESEHT PERFECT 
18 ~ 624 I 62.4 
19 ! 772 ! 77.2 I 
t 1 
20 108 10.8 
21 728 72.8 
22 220 22.0 
I 
; 
2452; 49.0% 
, 
Correct Scores I No. I 
of In each item l In each section 1 
item i. I 
! No~ I % age : No. !% age ; 
IV PAST PERFECT 
23 t 288 28.8 
I 
24 \ 652 65.2 
25 316 31.6 
26 800 
27 ; 248 
80.0 
24.8 
V FUTURE PERFECT 
28 I 388 , 38.8 
, I 
VI PROGRESSIVE 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 2304 
i 3138 I 
i 
, 
I 
, 
I 
I i I i 
I ! , 
\ 
I 
:46.0% , 
I 
I I 
i38 •8% 
! 
29 I 648 64.8 ' 
30 ! 840 84.0 I I I 
I I i ~! ~~: ~~:: I I 
33 ,468 46.8 'part 1164.0% 
- - - - - ... - - - -1- - - -1- - - - -
34 528 52.8 I '\ ' 
35 164 16.4 I! 
36 768 76.8 1 
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I • 
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t 
TOTAL = 18060 
% AVerage on whole test = 18060 x 100 
40 x 1000 = 45.15% 
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Secondly: In Table XXVII below we have, in percentage terms, the 
total number of students selecting each of the four choices in each 
item on the test. These data will form the basis of our detailed 
analysis of the various kinds of mistakes made and of the detailed 
interpretation of the results which we must apply ourselves to at 
once. 
(5) Analysis and Interpretation of Results 
Table XXVI above ShOl-IS that the overall achievement on the 
whole test is 45.15%. This average, though higher than that attained 
on some of the other tests in this paper, is to be considered quite 
low owing to the fol1ouing reasons: 
a. The sentences used in the present test are all short, strai@lt-
forward and generally Simpler than those which the students on 
whom the test was conducted actually encounter in their English 
text-books. 
q~t b. Thro~ the English language course at school the English verb-
tense system receives far more attention and emphasis, and figures 
much more prominently on the examinations, than any other aspect 
of English syntax. 
Consequently the students' command of at least the basic tenso 
FORMS and their functions - as they are presented on the test - should 
have been almost perfect at the top of the secondary stage; the 
average achievement should have been in the precincts of 75% - 8~. 
Tho fact that such achievement did not reach even the 5~ point can 
only indicate the very great difficulty of the field (and/or inadequate 
teaching methods). 
vihcn we get dOvln to more detail and consider the average achieve-
ment attained on tho various sections of the test we notice the 
following: 
TABLE XXVII 
Structural Test 
Average Score on Each Choice 
Number of Students = 1000 
~--~'--~------------~~~t----~------------, . i "age of scores on I % age of scores on 
NO'1! No. each cho-fce each choice . _ 
of ; of I 
item,;", ------~'---I'r---d--t i tcm~:l --~I--'T'"I --1---....,.1 
a'b: c a i b j cd! 
I 
I 
S~ction 1 I 
-;'-l! 53.6 I 2.4 i 2.0 ~ 
2 70.8 7.6 2:..2. 18.0 
i 3 1 00.0 6 .0 2£.Ji. 1.2 
4 I 4.4 8.0 87.6 7.2 
5 .62.8 4.8 126.4 I 6.0 
:-, I ! 
Section II I t 
6 ! 46.8 10.0 1'23.2 ~ 
1 32.8 21.2 4Qd 5.6 
I 
8 ~ 64.0 'I 6.4 6.0 
9 I 43.2 3.2 12.& 16.8 
10 25.2 5.2 40.4 29.2 I 
11 33.2 11.6 ~ 26.8 
12 !i!.:£ 13.2 30'SI 4.8 
13 2b..§. 12.8 12.4 23.2 
14 42.8 1.6 ~', ·4.0 
15 I 22.8 ~ 112.8 41.2 
16 I 11.2 .2.2.d, 32.4 , 21.2 
! I I 17 i ~ 159.2 .17.6: 6.0 
, ~ 
Section III! ' ! 
---:---1 I 
18 ; 15.6 I 8.0 2£:.4. I 14.0 
19 I 'J.J.d 114.4 i 4.0 . ,·4.4 
I ' I 20 I 58.8 15.6 "; 14.8 ~ 
I, 21 ! 72.8 12.8 I 8.8. 5.6 I I I 
22 I 22.0 : 45.2 ' 11.6 ! 21.2 !-: 
! ' Section n I i
23 i 26.8 : 21.6 ~ 122.8 I 
24 6~.2 20.0 I 11.2 3.6 
25. 10.0 133.2 2l.&. 25.2 
26 14.0 80.0 I 3.2 2.8 
',-I 21 ,22.8 ; 8.0! 44.4 I ~ I 
Section V ! ! 
1 I 
28 i 36.4 I 3.6 i ~ ! 21.2 
I I 
Sec~ion vr I : 
29 ~ 6.0 112.0 117.2 
30 84.0 5.2 10.8 00.0 
31. .8.8j20.8/.2.L1. 13.2 
32 4.0 I 23.6 I 5.2 ~ 
_3~ ~ ~.~ L :.: _4:.~ ~4~.~ _ 
34 52.8/36.2 4.8 7.2 
35 ,16.4166.4 10.0 7.2 
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I ! 
~3~ r ~.~ r1~'~ !-4;.~ ~ 3;.~ -
391 ~ 31.2 15.4 44.4 
40 178.0 I .1.0114.8 . 5.2 
1 I! 
: I I 
: I 
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a. The rate of difficulty seems to be highest with the Simple FORMS, 
less with the Perfect FORMS and least with the Progressive. 
Although it cannot be absolutely verified, this seems to be the 
logical result of the following fact. The two Simple FORMS are the 
two basic and most commonly used ones in Arabic, but they do contrast -
often quite sharply - with their English counterparts, thus creating 
ample room for interference and confusion. One of the t",o FORBS, 
however, namely: the 2.S.F., seems to create far less difficulty than 
the other i.e. 1.S.F., (Average scores: 58.~ and 33% respectively.) 
This must have been made clear by the tables above where fifteen types 
of mistakes were expected in the field of the 1.S.F. versus 3 to 5 in 
that of the former. 
In the field of the HAVE -EN FORMS, the least common FORH, Le. 
the Future, seems to have co.used the greatest difficulty (average 
score: 38.8%) ",hereas the other two seemed to present almost the same 
rate of difficulty (average scores: 49% and 46%). T~e latter average 
correlates very highly with the difficulty encountered "lith the 'fhole 
test (average score: 45.15%). However, we do not believe that this 
gives a true picture of the situation here. The fact is that, although 
(as shown by the tables above) the mistakes that occur in the Use of 
the Present HAVE -EH FOmI are limited in number, the frequency of their 
occurrence is so high that they outweigh by this criterion any other 
mistakes in rm.y one single area in the whole field of English syntax. 
This is due to the fact that this verb-FORM is not only difficult in 
itself but it also ho.s no counterpart. (with the same range of meaningE 
that is widely used either in,M.S.A. or any current Arabic dialect. 
It has no counterpart in many othor languages of tho 'vorld and 
actually constitutes a special problem to foreign learners of English. 
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Finally, although the BE -lNG FOm1 should theoretically 
create several problems to Arabic-speaking students, in fact the 
existence of the nis!ll al-fa:'iln (which can be employed to cover 
much of the area of this FORM) alleviates the difficulty considerably. 
After these general comments, let us now go into a more detailed 
study and ascertain "There our theoretical expectations have been 
realized and where not. 
SECTION I (the -S FORM) 
Item 1: I (see) an aeroplane there. 
Expected mistakes: "ea) am seeingn and neb) seeing" 
Actually 53.6% of the stUdents chose the wrong answer (a) as expected. 
(b) seemed to be very odd and unEngliSh especially in the presence of 
(a), and was consequently selected by a significantly small number 
(2.4~) of the stUdents. (b) is the type of mistake that occurs, through 
the inter~erence of Arabic, in the very early stages of learning English 
but that is usul?lly overcome by the strength of teaching and practice. 
Thus the students seem to have established the BE -nm FORM (not the 
-ING FORM alone) as the equivalent of the lIism al-fa:'iln when this is 
used alone to indicate an action in progress. 
Item 2: I "las sitting in my roon, reading, '''hen suddenly the door 
(bursts) open, ••• etc. 
Expected cho~: n(a) burst, came, e.imed" and VI(d) bursting, 
coming, aiming" 
Actually choice (a) attracted a majority of the students (70.8%) 
as predicted. Choice (d), however, tempted 18% of the students, a 
number which though not very great, gains significance from the fact 
that only 5.6% actually selected the optimum choice (0). Since '''e have 
seen in the contrastive analysis above that the 2.S.F. is a very 
appropriate FORM for this context after "i~: al-fuja: ?iyyah" in 
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M.S.A. we can conclude that the majority's choice of (a) and (d) is 
mainly due to the influence of K.A. :But we must be on our guard here. 
Many students may have translated "when" by n'indama:" (an adverbial 
particle that normally precedes the I.S.F. in this context) in which 
case choice (a) would be the BEST and in fact the 011JY possibility. 
Item 3: I feel hungry; I want (to eat). 
Expected mistakes: "(a) I eat", and "(b) eat". 
Our expectations were not fulfilled here, as the great majority (92.8%) 
chose the best answer; NONE opted for (a) and only 6% chose (b). 
Presumably interference in this case has been overcome by teaching. 
Item 4: Ali (did not go) to the panty last night. 
Expected mistakes: "ea) not went" and neb) he not gone 
This item has been included in this section of the test (although it does 
not actually belong to it) because \ve wanted to find out whether the 
Arabic past negative that employs the 2.S.F. (the apparent equivalent 
of the -S FORH) preceded by the n(lg8.tive particle "10m" has any 
influence on the English parallel structure. This also entailed the 
inclusion of the "ma.: + I.S.F.n structure as one of the distractors in 
this item, since it is also employed both in M.S.A. and K.A. 
1'ie should not linger long on this item, hO\vever, None of the 
predicted mistakes seems to have attracted the attention of many students, 
only 4.4% and 8% choosing (a) and (b) respectively. Tho groat majority 
(87.6%) went for the optimum choice (c). Another case of interference 
overcome by practice. 
Item 5: It is already 9 olclock, but the guest (has not arrived) yet. 
Expected mistakes: "Cb) not arrived" andll(d) not arrive" 
This item has also been included in this section for the came reason 
stated under item (4) above. Again in this case very £e\v stUdents opte.!! 
for the predicted choices (b) and (d) (4.8% and 6~~ respectively) 
whereas a good majority (62.8%) chose the optimum anS\V'er (a). "That 
attracts our attention, however, is the fact that more than a quarter 
of the student sample (26.4%) went for choice "(c) did not arrive ll • 
We need not go very far, however, to look for the reason. This is a 
case of the confusion of the -D FORI1 and the Present HAVE -EN FORM 
which we will encounter later on other test items. 
SUMMARY OF SECTION I 
If we disregard items 4 and 5, which do not really belong here, 
we will get a different picture of the achievement on this section. 
The average achievement would then come do\'m to 475~ "rhich is almost 
the same as that attained on the whole test. Horeover,.!:!:ll the main 
mistakes coIllIllitted proved to be due to Arabic interference, but not all 
mistakes predicted seem to have persisted until the top of the secondary 
stage. At least about 50% of the difficulties have been thrashed out 
during the English course. 
SECTION II (the -D FORI-i) 
Item 6: 
.... 
Twenty aeroplanes arc said (to have been shot) down yesterday • 
Expected mistake: n(a) were shot". 
This is one of the only two examples on the test of the RAVE -EN FORI1 
of a non-finite verb (namely, the infinitive). It has been included 
here simply because it is one of the very few cases (probably the only 
one) where the HAVE -ElI FORM can refer to a fixed time in the past. 
eur eJ...]>ectations came true in this item •. Thus, although a minority 
chose each of the optimum answer (d) (20%), and the other two (c) and 
(b) (23.~ and 10% respectively), almost half the student sample (46.8%) 
actually selected (a) under the influence of Arabic. . 
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Item 7: You (must have seen) him yesterday. 
Expected mistake: "(a) must saw". 
This is the second example of an infinitive HAVE -EN FORH. In this 
case a greater number (40.4%) than before chose the optimum answer (c) 
and a smaller number (32.8%) went for the predicted mistake (a). The 
latter number is still significant owing to the fact that choice "(a) 
must sal'l" is a wrong English structure, whereas the one in the previous 
item, Le. "were shot" is perfectly all right albeit being the wrong 
structure for that particular context. 
Item 8: vlhile her husband was in the 8.rmy, she (wrote) to him once a 
\-reek. 
Expected mistake: "(d) was write". 
The answers to this item are quite interesting. A very small number (6%) 
o.ctually selected the predicted mistake (d); but a majority of 64% chose 
neb) was writing". (Less than a quarter, 23.(;%, selected the optimum 
choice "a".) The students do not seem to have translated "ka:nat + 
taktubu" - which is the appropriate Arabic FOID1 in this context -
literally (i.e. word for word) into "was + write". Instead they must 
have already established the English Past :BE -TIm FORI-! as the equivalent 
of the above mentioned Arabic structure, by virtue of the most common 
mutual use of both FORMS. This, most probably, accounts for the 
majority1s choice of (b). This assumption may be supported by the 
analysis of some of the other items on this test. 
Item 9: Yesterday, from six to seven, we (listened) to an interesting 
play on the radio. 
Expected mistake: "(a) were listen". 
~ I ~ 
Tho absence of 0. Po.st BE -TIm FORM from this i tom scems to have intri-
gued the students. Had it been there we would have had a situation 
similar to that of item 6 above. In its absence, however, the students 
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seem to have had no choice but to select either the optimum answer 
(c) (36.8%) or the literal translation of the Arabic "kUrma: 
nastami''', that is the expected choice "(a) W€lre listen" which 
actually attracted more students (43.2%) than the optimum answer. 
Item 10: They sa:ng' happily while they (drove) home. 
Expected mistakes: "(a) were drive" "(b) drive ll , and 
"(c) driving" 
In spite of the verb "sang" in the main clo.use, only 29.2% actually 
chose "(d) drove". The reason may be twofold: on the one hand the 
Arabic 1.S.F. would not fit in here, and on the other hand the stUdents 
must have associated "while" with the past BE -TIm FORM on the basis 
of tho high frequency of the occurrence of the two together. However, 
the absence of the latter English FORM from the item, but the presence 
of one part of it, i.e. the -ING FO:RM in choice (c), and the influence 
of K.A. which would normally employ the "ism al-fa: tilll in this context 
- all these factors must have led 0. considerable number of the students 
(40.4%) to choose II(C) driving". Slightly over a quarter, however, 
(25.2%) opted for 11(0.) were drive", which is the literal - word for 
word-translation of "ka:nu: yasu:qu:n". Choice (b), '''hich would 
moke the equivalent of the 2. S .F. in a. circumstontial clause, did not 
appeal to more than 5.2% of the sample. 
Item 11: ltd rather you (paid) me now. 
Expected mistakes: "(a.) pay" ond (d) to pay". 
Tho students seem to be almost evenly spread out over the four choices. 
Only 22.4%, hovlCver, went for the optimum choice, whereas greater 
numbers (;3.~~ ~d 26.8%) chose the expected mistakes (a) and (d) 
resp€lctively. Even neb) will pay" was able to attract 17.6% of the 
sample. The causo of this confusion was explained above, the gist of 
which is the absence of a strongly-established Arabic FORM to fit into 
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this context. In this particular case the vlord unow" at the end 
of the sentence must have added to the students' bafflement. 
Item 12: Suppose we (''lent) to see the show. 
Expected mistakes: neb) gol. and "(c) will go". 
Item 13: I wish I (kneu) the fellow's name, so that I ~ tell you. 
Expected mistake: "ed) know". 
Although in item (13) "can" was deliherately inserted instead of the normal 
"could" in order to make the reference to the present/future (rather than 
the past) more explicit, such time-reference does not seem to have been 
clear to the students. }funy seem to have thbught that both sentences re-
ferred to the past. There is also the additional possibility of using the 
Arabic 1.S.F. in the former context (i.e. No. 12), and after "lay tan in 
the latter~ Both these factors must have tempted more than half the 
sample (51,2% and 51.6% respectively) to select the optimum choice in 
each case. IIO\'lever, other possible Arabic structures must have inter-
ferred and made 30.8% choose "(c) will go" in the former item, and 23.2% 
select "ed) know" in the latter, both predictable mistakes (cf. Compara-
tive Table above). 
The next four items in this section were meant to test the influence 
of certain peculiar functions of the 1.S.F. of the Arabic verb on English. 
Item 14: God (help) you! 
Expected mistakes: "(a) helps" (under the influence of K.A.), 
and u(b) helped" (under the influence of M.S.A.) 
K.A. seems to have much more influence in this case, 42.8% actually 
choosing (a), but a meagre 1.6% opting for (b). 
Item 15: I hereby (give) you my daughter in marriage; she is your wife no\-,. 
Here it ''las predicted that the favourite mistalce vlOuld be "(a) 
gave", (under the influence of C.A. & H.S.A.), since the cliche 
is still being used in marriage rituals 
Strangely enough, hOlvever, although 22.8% of the sample did choose (a), 
almost t't-lice as many (41.2%) actually went for ned) giving" 'I:lhich could 
not be antiCipated on the grounds of the contrastive study carried out 
above. A possible (though not very plausible) explanation may be this: 
the students may have been thinking in terms of the Present BE -nTG FOIDi, 
and, in its absence, have chosen (d) which seemed the nearest thing to it. 
vlhatever the cause may be, however, it docs not seem to come from Arabic 
interference. 
Item 16: Remember the favours I (have done) to you. 
Here it vias expected that the main mistake would be "(a) did" 
(under the influence of Arabic "1hich "TaS sho'\m not to disting..:dsh 
ve~J sharply betvroen the -D FORM and the Present HAVE -EN FORM). 
Again our expectations have not been fulfilled in this case. In fact only 
11.2.% of the students opted for the expected mistake (a), but the rest 
seem to have been confused and consequently spread out over the three 
other choices almost evenly. The fact, however, is tl1at, because of a 
misprint, both (b) and (d) appeared as "have done" on the test-paper, 
that is, both were optinaun choices. Thus by adding up the scores attained 
on both \'Te get 56.4% of the stUdents selecting the optimum choice. Never-
theless, the other 32.4% who selected choice "(c) had done" carmot be 
accounted for by the influence of Arabic. The reason for this choice 
should lie elsewhere. 
Item 17: Historians (agree) that the very quick spread of Islam was a 
kind of miracle. 
Anticipated mistake: "(b) agreed". 
Results did not disappoint us here, and actually 59.2% of the sample 
chose the mistake predicted through the influence of Arabic. 
S~1ARY OF SECTION II 
Only in t"TO cases out of t"lcl ve in this section, nacely items 15 
and 16, Arabic did not seem to play an important role in deciding the 
mistakes committed by the students, or at least those mistakes could not 
.bc accounted for in torms of Arabic interference. This interference 
accounted for all the major mistakes in the rest of the items. Sometimes 
r 
1 
, 
I 
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it \vas the only factor as in items 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 11; at 
other times there were other factors operating simultaneously and either 
helping to aggravate the situation or to create other types of errors, as 
in items 1 and 10 in particular. Thus the influence of Arabic is felt 
strongly in this section. In the cases where H.S.A. and IC.A. have similar 
structures the interference can be said to come from both, but "There they 
diverge K.A. seems to have stronger influence if the sentence or idiom 
employed is of the very common type, as in item 14. Of ton, however, the 
difference between the two results in different kinds of mistakes, as in 
item 12. 
SEjCTION, III (Present HAVE -EN FOm-t) 
Item 18: Look what you (have done)l! 
Expected mistake: "(a) did". 
Actually 62.4% got the right choice (c), and a small minority of 15.6% 
selected the mistake predicted, th~ other minority of 14% choosing (d). 
Item 19: I (have been living) here since 1928. 
Expected mistakes: the three other choices, "b, c and d". 
Again here a.great majority of 17.2% chose the optimum answer (a), the 
rest were spread out over the three other mistakes, a slightly greater 
number (14.4%) opting for "(b) am living". 
Item 20: I (have been) to the cinema t"lice this week. 
Expected mistake: "(a) went". 
Only 10.8% selected the optimum chOice, but more than half the students 
(58.810) chose the mistake predicted. This is the first instance in this 
section and the second on the test so far of tho utter confusion of the 
-D FORM and Present HAVE -En FOIDi. 
Item 21: George (has just gone) out. 
Anticipated mistake: "(d) just now went". 
AC~la11y the majority (12.8%) selected the optimum choice (a), the others 
spread out over the three other choices. This use of tho Present 
HAVE -Elf FORM is the easiest and the one introducod first to the students 
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(actually in the first year of learning English in Kmroi t ) • It is 
not surprising, therefore, if little perplexity occurs here. 
Item 22: "Tai t till I (have finished) my coffee. 
Expected mistake: "(d) shall finish". 
In fact 22% chose the right answer, and almost as ma.ny (21.2%) the 
expected mistruce, but many more (45.2%) went for "(b) finished". This 
last mistake carmot be er,fllainod in terms of Arabic interference. In 
fact the verb-FORI1:moet acceptable to an Arab student here is the -8 
FOIll1 because tho 2.S.F. of the Arabic verb is the one that fits per-
fectly in this context. Since the -S FORI1 has been deliberatley 
avoided in this item, the students seem to have felt lost. But what 
prompted so many of them to choose the -D FOm·! rcmo.ins inexplic:l.ble. 
~IDt\RY OF SECTION III , 
As said in the earliest part of this analysis (when commenting on 
the comparatively high average score attainod on this section of the 
test), it is not the number of different mistakes cor:n:ni tted in this area 
that I!lD.tters. It is the fre'luency of occurrence of 0. major one (as 
that detected in Ho. 20 D..'1.d earlier in No.5) that mckes all the 
difference. And this test does not aim to exnmine tho measuro of 
frequency of occurrence of any of the misto.1ces committed. 
SECTION rv (Past HAVE -EN FORM) 
Item 23: 'When 'olo arrived on the fit:ld, the match (had) already started. 
Expected mistakes: neb) was" Dnd ned) no words required". 
If the anSl'lerS to this item mean anything at all, they may denoto 0. 
state of utter confusion. The fact is that the scores are almost 
evenly distributed among the ~ choices (26.8%, 21.6%, 28.8% and 
22.8% respectively). The mistakes predicted did each attract 0. certain 
proportion of the students, but not large enough to be of any real 
significance. 
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Item 24: I was told that he (had gone). 
Expected mistake: ,,( c) went". 
Actu&lly the majority (65.2%) picked the optimum choice (a.), and 
only 11.2% tho misto.ke predicted. 
This is a good example of teaching emphasis. Tho Reported 
Speech is one of those grammatical topics that receive perhaps too 
much emphasis and attention in Arab schools. 
Item 25: They (ho.d mown) each other for yeo.rs when they started to 
quarrel. 
Predicted mistake: II (a) were lalO\{II. 
Though only about one third of the students (31.6%) chose the optimum 
answer (c), the mistake predicted did not act'Oally attract more than a 
meagre 10%. Instead~ by fax a larger number (33.2%) went for choice 
neb) were knO\-ling". 
This is another instance which supports the assumption made 
during our analysis of item 8 above, namely: that the students have 
here avoided the non-English structure "were lalm-T" (though it is the 
literal translation of the ~\rabic: ka:nu: ya'rifu:na) and opted for 
"were mOwing", the English verb-structure which must hc.ve already been 
equated \-lith the ~\rabic one. 
Item 26: If he (had knm-lIl) he would have come. 
ExPected mista~: the three others 0., d end c in order of 
probability. 
The great majority (80%) chose the right NlS''1er (b); negligible numbers 
(3.~f and 2.0%) chose (c) and (d) respectively, and a slightly greater 
number (though still very small) of 14% selected "(a) knmv". 
This is another case of teaching emphasis. The three or four main 
types of conditional sentences arc overtaught in our schools with ~eat 
emphasis on the sequence of tenses, ( though, it must be admitted, the 
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vrozious different temporal., modal and semantic relationships tlk'l.t hold 
between the two clauses of each of these s~ntences'are not well-
taught, nor are they well-understood even by the teachers thomsel ves) • 
Item 27: I (had hoped) to catch the 8.30 tra~.!l, but f'ound it was gone. 
~ected mistake: n(a) was hope" 
The mistake predicted i B the literal transla.tion or the Arabic "kuntu 
a:malu". Although about a quarter or the sample (22.8%) did actually 
select this choice, almost twice 'as ~ (44.4%) chose n(c) was 
hoping" • This is a third instance that re1ni'orces what was suggested 
earlier (see items 8 and 25 above) about tho equation or these two 
English and Arabic verb-FORMS. 
SUMr'"lARY OF SIDTION IT 
It is noticeable that the students scored quite high only on the 
two items (24 o.nd 26) which exemplify the back-shifting of tenses (i.e. 
of Present HAVE -EN' FORM ond -D' FORM) in Reported Speech' and Condi tionru. 
Sentences, ra.ther thD.n on those that indica.te the time-relationships 
that the Past HAVE -EN FORM con establish in other kinds of sentences. 
This is an exmnple of pedo.gogic emphasis. 
In the other items (except No. 23 where there has been almost 
utter confusion) the type of mistake anticipated on tho basis of 
literal translation or the Arabic verb-structure: 1Q:na. + 2 S.F. did 
not prove to be the most common one actually committed. Instead, 
the Arabic structure seemed to elicit the English Past BE -ING FORM 
which is usually equivalent to it in very many contexts. 
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SECTION V (Future HAVE -EN FORM) 
Item 28: '! (shall have written) my homework by ten o'olook tonight. 
Expeoted mistake: "(d) shall be wrote". 
AI though 21.2% of the students did aotually ch.Jose the very un-
English structure "(d) shall be wrote", "a greater number (36.4%) -
almost as many as those who pioked the right answer (38.8%) - ohose 
the unexpeoted misto.ke "(a) have written" '''hioh is not easy to explain 
in terms of .Axabio interferenoe. Probably the preposition "by", whioh 
has no exaot equivalent in Arabic, has something to do with it. 
However, we should have had more than one item on this FOro! of 
the verb if we had intended to obtain results of any significanoe. 
Nevertheless, the low achievement on .this item indioates the difficulty 
of this FOm1 which is normally introduced quite lnte. in o.ny English 
oourse and insufficiently drilled. In fact it is also one of the 
least oommon verb FORMS in everyday English speeoh. 
SECTION VI (The ]E -TIm FORM) 
This seotion oan be divided into three major po.rts: 
Part 1: Items 29 to 33: which deal with the normal, very common 
functions of the PreSellt, Past ond Future BE -mG FOEMS 
respectively. 
Part 2: Items 34 to 37: which handle the English verbs that normally 
resist expansion, ond 
Pa.rt 3: Items 38 to 40: Which dea.l with certain uses of' the Present 
]E -ING FORM when it implies some fut"uxo-rei'erenco. '.[e will 
analyze the items acoording to this grouping system. 
Part 1 
Item 22: lIhma.d (is sitting) in a oomfortable ohair, rea.ding a book. 
Expected mistakes: "(c) Sitting, and "(d) sits". 
A majority of 64.8% chose the correot ons'''er (0.), \iherea.s the 
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anticipated mistakes (c) and (d) attracted only the small numbers of 
12.% and 17.2,% respectively. 
Item 30: ~!hy axe you in S't1.ch 0. hurry? lJhere (are you going?) 
Expected mistakes: "(b) you tP" a:nd 'I (c) e.o you go". 
---- _ .... 
Again, the vast majority (84%) chose the right answer, and only the 
very small numbero of 5.2% and 10.8% chose the anticipated mistakes 
(b) and (c) respectively. 
These two i tcmE! cover the simplest and most straightforward use 
of the present BE -lliG FORM. The students seem to have grown out of 
the confusion between "be + sitting" and "sitting" by itself (see 
also item 1 above). They also seem to have overcome the interference 
coming from the 2.S.F. of the Arabic verb which is, in most cases, tho 
equi wlent of the English Present BE -ING FORM. vlhethcr this applies 
to the English verbs uhich resist expansion "Till havo to be seen in 
our analysis of items 34 - 37 below. 
Item 31: Hhen she returned, the servants (were clearing) the table. 
Anticipatod mis·take: n(n) were clear" 
Actual performanco: 57.2% choosing correct answer; only 8.8% choosing 
the anticipnted mistake (a) but more (20.8%) going for n(n) were clear". 
Possible explanation: The majority choosing the rieht answer may have 
been under the influence of the nssumption ronde above and supported 
by three cnses, namely: 8, 25 and 27., about the equation of the 
Arabic: kama. + 2.S.F. ,'lith the English Pa.st BE -TIm FOBH. 
The choice of "(b) were clec.red" can bo explained only if wo 
suppose - rightly of course - that tho Past HAVE -EN FOroi is 0. 
possibility in this context owing to the nbsence of an adverbial liko 
"still", for instance, from the sentence. The students might have 
taken the time-rolationship to be the one tlmt would in this caso hold 
between the two Past FORI~.. The Arabic verb-structure in this contoxt 
"ould be: ka.ma t qad + I.S.F. which can bo literally translated into 
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was/were + -D FORM, i. e. the one that can actually be seen in 
choice (b) of this item. This explanation may be laboured and far-
fotchod, but it is at loast 0. possibility, 
Item 32: He (used to write) two letters eVH:ry v'>2k. 
lmticipated mistake: "(0.) was write". 
Expectations unfulfilled. The majority (67.2.%) chose the right 
answer, but only 4)~ went for the enticipatod mistake (0.). Instead 
23.6% selected "(b) '\vas wi ting" • 
This should be easy to explain in the srune terms employed above 
in Nos. 8) 25, 27 end 31. 
The . difficulty encountered by the students in dealing with the 
normal usc of tho ~ HAVE -EN FORM docs not seom to bo very groat, 
as it has become ovident from the results of items 31 and 32. 
Item 33: In o.nothcr yes:r I (shall be growing) teo. in Ceylon. 
Expected mistakes: "(0.) om grow", ruld ,,( d) shall be grO"\,I" 
Achievement on this item 'was lo\'lor (46.8%) than on tho last four. 
This is, of course, 0. far leso common FORM, is introduced lato ill 
an English course and is insufficiently drilled. Tho ceconCVanticipated 
mistake (d) attracted 0. considerable number of the students (40%) 
probably becauso tho roference to futurity in it is more explicit than 
the former which only 4% chose. The mistake is explicable in terms 
of Arabic interference. 
This i tern concludos the first part of this section. The next 
four items try to investigate the area whore the English verb docs 
not normally accept expansion, whereas the Arabic parallol verbs were 
sho~m above not to resist it. 
Part 2 
Item 34: I (fool) tired. 
Expocted choicos:"(b) am feoling" and n(c) feeling". 
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Actual performance: 52.8% answered correctly. Only 4.8% choosing 
"(c) feeling" - for reasons already givf!n - in items 1 and 30 above -
but 36.2% choosing neb) o.m feeling" under the .tnrluence of Araoic: 
aha: 1 ire 
Item 35: He (is always finding) fault with whatever I do. 
Expected mistake: neb) a1\.lays finds". 
Actual performo.nce: 10vl rate of achievement (only 16.4%), but mo.jority 
(66.4%) choosing anticipated mistake. The usage is strange to our 
students, and the mistake favoured is mo.de under the influence of 
.. \rabic, (both H.S.A. and K.A.). 
Item 36: (Do you sec) that house over there? 
Expected mistakes: n(c) Aro you soeing?" and ned) You seeing?" 
ActuD.l performance: The mo.jority (76~81~) choosing correct answer; 
very feu' indeed (1.6%) choosing (d), for reasons alrecldy given, but 
20.4% opting for (c). Ago.in this mistake is made under the influence 
of Arabic, this time K.A.: sha:yef (= ism fa:1il) rather thAn M.S.A.: 
~: (= 2.S.F.) 
Item 37: I (know) you are right. 
AntiCipated mistakes: "(0.) am knowing" and "(b) mowing" 
Actual performance: The mo.jority (78%) choosing the right answer, 
very few (3.2"~) choosing (b) - for the same reason o.lreo.dy given - and 
only 10.8% choosing (0.). The smo.ller number making the mistake this 
time is due to the fo.ct toot in K.A. the ism al-fo.: lil is not used in 
this context, though it is en o.lternative to tho 2.S.F. in H.S.A. 
(see Contrastive Analysis o.bove). 
On pa.rt 2 of tl'is section (except for lTo. 35, which is 0. special 
case) o.chievemcnt ho.s been quite good. The mistake committed in 
each case was due to the influence of Arabic, tho number committing it 
increasing When both M~S.A. ond K.A. agreed on the FORM to be used in 
the particular context. 
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Part 3 
Item 38: I (om going) there next week. 
Expected misto.kes: "(0.) going" and "(b) go". 
Only 45.6% selected the optiI!nm choice (0). Vg:ry fe\'! (4~~) chose 
(0.) - for the some reason given above -; only 16.8% opted for the 
second of the onticipo.ted mistakes neb) gon, but 33.6% chose the 
unexpected one ned) om going to go". 
The results o.re not easy to interpret. Both H.S.A. ond K".A. do 
not strongly encourage the choice of the mistake "(b) go", ond the 
actuaJ. number (16.8%) choosing it is, therefore, 9:q)czctedly low. :But 
the selection of "(d) going to go" by more thnn one third of the sample 
remains a dilemma unless we interpret it in terms of the fact that the 
Arabic: ro.:yoH ( the equivalent of "going to") is the one very commonly 
used. in K.A. by the new generation ''lith 0.11 sorts of verbs in reference 
to futurity. This may be the reason for choosing the English "going to" 
though both "going to go" end "ro.:ycH o.ru:H" sound. o.wkullrd in the tw'o 
lo.nguages. 
Item 39: I (om not paying) a dimr for a worthless article like this. 
Expected choices: neb) shall not pay" ond ned) om not going 
to pay". 
Actual performance: prediction accurate. Only 10% selected the correct 
onswer; but 31.2% and 44.4% chose the expected mistakes (b) and (d) 
respectively. The students seemed to have missed the clement of . 
determination NOVI which is implied by the Present BE -DfG FOml here. 
Item 40: I (om trueing) the children to the Zoo on Friday. 
_Expected choices: "(0.) shall taken and "(d) take". 
Actua.l performance: Bad achievement (14.8%) nnd mo.jority (18%) 
choosirig (a) - the explicit future - but very few (5.2'J~) picking (d). 
Arabic, both N.S.A, end K.,\, must have influenced the choice of (a); 
and the students have aga.in missed the ideo. of "present o.rrongement 
for the future" that the present BE -TIm FORM implies in the context. 
Achievement on part 3 ms been quite low, not only owing to the 
influence of Arabic, but also because these functions of the present 
:BE -ING FORM may not in fact mve been presented to the students at 
all. 
SUNMl~Y OF SECTION VI 
Overall average achievement on each part of this section (64%, 
54.8% and 23.5% on parts 1, 2 and 3 respectively; see Table XXVI) show 
an increasing rate of difficulty from part 1 - which seems to be 
reasonably easy -, to part 2 - still not extremely difficult -, to 
part :; - the most difficult of all. This is to be expected if we bear 
in mind the innate difficulty of each part, irrespective of who the 
students taking the test are. Part 1 consists of the most common, 
part 2 of the lcss common and part 3 of the leaat common functions of 
the BE -nm FOm.!. Thus we might have got the same ratio of results 
if any other stUdents had tried their hand at this section of the test. 
On examination of the types of mistakes committed we notice the 
following: 
(0.) In almost each case, at least one of the mistakes expected to 
arise from the interference of ~\rabic (either H.S.A. or K.A. or both) 
did actually occur. 
(b) When both H.S.A. and K.A. agreed on the Use of one lu'abic FORM 
of the verb, the possibility of moking one and the srune cisto.ke· grows 
stronger. In case of difference between tho two, confusion is usually 
spread out over two or more altornative types of mistake. 
(c) The confusion between the :BE -lliG FORM and the -Jlm FORM under 
the influence of the Arabic "ism 0.1-10.: 'il" seems to be ver'J little 
a.t this advanced stago of tho English course. It may be dotected in 
greater abundance o.t 0. much earlier stage. 
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(d) The Past BE -ING FOEM seems to be equated by the students with 
the Arabic: ka:na + 2.S.F. Therefore the tendency to translate the 
latter literally and get the English structure: was/were + -S FORM 
seems to have been overcome. 
(e) Because the Arabic: ka:na + 2.S.F. can be the equivalent of both: 
used to + infinitiVe, and Past BE -ING FORM, depending on the context, 
there seems to be a strong tendency to confuse the two, giving priority 
tt usage to the latter even in the context appropriate for the former. 
(f) "li th the English verbs that do not normally accept expansion, 
there does not seem to be very much trouble, probably because these 
verbs arc taUBht as such, or perhn.ps because the Arabic 2.S.F. can 
always easily fit in the context requiring any of these verbs. 
(g) Finally, since there arc at least two ways in English in which 
futurity can be explicitly referrod to, the students do not seem to 
f~wour the use of the l3E -ING FORM (or the -S FORM) for the purpose. 
The very fine shades of meaning implied by the use of the BE -ING 
FORM in some of these contexts seem out of reach of the students at 
this stage. 
III. FINAL REMARKS ON THE VERB-TEtlSE SYSTn! 
Not much can be said over nnd above what has already been mentioned 
in the conclusions to each section of the test. Only 0. few general 
retk~ks may be of some significance. 
The aspect of the verb-system that MS boen doalt with in Part IV 
is quito simple compared to those involved in the more advanced FORMS 
and structures. Nevertheless, it ho.s been shovm how cOlllJ?lex that system 
is and hO,"T varied the types of confusion con be. Arabic interforence ha.s 
also been provod to bo on important c&Use of confusion to Arabic-
speaking students, and to be, to some extent, predictable. This, of 
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course, should not blind us to the fact that this is not the only 
cause of difficulty - it has simply been the one most concentrated 
on in this investigation (see final remarks below). "le hope it 
has also been made clear that expectations basbd solely on contrastive 
analysis can be wrong and, therefore, cannot be considered reliable 
unless they have been validated by means of actual field-testing. In 
more than one case it has been demonstrated that a certain structure 
in one language is equated to another in the other language, not on 
the basis of literal translation of constituent element for constituent 
element within the structure, but by comparison of the contexts in which 
the structures occur in the course of teaching the two languages. In 
other cases interference anticipated on the basis of contrastive analysis 
proved to have been overcome by continuous drill of the accurate pattern. 
What proportion of mistakes is due to Arabic interference, and how many 
> of them are got rid of by foroe or teaching oannot be ""s"ered Ure; they 
require a separate study. Suffice it to say here that quite a number 
even of what seem to be elementary mistakes do persist in a \'leak or a 
strong form until the very top of the secondary stage. 
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IV • mMARKS ON THE "mOLE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
Remarks have been made on each chapter and part of this study. 
In some cases, recommendations were also made. Here are a few general 
and final notes. 
1. The part of this paper dealing with culture in relation to 
language has shown that without a good grasp of the cultural background 
of the foreign language it is very difficult to master the la.ngu.age 
either for receptive or productive pUEposes. Not only the vocabulary, 
but even the structure of any language may be culturally oriented. 
Thus, ~lthough mass media of all sorts do help nowadays towards 
the cultural orientation of people allover the world and tOl1ards the 
creation of the international citizen, there is always the danger of 
deliberately inaccurate propaganda and indoctrination. It is, therefore, 
recommended that English as the first foreign language in Kuwait should 
~ as far as that is practically possible and in so far as certain strong 
nationalistic feelings may permit - be taught against its o~m cultural 
background. The elanents that are strongly objectionable to the local 
culture can be avoided; furthermore, when one is dealing with certain 
aspects of life that are common to all cultures, the local cul t-ure can 
form the background. The way French is being taught allover the world 
is a good example. 
2. In Part III we have seen that \'lord-composition (or cOIilJ?ounding) is 
an essential way of word-making in English, (whereas it is not so in 
Ara.bic), and that the systems underlying what we called "prepositional 
idioms" are different in the t'oI0 languages. 
It was recommended above that some sort of grouping of English 
compounds cnn be undertaken. This, should not be taken to imply that 
such groups are to be taught by means of :rote-memorization. On the 
contrary, there are several kinds of drills that can be constructed in 
order to explicate the ~;ntaCtic and semantic relations that hold 
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between the elements of compounds; e.g. 
Drill 1: S. ,~t do you call the house where the mad are kept? 
R. A madhouse. 
S. 1-!hat do you call the room where the sick are kept? 
R. A siclc-room. 
S. v!hat do you call the shop where sweets are sold? 
R. A sweet-shop 
and so on. 
Drill 2: S. A male servant is called •••• 
R. A man-servant. 
S. A female servant is called •••• 
R. A maid-servant. 
S. A male elephant is called •••• 
R. A bull-elephant. 
S. A female elephant is callbd •• ~. 
R. A cow-elephant. 
and so on. 
Drill 3: S, v!hat, is a "Talking-stick used for? 
R. It is used for walking. 
S. vlhat is a knitting-needle used for? 
R. It is used for knitting. 
S. v}hat is a swimming-pool used for? 
R. It is used for ullimming. 
and no on. 
These are only very simple and crude examples. Better ones can certainly 
be devised. But the principle on which they are to be based is the same 
exemplified by the drills given above. 
3., Prepositions and prepositional idioms are more difficult to 
handle. Each language has its own highly complicated prepositional 
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system which often overlaps or is sometimes quite similar to the 
other, but quite often diverges widely. VIe have deaJ. t with a very 
limited pext of that system. :But it has beon sufficient to show us 
that if the two systmms are adequately cont~asted, great use may be 
made of the similarities betueen some of their elements, and special 
emphasis laid on areas of expected interference. The manner in which 
preposi tions have been dealt \vi th so far in English books used in 
Kuwai t (and probably in the rest of the Arab Horld) has been haphazard 
and most unsatisfactory. Something on the lines suggested above must 
bo done in this area. 
On the other hand "propositional idioms" are probably oasier 
to deal with. A great part of the difficulty, we believe, can bo over-
bome if these idioms are taught with insistence on the preposition 
commonly associated \-li th the other lexical item. In other Hords we 
should not teach words like "laugh, angry, prevent, composed" etc. as 
such, but try to present them simultaneously uith the prepositions "at, 
wi th, from, of" etc. and insist on their being always used "lith these 
prepositions - unless, of course, they are to be used by themselves 
or require other prepositions in different contexts. This, of course, 
applies evon more strongly to the less regular of these idioms, such 
as: "in the morning, afternoon, etc" but "at night, at sun-rise, at 
dawn, etc." 
v!4. The English verb-system should be graded by the text-book 
wri ter and introduced by the tea.cher ,'lith full awareness of the impli-
cations aroused by Arabic interference. Points of expected 
interference and confusion should receive exceptional attention and 
extra drills. This is not, of course, the same as saying thnt the 
pupils should be made Q.1.·tare of such implications. In fact, in the 
early sto.ges arr:r thoughts of this kind should be kept a long 
distance from the students. Only much later and in the casq, of certain 
;J 
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persistent mistakes can the students be let into the area of con-
trastive analysis, and even at this stage, the field should be 
trodden with extra special care. 
~j50 The final general remarks that must be made are the follm<Ting: 
It is neither safe nor wise for a language teacher or a language- . 
course vT.!'i ter to base his work solely on the findings of theoreticru. 
contrastive analysis of any sort - as many have been doing for the 
last decade or t"lO • Contrastive analysis is useful for the prediction 
of certain areas of interference. :But this prediction - as '\-Te have 
seen - is not wholly reliable. Even after verification by means of 
findings from field-work, this should not be considered the sole 
criterion of the easiness or difficulty of the foreign language in 
question. For one thing, it is not only the differences beweeen la.ngu-
ages that count • Similarities may as well be proved to have an inter-
fering effect. In fact, as Lee (spoOking in gestaltic terms) puts it: 
"verI great dissimilarity may help to lift the learner clear, so to 
speak, of his previous lo.nguage configuration, of his customary way 
of looking at the world through language, •••• and may place him .in a 
fresh orbit."l 
Furthermore, still linguistically speaking, interference may 
come from the foreign language itself by the application of analogy to 
what has already been learnt. (This is simila.r to the practice noticed 
among children lemning their mother tongue.). He should never forget 
also that sach language has its own generic nature, peculiar to it, 
which necessitates the existence of certain areas of difficulty, 
especially in the most complicated urea of NEANING, l'1hore misundor-
standing may cause vTo.rs to be declared und millions of lleollle to be 
killed. 
1 H. R. Loe, "Thoughb on Contrastive Linguistics in the Context of 
Language Tec.ching", Hono a h Serios on Lan ~ es and Lin istics, 
No. 21, 1968 (Hashington D.C.: GeorgotovlIl University, p. 188. 
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l·loreover, one should always keep in mind the fact toot the 
linguistic element is not the only interfering factor in language 
learning. CuI tuxe is as important, so is pedagomr. Both the calibre 
and capability of the teacher and the methods of teaching the native 
as well as the foreign language arc also to be taken into consideration. 
The importance of context to the meaning of lexical items and the 
functions of verb-tenses cannot be over-empha.sized. Finally, the 
feasibility of actually'using the foreign language in living, everyda.y 
situations is a very helpful fuetor. 
One should consider these and any other relevant factors, e.g. 
the students' motivation, when one is teaching the foreign language 
or pln.nning 0. course for teaching it. Language is undoubtedly the 
most useful of mants gifts, but it is also the most complicated, and 
it cannot, therefore, be approached from only one angle. 
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A. INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS 
I. GENERAl. All1S •••••• ' ••••••••• ' • • • • • • • • • •• (:P' 12) 
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Besides the general aims of the curriculum or the Inter-
mediate Stage as a whole, which aims should apply to all 
subjects on the school syllabus, the general objectives of 
teaching English are: 
1. To help the students acquire a wider culture. 
2. To enable them to share in the rapid development of 
knowledge, and in the development of their own country 
and the rest of the Arab vlorld. 
3. To enable them to share in the promotion of peace and 
order in the whole world. 
The English course consequently aims at producing a cultured 
and useful citizen by enabling him to understand and use English 
with a certain measure or proficiency. 
II. SPECIFIC All1S 
The pupils, after four years of English instruction, are 
expected to be able to: 
1. Understand simple spoken English; 
2. Speak simple living English with some fluency; 
3. Read and understand, simple English; and 
4. Urite a short paragraph on a familiar subject. 
B. 
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
I. G]UTIm1AL AND SPECIFIC ATI1S ••••••••••••••••••• (p. 66) 
English, like any other language, is not an end in itself'; 
but a means to an end. It is primarily and basically a means 
of expression and communication among human beings, and as 
\ 
such is always capable of serving the cause of peace in the 
world. }Ioreover, it is the window through which people can 
see into their own and into other people IS culture. Thus, with 
other subjects on the school curriculum, the general aim of 
teaching a foreign language is to help create the good national 
and '\'lorld citizen who is capable of' shouldering his respon-
sihilities and performing his duties efficiently and 
conscientiously. 
The particular purpose of teaching English in secondary 
schools is to help students fUrther in the mastery of the f'un-
damentaJ. language skills, namely: comprehension and expression, 
both oral and ''lri tten. A secondary school graduate is expected 
to be able, not only to express himself fluently and accurately 
in everyday English, but to read with care and understanding 
those text-books he is going to use when he or she joins the 
universi ty or a higher institute of education. 
APPENDIX II 
ENGLISH BOOKS PRESCRIBED FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1971-1972 
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS 
Author Book 
First Intermediate 
.Allen & Cooke 1. Living English for tha Arab "forld (P.BI) 
" 2. Living English for the Arab "[orld (T.BI) 
Longmans 
" 
" 
" 
3. Flash Cards 
4. L~ving English Handwriting, BKI, Part .A-
5 .. Living Engl.ish Handwtiting, BKI, Part li 
6. vIall-Pictures. AI. BI. CI 
7. English Cards 
Second Intermediate 
Publisher 
Longmans 
11 
" 
" 
11 
A.V.A.Dept. 
" 
Allen & Cooke 1. Living English for the Arab \-lor1d (P.BII) Longmans 
" 2. Li"ling English for the Arab World (T.BII) " 
Longmans :3 • Living Eng1i sh Hand"rrl:f;ing ::BK2 " 
Donn ::Byrne 4. The Prisoners (Structural Readers Stage r) 
" 
A. Eyre 5. Green Island (Structural Readers Stage I) 
" 
6. "Tall Pictures: A2. :82. C2 A.V.A.Dept. 
Third Intermediate 
Allen & Cooke 1. Living English for the .Arab Horld (p .BIII) Longmans 
" 2. Living English for the .Arab '{orld (rr:.BIII) " 
Longmans 3. Living English Handwriting BK. 3 
" 
" 4. Hamad the Diver (Structural Readers Stage 2) " 
L.G.Alexander 5. \-forth a Fortune (Structural Readers Stage 2) " 
Ronald Jom 6. Comprehension and Exercises in English I Univ.London 
Pr. 
L. Chapman 7. En61ish Composition for Beginners Longmans 
A.H. Frisby 8. Longman1s First English Dictionary It 
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~iGLISH EOOKS PRESCRIEED FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1971-1972 
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS 
Author Eook 
Fourth Intermediate 
Allen & Cooke 1. Living English for the Arab World (P.BIV) 
" 
2. Living English for the Arab "lorld (T;BIV) 
-
3. Tales from Arab' History (Str. Readers St.3 
Jules Verne 4. Round the "'orld in Eighty Days (Str. 
Readers St.3) 
L.A.Hi11 5. Elementary Comprehension Pieces 
L. Chapman 6. English Composition for Beginners 
A'W.Frisby 7. Longman I s Firs,~ English Dictionary 
Publisher 
Longmans 
" 
" 
" 
O.U.P. 
Longmans 
" 
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ENGLISH EOOKS PRESCRIBED FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1971-1972 
SECO~\RY SCHOOLS 
Author Book 
First Secondary" 
VI.S. Allen 1. Living English Secondary Course (P.EI) 
" 2. Living English Secondary Course (T.:BI) 
Heaton & 
Metho1d ~. Effective Comprehension (B.II) 
J. Buchan 4. The Thirty Nine Steps (Str. Readers St.4) 
A. Hope 5. The Prisoner of Zenda (Str. Readers St.4) 
D~H. Spenser 6. Guided Composition Exercises 
H. i-lest 'J. A New l-iethod Englis~ Dictionary 
'-l.S. Allen 
" 
Heaton & 
Methold 
l-iark Twain 
Thornley 
D.H.Spenser 
U. West 
Second Second~ 
1. Living English Secondary Course (P.BII) 
2. Living fug1ish Secondary Course (T.BII) 
~. Effective Comprehension (B.III) 
4. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Str. Rs.5) 
5. MOder.n Short Stories (Str. Readers St.6) 
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!PPENDIX IV 
CROSS-CULTURAL TEST 
Directions: 1. Encircle the J3EST item from (a, b, c and d) belo"r. 
2. If you do not lmo'-I the best answer, \olri te "I don I t 
know" in the space left against the letter .£.. 
1. Language used by Englishmen in ordinary conversation 
a. is very polite at all times. 
~ depends on the situation but is usually polite. 
c. is impolite in most cases. 
d. is pretty rough especially when used with foreigners. 
e. 
2. When two Englishmen going along the street bump into each other 
accidentally 
a. each of them says "SOrry-II and goes on his way. 
b. each looks angrily at the other but says nothing. 
c. each says Itlu-e you 'blind? You should be more careful!" 
d. they say nothing, do nothing, but go on their way. 
e. 
3. J...n English young man addresaing an older person 
a. always uses "sir" in his conversation. 
b. uses the normal language he uses with his friends. 
c. never uses "sir" in his conversation. 
d. is usually polite but uses no specieJ. mode of addreE!!.. 
e. 
4. If an Englishman is inaul ted, he 
a. usually keeps quiet and says nothing. 
b. alvrays fights the person who has caused the inaul t. 
c. may retum the insult or fight or behave otherwise. 
d. usually returns the ins-Ill t but never fi€l!ts. 
e. 
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5. \Vhen t\>IO Englishmen meet, they usually (x) 
a. shake hands. 
b. embrace. 
c. pat each other on the shoulder or the back. 
d. say "hallo" or a similar vTord or greeting. 
e. 
6. In England, ''lhon two people are introduced to each other for 
the first time, one of them says "How do you do?"; the other 
replies 
a. How are you? 
b. Fine, thank you. 
c. How do you do? 
d. P1eased to meet you. 
e. 
7 • In English speech, and depending on the situation, "Good morning", 
for instance 
~ 
a. may sometimes mean "Good-bye". 
b. is us?d only when two people meet in the morning. 
c. can 1:5e used as a greeting £:rom morning till eveniIlg. 
d. never means "Goodbye". 
eo. 
8. You can begin to call an Englishman by his first name, if he is 
your age (x) 
a. when you meet him for the ~irst time. 
b. not before a. year or so after your acquaintance. 
c. after becoming well acquainted and usually after asking 
l?e:rmi s !lion. 
d. after a very long time and only it you become very close 
• friends. 
e. 
L 
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9. In English conversation among friends and good aoquaintances, if 
one of the speakers uses the expression ''Nonsense'' or ''How foolish 
of you" at the beginning of a sentence 
a. he is actually insulting the person addressed. 
b. he means "You are mad". 
c. he wants to show that he is displeased. 
d. he does not mean to inrrult at all. 
e. 
10. In addressing women in England, the word "madam" is used (X) 
a. When speaking to a married or an unmarried woman 
b. only when speaking to a. married woman. 
c. only '-Then speaking to an unmarried woman. 
d. when speaking to all females including very young girls. 
e. 
11 ~ The Queen of England 
a. is the actual ruler of the country. 
b. rules the country with the help of the parliament. 
c. is only a figurehead with no real povler. 
d. can dissolve the parliament whenever she ''lishes to do eo. 
e. 
12. In English society 
a. the division of classes is very rigid. 
b. there is no class system at all. 
c. nobody cr.n move from one class to the other. 
d. people can move from one class to the other, though not ve;y 
easiffi 
e. 
'--
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13. In English life 
a. the CLUB is a very noticeable phonomenon. 
b. there are very few clubs of a:n:y sort. 
c. clubs are strictly based on class system. 
d. all clubs are sports clubs. 
c. 
14. The "PUB" in England is 
a. a disreputable place; that is why women rarely go there. 
b. a place "ll1ore people very often get drunk. 
c. a pleasant place where people meet, drink and talk. 
d. a place \vhere only women Illeet and chat. 
15. In England, a very old parent (x) 
a.. is o.lvmys very welcome to live uith the son or the daughter. 
b. never lives ,·ri th the son or the daughter. 
c. is always sent away to live in an flOld People1s Home". 
d. usually livec alone or in an "Old People I a Home". 
e. 
16. For an old Englich man or \voo.an, to work in a restaurant, office, 
shop, cinema, hotel, etc. 
0.. is considered shameful. 
b. is quite natural. 
c, is not possible. 
d. is very unusual. 
e. 
17. English people have three meala a day; the main meal is 
a, breakfo.st (morning meal). 
b. afternoon tea. 
c. dinner (evoningmcal). 
d~ lunch (midday meal). 
o. 
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18. At breakfast English people usually have (X) 
a. eggs, meat or fish, butter and marmalade. 
b. bread and butter and marmalade only. 
c. eggs, cheese and marmalade. 
d. only fish or meat. 
19. At meal-time English Il"oople 
a. usually avoid unpleasant subjects. 
b. talk normally even on unpleasant topiCS. 
c. discuss important matters. 
d. discuss business and work in particular. 
e. 
20. In England shopping is generally done by 
a. the head of tho family. 
b. the house-wi! e. 
c. one of the children. 
d. the. servant. 
e. 
21. English :;;eople are 
a. genC!t'ally very hospitable. 
b. reasonably hospitable and nice. 
c. very inhoopi table. 
d. indifferent; they rarely invite anybody for a meal. 
e. 
22. Bargaining in Englond (X) 
a. is very common. 
b. takes place only in big business. 
0" is not lalmm at all. 
d. is considered very impolite. 
e. 
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23. vlhcn an Eng1ishImm offers somebody "a drink", this usu::W.ly moans 
a. tea. b. coffee. (x) 
c. an alcoholic drink d. a soft drink. 
e. 
24~ In present-day English socie~ 
a. men and women have the same rights. 
b. men have more rights trum 't..romen. 
c. women have more rights than men. 
d. men are paid more than women for the Sru!lC jobs. 
e. 
25. An English girl of 21 
a. must consult only her mother in the choice of her husband. 
b. must consult both her parents before getting married. 
c. cannot actually get married without her parentsl approval. 
d. can choose her husband wi thout consulting her parents at 0.11. 
e. 
26~ Young English men and "VlOmen 
a. are not allowed to mix frcely at the universi~. 
b. can go out freely together before marriago. 
c. cannot mix rreely in the secondary school. 
d. can live together ao man and "Vlife without marriage. 
e. 
27 • In English every-day lire it is normal to seo 
a. a young JUal1 embracint} a young woman in public •. 
b. two young men embrace each other in public. 
c. two women embracing each other in public. 
d. a brother and sister embracing in public. 
e. 
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28. In modern England 
29. 
:30. 
a. divorce is found only in non-Christian communities. 
b. divorce is difficult to get but is quite common. 
c. Christians can never get a divorce. 
d. the rate of divorce is higher th:m in other Christian countries. 
e. 
When English men and ''lomcn meet il<ogethcr', they 
a. never refer to sox. 
b. are very reserved in their reference to sex. 
c. tnlk freely about sex as about anything else. 
d. discuss only sex. 
e. 
An English girl of 17 or 18 
a. can leave her parents and livo by herself. 
n. must live with her parents. 
c. can leave her parents but muot live ''lith some relatives. 
d. never lives with her parents. 
e. 
31. l.n Dnglish girl 
a. con have sexual experience b afore marriage. 
b. is severely punished for sexual experience before marriage. 
c. does not like to have sexual experience before marriage. 
d. co.nnot get married if she has had sexual experience before 
marriage. 
o. 
32. English wives are 
a. never unfaithful to their husbands. 
b. more faithful to their husbands than their husbands are to them. 
c. immediately divorced if they arc unfaithful to their husbands. 
d. are generally quito faithful. 
e. 
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3'3. For an English girl to go abroad by herself (on a tour, for instance) 
a. is quite normal 
b. is very unusual. 
c. never happens. 
d. is preferred to going in 0. group. 
e. 
34. vlhile queuing for a bus in London, a man pinches an English girl; 
\;That docs the girl nOrI!l3.lly do? 
a. she looks back angrily but does nothing else. 
b. she keeps quiet as if nothing has happened. 
c. she takes off her shoe and hits the rmm with it. 
d. it depends: if thg man i!l young and attractive, she may oell 
smile to him. 
e. 
35. 1 .. young Englich couple can 
a. get married only in the Church. 
b. get married either in the Church or in a special office. 
c. got married Only in a special office. 
d. get married in an office or in a court of justice. 
e. 
36. In present-day England, those men who wear their hair very long 
a. include almost everybody: old and young. 
b. arc only the very old IJeoIJlc. 
c. are 0. minority of tho people i uf.lU.ally young. 
d. include 0.11 school-children. 
o. 
31. At dinner-time in England 
~. the hoad of tho family usually sits at the head of the table. 
b. only the \<lifo sits at the head of the table. 
c. anybody can sit anywhero. 
d. the eldest son only can sit at the head of the table. 
e. 
38. EnGland is nmro.days :ching to the decimal system in money; 
English people in general (x) 
f'.. are very h...'1.ppy at the change. 
b. are very upset by the change. 
c. would rather koep to the old system. 
d. are preparing to fight against the change. 
e. 
39. If an Englishman suddenly falls ill and Ma to be taken to the 
hospital Ilia next-door neighbour 
a. !!E§.i take him in his car or in a taxi-cab. 
b. does nothing, and docs not even care. 
c. only rings for an ambulance; he may not oven do that. 
d. ~ take him to hospital, but docs not feel compollcd to do so. 
e. 
40. Churches in England 
a. must all face Jerusalem. 
b. can face any direction. 
c. must faco Rome. 
I 
d. can face Je~alem or Rome but no other direction. 
e. 
41. If' you are talking to on Englishman who is not your friend 
a. you must stand about a yard away from him. (X) 
b. you can stand very close to him, if you wish. 
c. you can put your hand on his shoulder and whisper in his ear. 
d. you must stand at least two yards away from him. 
e. 
42. In a well-to-do English house, the hall is 
a. the largest room whore important parties are usually held. 
b. an ord.inary room where members of' the family usually 8i t • 
c. a very small room for coats, umbrellas, etc" at the entrance. 
d. the large room where visitors are received. 
e. 
43. In a well-do-do English house the drawing room is 
a. the room used for dxawing pictures. 
b. the room where formal visitors are received. 
c. the same as the sitting room. 
d. the largest bedxoom in the house. 
e. 
44. In EnB'lish society 
a. old.people are more respe~ted than young people. 
b. young people are more reopected than old people. 
c. respect dep~nds on the person1s position. 
d. everybody respects everybody else. 
e. 
45. In an English restaurant 
a. the customer who arrives first is served first. 
b •. the waiter serves people as he finds fit. 
c. the mar e respect.o.ble-Iooking people are served first. 
d. older people are usually served before others. 
o. 
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46. If you mn.ke en appointment \-Ii th an EnglishInnn 
0.. you must arrive exactly at the fixed time, or the o.ppoL~tment 
is cnncellod. 
b. you can be 0. few minutes Iato before the appointment is can-
celled. 
c. he waits for an hour or so before cnncelling the appointment. 
d. you must arrive at least fifteen minutes eoxly. 
e. 
47. Even among English friends, invitation to a party, the theatre, etc. 
a. should be mde at leo.st two weeks in advance. 
b4 can be made 0. fml hours in advnnce. 
c. should a.l"lo.yS be ma.de in \-Jriting and at least 0. fe\oJ' weeko in 
advance. 
d. ohould normally be made 0. few dAys in advance. 
e. 
48. lihen an Englishman, spea.king about his country, says, "This is a 
free country", he means that 
a. everybody can do \vhntever he/she likes. 
b. eycrybody is free to vote or not to vote at election time. 
c. everybody can do or sn.y who.t he likes wi thin certain lim! ts. 
d. everybody is allo\-lcd to spea.k freely at Hyde Park Corner. 
c. 
49. Gcnera.lly, English people nmro.do.ys 
0.. Welcome change of 0J1y kind. 
b. do not like chrulge of any kind. 
c. nrc still more conservative than mnny other peoples. 
d.' welcome chnnge in technicnl matters only. 
c. 
50. English people are well-known for their 
a. spirit of compromise. 
b. great enthusiasm for new political ideas. 
c. fiery temper. 
d. readiness to obey their government at all times. 
e. 
51. Newspapers in "England are 
a. used for "fish and chips" only. 
b. very widely read. 
c. rarely read by the general public. 
d. read by everybody: old and young, allover the c01mtry. 
e. 
52. In the English educational system 
a. a public school is actually a private school. 
b. a grammar school teaches no grammar at all. 
c. a technical school has nothing to do ,dth technical matters. 
d. a modern secondary school is usually very old. 
e. 
53. In present-day England 
a. there is still a high rate of illiteracy. 
b. the rate of Ii tera.cy is about 90% 
c. the rate of illiteracy is high only among foreigners. 
d. there is virtually no illitoracy. 
o. 
54. The ''lord "Hunting" in England usually means 
a. hunting nnfmals of all sorts. 
b. fox-hunting only. 
c. hunting birds and animals of all sorts. 
d. only shooting birds "lith the help of a falcon. 
o. 
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55. In present-day Eng1::md, betting ond othar sorts of gambling nre 
a. very popular 
b. pOpl1ar only among the rich. 
c. forbidden::md nobody actuo.l1y practises them. 
d. forbidden but everybody actuo.lly practises them. 
e. 
56. The theatre in Eng1::md is 
0.. forbidden by the Church. 
b. frequented only by the rich. 
c. very popular among all. 
d. in a very sad condition. 
e. 
57 • In present-day England 
a. cricket io more popular thnn other games in summer. 
b. football is the most pormlar at all times. 
c • golf is very popular among yO'llllg people. 
d. horse-racing is popular only among the rich. 
e. 
58. On Sundo.y morning in Eng1o.nd 
d.. everybody must go to ohurch. 
b. everybody usually goes to church. 
c. not mnny people usually go to· church. 
d. only \-lomon go to church. 
e. 
59. The policeman in England is 
a. considered very friendly to tho people in general. 
b. helpful only to women and children. 
c. generally disliked or at least avoided by people in general. 
d. concerned only with the pursuit of criminn.ls. 
e. 
60. In English houseD nouadays (x) 
• 
a. most people have telephones_ 
b. most people have. television sots. 
c. most people have refrigerators. 
d. most people nave libraries. 
o. 
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5 - - - - - 35 !33 24 8 9 6 
--.;. 
6 
- 49 38 10 3 36 15 3 12 7 -
-7 14- 56 13 17 
- 37 53 11 31 
- 5 
8 
- - - - - 38 - - - - -
9 10 l3 13 60 9 39 22 19 16 
.43. 1 
-10 
- -
- - -
40 11 21 19 7 ~2 
--11 17 27 g 3 1 41 
- - - - -12 17 15 20 26 22 42 25 14 17 ~ 17 
-13 
.2.2. 13 9 6 17 43 39 ]1 12 3 9 14 6 24 38 2 30 44 4 4 11 54 7 
-15 
-
- - - - 45 81 4 6 8 1 
-16 1 70 8 20 1 46 6~ g 5 11 5 
-17 7 10 62 12 9 47 21 1.1 13 43 9 
-18 
- - - - -
48 27 17 11 19 -19 28 )1. 17 14 9 49 5 47 t2. 18 1 20 18 11 1 n 50 28 13 37 13 9 - u 
-21 
- J2 30 22 11 51 
- 12- - 66 tr 22 
- - - - - 52 2Q 12 4 14 22 
23 
- - - - - 53 14 19 16 30 21 
-24- 70 1 6 20 3 54 ~- 7 33 17 9 -25 5 13 
-
80 2 55 Jl '16 11 15 25 
-26 11 ~ - 35 2 56 1 9 75 13 2 
-27 §2 
- 5 9 1 57 In 21 7 23 2 28 ' 4 II 50 12 17 58 20 18 51 7 4 
-29 13 12 
.21 14 {3 59 79 9 4 2 6 
-30 63 5 24 5 3 60 
- - - - ---
314. 
-...... ---~~ Summary: University Stu.dents (K.U.S.) 
Boys: 6; Girls: 11 ; Total: 17 
Item Correct Scores I~tem Co-r-r-e-ct Score-;----t 1---~--:;..~....,......--1_.--'. -- .-.-..,. __ ~ ___ _ 
No. Male fFemale Total r.8~e fT No. i Malei F~m.a_l_e~otall _ ')~e 
-1""'""'--+--4--' -1-0--t--14~--r-""'82.3! 31! 5 I 11 16 I 94 
2 ~ I 11 17 100 1 32 I 4! 3 7 41.2 
3 5 j 5 10 58.8 33 I 4 I 10 14 82.3 
: ~ i = : 17~6 !I ~~ i ! I : : !~.3 
6 1 I 1 2 \. 11.8 1 36 I 4 I 9 13 76.4 
7 0 0 0 00 37 1 1 0 I 1 5.9 
8 - - - - 38 I -2 Ii I 
9 4 7 11. 64.7 I 39 . 7 9 
6 10 - - - - 40 2 4 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
127 
t28 
29 
4 
1 
4 
6 
4 
3 
1 
6 
1 
o 
6 
4 
6 
5 
5 
4 
2 
8 
5 
10 
6 
4 
11 
5 
8 
3 
12 
11 
... 
14 
9 
5 
17 
6 
47 41 I 
17.6 42 t 
t 
70.6 I 43 , 
64.7 I 44 I 
- 45 
,82.3 46 
/52 .9!47 
I -I 48 29.4,j 49 100 iI 50 
. 35.31 51 
. 
o 
2 
1 
3 1 
o I 
o I 
1 I 
1 ! 
1 
7 
o 
9 
2 
o 
5 
5 
~ I 
1 1 
12 I 
2 
o 
6 
6 
5.9, 
52.9 
5.9 
70.6 
11.8 
00 
35.3 
35.3 
1 4 5 29.4 
5 8 13 76.4 
- - - r 52 4 6 10 58. 
- - I -:: 53 1: 2 3 17. 
3 3 117.6 il54 0 I 3 3 17.6 
11 17 I 100i' 55 1 I 6 7 41~2 
9 13
1 
'76.41156 6 I 11 17 100 
11 17 100 ,: 57 I 2 \. 6 8 47 
4 9 152.9:158 3 9 12 70.6 
9 14 'j82. 3 ',,59 6! 11 17' 106 
I ' \ I ~O ._~-l10 ,14 }2.3 '; 60 .~--=-1--=--.- - .. _ ...:'J 
TOTALS .'. ·~-:~'-:":_·.a-.'. .... ,.:..h .. ,_:.:.~ _1:1-.4 __ 1. __ 2.97. ~.Jj..il. -~ ..... "J 
AV_EUAG~S ••••• ~":'~-': •. :.!.!...~_. ~_::~~_c~ 8% : 54~~ : 
AVEl1AGE (BOYS AND GIR~S)' "'" .-::-:a:._._:~---:~_-::_~.~.~ ... "0". -~52-"l-
a _______ --.- ____ .• 
375. 
A}ll·:J~l'm IX IX 
Swmnary:Teachers (K.T".E. ) 
Hales: 8 ; Females: 8 ; Total: 16 
\ , ~----~- .. -.. - ... ---....-.....- _. - -_ .. : ... - .. - -- ........ - .. --- .. _ ........... , .. ----. 
lIT 0 • 0 fl C 0 r~_c_' ~ c.o re_~_ --iN 0 • (\ f _. C 0 ~!:~.:L~.92_ r...£..D_ ~_._ 
iItem 1 rJ1ale i '-e_~leI. ~_otal LJilLr...t ..e4-.J,I_aJ-_e- . .E.e.I!1 .. al ~_~"1!.<.:~J- ..• 1::. 
1 8 I 8 1 16 100! 31 8 6 14 87.5 
2 8 8 I 16 100i" 32 8 8 16 100 
3 ! 8 81 I 16 100 33 i 8 8 16 100 
4 . 8 6; 14 87.5 I 34 I 4 5 9 56.3 
5 . - - I 35 4 6 10 62.5 
6 4 0 4 25 36 8 7 15 93.8 
7 8 6 14 87.5 37 0 0 00 00 
8 I - ~ 38 
9 I 4 4 8 . 50 39 5 8 13 81.3 
I 
10 I 
11 
12 
13 
.14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
I· 26 27 
28 
\ 29 
~ 30 
8 
n 
4 
4 
4 
8 
4 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
8 
8 
5 
8 
8 
'- 40 a 8 n 50 
16 100 41 '-
16
1 
100 42 6 5 11 68.8 
12 75 43 8 6 14 i87.5 
11168.8 44 0 a 0' 00 
-I - 45 5 8 13 8~.3 
12 75 46 4 ~ 8 50 
16 100 47 3 4 7 43.8 
I 48 4 8 12 75 
9 56.3. 49 5 5 10 62.5 
16 100\ 50 8 8 16 100 
16 100' 51 8 8 16 100 
52 8 6 14 87.5 
53 0 3 3 18.8 
8 4 12 75 54 0 1 1 6.3 
8 8 16 I 100 55 4 0 4 25 
8 8 16 100 56 8 8 16 100 
8 8 16
1
100 57 5 8 13 181.3 
8 8 16 100 58 8 8 16 I 100 
4 5 9 !56.3 59 8 8 I 16 I 100 
4 O! 4! 25J 60 ; _ ! _ ! _ ' _ !--..:----L-~ ___ . _ ....:. __ _. .. ___ .... _~ ____ ~-- .... _ ... ~ __ ... ~ .. __ J_ .... _ ..... -.1. ....... _. 
'!------ ..... fOTjl_L~_ - .. - - _ ... _ .. _,.:: 4?§9 __ .l2.9~ __ ._ J2_Q7. .. L __ .. i"" 
r-___ --:;A:;.:..V,:::;ERAGES -.-_._. __ . .!._ 72_.J.LL_li •. 51~i _ ... J ..... ! 
'-~--_.A. V-g,JiAQ. E J P'A~_E. ~l.~l!ALE ) • , , •• t • , • , •• < •• , , = 173 • t1 $. ! 
.' ... -.- .... __ .. -.... - -- ........... _- -_ ...... -- ..... 
Ml'ENDIX X 
COMPARATIVB TABLE 
SELECTION OF OfTIr:lUI.I CHOICE 
376. 
·NO.of Average ~{ _f\lo.o4 Av(;ragc 2.~ 
Itf1!j B.C.G 1(.S.S: K.U.Sjl' ... T.j: Iten1 B.c._d K.S.S K.U.SjK.T.E 
1 91 61.5 i 82 1100 31 1 94 ! 7'7.5 ,94 187 • 5 
2 91 85 !100 100 I 32: 83 I 45.5 i 41 I' 100 
I I I 
3 63 30.5 59 100 I 33; 60 I 53 I 82 100 
4 40.5 49.5 18 87.5, 34 137 ! 61.5 35 56 
I 5 - - - i - 35 94 21.5 47 162.5 
16 46 14.512 125 3674 78 76 94 
12 00 ~7 .5 I 37 71.5' 28.5 6 00 7 
e 
. 9 
110 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
57 
69 59 
- ! - I 3b - - f-
65 50 39 69 52 53 
69 62 
91.5 Ie 
65.5 58 
47 
18 
71 
86 
83 
66 
36.5 65 
- -
76.5 82 
66.5 53 
- -
49 23 29 
91.5 76.5 P.oO 
66 40.5 35 
74 
97 
77 
83 
83 
54 
91 
17 18 
CO.5 rOO 
51 76 
85. 5 ~OO 
15 53 
55.5 82 
61.5 82 
40 83 17.5 135 
100 
100 
75 
69 
41 - -
42 40.5 36 
43 57 44 
6 
53 
75 
100 
44 49 
45 77 
46 57 
47 49 
48 66 
56 49 46 
100 50 66 
100 51 49 
- 52 86 
- 53 49 
75 54 46 
100 55 91.5 
100 56 74 
100 57 71 
100 58 94 
56 59 91 
25 GO 
29.5 6 
80 71 
12.5 12 
12 uo 
43.5 35 
34.5 35 
35 29 
28.5 76 
57. 59 
40 18 
30 18 
46.5 I 41 
79.5 100 
48.5 47 
59.5 71 
73.5 100 
- -
81 
50 
69 
87.5 
00 
81 
50 
44 
75 
62.5 
100 
100 
87.5 
19 
6 
25 
100 
81 
100 
100 
, , ! ~ ___ ' _____ '_____ ' _____ ' ____ ~i __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~I ____ ~; ____ 1 
APPENDIX XI 
CO~~SION PASSAGE NO.1 
Read the following passage, then answer the questions at the ond:-
Bill Fuller, the pestman, '\vhistled cheerfully (1) as he pushed 
hi~ bicycle (2) up the hill tOvrards old Mrs. Dunley's house. His 
work for the day, was almost finished; his bag, usually quite heavy when 
he set out on his round, "las empty now except for the letter that he 
had to deliver to Mrs. Dtmley. She lived over 0. mile from the village 
(3) so that, \vhen Bill ho.d 0. letter for her, he always finished his 
day's llork much later. He did not mind this, however, because she 
never failed to ask him in for 0. cup of teo..(4) 
\o1!wn Bill entered the go.te (5) of l-frs. Dunley's house, he wns 
surprised not to find hur \'lorking in her garden. (6) She usually spent 
most afternoons thore when the weather was fine. Bill went straight 
round to the back of the house, thinking that she might be in the 
ki tchen. (8) The door wo,s locked Dnd the curtains were drawn. Puzzled, 
he returned to the front of the house and knocked hard on the door. 
There was no ansvler. Bill thought thr..t this was very strange because 
he knew that I·Irs. Dunley rarely left the houne. 
'JUst then ho noticed that har bottle of milk, (9) which was 
d~livered early in the morning, was still on the doorstep. This "Torried 
him. If Hrs. Dunley had not taken in her milk, perhaps she was ill. Bill 
,ro.lked round the house until he found on open -,'lindovl. It was small, but 
he just managed to squeeze through, He went into 'the hall. (10) There 
he almost fell over NrEl.Dunley, who ''laS lying at the foot of the stairs I 
uncon~cious. Realising that thoro was little he could do for her, 
Bill rushed out of the house, stopped a passing car and told the 
driver to telophone (11) for an ambulance as soon as ho got to the 
village. 
Encircle the ~ itC!l from a, b, c and d below:-
1. vlhy did the postman uhistle cheerfully? Because 
a. he always did that while delivering the mail. 
b. he ws riding a bicycle. 
c. he ,vas about to finish his day's work. 
d. the weather was fine. 
e. (I don't knOl-I). 
2. How do postmen in England cerry out their duties? 
a. allan bicycles. 
b. all on foot. 
c. some on bicycles, others on foot. 
d. some on bicycles, others on foot, others in cars. 
e. (I don't know). 
3. Are all houses in English villages far from each other? 
a. Yes, they are. English peoplo don't like to live very close 
to each other. 
b. No, they a.:ren t t • English people like to live very close to 
ea.ch other. 
c. Most of them are qUite nce.r; 0. few, however, may bo a. long 
way from the rest. 
d. In most villages houses are on faxms which axe very fax from 
each other. 
e. (I don't know) 
4. '\Ilhy didn't Mrs. Dunley usually offer the postman a strong drink? 
a. Because tea is the most COIIDnon drink in English homesw-
b. l'IXS. Dunley was 0. "Toman; 0. man would offer tho postmnn a 
strol1g' drink. 
c. Strong drinks axe never used in English homes. 
d. Mrs. Dunley was ptlor and couldn't afford to offer strong drinks 
e. (I don't know) 
5. Docs every house in Englo.nd usually have a gate? 
a. A separate house with 0. garden usually has one.' 
b. Every house or apartment in England I!IU.st have one. 
c. Only apartments have gates. 
d. Only big buildL"1gG, have gates. 
e. (I don't know) 
6. Does every house in Englcnd have a garden? 
a. All kinds· of houses have gardens. 
b. Only separate houses have gardens. 
c. Every house or o.poxtmcnt has a roof garden. 
d. Very fow housos havo go.rdcns. 
e. (I don't know) 
h 7 • The 'Wea ifer in England is 
a. always fine. 
b. o.lwo.ys cloudy. 
c. oi thor cloudy or rainy or cold. 
379. 
d. usua.lly changeable. but can be wet, cold, cloudy, warm or fine. 
e. (I don't know) 
8. \fuat is there usu.o.lly at the back of an English house? 
a. Only tho ki tchcn. 
b. Tho kitchen and a ~'den for vegetables. 
c. The bedrooms. 
d. Tho si ttingroom. 
e. (I don't knovl > 
9. Hm·, do English familio3 got thoir daily milk? 
a. It is bought dnily from the shops. 
b. It is ordered by telephone every morning. 
c. It is provided by the cow which lives in the house. 
d •. It is left in bottles at the front door every morning. 
e. (I don't know) 
10. \·JhD.t is the hall in an English house? It is 
0.. the wide room where visitors nre received. 
b. the very small room at the entrance of the house. 
c. the sittL~ room. 
d. the main dining room. 
e. (I don't know) 
11. How \-rill the driver telephone for an ambulance? 
,eo. 
a. He can telephone from ro:ry house - all houses in England 
have telephones. 
b. Probably from a public telephone booth. 
c. He can telephone only from the post-office. 
d. He must go to a bigger village and telephone from-there. 
e. (I don't know) 
12. vlbero will tho ombulance como from? 
0.. From the village hospi toJ. or clinic ,."hieh must have on 
ambulance. 
b. From tho city; an English village has no ambulances. 
c. From tho neighbouring tmm. 
d. From the village-doctor's office. 
e. (I don't know) 
13. If you were the postman, who.t would you have done? 
(lUlswer _ in your own ",ords). 
APPENDIX XII 
COMPOSITION TOPICS 
381. 
1. Describe the wedding of n relation or a friend that you went to. 
Say how the bride and the bridegroom met one another. Describe the 
fo:rro.al marriage in detail. Then write about the celebrations, 
describing the food, the music, the dancing, and so on. 
2. If someone offered to pay all your expenses for a month's 
holiday anywhere in the 'vorld, where would you go? Explain in 
detail why you would go there and say how you \-Tould travel. Then 
describe in detail what you would do when you were there. 
3. Many people believe in ghosts, others do not. But mnny people 
have had some sort of experience in their lives which they cannot 
easily explain. Tell the story of something which bas happe~ to you 
or to someone olse which is not easily explained. (If you believe 
in ghosts, tell a ghost story that you or one that you know was 
personally involved in.) 
4. Uri te about a big annUAl festivnl. Explain the reasons for this 
festival and describe in deto.il tho preparations that axe made at 
home or in your town or village for it. Also describe uhat happena. 
on tho actual d.o.y. 
5. vIri to on account of a quarrel you once had with 0, friend or a 
member of your fo.mily, or a quarrel between two other people at \-Thich 
you were present. Explain the reason for the quarrel and describe 
how the quarrel ended. Include in your composition some of the 
acutaJ. \vords which were used during the quarrel. 
6. 'f.rite a composition about a famous man or woo::tl that is your 
favourito. (Leave out all politico,l figures.) Describe his or her 
virtues and beliefs in details and say what you lllee most in him or her. 
382 • 
.APPENDIX XIII 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Part I: Reading 
1. which prescribed English books (main or supplementary you 
h_QJTo 
have read ~t snhoo~lou anjoyed most? 
a. •••••• b" •••••• c. •••••• d. ••••.• e. . •.... 
2. What sort of books do you borrow from the school library for 
generai reading? (l'1'..ark each of the chosen items ,\-li th a cross.) 
(a) Arabic Books: 
i. J\rabic novels ii.Translated novels 
iii. !rabic plays iv. Translated plays 
v. Arabic biographies vi. Translated biographies, 
vii. Others 
(b) write down the titles o£ some o£ the books that impressed you most: 
i • •.••••• ii . ...... iii. ...... i v. . .... . 
(c) English Books 
i. Novels ii Short stories 
iii 'Biographies iv. Plays 
iv. Others 
3. Arabic Journals: 
Write down the names of some of the journals that you read regularly: 
n ••••• ;. b ••••••• c ••••••• d •••••••• e ••••••• 
4. !'slish Journal.s: 
What English journ~ls do you read regularly? 
a .....•. b ••••••• c. 
Part II: Mass Media (other than ,journals) 
1. \Vh1ch motion-pictures do you enjoy more: English or American? 
English: American: 
2. 14hich of the following is your favourite topic in foreign 
motion-pictures? (mark the chosen topic with X). 
a. Detective b. Love stories c. Adventures d. Musicals 
o. Social f. Action and military g. others 
3. .Which T.V. serials do you like most? (refer to the kinds 
mentioned in 2 above) 
....................................... " ........................... . 
4. . Mention some of those serials that you have watched and 
likod very IIIllch: 
a ••• , ••• b ••••••• c ••••••• d. • ••••• e ••••••• £ •••.••• g. 
g. . .' .. .. h. . ..... 
5. vlhat other T.V. programmes do you also like to watch? 
a. . ..... b. • • • • • • c. . ..... d. • ••••• e •.•.••. f. . '.' ... 
g ••••••• h. , ..... 
Part III: Th~ Home 
1. Is theEe a libr~ III your house? 
Yes: No: 
2. If there is one, what is the predominant nature of the books? 
a. in Arabic. b. in English 
3. 
4 •. 
5. 
6. 
a. 
\fuich members of your family can speak English well? 
Is English used at all at home? ••••••• _ ••••••••• 
••••••• 
Which members of your family read English books or magszines? •••• , 
Are any of your brothers or sisters 
at the university? b. in the secondary schools? 
Do some of these pursue their studies in English/American 
a. schools in Kuwait? b. schools abroad? c. universities in 
England or America? (Give detail~) ............... . 
Part IV: Travel 
1. vlhcre do you normally spend your summer holidays? 
a. In Kuwait, b. In another Jl.rab country, c. In EuropejEngland/ 
.iunerica, d. Elsewhere 
2. Have you ever been to England? ••••••• 
3. Have you ever been to America? ••••••• 
4. \·fuat did you like most in either of these countries? 
a, •••.•. b ••••• I' C ••••••• d ••••••• e .. I. II. f ..•..•• 
5. What did you not like most there? 
a •.•••• b •.••••• c •.•...• d ••••••• e. • • • • • • £. • ••••• 
Vowels, 
Arabic 
Sound 
1 
.!:' 
lS 
•• 
;' 
-
,.!) 
-
-,. 
s 
..:>' 
I 
s 
I (51 .. ii~ 
, l$~ 
r ,--' I 
i ," 
'<.5 I .. 
I 
A'PPijFDIX XIV 
NtABIC TRANSLITERATION 
--------.....-
" 
semi-vowels, etc. C011 S011 an to 
English Ar[1bic Arabic English Arabic 
Sovl1d Transli t. Gound Sow d Trunsli t. 
long a a: u b b . 
t:J t t 
. 
long u u: ~ the inlc th 
J". ( 6ara )all' j 
long i i: P' Uon-existe.u'i; R 
. p 
, 
il kh 
short a a j d d 
• • ~ th(at) dh 
short u u J r r 
• 
J z z 
short i i u- s s 
.. 
c...r-J sh sh 
o,w aw ~ NOD-exist. S 
(JP 11 D 
ay ay J> 11 'T , . 
..D 11 DR 
Do.uble 2 letters t II t 
lette r t II gh 
Glottal ? ~ f :f 
stop I ... 
'-' N on-exi st. q 
V'l w .,.!.) k k 
J 1 1 
y y ( m m 
0 11 tl 
J;> h h 
I I 
-, 
APPENDIX XV 386. 
IMAGE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
VOCABULARY TEST 110. 1 
A. CO:rt.lPOUNDS: 
I. L'1. each item you are given two or tr..ree simple worcls. V..ake 
one compound \<lorcl ('4--'&J" LJS') out of each two or three to give 
the meaning stated. No. 1 is an ex..-'lID,Ple. 
1. rise/sun: sunrise the rising of the sun (~\~) 
2. shed/blood: 
3. ache/head: 
4. cline/room: 
5. cut/sword: 
6. silver/fox: 
7. man/servant: 
8. elephant/cow: 
f 
9. mad/house: 
10. sweet/shop: 
11. he/goat: 
12. gr :1tld/stone: 
13. hear/say: 
14. up/keep: 
the ohedding of blood C-L..1.ll.:.1; _) 
ache in 'the head ~ I .... ,____ .Dc!') 
a. room for dining ~(r.k.b.J14_--,:~ ) 
a cut made by the sword (~'-t 4...~ v" (fU r:l::,) 
a. fox with a colour like silver (v,.u'~.; ~) 
a servant who is a man (not a woman) ((oJ L;.) 
an elephant that is female CJ--JH~') 
a house where In3.d. people are kept ~ '.,..J' u-i-!.:..-) 
a shop where sweets axe sold (..:;..L~ v loS..) ) 
a goat that is male (rWI J'l.1, ~ ) 
a stono used for grindin.g oorn, etc.( vp-lbJl r-~ , ...,..... 
report, nUllOUX, commontalk CJ,t.J.':o ~,uUI) 
keeping th.i.ngs in good condition ( 4J ~ ) 
15. public/schoolboy: a student of a public Bchool (~t;,. 4-) ~ ~tb) 
16. worthy/trust: 
17. sea/sick~ 
18_ redjblood: 
19. White/snow 
20. deep/knee: 
21 cOlour/blind: 
22. brown/grey: 
23. green/ever: 
24. over/anxiOUS 
wor'i;hy of trust (; i414r-J,-. ) 
sick because of sea-travel G _~1 )t,-4""t.e.) 
as red as blood. (r..ut' ~I ) 
.. 
very white l cfJlS't..e-l: .~t) 
rising to the knees (:L.-$';ll t \.i::}-t-) 
banllOt distinguish certain colours (v 'y''il ~ ..,...1.-
) (~ ul. JJL) 
green all round the yea:r (d~' r'J ) 
brown and gxcy 
more a.nxious than necessary ( rjAlI~.o;S1 JlS ) 
25. under/ripe: 
26. date/to/up: 
27. out/Ii'ye: 
28. come/over: 
29. upjhold: 
30 under/go: 
31. hand/oade: 
not ripe enough (~I ~b ) 
modern, recent, new (Jt.~ 1':!.rfU.' ~~ > 
live long-ex than I .. I' • '-' • •• "" '"".., .....,...l ~ ~ 
• .. w 
beat, conquer 
m.tffer, pass tllrough (J , .. ,..;.) 
made by h&""ld. (~4 J ,;. .~. ) 
338. 
\ 
A.:I:jEHDIX XVII 
--- .. _._- .. _ .... -_ ... 
Vocabulary Test No. 1 (Compounds) 
Table of Correct Scores No. of students: 214 
II o. of II o. O,f
1
.G2f.".EJ;, ,Sc".r.eE-l1'e.!: .~.cp.?,o] Total % r;;:;:-s~;,,~ 
ItemjJ __ li _] ~_9 .. _.P_I- _~~ .;F_ .. _ .G. + It -.J __ ~ ... on Each; 
__ .._~»-_L.29_ ., . .?? __ ~~ r-?9 .. )_O_~. f2. +2]_ .... ..?)..4. L ... S.e~c_t.i.o~. : 
2 16 113 11 19 14 17 13 15 118 I 551-. " . 
3 27 114 ,15 21 24 113 19 21 154 75~ . 
4 18 . 18 i 9 7. 12 ! 13 14 13 104 597" I 
5 17 ! 17 i 7 17115 15 14 14 116 541, I 
6 23 I 7; 17 1 20 18 18 16 15 134 163~ i 
7 6 I 1 I l' 0 2 2 1 2 14 7)( ! 
8 9! 5 7 7 I 8 8 7 5 56 126)' I 
9 13 i 12 13 16 12 11 15 16 108 I 5D';, I 
10 14; 12 ,13117 15 14 13 14 112 i 52% 
11 13! 7 7 i 18 13 15 17 110 I 110 151~c 
12 10: 7 I 9' 20 1] 12 1 10 113 I 92 43~'" I 
13 9 I 1 7 14 I 3 10 8 110 62 l 29~" 
14 O! 7 3 6 5 3 2 6 32 115~~ I 
15 -~--i-=h.2-1 ;1-.5. _ !-~- 18 !-? _I" f. J. •. ..1:.5 .. - - ~).o'l· .6.1j~.l .~.9.7~. _._ 
16 16: 7 12 15 11 13 15 11 . 100 47~\J I 
17 18: 7 8 10 15 10 9 9 86 140~ 
Ie 9 ! 2 ! 8/ 10 5 6 II 7 11 58 127% 
19 22 ill 110 15 119 I 0 115 16 116 :54~ 
20 12 l 3 12 12: 10 113 I 8 I 8 78 36,,, 
I 21 0 9 41 9! 2 · 3 9! 8 44 1211" 
22 22 5! 16 ' 6 118 15 9 III ,116 54~~ 
I 23 29 i 14 1
16 21 i 20 22 20! 18 1160 ~ 78~~ I 
24 26 ;12 I 9 18 i 17 15 18 115 1130; 611v II 
I 1 I I I 25 25 i16 :121 22 116 18 20 121 150 :73i- I 
26 _)_0_ .;.2.9_j).2+ 1-..9._ .?9 .. ,2.0, . L .21. .~?0 __ .Ll.6?.tJ.9J~J..5.2J( .. _. 
27 l 19 :12 I 5114 8 12 113\ I 7 1 80 !37~ I 
28 I 11 i21 I 8 3 10 9 I 9 15 06 140~ I 
I : 0 I , . c j 29 \ 1 I 1/ 4 2 I 1 0 3 12 I 6". I 
30 : 10 j14 8( 10 12 110 j 12 8 . 84 l39~ I 
31 J l1_l-.. L-1l..lJ ...L!-.3_ J f.;;, " ,.§. J..l.2 __ , .1., ~~ .!j,5.t J3}1', . . 
Total. . , , , , .. """'. ~900 
Av. score on test%= 2g00xlOO 
~X.30 = 
'1 
----------------------_ .... 
APPENDIX XVIII 
VOCABULARY TEST NO.2 
'olORDS ,\-IITH SPECIAL PREPOSITIONS: 
Underline the correct proposition from those between brackets: 
1. . The teacher '\-TaS angry (from, at, .1:!tlli., of) him. 
2. '-Ie arrived (at, to,into, •••••• ) the city at night. 
3. He came ("lith, .Pz, in, on) train yesterday. 
4. .Many people complain (.2£, by, against, from) the heat. 
5. Our class is composed (from, with,£!, about) thirty boys. 
6. I have no doubt (in, at, .2£, for) his ability. 
7. The glass was full (with, from, by, Of) water. 
8. He was found guilty (by, with, .2£, in) murder. 
9. ne lives (from, ,Q!!, at, ''lith) his brother's money. 
10. .Ho is very proud (on, .2f" from with) his son. 
AJ.·l'ENDIX XIX 
Vocabt:lury Test No.2 
Classification of Results 
No. of Students: 192 
391. 
_: ---' .... __ ....... _._._. -_. _ .• ------,--....... _ •• _ ................ e' • ,,~ ___ 
If o. 0 f+---:-_--;-_-r-_S'""'jc~h.;....o..;.O~l-s --r_--; ____ -t-__ T_o_ta_· 1_... A Vel". 
• ! I Item & A~ E1! C1 D1 E1; F1 G1 HI 192 st 
Choice J! i J 
"i.a j 7' 3 3 8! 7 ! 6 4! 4 
b 121 3 I 0 I 0 1 i 0 , 3 l 1 
17 21 !15 110 16 '115 117 '15 ~ I i 
d 2 III 1 131 3 ! 0 2 I 2 
2.a i 9/ 2 I 3 I 3 7 6 2! 2 ~ 115 15 114 113 :14 115 16 '12 
c ! 2 I 8 2 t 4 : 4 I 4 4 i 4 
d 121 3 0 III 0 i 3 1 I 2 
3.a I 31" 0 I 2 I 0 I 2 I 1 2 i 0 
b il25 26 116 '21 125 :26 ,20 :17 
- I I I I 
c I 0 2 I 1 ; 0 r 1 ~ 0 2 I 0 
dO,. 0 0 1 0, II 0 ~ 0 I' 0 ; 0 4.~ 3, 7 3 I 3 ; 5 i 6 , 3 \ 2 
b ' 4 I 0 I 4 10: 3 I 1 ' 0 Ii, 4 I I, I I c 4,5 2i2 3'334 
d 117 115 10 ~6 18 ;14 112 115 
5.a j17 :14 10 112 15 ~16 12 110 
b I 4 j 3 I! 1 3 i 1 2; 3 
, • I 
, ~! 6 11 I 8 ! 6 7 8 i 9 i 7 
i dl . 1 0 I 0 I 2 I! 1 I 1 I 0 I 6.a 20 120 i, 9 ',13 119 !21 P.O 112 
b ; 4 ! 4 51! 4 i 52! 3 I e,i 3 I 4 5! 3 ! 3 I 3 3. 6 
. 'd11;0 01111;0110 
',! I 2 I II I' 7.a I! 3 1 I 2. ; 3 I 2 0 
b Ii 0 ',5 l3 ,'2 '212
1
,'3 
1 
'--
t '1 ' 0 ; C ! 0 I 1 . 0 ; 1 I 0 I 1 ~ !26 124 !13 15 !25 123 ~9 ill 
! ; 
"-. 
-
42 
10 
126 
-
14 
34-
-104 
32 
12 
10 
176 
- 6 
00 
32 
-16 
26 
108 
106 
18 
31 
-6 
124 
28 
30 
-
4 I I 14 
I 18 
I 
"
, 4 156 
-
66~~ 
-
18~c 
--54% 
56~. 
55,,, 
APPEI::fDIX XIX(CONTD) 
[~~~mI3 Bl GIl Dl El F~ Gl HI __ Total 
\
1 8.a 1 3 0 0 I 1 1 I 2 ! 0 
I b 13 10 9 9 112 10; 9 i 10 
~. 10 : 4 8 7 I 9 8; 6 ' 6 
d 4 11 2 5 I 6 6: 5 ~ 5 
9.a 19 ,15 \10 13: 16 116 : 13 12 
12- 5 3',7, 4j 5\ 6: 414 
c! 1 0: 2 ' 2 iII I! 2 I 1 
d 3 110 i 0 I 2 1 4! 6 I 3 2 
I ! I I • I I 10.a 2 0 I 1 3 I 2 I 3 i-I 1 
b 12 114 8 I 8 112 III i 9 :10 
cl 2\01,111 110 ;2 
I_~ 112 .15 9 i 9 10! 12 \10 : 13 
8 
82 
2.§. 
44 
114 
~ 
10 
15 
12 
§! 
{) 
90 477" 
APPENDIX XX 
VOCABULARY TEST no. 3 
Choose the verb that ~ fits into each sentenoe; then in 
the, blank space write only the letter 0., b, c, d, or e that 
preoedes the verb ohosen. 
1. The woman is '" (0.) ••• her hair. 
" a. doing , b. making 
2. Don't... (b') ••• any more troublo. 
0.. do b. make 
3., The pupil ••• (a) ••• his examination. 
0.. took b. made o. of'f'cred. 
4. Yes, you ••• (b) ••• right. 
a. have b. are 
,5. l10 ••• (b) • •• 0. walk: along the ri vcr. 
0.. mo.d.e b. took o. did 
,6. He ••• (0.) • •• his bicycle end went to school. 
0.. got on b. rode 
7. He •• • (n) • •• on interesting lecture yesterday • 
0.. gave b. made, c. Daid d. thrc't'1 
a. I • __ .(0.) • • • my prayers five times 0. day • 
a. say b. do c. roo.d 
Please ••• (a) ••• the lightl 
o.. turn 011 
.' 
b. open c. light 
10 . I ••• (a) ••• a strange dream last night. 
. 0.. h.'ld b. So.w. 
394 • 
.APPEl.IDIX XXI 
VOCABULA.Ry TEST NO.4 
Each of. the following verbs has many meanings and can be used in ma.ny 
of the sentences below. Choose the verb that best £i ts into each 
sentence; then in the blank space write only the letter, a, b, e or d 
which precedes the verb chosen. 
. . 
a.. hold b. bear e. ca:rry d. catch 
1. The book is so old that it \orill not •• (a).. together. 
2. The ice is too thin to .•• (b) •• your weight. 
3. He was •• (c) •• a box on his shoulder. 
4. • • (a) •• him tight or els e he ... lill run away'. 
5. This tree •• (b) •• no fruit. 
6. ~he speaker "TaS able to •• (a) •• the a.ttention of the audience. 
1. He 1-TaS able to •• (d) •• the ball that I thre'" to him. 
8. Never make a promise that you cannot •• (e) •• out. 
9. She \vas •• (a) •• her hands in front of her face. 
10. The pain was too great to •• (b) •• 
11. ~e boy was •• (e) •• a message from his father. 
12. S~me hunters specialize in, •• Cd) •• animals alive for the zoo. 
13. She was •• Ca) •• the pen in her teeth. 
14. W~re you able to •• (d) •• the train? 
15. Some people cannot •• (b) •• travelling by sea. 
16 • 13e careful, or you will •• { d) a bad cold. 
17. W~ll this box •• (a) •• all your things? 
18. He '\-rent out in the bad weather and was,:.. •• (d) •• in the storm. 
19. As the wood is wet, it won't •• (d) •• fire, 
20. We will •• (a) •• a meeting next llednesday. 
APl'ENDIX XXII 
Vocabulary Test No1 4 
Classification of Results 
Number of Students: 2nd year= 50 ; 3rd year (Arts) = 44 
3rd yeur(Sc)44 ; 4th year (Sc.) =46 
Total = 184 students. 
. I' 
Item &, Groups~c_~es on AIf-. _ChoiCeStJ~Total .J?.<l.<?~_o~D.ch.. P.h..! _ 
Choice 2ndl~rd.Al3rd.S Jth,SclTotal~Right Wrong Choices 
. . , ........ _ .. ..-.-.-
Choic~ 1st 2nd 3rd I---+---t----t·-~. -. -- ___ . __ . __ . _____ .. ~ _ ~_ ..__ . __ ~ __ _ 
28 10 64 35~ 
-.-.- -- --- --
1. a 
-
12 
-
14 
-b 16 14 4 14 48,; " ., .• 26~ .. 
c 14 12 8 14 48.. • . . . 2 67~ 
-- ~- -.. -~- . --.. ~ .... ~: ::.:.: -:.: -: :: -:-l ~-;;:' l.3i· .. 
g 16 24 &§. 37% 1.. 
d 8 
--"" . .. -.,. . 
2. a 8 
b 16 
- -
16 16 13 70.. . . 3 8 ~~ 1 
.. 8 '., ,6. , , . _ .. 2 .... ,2,2 •. ' .• , .. .'.'.' ... ' ......... 112.~... , . 
14 10 18 58 32)" I 
4 8 2 14" , . .. ..••. . 8", 
c 20 
d 6 
.-~ ' ...... 
3. a 16 
b 0 
c 26 
- -
22 26 
c 
APFENDIX XXII( CONTD) 396. 
, 
I 
e. 0. 14 I 10 II 6 6 36 ~ .. , t . " . ";t ••.•••.. , 201"/' 
b 28 22 18 10 78 ~... . .. ' .\_ .•.• 421' , 
.£.. 8 6' 16 t§. 58 32/" I , 
d 0 6 4 2 ...• ;1.2. .: •.•.•. ,: .... 1-: ............ , ....... .: .... j .... 6,; 9-:-~' ii .?1. 'iQ'" ~ . !,g i 61(0 1 , I I 
b 10 14. 18! 2 44;,. < •••• .1. •.. ' .247" 1 I 
6 i 4 18' I I 10c i 4 4 i . . . . . . . ';" , . . . . . . . . . /" j 
d 6 2 0 2 10 l' ~ ~ C &I ••• c C" t " . ., .. <- .. "it- 0 , &I t" ... , 5) ..... i~o·~·~··· 12 ., ~t' r -'2'" -~·O-·· . 'l'S' .J .•.•... : .... , .. ~, .• ~,~ •. 4.', •.• ,~ •• ~-..•.•• 1'O·~a 
~ f.Q !£ i ~ ,~ ~; 48/J i . \ I 
c 10 12 I 20 l 4 46 ~ .... , .... , . , .. 25~ I I 
d . I I I ! c I 
11:''; 'li l ~} "12:' . t 1':' ... ~'~"j': .::: .. ::.~ .. ~·:·: .. ·~~·~·!I· Pl't ... 
O 2 · 2 I \ I 8e b 1 l I 0 14 1"'" '." .. , .. ,. 'I····· '.'. /-
..<L 14 .!.Q. I&...., 30 §Q 337U ! 
d 10 8 I 12 2 3 2 .t....,."..,......... 1 7lv I t ;.-2-.- 'a" ].'0' l . 8' 'r J"O' ~ "6 ~ " '3'4".i ....... '. '. ' .. .'['1 '. '.' ,':-. ~', ' .. - i~8'~,'1' -... 
b 14 i 10 10 6 40 .. e , • , , • , , , •• 225'; I 
c 4 6 l 8 0 18 .•..•..•. l . , ....... ' ..... 1. 107" ~ ~ ~ I.!§. 34 ~ 50,: I I 13'.' ~ . 20' .. ii 'lli' ii"'~" f ... 44} '1' . . . . .. . .... j .... 
b 8 6 I 4 2 20. • • . . . , t , t . , . . . . c .. l· 11 ~u I 
c 16. 16 20 10 62. . , . .. ".'" 3 4 i'~ i I 
-4'::' .... ~ ..... :.. ~ .~.. r.2.~ X'''::''':':'''~': .:.: .: .:.:::t: ~~ J'.I 3)0! 
b 14 6, 16 2 3 8 .1........ t . .. 21 )'~ • . 
c 8 6 8 2 24 ·1.."..,. [ , . . , . . .. . 13 ~" 
__ .. d. .28.. lQ .}:~ 'li~. 116 i . §3\,. '. .. . 
5. a 4 10 ! 6 ,8 28 T"'"'' ....". t .157--
b 28 20 ; 16 i 32 ~ 52, I I 
c 10 I 4 4 I: 2 20 •.•.. " • " •••• < •• t ••. t • I> 117-- I 
d 8· 10 18 I 4 40 .1........ . ... 22,.: I : I l I I ~ I 
r i I 
c 
397. 
Al'l'ENDIX XXII (Cor-lTD) 
16. a 10 16 20 
b 12 2 2 
c 4 4 6 
d ~ 22 !§. 
- -~ ------'--. • 4 • ~ . , 
17. a 4 
.L 2 
- - -
b 14 4 6 
c 32 30 30 
d 0 6 6 
.... -- - --- . - . .. .. - .... - . . . 
18. a 
b 
c 
d 
-.-.- _ • Ao 
19. a 
b 
c 
d 
-
20. §:. 
b 
c 
d 
.. 
6 
22 
16 
6 
-- .. . 
4 
12 
10 
~ 
" . 
.1. 
20 
16 
10 
4 8 
16 10 
20 22 
i .1. 
." .. " .. . -. . , 
0 0 
22 16 
2 8 
20 20 
- -- ........ -
16 ~ 
-
6 0 
2 0 
20 18 
; 
2 . 48 •••• , .•• , •• 2 6~~ I ~ , 
o 16. ! .. , .. " , ., .... , .. 8~~ 
o l4. ~ It 0 I. ~ .. (' ...... 0" "''''''''' • 85 ... ~ • 106.. ,. 5_8~~... .j .. 
8 18 ,105;;, 
14 -;. ti. -:-::. . . . .... .. 21), 
22 114. p~ •• , •••• • ~11" i I: , 
2 · I 8e 
, 14 '" ft e t.1 • " ... " "" " • " • ". • (I •• " Iv 
5 - "24' .• ll!'.'. ":' ....... '. ' ... '. ' ..... '. ' ... '. 1-3-y,~ • 
I . 
14 I 62 . , .. , ... ,' . < e < •• , • 345'0 
16 I 74 • '''"''1,.40)" 
10 I 24 13% 
~2-. =-:--. ." . - . , • I .'. . . "". " .. , -- .-. -I- "3' ·c .. : 
6. ".""""'" ,.,.,t- 1° 
52 • I " ' • 2 8i'~ 2 
2 I 2" 2 2 • ."". c. 0 " • • Q • • ~ c:. 1 ,,/,) 
40 '104 
- -
36"1 82 
- ! ---
4 i 3
2
0
2 
- . '.' cl' . , ... . 
4 I - ... , ..... ' .. . 
• 17~;J 
.. , .. 12~~ 
2 I 50 ,,<.,.,.27~-
! 
-.-- - - .. ----- - ---...-..t----- ... - t--- ~~---_ .. _ 
Total ~ ----.-- _ ... _ .. -... -. --.... - ... .,., .,. ... --
I~:::::tn 34 13.0~: 544 ~492 
%a.ge 133% t 35~, I 35)c 597: 40", 
, I 
-'-4--"--' - --l····j 
I ' 
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.t\PPEtIDIX XXIII 
STRUCTURAL TEST 
Encircle the letter a, b, c or d which precedes the ~ completion 
of each of the follm·rlllg sentences: 
1. I •.•••••. an aeroplane there. 
a. am seeing b .. seeing c. will see d. see 
2. I was sitting in my room, reading, when suddenly the door (1) • ••••••• 
. (2) d (3) hi . t 1 at m open and ~ •••••••• a man an •••••••• s p~s 0 e. 
a. burst, came, aimed b. has burst, has come, has aimed. 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
C. bursts! comes z aims d. bursting, coming, aiming 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
3. I feel hungry; I ".'rant . ......... 
a.. I eat b. eat c. to eat d. that I may eat 
4~ Ali •••••••••• to the party last night. 
a.. not went b. he not go c. did not go d. do not went 
5.' It is already 9 otclock, but the guest •••••••••• yet. 
8.. has not arrived 
. 
c. did not arrive 
b. not arrived 
d. not arrive 
6. Twenty aeroplo.nes are said •••••••• dmin yesterday. 
1:1.~ were shot b. to were shot c. to shoot d. to have been shot 
7. You •••••••••• him yesterday. 
a. must saw b. must see c. must have seen d. must be soeing 
8. v/hile her husband was in the army, she •••••••• to him once a week. 
a. "frote b. ",ras writing c. was wrote d. was write 
9. Yesterday, from six to seven, we ••••••• to an interesting plny on 
the radio. 
a. were listen b. listening c. listened d. have listened 
10. They sa.r~ happily ,-,hile they •••••••••• home. 
a. were drive b. drive c. driving d. drove 
399. 
11. Ild rather ••••••••• me now. 
a. pay b. will pay c. paid d. to pay 
12. Su:p:pose we • ••••••• to see the ShOl'l. 
a. "Tent b. go c. will go d. were go 
13. I '\-,ish I ••••••••• the fellow1s name so that I can tell you. 
a. knew. b. will mOl·r c. have known d. knO"1 
14. God ........ you! ! 
a. helps b. holped c. holE d. has helped 
I hereby •••••• you my daughter in mrriage; she is your wife nOVI. 
a.. gave b. give c. have given d. giving 
16. Remember the favours I •••••••• to you. 
b. have done c. had done d. have done a. did 
Historians 
•••••••• that the very quick spread of Islam was a 
kind of miracle. 
a. agree b. agreed c. are agreeing d. agreeing 
18. Look what you •••••••• !! 
a •. die. b. done c. h~.ve dono d. had done 
19. I •••••••••• here since1928. 
e. havo been living b. am living c. still living d. live 
20. I ••••••••• to the cinema twice this week. 
a. went b. go c. am going d. have been 
21. George ••••••• out. 
at. has just gono b. just went ·c. is just gon~ d. just now went 
22. Wait till I •••••••••• my coffee. 
a. have finishod b. finished c. finishing d. shall finish 
23. Hhen we 3.rIlived on the field, the match •••••••• already started. 
a. has b. vIaS c. had d. (no words required) 
24. I ,vas told that he •••••••••• 
a. had gone b. has gone c. went d. is gone 
400. 
25. They ••••••••• each other for years when they started to quarrel 
a. were !mow b. were !mowing c. had known d. !mew 
26 • If he ••••••••• , he "/Quld have come. 
a. !me .... r b. had. lmoiVIl. c. were knew d. were knOio' 
27. I •••••••• to catch the 8.30 train, but found it \'las gone. 
a. was hoped b. have hoped c .• was hopL'1g d. had hoped 
28. ;r.. • • • • • • •• my homework by ten 0 I clock tc;>night. 
a.. have written b. am wrote c. shall have llri tten d. shall be i'irote 
29. Ahmad •••••••• in a comfortable chair reading a book. 
a. is sitting b. sat c. sitting d. sits 
30. 'l;lhy are you in such a hurry? ,-n:cre •••••••• ? 
a. are you going b. you go c. do you go d. going 
31. ~~en she returned, the servants •••••••••• the table. 
a. iV'ere clear b. were cleared c. yTere clearing d. clea.r:tJ:lg 
52. He •••••••• two letters cver,y week. 
a. ''las write b. was writing c. was wrote d. used to write . 
33. ~1 another year I ••••••••• tea in Ceylon. 
a, am grow be. am growing C e shall be growing d. shall be gro~ 
34. I •••••••• tired. 
a. :feel b. am feeling c. feeling d. am feel 
35. He ••••••••• fault \lith "That ever I do. 
a. is always finding b. ahlO:'Js find 
c. always finding d. finds forever 
36. .f •••••• that house over thero? 
a~. Soe you b. Do you seo c. A:re you seeing d. You seeing 
37. I ••••••••• you are right. 
a. am Imo"rl.ng b. mowing c. run mow d. lmrui 
38. I •••••••• thero no~'"i; '\'leek. 
a. going b. go c. am going d. am going to go 
39. I ••••••••••• a dinar for a llorthless article like this! 
0.. am not paying 
c. do not pay 
b. shall not pay 
d. am not going to pay 
40. I ••••••••• the children to the Zoo on Friday. 
a. ·shall take b. taking c. am taking d. take 
401. 
402. 
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